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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF HUMANITIES 

Film 

Doctor of Philosophy 

LOCATING THE NATIONAL IN CROATIAN FILM CULTURE, 1980-2009 

by Edward Julian Alexander 

 

In this thesis I propose a new methodology for constructing national cinemas, using 

reception studies, which aims to better convey the plurality of identities present within a 

national context. Existing national cinemas overwhelmingly rely upon homogenous national 

identities dictated by scholars who opaquely play judge and jury over inclusion. Each 

national cinema ostensibly provides a superior representation of a particular nationhood 

than its predecessors. I argue that filmic nationhood is less absolute and the role of the 

national cinema scholar should be in communicating the significance of various existing 

interpretations within a national context. National audiences do not watch films as blank 

canvasses but rather are conditioned by the context in which they consume them. This 

necessitates these audiences’ disaggregation according to their various collective identities 

which enact ingroup favouritism and outgroup discrimination. These identities’ filmic 

reception is accessed through press materials such as magazines and newspapers which 

address their particular readership appropriately. Analysis of this reception over an extended 

period of time constructs a national cinema network and reveals both the complexity and 

contradictions of filmic nationhood. 

  Croatian film culture from 1980 to 2009 serves as the medium through which I implement 

my preferred methodology in this thesis. Analysing the varied receptions of six films, I 

construct a Croatian national cinema which is significantly more nuanced than those which 

have preceded it. Nationhood is shown to be the most significant collective identity in 

Croatian film culture, often conditioning the depiction and reception of other national and 

non-national identities. Nevertheless, this was neither a static nor an exclusive nationhood. 

What it meant to be Croatian in film culture was concurrently understood in different ways 

and Croatian imaginings were always supplemented by Yugoslav alternatives.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In October 1969 Veljko Bulajić’s Battle on the Neretva (Bitka na Neretvi) was released in 

Yugoslavia and in its initial cinema run was seen by more than four million Yugoslavs, 

some voluntarily, others on organised school or business trips to the cinema (Jutarnji list, 

2013b). Subsequently screened in a total of seventy-two countries, it was seen by 

350,000,000 viewers (Jutarnji list, 2013b). The work, the most expensive in the Yugoslav 

history (Bauk, 2011: 201), was of epic proportions, an action film swathed in Yugoslav 

ideology, depicting the Partisans as they struggled heroically against Nazis and domestic 

collaborators. Promoting the founding myth of socialist Yugoslavia, the film entered 

Yugoslavs’ collective memory.1 

 

In September 2013, Velko Bulajić proclaimed that he would “prove in court that Neretva is 

a Croatian film” (Vurušić, 2013).2 Bulajić’s statement was made to the backdrop of an on-

going struggle between Croatian and Bosnian and Herzegovinian parties as to the national 

ownership of this showpiece of Yugoslavia’s cinema past, with Filmski centar Sarajevo 

having already sued the director for unauthorised sale of the film’s rights.3 This is despite 

the Partisan epic being avowedly Yugoslav, an identity post-Yugoslav nationalists disavow, 

and making no clear overtures towards either Bosnian or Croatian national identities. No 

single Yugoslav republic dominated the film’s cast and the domestic performers appeared 

alongside notable actors from Europe and Hollywood including Yul Brynner as a Partisan 

saboteur and Orson Welles as a Chetnik politician. At the time of its release, unlike other 

productions, the film had not been ascribed to any single Yugoslav republic “which was not 

just the practise but also compulsory, irrespective of internal federal co-productions” (Ćurić, 

2013). 

 

Following the demise of the Yugoslav socialist state and emergence of nationally defined 

political regimes, the various elements of Yugoslavia’s cinematic heritage, such as films, 

directors and actors, as with other cultural phenomena such as literature and music, have 
                                                
1 I understand collective memory as the “common landmarks of everyday life” which “constitute shared social 
frameworks of individual recollections” (Boym, 2001: 53). 
2 Serbo-Croatian translations, and those in derived languages, were made by the author. 
3 Director Hrvoje Hribar, then director of the Croatian Audiovisual Centre (HAVC), whilst conceding that 
“[o]fcourse Battle on the Neretva is a Bosnian film”, took a more pluralistic stance, stating that “it also equally 
belongs to all of the cinemas which participated in that film” (Dnevni avaz, 2013). It remains to be seen 
whether or not Hribar counts the Yugoslav tradition amongst these cinemas as more than just a conglomerate 
of Bosnian, Croatian and other national cinemas. 
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been carved up between the different national identities. Inherited ownership is presumed 

unique and absolute, although this can often lead to disputes when conflicting claims to a 

Yugoslav heirloom are motivated by potential economic incentives, as was the case with 

Battle on the Neretva.4 This research disputes this dominant presumption. 

 

When discussing ‘national cinemas’, it is necessary to take a far more critical approach to 

some of the issues that superficially appear stable and deep-rooted but are in fact unfixed 

and arbitrary (Bergfelder, 2005: 312). Bergfelder notes how “most studies of national 

cinemas in Europe [...] remain couched in a rhetoric of cultural protectionism and fear of 

globalisation, and they still perpetuate [...] the illusion of ‘pure’ and stable national cultures” 

(Bergfelder, 2005: 312). The link between nation and cinema has been widely and 

uncritically accepted, both in academic studies of particular national cinemas and in broader 

discourse on national cinema theory (Vitali, 2006: 1). National appellations are attached to 

groups of films, film industries and film cultures, encouraging homogenisation and 

implying a coherency which is taken for granted. 

 

In this research, I explore this issue by analysing the neglected relationship between 

Croatian and Yugoslav national cinemas, arguing that both national identities are 

simultaneously present throughout the period which I look at (1980-2009) and that the 

particular forms that they take at a given time are constructed from various different 

contributing identities. The uniform way in which exclusive Croatian and Yugoslav 

identities have been applied to film cultures at particular moments belies the diversity of 

territorial entities and the plurality of national identities which have existed in lands 

associated with Croats. Currently, national cinema scholars come equipped with a priori 

understandings of particular national identities and then cherry-pick filmic evidence to back 

these up. In this research I present a novel approach which uses the receptions made to films 

as the basis for understanding how cinema’s nationals are actually communicated through a 

heterogeneity of various identities, such as ethnicity, gender, locality and sexuality. These 

composite elements of one national identity inevitably extend across borders into alternative 

national imaginings, exacting an influence on multiple constructed nationhoods, in this case 

primarily Croatian and Yugoslav identities. Currently, however, even in the infrequent 

works which permit the coexistence of Croatian and Yugoslav identities, the matter is 

unresolved and unclear. 
                                                
4 Battle on the Neretva maintained a commercial value. Despite being released over four decades earlier, it 
was the most watched film on Croatian public television during the first half of 2011, attracting almost 
800,000 viewers when screened (Prnjak, 2011). 
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Various political and territorial entities which have been labelled as ostensibly Croatian 

have come and gone from maps. Croats have lived within these borders alongside non-Croat 

minorities and as minorities themselves in other states too, often as regional majorities.5 

There is not a single Croatian identity. The understanding of what it means to be Croatian 

has changed over time and numerous, often conflicting, understandings of the identity 

coexist simultaneously. As such, I do not peg Croatian national identity to any single 

feature, such as the narrative of historic statehood which nationalists prefer (Bellamy, 2003: 

32), but instead favour fluidity and the presence of diverse nationhoods as the distinguishing 

feature of national cinemas. 

 

Rather than understanding the nation as a unity of prescribed meaning, it should instead be 

taken as a plurality of conceptions of that nation and the identities within it (Walsh, 1996: 

12). This evokes Hobsbawm’s constructivist concept of the nation as “constructed 

essentially from above, but which cannot be understood unless also analysed from below, 

that is in terms of the assumptions, hopes, needs, longings and interests of ordinary people, 

which are not necessarily national and still less nationalist” (Hobsbawm, 1990: 10). A 

national cinema is a manifestation of this inharmonious composite. In this respect, Hill 

suggests that “it is quite possible to conceive of a national cinema [...] which works with or 

addresses nationally specific materials, which is none the less critical of inherited notions of 

national identity, which does not assume the existence of a unique or unchanging ‘national 

culture’, and which is quite capable of dealing with social divisions and differences” (Hill, 

1992: 16). Transcending fluctuating borders, Croatia’s film culture contributes to multiple 

national cinemas, each with frayed edges which are stitched together like patchwork quilts 

from various manifestations of national and non-national identities. The borders between 

these identities are not impermeable and elements spill into the domains of others national 

cinemas which are linked to them. 

 

Prior to the three research-orientated chapters which focus upon distinct periods in Croatia’s 

film history between 1980 and 2009, in this introductory chapter I offer a theoretical 

                                                
5 These different manifestations of a Croatian territorial presence are concurrent. In socialist Yugoslavia, 
Croats existed as a minority of the entire population but were the majority the country’s Croatian republic, 
albeit as minorities in some of its Serbian dominated settlements. Simultaneously, they were a minority in the 
neighbouring republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but constituted a majority in its western Herzegovina 
region. Further afield, various generations of Croats from these lands lived as diasporas in countries such as 
Australia, Canada, Germany and the USA. 
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contextualisation. Following an historical overview, I present the theoretical background to 

my research, explaining concepts such as film history, national identity and national cinema 

theory. I also provide an overview of the current implementations of national cinema theory 

in Croatian film history. I therein introduce national cinema networks, this research’s novel 

contribution to national cinema theory, explaining why I preference relationships between 

varied contextual elements surrounding films over more limited analysis of filmic content. 

A methodological overview outlines why a reception studies approach which recognises the 

nation’s constituent group identities is the most suitable for constructing a national cinema 

network. 

 

Historical overview 

The broader context with which my research engages is the period of cultural and political 

Croatian history between 1980 and 2009. As Ferro claims, “[t]he intersecting points 

between cinema and history are numerous” and “occur at the junction where History is 

being made and where it is perceived as an account of our era or as an explanation of the 

development of societies” (Ferro, 1988: 14). In this respect, Croatian film culture’s 

trajectories are closely bound to their extra-filmic cultural and political contexts. These 

historical contexts generally define the parameters through which filmic elements and 

developments are understood, although this is not an exclusively one-way relationship and 

film culture also plays a constituent role in the setting of historical agendas. 

 

The period covered by my research begins with Croatia as a constituent republic within 

socialist Yugoslavia. Following the suppression of the Croatian Spring’s cultural-political 

nationalism in December 1971 by the Yugoslav authorities, “[t]hereafter, Croatia was called 

the ‘silent republic’, characterized by political repression and apathy, where hardly any 

public discussion took place” (Huszka, 2014: 70). Ill-prepared for the death of president 

Josip Broz Tito in May 1980, Yugoslavia endured a decade of inflation caused by rising 

foreign debt. Meehan Predrotty reasons that “Yugoslavia’s leaders had skilfully used 

consumer culture and an image of prosperity to deflect regional grievances and critiques of 

communist rule, but when shortages of basic goods and services plagued previously 

comfortable citizens, many of the serious flaws in Yugoslavia’s socialist system were 

exposed” (Meehan Pedrotty, 2010: 340). Meier, for instance, claims that “[i]n retrospect, 

one can establish that as early as 1985 those elements which would later tear apart the 

Yugoslav state were already visible”, listing the key factors as the unwillingness of the 

communist regime to entertain genuine democratic and macroeconomic reforms, Serbian 

policy towards Kosovo and the army’s resistance to any questioning of its privileged 
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position (Meier, 1999: 33). In spite of these difficulties, Yugoslav culture, especially its 

popular strands, maintained a vitality within Croatia. Zagreb-based bands like Azra and 

Prljavo kazalište were at the heart of Yugoslavia’s popular new wave movement. 

Furthermore, this Yugoslav identity was not camouflaged in Croatia. For instance, when the 

Croatian press celebrated how “[w]e won at Eurovision” with Riva’s victory at the song 

contest in May 1989, this inclusive we did not refer to a Croatian identity, which would 

have been feasible given that the band came from Zadar, but clearly stated that “Yugoslavia 

won for the first time” (Ožegović, 1989: 1). 

 

Multi-party elections were held in Croatia in April 1990, resulting in a victory for pro-

independence Croatian nationalists headed by Franjo Tuđman, formerly a major general in 

the Yugoslav army and subsequently a dissident historian. Nevertheless, Croatia’s 

extrication from Yugoslavia was not clean cut. As successive republics sought 

independence from Yugoslavia, Serbian president Slobodan Milošević sought to establish 

an enlarged Serbian state by taking control of territories with significant or historical 

Serbian populations, firstly in Croatia and then subsequently in Bosnia and Herzegovina. By 

July 1991, local skirmishes had escalated into full-scale war, pitting Croatian security forces 

against local Serbian militias, Serbian paramilitaries and the Yugoslav army. Despite 

decrying these Serbian military endeavours in their own country, Croatia’s leadership 

followed a not dissimilar policy towards areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina with sizeable 

Croatian populations. Although Croatia achieved a de facto victory upon the war’s 

conclusion in November 1995, it nevertheless exerted a cost beyond the thousands of deaths 

and migrations and significant material damage. Ramet outlines how “the war had a 

retardant effect on Croatian democratization”, emphasising that “throughout the Tudjman 

era there were manipulations of elections […], manipulations and illegal acquisitions […] of 

the most influential media, manipulations of privatization for the enrichment of the ‘inner 

circle,’ and rising resentment of Serbs collectively among many Croats” (Ramet,2007: 2). 

Goodwill which had existed for the new state dissipated on the international stage since, as 

Forto observes, “Tudjman led Croatia into international isolation by refusing to stay out of 

the affairs of neighbouring Bosnia and Herzegovina, to allow Serb minorities to reenter the 

country, and to cooperate with the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former 

Yugoslavia” (Forto, 2004: 175). Parallel to independence and feeding off the sense of 

victimhood which accompanied the war, a national imperative was enacted upon Croatian 

cultural products during the 1990s. Whilst the film industry was relatively slow to deliver its 

goods due to the considerable time it takes to produce a film, the response from the music 

industry was more immediate. Baker notes how “[t]he outbreak of war in Croatia in July 
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1991 had seen almost every professional musician in the country take part in a wave of 

patriotic music-making” and explains that “[a]s the political imperative shifted during the 

next few years from securing national survival to consolidating a homogenous national 

community, the music industry responded with several proposals for a ‘Croatian’ basis for 

national popular music” (Baker, 2010: 1). 

 

Following the death of Franjo Tuđman in December 1999, the following decade proved to 

be another transitional period in Croatian history during which efforts to cultivate a 

functioning democracy were impaired by vestiges of the previous decade. As Vesterdal 

reasons, “Croatia is on her way to consolidating liberal democracy but [...] it will still take 

years to overcome the challenges related to changing values, both in people’s minds and in 

the specific political culture, which is a precondition for making liberal democracy work in 

a legitimate and effective way” (Vesterdal, 2007: 355). Successive Croatian governments 

during the 2000s recognised a benefit from integrating the country into influential European 

and global institutions. Central to this strategy was the protracted process by which Croatia 

sought membership of the European Union. Besides the necessary economic and judicial 

reforms demanded of all candidates, Croatian membership was additionally conditional 

upon the country’s cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia (ICTY). Public goodwill towards the European Union would falter as ICTY 

prosecutors accused Croatian institutions of inertia and even hindrance over assisting in the 

apprehension of the indicted former general Ante Gotovina, who was widely defended by 

Croats with the slogan ‘Hero, not criminal’. Conditionality had further consequences, 

Bideleux and Jeffries suggesting that “this process makes those Croatian liberals or 

reformers who have cooperated with the ICTY appear ‘unpatriotic’ or even ‘traitors’ to their 

country in the eyes of many patriotic Croats [which] makes it even more difficult for such 

politicians to push through the much-needed liberal reforms which the EU has stipulated” 

(Bideleux and Jeffries, 2007: 232). Abuses of power continued to blight society throughout 

the 2000s. As Budak outlines “[c]orruption in Croatia is a systematic phenomenon with a 

stronghold in all structures of the society” and the “[b]ribing of public service employees, 

nepotism in employment and awarding positions by which appointed persons are in conflict 

of interest are common in public life” (Budak, 2007: 62). Intolerance towards national and, 

increasingly, non-national minorities persisted with the public sphere during the 2000s, 

however it was also more frequently called into question. For instance, whilst the right-

wing, nationalist musician Marko Perković Thompson staged sold-out stadium concerts, 

much of the considerable media coverage surrounding them focussed on the display of 
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Second World War fascist symbols amongst audience members and which public figures, 

including politicians, were in attendance. 

 

Film history 

Film history is one of the three main branches of Film Studies, along with criticism and 

theory (Allen and Gomery, 1985: 4). Whilst this research is not a work of film history in the 

purest sense, it nevertheless draws frequently from film history’s theoretical repertoire. The 

primary theoretical sphere of this research is that of national cinema, however this 

inevitably involves an awareness of film history since it relies upon recognition of the 

evolving ways in which the national is enunciated within an historical period. The 

relationship between film history and national cinema is symbiotic. Just as the national 

needs the historical to afford it a chronological framework, most film histories use the 

nation state as their primary organising category, although, as Jarvie argues, “more often 

than not its value and appropriateness are not argued” (Jarvie, 2000: 77). 

 

There is no single approach to the study of film history, no single “superhistory” (Allen and 

Gomery, 1985: iv). On its most primary level, film history can be divided into two main 

strands, which need not be mutually exclusive, namely research, involving the identification 

and dating of films, and explanation, the interpretation and contextualisation of pre-existing 

information (Thompson and Bordwell, 1994: xxxiv-xxxv). This work belongs to the latter. 

The particular focus of explanation varies depending upon the broad choice between 

aesthetic, biographical, industrial, social and technological frameworks (Thompson and 

Bordwell, 1994: xl). This research is socially orientated as a consequence of the reception 

studies methodology which I have adopted. The marrying of film history to reception 

studies is apparent in Klinger’s histoire totale approach to reception, supplementing the 

initial synchronic interpretation with subsequent diachronic interpretations and all material 

that is therein collated around a film (Klinger, 1997: 107). The understanding of national 

cinema proposed in this research is likewise characterised by historicity and recognition of 

how meanings are frequently revised. Klinger notes that meaning is not vested in the 

intrinsic characteristics of the text but rather in the way in which these characteristics are 

utilised by intertextual and historical forces (Klinger, 1997: 108) and the same is true for 

films as elements of national cinemas.  

 

In contrast to traditional conceptions of national cinema which are largely stagnant within 

crudely separated time periods, this research draws upon Allen and Gomery’s advocacy of a 

realist approach to explanatory film history. The main focus of research is not an objectified 
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historical event, the film, but rather the generative mechanisms which created this event 

(Allen and Gomery, 1985: 15). Instead of seeking a single cause for a film, meaning is 

found in the interplay between the various mechanisms which constitute it. This research 

employs a realist approach to historically conditioned national cinemas, whereby meaning is 

not located in a monolithic conception of a particular national cinema but rather is pieced 

together from the network of relations between contributing elements. Such elements are 

only included as part of a national cinema when the generative mechanisms which link them 

are scrutinised.  

 

National identity 

Aside from film history, the other central parameter determining an understanding of 

national cinema is the national. Nationhood has been the most pertinent identity in Croatia 

between 1980 and 2009 as various agents have invoked the primacy of their own 

preferenced national identity as the premise for exerting power, often violently, over those 

who do not share in it. Although I emphasise in this research that the nation in national 

cinemas is not homogenous and is open to many different understandings, at its core it 

nevertheless relies upon fellow nationals recognising each other as such. Consequently, my 

understanding of the nation in this research is primarily adopted from Anderson’s theory of 

imagined communities (Anderson, 2006). Anderson notes that nations are not characterised 

by their relative falseness or genuineness but rather by the style in which they are imagined 

(Anderson, 2006: 6). National cinema discourse is one framework within which this 

imagining takes place. Anderson’s imagined communities have now become a standard idea 

in national cinema theory (Walsh, 1996: 6), referenced both by works of national cinema 

theory and studies on individual national cinemas. However, Williams observes that whilst 

imagined communities have become a point of departure, they are often abandoned soon 

after (Williams, 2002: 2). 

 

I engage Anderson’s imagined communities from a twofold perspective. Firstly, national 

cinemas are one of the imagined community’s manifestations, a coherence being drawn 

between disparate elements on the basis of presumed national affiliation. Just as individual 

members of the imagined community will not have direct contact with all other fellow 

members (Anderson, 2006: 26), neither do all elements of a diverse film culture directly 

interact, and yet they are drawn together under a label denoting sameness based upon 

national identity. Anderson describes the nation as imagined in both the sense of being 

limited and sovereign (Anderson, 2006: 6-7). It is limited because it recognises its own 

finiteness, never aspiring to universal inclusivity, just as national cinemas posit boundaries 
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through the national appellations. Croatian cinema, however one may conceive it, is that 

which it is by virtue of not being another national cinema. The imagined nation is sovereign 

in how it recognises no higher authority than itself and the same can be appreciated in 

national cinema discourse. The national acts as the primary designation over all other 

defining criteria in national cinema discourse. This is despite it having no tangible existence 

in itself, being manifested through characteristics such as a national film industry and a 

national language. 

 

Secondly, in much the same way as Anderson deems the steady flow of the press’s printed 

language as laying the foundations for a national consciousness by making readers aware of 

their detached fellow nationals (Anderson, 2006: 44), films act as documentary texts. 

Within nationally conditioned film cultures, the actual detachment between compatriots is 

downplayed, for instance a Croat living in continental Slavonia is able to identify with 

greater verisimilitude with fellow Croats in Mediterranean Dalmatia by watching films set 

in Dalmatia on the basis of a common nationhood. Just as Anderson recognised how the 

print press gave a new fixity to national languages (Anderson, 2006: 44), cinema is able to 

convey a fixity to national images. A Croat is thus shown, at that point in history, what it 

means to be a Croat. Just as print language allowed for a favoured vernacular to be 

preferenced, cinema’s visual aspect permits it to venture further, playing a role in setting the 

meaning of the national identity through its depictions. Whilst Anderson focused on the 

initial construction of the nation, national imagining can be extended to contribute to its 

perpetual reimagining as the meaning of the particular national identity evolves, explaining 

the variations in Croatian identities within this research’s timeframe. 

 

Nation and nation state 

In this research, I abide by Walsh’s distinction between the nation as an internalised set of 

cultural meanings and the state as the institutions residing within geopolitical borders 

(Walsh, 1996: 5). Although state institutions are clearly important factors in the direction 

taken by national film cultures, determining cultural policy and the distribution of economic 

resources, I propose that national cinema studies is better served by analysis grounded 

foremost in the nation on the basis that the state is but one of the manifestations available to 

the nation. National cinema studies has been marked by a lack of critical thought afforded to 

the understanding of the specific role of the nation as a categorising tool. Elsaesser, for 

instance, claims that “more and more sub-state groups aspire to be a nation, such as the 

Kurds, Tamils, Czechs, Croats and Basques” (Elsaesser, 2005: 117), seemingly unaware 

that whilst these identities may have lacked statehood in the form of sovereign nation states, 
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they have all possessed nationhood prior to the advent of cinema in their territories. Classic 

definitions of national cinema tend to be invested in the state. Williams describes it as “the 

body of films produced in or by a given country” (Williams, 2002: 4), whilst Rosen 

conceives of national cinemas as being linked to the production or reception of films 

“within the legal borders of (or benefitting from capital controlled from within) a given 

nation-state” (Rosen, 2006: 18). The state is understood as the sole stable factor in such 

groupings, Elsaesser ascertaining that a national cinema “allows one to scoop up quite 

handily an otherwise unwieldy bulk: all the different films made by very different people in 

a given country over a not inconsiderable period of time” (Elsaesser, 1993: 81). 

 

The nation state, however, is a blunt categorising tool. Territorial borders are never as fixed 

as they may seem at a single point in history and they are certainly not impenetrable 

barriers. In this research I favour the nation over the nation state since this allows for equal 

consideration of national groups both with and without nation states as well as transnational 

factors such as diasporic identities. Contrary to the dominant hierarchy in national cinema 

theory and individual national cinema studies, I understand the nation as the key 

determinant in national cinema and the nation state as one of its potential channels of 

expression, albeit one which cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the use of a country’s name as 

the key categorisation implies an unjustifiable homogeneity which cannot be found within 

the state. This is not to say that the nation is homogenous, since nationhood inevitably 

means different things to different people, but all members of the nation must, at the very 

least, have recognised themselves as such. 

 

National cinema 

In this section I outline the theoretical evolution of national cinemas and, for the sake of 

clarity, propose an understanding of what precisely constitutes a national cinema within this 

thesis which is based upon constructed conceptions of filmic nationhood rather than being a 

broad catchall for all of a nation’s filmic manifestations. Despite the nation being one of the 

key organising structures in film history, there is no widely accepted theory of what 

constitutes a national cinema, beyond some broad, misleading generalisations. In practise, 

national cinemas are “taken for granted, taken as read” (Hayward, 1993: 1) and “too 

implicit, unthought, native” (Rosen, 2006: 18). 

 

One major division that remains unaddressed is whether a national cinema exists separately 

from its academic conception. In other words, is a national cinema a nation’s cinematic 

output in all of its guises, which can subsequently be commented on, or, alternatively, does 
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it only come into existence through the constructive undertaking of a scholar who collates 

material into a narrative and posits justification for the coherence? So as to avoid confusion, 

I apply separate labels for these two distinct concepts, understanding the former as a more 

ephemeral national film culture, existing but constantly evolving and never fully graspable, 

and only the latter as a national cinema in the truest sense. When writing about a particular 

national film culture, there is not an overall, correct blueprint existing separately of 

academic discourse which scholars should aim towards representing as faithfully as 

possible. National cinemas are not the interpretation of an evasive, pure national cinema, 

separate from the scholar, but rather they only exist in that which scholars produce. With 

this in mind, it is possible to speak about multiple national cinemas for the same nation. The 

construction of each national cinema will depend upon which elements a particular scholar 

privileges and, equally, which are overlooked. 

 

Prior to 1920, on both sides of the Atlantic, an awareness of cinema’s national dimension 

was tied to protectionist tendencies towards national film industries rather than scholarly 

discourse. In France there were calls for film production to be conceived as a national 

cinema to prevent growing American hegemony (Hayward, 1993: 5). In the United States 

there was a movement to monopolise the domestic market by introducing a national context, 

thereby xenophobicly othering French films as foreign even in the silent period (Vitali, 

2006: 1). The First World War restricted the free flow of films between countries, 

contributing to the emergence of distinct differences in the formal traits of national film 

cultures (Thompson, 1994: 468). However, rather than documenting expressions of national 

style or identity within films, formative scholarly works understanding cinema in a national 

context were in fact industrial biographies (Vitali, 2006: 2). These works were more 

analogous with economic approaches to film history than national cinema and the national 

was thus firmly tethered to the state rather than the nation. 

 

The trend to view films as the products of cultural nations rather than individual filmmakers 

is dated to Kracauer’s 1947 work From Caligari to Hitler (Wyke, 2006: 67). Kracauer 

presented a body of films as constituting “a national psyche, a national subject” (Rosen, 

2006: 24). Analysing interwar German films for indications of the rise of Nazism, Kracauer 

wrote that “the evolution of the films of a nation are fully understandable only in relation to 

the actual psychological pattern of this nation” (Kracauer, 1974: 5). He claimed that the 

“films of a nation reflect its mentality in a more direct way than other artistic media” since 

they are the product of a collective enterprise and must, therein, address themselves and 

appeal to popular audiences by using recognisable motifs (Kracauer, 1974: 5).  
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Allen and Gomery criticise Kracauer’s work on the grounds that it delivers a post hoc ergo 

propter hoc fallacy, whereby because the Nazis did come to power this was taken as being 

inevitable (Allen and Gomery, 1985: 164). This relies upon unjustifiable determinism, in so 

much as the Nazis’ ascent to power was not inevitable. Kracauer’s analysis is therefore 

tautological, prescriptively selecting films which undergo prescriptive readings to arrive at 

predetermined answers. Such criticisms, however, should not belie the influence of 

Kracauer’s approach. Adhering to that which Lampe identifies as an ahistorical tendency for 

assuming Yugoslavia’s breakup to be inevitable (Lampe, 2000: 4), this is reflected in 

Kracauerian film scholarship in Croatia, Škrablo, for instance, constructs a narrative of 

“[t]he tired 1980s: the withering of the state” (Škrabalo, 2008: 147). 

 

Since its publication, the most seminal text on national cinema’s various forms has been 

Higson’s ‘The Concept of National Cinema’ (Higson, 1989). Higson’s article outlines four 

central ways in which national cinema is conceived and also some of the problems facing 

the field of study. The first is economic, drawing a correspondence between the national 

film industry and the national cinema. This sees a national cinema as a commodity which 

can effectively be purchased and thus owned. He secondly presents a textual conception, 

concerned with filmic content. This examines the ways in which the national is constructed 

within films. Thirdly, Higson outlines an exhibition derived understanding of national 

cinema concerned with which films audiences are watching. His fourth conception is that of 

the criticism-led approach which constructs canonical national cinemas based upon 

judgements of relative quality. As Higson acknowledges, these approaches employ national 

cinema prescriptively and so he advocates greater recognition of audiences, asking “what is 

a national cinema if it doesn’t have a national audience?” (Higson, 1989: 46). Higson binds 

national audience to corresponding national cinemas. It is necessary, however, to recognise 

that these audiences are exposed not just to foreign films but also foreign elements within 

ostensibly domestic films. Despite growing recognition of reception in Film Studies, 

Higson’s focus on national audiences has not been universally welcomed. Focussing on 

British film production, for instance, Hill criticises Higson on the basis that his argument 

“appears to lead to the conclusion that Hollywood films are in fact a part of the British 

national cinema because these are the films which are primarily [...] consumed by British 

national audiences” (Hill, 1992: 14). As such, Hill accuses Higson of failing to adequately 

differentiate “between the cinema in Britain and British national cinema” (Hill, 1992:14). 
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Traditionally, national cinema theory has advocated boundaries. One national cinema is 

understood not just through its own features but also by how it differs from others (Higson, 

1989: 38). Besides local others, such as Croatian film culture’s relationship towards Serbian 

films, Hayward notes a common tendency in how all national cinemas are defined in 

relation to Hollywood (Hayward, 1993: 8).6 Due to its global reach, washing over the 

national delineations in which national cinema theory has traditionally been grounded, 

Hollywood is not usually treated as an American national cinema. In a statement equally 

applicable to Croatian audiences, Nowell-Smith writes that the “hidden history of cinema in 

British culture[…] has been the history of American films popular with the British public” 

(Nowell-Smith, 1985: 151-152). Crofts thus categorises varieties of national cinema on the 

basis of their relationship with Hollywood (Crofts, 2006: 44-52). These are (1) European-

model art cinemas which differ from Hollywood and do not compete with it, (2) Third 

Cinema which differs from Hollywood and does not compete with it but does critique it, (3) 

European and Third World entertainment cinemas which struggle against Hollywood, (4) 

mostly Asian cinemas which ignore Hollywood, (5) Anglophone cinemas that compete with 

little success with Hollywood by imitating it, (6) totalitarian cinemas and (7) regional 

cinemas which differ from the dominant culture of the country in which they exist. 

 

Whilst it would be naïve to ignore the global influence of Hollywood, Bergfelder justly 

criticises Crofts’ categorisations for how they pedestal Hollywood, depicting national 

cinemas as Hollywood’s collective Other and thus subjugated to it as a pale imitation 

(Bergfelder, 2005: 324). Norðfjörð rejects Crofts’ categories on the basis that they are 

intended for understanding larger national cinemas, meaning that the vast majority fall 

within the categories of European art cinema and European and Third World commercial 

cinema (Norðfjörð, 2007: 45). As a result, a large number of very different cinemas all exist 

within the same broad boundaries, offering little meaningful distinction. Furthermore, whilst 

Crofts acknowledges that his categories are permeable, with the exception of regional 

cinemas, they employ uncomplicated nationhoods too closely linked to nation states. 

 

The binary of national cinemas versus Hollywood has been imbued with a moral dimension 

in which Hollywood is the threatening Other (Elsaesser, 2005: 16). Bergfelder derides this 

opposition, framing it as an “apocalyptic narrative of the relationship between a perennially 

vulnerable Europe and a predatory Hollywood” (Bergfelder, 2005: 321). Jarvie notes how 
                                                
6 Walsh criticises Hayward’s conception of the relationship between national cinemas and Hollywood on the 
grounds that it relies upon psychoanalytical terms which are more suitable for individual agents rather than 
collectives like national cinemas (Walsh 1996: 11). 
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any conception of Hollywood as an invader can only ever be metaphorical since the 

interaction between Hollywood and non-American markets is an example of international 

trade that, in any other context, is deemed an exchange, not least since the foreign audiences 

largely welcome the invader (Jarvie, 2000: 83). Paalman offers nuancing to the dichotomy 

between Hollywood and national cinemas by suggesting that whilst Hollywood is 

considered a predator which eats Europe’s talent, in order to do this it must also support 

Europe by investing in it, thus creating a relationship which is both competitive and 

cooperative (Paalman, 2008: 147). Hollywood need not undermine or contaminate local 

cultures. Higson suggests alternative readings in which foreign elements are either 

democratising, expanding the receiving nation’s cultural repertoire, or lose their exoticness 

at the point of reception since audiences translate them through local norms (Higson, 2000: 

69). O’Regan recognises the dominance of Hollywood in many national markets but avoids 

moralising it. He judges national cinemas’ marginality, whereby exhibitors can exist 

without domestic films but not without Hollywood products, to afford them the role of a 

locally specific supplement to viewers’ predominantly Hollywood diets (O'Regan, 2002: 92-

93). 

 

Cinema’s national borders are inherently leaky with border crossings occurring at the levels 

of production, content, distribution and reception. Elsaesser's theory of double occupancy 

captures the simultaneous coexistence of multiple national identities in cultural artefacts 

(Elsaesser, 2005: 108-113). This is important in how it moves national cinema theory away 

from exclusive national ownership and shows that films can operate within the simultaneous 

national contexts, Siewert framing double occupancy as creating “hyphenated Europeans” 

(Siewert, 2008: 198). Besides formal co-productions, double occupancy serves as a means 

to understand Venn diagram-like phenomena, both on-screen and off-screen, including 

national groups living beyond the borders of the nation state, like Bosnian Croats or 

Croatian Serbs, and mixed marriages. Elsaesser’s theory is also useful because the 

occupation extends beyond the simple opposition of fractious national identities, whereby 

“no European […] is not already diasporic in relation to some marker of difference – be it 

ethnic, regional, religious or linguistic” (Elsaesser, 2005: 108). At the highest level, 

Croatia’s film culture can be deemed doubly occupied through the concurrent contributions 

to Croatian and Yugoslav national cinemas. Nevertheless, the theory has shortcomings, 

particularly in how it conceives of elements being contained within national cinemas. This 

affords the conceptual national cinema too much permanence and an unjustifiably firm 

structure, implying that it exists separately of imaginings. 
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Rather than being confined to the nation state, the national is, according to Berry, “multiple, 

contested and overlapping” (Berry, 2006: 149). Examining the relationship between 

coexisting national cinemas from the perspective of Taiwan, he essentially expands upon 

Elsaesser’s double occupancy, by describing the country’s films as “articulating a tension 

between two types of national belonging, one is that of the modern nation state, the other is 

the larger cultural order which pre-exists the modern nation state and in the case of Taiwan 

is a supra-state Chinese cultural affiliation” (Berry, 2006: 155). When similarly applied to 

the Croatian context, this corresponds to the identities of the Croatian nation state and the 

Yugosphere.7 Importantly, Berry moves beyond distinct, cohabiting national identities to 

recognise overlapping nationhoods read through the same features. He notes that one 

dimensional national cinemas are too invested in territorial nationalism and it is this close 

tie to the nation state that has become post-national with the rise of transnational 

understandings of cinema (Berry, 2006: 148). Nevertheless, dismissing the national 

framework entirely would constitute an ideological short circuit and, instead, it needs to be 

rethought (Berry, 2006: 149). However, whilst Berry acknowledges more complex national 

identities within films than those based upon a parity with political maps, the national 

cinemas which he builds from these identities are still too insular. Certainly an 

improvement, Berry’s national cinema model nevertheless lacks the fluidity of exchange 

and interaction across all imaginings of nationhood. 

 

Although the concept of national cinemas corresponding to a political map of the world 

remains dominant, since the 1990s it has been increasingly challenged by transnational 

cinema. This moves away from homogenous national cores to instead focus on cinema’s 

points of national exchange in production, representation and consumption. A divide, 

however, exists between those who deem cinema to have always been in essence a 

transnational medium and those who judge transnational cinema to be a subsequent 

evolution of national cinema. Writing of the “long tradition of shifting national alliances in 

European cinemas which […] add up to a history of consistent transnational connections”, 

Bergfelder dates the transnational back to the earliest days of cinema when industrial 

initiatives aimed at foreign distribution and production determined the prevailing economic 

hegemonies across Europe (Bergfelder, 2000: 140-141). Berry, by contrast, sees its 

emergence as parallel to acknowledgement of the concept, deeming it to have grown out of 

the conditions of globalisation, neoliberalism, free trade and the end of socialism, 

                                                
7 For an explanation of the Yugosphere, see page 36. 
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constituting a different order of cinematic cultures and industries from national cinema 

(Berry, 2010: 112). 

 

When following either understanding of the transnational, replacing or supplementing the 

national with the transnational is not without its own problems. Similar to the national, the 

transnational also lacks a firm definition. Higbee and Lim identify three main ways in which 

the transnational has been conceived in Film Studies (Higbee, 2010: 9). The first is for the 

transnational to replace national cinema theory, recognising that the borders of nation states 

do not limit films. The most elemental form which this takes is the co-production between 

studios from two countries, the recognition of which has historically been either 

marginalised as a tolerable exception or even resented as a threat to the fabric of the nation 

(Bergfelder, 2005: 323). This transnational, however, extends much further and can be 

appreciated in, for instance, non-Croatian actors having regularly appeared in nominally 

Croatian films which depict identities extending beyond the Croatian nation state and the 

film therein being received by audiences outside of Croatia’s sovereign borders. Whilst the 

national can persist within this understanding of the transnational, it is a subjugated element, 

only of value when understood in interactions with other nationals, not unto itself. 

 

In the second understanding, the transnational is taken as a coherent group of national 

cinemas which can be collated into a block on the basis of commonality identified in 

culture, history or style. The potential scale of such blocks ranges from the relatively 

localised, such as post-Yugoslav Cinema, to the expansive, like Eastern European Cinema. 

Such a conceptualisation permits the continued existence of discrete nationals as the unitary 

elements from which the transnational is constructed, such as Croatian cinema being one of 

the contributing parts of post-Yugoslav cinema.  

 

Thirdly, the transnational can entail a focus on the work of filmmakers belonging to 

minority groups and diasporas or exilic and postcolonial cinema within the boundaries of 

other national cinemas. According to Bergfelder, this understanding has been largely 

overlooked in Europe since the majority of the focus on émigré experience has been 

directed at Hollywood (Bergfelder, 2012: 1). This transnationalism should not be taken 

uniformly since experiences differ greatly between economic migrants and those who have 

been forced into exile (Bergfelder, 2012: 2). Bergfelder advocates understanding European 

cinema, itself an example of the second definition of the transnational, as a cinema “marked 

by indeterminacy and ‘inbetween-ness’ that looks at the migrations between Europe’s 

centres and margins” (Bergfelder, 2005: 360). Due to the trend for depicting compact, self-
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contained nations, the diasporic experience in Croatian film culture has been largely 

overlooked in scholarly texts. In a rare exception, looking at that which she terms “hushed 

histories”, Iordanova addresses “stories of displacement and assimilation that are largely 

absent from official annals” in Balkan cinema (Iordanova, 2008: 6). 

 

Whilst an improvement on the strict national, the adoption of the transnational should be 

treated with care. Although globalisation cannot be ignored, the wars of the 1990s and 

enduring tensions between former Yugoslav states are testament to the national’s enduring 

salience. Anderson writes that the “end of the era of nationalism which has so long been 

prophesised is not remotely in sight, indeed nation-ness is the most universally legitimate 

value in the political life of our time” (Anderson, 2006: 3). Likewise, Ravetto-Biagioli 

points out that the “lack of stability in identities in the Balkans and former Soviet Union 

does not suggest, as might be logically expected, that people have become deterritorialised, 

rootless or cosmopolitan”, instead “the very opposite has happened and they have become 

overterritorialised in historical, national, ethnic and religious terms” (Ravetto-Biagiolo, 

2003: 450). It is in the context of this tension between national and transnational factors that 

that Ezra and Rowden recognise the “deployment of a new paradigm” in Film Studies, 

wherein “one of the central aspects of transnationalism as a critical discourse is its 

dialectical engagement with - rather than simple rejection of - ideas of the national” (Ezra 

and Rowden, 2006: 13). 

 

However, truly engaging the national and the transnational has proven to be easier said than 

done. Higbee and Lim recognise how in practise the transnational can become all 

encompassing, an “empty, floating signifier”, just indicating an international co-production 

without any attention afforded to the term’s aesthetic, political and economic implications 

(Higbee, 2010: 10). Somewhat discouragingly, given that the transnational was conceived 

as an improvement upon the strict national, it has sometimes resulted in “employing a 

difference that, we might say, makes no difference at all” (Higbee, 2010: 10). The great 

breadth of material potentially encompassed by the conceptual transnational has prompted 

Hjort to ask whether the label has been reduced to a self-evident qualifier, whereby the task 

now becomes identifying differences within the proposed unity rather than justifying 

similarities (Hjort, 2010: 13). She notes that the transnational epithet does not advance 

understanding “if it can mean anything and everything that the occasion would appear to 

demand” (Hjort, 2010: 12). Transnational cinematic blocks can sacrifice the distinct cultural 

specifics of the national, delivering a blunted rather than sharpened understandings. Those 

works which seek to remedy this by providing individual delineated sections on each 
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contributing national unit are not in fact engaging in transnationalism, rather they are 

amassing nationals. As Berry therefore notes, “our studies of the transnational seem to be 

mired in the national” (Berry, 2010: 112). 

 

If the transnational is to move beyond being a broad, although ultimately impotent, label 

and serve a purpose, then it requires, as Higbee and Lim emphasise, “a critical, discursive 

stance towards the question of the transnational in film studies so that we are alert to the 

challenges and potentialities that greet each transnational trajectory” (Higbee, 2010: 18). 

The transnational should not be taken to strictly replace the national since, as Berry 

observes, “no transnational exists without encountering and negotiating national spaces and 

cultures” (Berry, 2010: 112). Implementations of the transnational must recognise the 

national as a key dividing mechanism, although other sub-national and non-national 

identities should not be ignored nor forced to conform to national criteria. 

 

National cinemas in Croatian film culture 

I now outline the ways in which national cinemas have been traditionally manifested in 

Croatia. Historically, the nation’s film culture has been understood through two dominant 

national identities, namely Croatian and Yugoslav. Besides these established national 

cinemas, Croatian film culture is also supplemented by the forays of alternative national, 

supranational, subnational and transnational identities. These include those associated with 

alternative national cinemas, such as Bosniac and Serbian identities, as well as those at 

more formative stages in the establishment of coherent cinema discourses, such 

Mediterranean or Dalmatian identities. Traditionally, these national cinemas have been 

constructed insularly, either not recognising the existence of alternative traditions or 

implying an impermeable divide between them. Although the division between Croatian 

and Yugoslav conceptions crystallised with the demise of the common state, the debate goes 

back as far as 1968 in a polemic between, on one side, advocates of stylistic specifics in 

Serbian and Croatian schools and, on the other, those who criticised fragmentation and 

believed that cinema should be subordinate to the overall goals of socialism (Pavičić, 2011: 

16). 

 

Throughout Croatian film culture’s history, the decision of whether to favour either 

Croatian or Yugoslav national cinemas made by scholars and journalists has been 

overwhelmingly made to either support or oppose a dominant national-political climate. 

Instead of conveying the full range of filmic identities which exist with a Croatian horizon, 

national film commentary in Croatia has championed a preferenced identity to the detriment 
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of alternatives. Rather than incompatible, I deem Croatian and Yugoslav approaches to be 

overlapping and complementary, contributing to Croatian film culture’s heterogeneity. The 

national cinema networks model which I propose within this research makes such a 

conception possible. Having yet to be employed in any similar form within a Croatian 

context, my reception studies methodology reveals the multiple faces of Croatian film 

culture alongside each other, an aspect which has been lacking from existing approaches. 

 

Croatian national cinema 

Croatian national cinemas have largely been the preserve of Croatian scholars. The first 

coherent manifestation of Croatian cinema were constructed in 1950 through two 

instalments in Filmska revija by the Zagreb journalist Vjeko Dobrinčić who interviewed 

participants in Croatia’s pre-Second World War fledgling industry and “outlined for the 

public, in the shortest terms, the most important details of pre-war Croatian cinema” 

(Knežević, 1983: 137). In the majority of instances, recognition of Croatian cinema during 

the Yugoslav period came as a territorial designation, permitting ease of understanding 

within the bulky Yugoslav whole, rather than emphasising an ethno-cultural Croatian 

nationhood. This can be appreciated, for instance, in the entry for Yugoslavia in the first 

volume of Filmska enciklopedija from 1986 which, following general information on 

matters such as laws governing film production, festivals and magazines, was thereafter 

subdivided into eight sections corresponding to each of Yugoslavia’s republics and 

autonomous provinces (Peterlić, 1986: 621-644). 

 

Since the break-up of Yugoslavia, national imperatives have arisen as the alpha and omega 

of the former state’s film histories. In Croatia and Yugoslavia’s other successor states, it is 

difficult to escape a sense of insecurity amongst domestic scholars who, besides analysing 

national film cultures, seem to have taken it upon themselves to convince readers of the 

value of their nation’s film history. These national cinemas all too often read like brochures 

promoting how far back a national film history can be traced and how many impressive 

works have emerged over the years. Croatian national cinemas which are culturally 

detached from Yugoslav and neighbouring national film cultures first emerge in the 1980s. 

The way in which the national imperative has evolved since then can be appreciated in 

Škrabalo’s developing conception of Croatian national cinema across his three histories of 

the national film culture, and their reception, which closely reflected broader trends in 

Croatian national(ist) identity. The first work, Između publike i države: povijest hrvatske 

kinematografije 1896-1980 (Škrabalo, 1984), was published in 1984, at a time when the 

integral Yugoslav national cinema was still domestically prevalent. It came under fire for 
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adopting the basic premise that Yugoslav cinema was a fabrication and that the Yugoslav 

film industry instead needs to be understood as either six or eight independent units 

(Munitić, 1985: 15). Škrabalo’s second work, 101 godina filma u Hrvatskoj 1896.-1997. 

(Škrabalo, 1998), published in 1998, is tainted by an overriding nationalist purism which 

dominated mainstream Croatian national culture in the 1990s. Whilst a national imperative 

had been present in Škrabalo’s previous work, 101 godina filma u Hrvatskoj 1896.-1997. is 

cumbersome in its execution, Radić noting how it is marked by standard Tuđmanist 

rhetoric, like “spreading the truth about Croatia” and recognising “victims on the altar of the 

homeland” (Radić, 2008: 314). Jovanović observes how Škrabalo condemns communism’s 

use of film for the purpose of propaganda but ignores how non-socialist regimes have also 

employed the medium, since it is communist repression which is the only form of 

totalitarianism which affords meaning to Croatia’s nationally defined film historians 

(Jovanović (b), 2011: 302-303). Published in 2008, at a time when Croatian independence 

was no longer in doubt, the confrontational nationalism has receded from Škrabalo’s final 

work, Hrvatska filmska povijest ukratko (1896-2006) (Škrabalo, 2008). It was replaced by a 

nationalism which goes unquestioned, is the status quo and, unlike that of the 1990s, does 

not need to be overtly asserted. This Croatian history is void of exchange with the Yugoslav 

past or present and unwilling to address the questions which inevitably arise at the points of 

interaction with numerous other national film cultures. 

 

A common trait within Croatian national cinemas is the misleading portrayal of Yugoslavia 

as nothing more than a chronological frame which Croatian film culture both predated and 

survived. For Kurelec, for instance, Croatia has a national cinema, whilst Yugoslavia is 

merely a temporal context (Kurelec, 2008: 16). This fails to acknowledge the fundamental 

role played by individuals and institutions imbued with a Yugoslav identity in establishing a 

functioning and enduring film industry in Croatia. Kukuljica ventures even further, judging 

the Yugoslav period to have had a detrimental effect on the work of Croatian filmmakers in 

a narrative which implies that a Croatian national cinema was fragile and under siege in 

Yugoslavia (Kukuljica, 2004: 316). This is further compounded by how some Croatian 

scholars have a tendency to avoid referring to Yugoslavia by its name, presumably so as not  

to afford it the recognition which accompanies an identity, and instead employ various 

euphemisms.8 

                                                
8 For instance, rather than writing of Yugoslavia, in one article, Krelja employs an array of euphemisms, 
referring to “the then common state”, “all parts of the YU-space” and “the former state” (Krelja, 2004). 
Yugoslavia’s identity is further undermined in this piece, written out of history, by the way in which Krelja 
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Another preoccupation for Croatian film scholars and their counterparts in other former 

Yugoslav republics has been the role which they have adopted for themselves as guardians 

of national purity, stringently determining which films may be granted nationhood and 

which should be dismissed. Jovanović attributes the Belgrade film critic Bogdan Tirnanić 

with “arguably the unsurpassable backlash statement regarding Yugoslav cinema” when in 

2008 he “unrestrainedly called for ‘the cinematic delimitation’ […] i.e. the retroactive 

partition of the historical legacy of Yugoslav cinema along the lines of the political division 

of the country in the 1990s” (Jovanović (b), 2011: 299). Croatian scholars have embraced 

this opportunity to play judge and jury through arbitrary and opaque criteria. Polimac, for 

instance, attempts to outline which was the first post-Second World War Croatian film 

(Polimac, 2005). Affording himself an unashamedly participatory role in constructing 

Croatia’s film history, he dismisses Slavica (Slavica, Afrić, 1947), because despite depicting 

a recognisably Croatian identity it was produced by Belgrade’s Avala film, and This Nation 

Will Live (Živjeće ovaj narod, Popović, 1947), since, whilst it was made by Jadran film, he 

judges its Croatian identity not to be sufficiently visible for his liking. As such, he 

ostensibly favours The Flag (Zastava, Marjanović, 1949) on the grounds that he personally 

cannot identify non-Croatian identities.  

 

Croatian national cinemas which anachronistically reinscribe films produced within a 

Yugoslav cultural setting with ethnic labels have been criticised by Pejković (Pejković, 

2011). He looks unfavourably upon the essentialist approach which “gives the impression 

that Yugoslavia never even existed” and “[c]reates an image of each republic developing its 

own cinema in a national vacuum which can now breathe with its own lungs” (Pejković, 

2011). This has had further consequences as well. Jovanović identifies a trait in all 

successor states for disproportionate focus to be placed upon films which were, in various 

ways, suppressed in Yugoslavia (Jovanović (b), 2011: 303). This, he claims, creates national 

cinemas defined by forbidden films and he criticises how this has been used not only for the 

falsification of the socialist past but also the justification of the post-socialist present 

(Jovanović (b), 2011: 303). Similarly undermining the Yugoslav state, Croatian scholars 

have sought to trace the origins of Croatian cinema to a pre-Yugoslav period, affording 

disproportionate attention to the small number of works produced prior to the formation of 

socialist Yugoslavia, including those made in the fascist Independent State of Croatia 

                                                                                                                                                
retrospectively affords post-Yugoslav nationalities to all films made within Yugoslavia, to the extent that it is 
not entirely clear whether he is aware that Yugoslavia ever existed as a country. 
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(NDH). As Pavičić notes, however, “[n]ot one of the Yugoslav countries had a serious and 

continuous tradition of professional cinematography until 1945” and “[i]n all of them, filmic 

activity until 1945 primarily amounted to foreign cameramen and teams from abroad, and 

also individual amateur enthusiasts such as Octavian Miletić, Tito Strozzi and Franjo Ledić 

in Croatia” (Pavičić, 2011: 16). Besides serving as a clumsy apprenticeship to the more 

coherent efforts which followed, the enduring relevance of such works is negligible since 

they are mostly unavailable to viewers and their influence on subsequent works is not 

apparent.9 

 

The national horizons of existing Croatian national cinemas are overwhelmingly one-

dimensional, rarely seeing beyond an exclusively Croatian context. This is despite the 

national identities of both the films which they accept and reject rarely being so clear cut. 

Acceptance implies that all included are equally Croatian, just as rejection implies a 

complete lack of Croatian identity in all cases. This is misleading since films do not convey 

nationhood in a uniform way and neither are they received by all audiences identically. 

Furthermore, Pavičić identifies an additional problem in those Yugoslav films with multiple 

national identities, none of which are singularly strong enough to see such a work be 

aligned with a single successor state, meaning that they are overlooked by all nationally 

orientated discourses (Pavičić, 2011: 18). He provides the example of Three Girls Named 

Ana (Tri Ane, Bauer, 1959) which had a Croatian director, a Serbian writer and a 

Macedonian production company and was set in both Zagreb and Belgrade, meaning that 

not one of these identities is dominant enough to afford it a single post-Yugoslav 

nationality. Works such as Three Girls Named Ana, are thus subsequently judged by rules 

which did not apply when they were produced or originally consumed, falling through the 

discursive gaps solely because they contravene the post-Yugoslav imperative for the illusion 

of a pure nationhood. 

 

Despite the appropriation of Yugoslavia’s cultural legacy by Croatian film historians, 

indications of change have been noted. Jovanović deems a watershed moment for the 

recognition of Yugoslav cinema in Croatia to be the retrospective of Yugoslav cinema 

                                                
9 This, however, is certainly not to imply that filmic undertakings in the NDH do not constitute a strand of 
Croatian film culture. Rafaelić’s research of the NDH’s film history makes a strong argument for recognising 
its filmic endeavours as part of the national tradition. Nevertheless, he introduces his study as the product of “a 
decade of digging through archives, searches for documents, living witnesses and surviving artefacts” 
(Rafaelić, 2013: 13) and in fact recovered several films which had been presumed to have been lost. Given this 
onerous undertaking for elements which were previously lost, it becomes apparent the extent to which NDH 
film culture is entirely disconnected from those who have consumed Croatian film culture since 1945. 
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which took place at Zagreb’s 2010 Subversive Film Festival (Jovanović (b), 2012). 

However, the emphasis which Jovanović places upon this retrospective should be tempered 

by the peripheral nature of an event which recognises itself as seditious and removed from 

the mainstream. Within scholarship in particular, Jovanović reasons that Pavičić’s study 

Postjugoslavenski film: Stil i ideologija marks a definitive change in the way in which 

domestic Film Studies approaches post-Yugoslav film culture. He draws attention to how 

the work constructs a singular post-Yugoslav cinema where, previously, Pavičić wrote in 

the plural of post-Yugoslav cinematographies (Jovanović (b), 2012: 227). Whilst Jovanović 

claims that Pavičić’s book represents the adoption of such discourse into Croatian domestic 

Film Studies (Jovanović (b), 2012: 227), this is premature given that it is the only major 

domestic study to employ this approach. 

 

Yugoslav national cinema 

Yugoslav national cinemas have taken three main guises, derived from identities paired to 

the Yugoslav state, a Yugoslav common culture and the Balkans. Although these are 

understood as three distinct traditions, there is inevitably a considerable degree of scholarly 

overlap between them due to shared cultural and historical factors. When tied to socialist 

Yugoslavia and promoted through the country’s cultural politics, Yugoslav national cinemas 

draw their authority from the link between national cinemas and parallel nation states. 

Domestically, this was a common understanding of film culture prior to the breakup of 

Yugoslavia, such as in the country’s longest running film journal Filmska kultura, from 

1957 to 1990, which tenaciously defended this position when called into question. With the 

publication of Škrabalo’s Između publike i države: povijest hrvatske kinematografije 1896-

1980 and its assertion of the falsehood of Yugoslav national cinemas, Filmska kultura and 

the the Communist Party in Croatia convened a panel of personalities from Yugoslav film 

culture in September 1985 who overwhelmingly condemned the book.10 Munitić reasoned 

the if an entire series of studies were written akin to Škrabalo’s book, so as to cover each of 

Yugoslavia’s republics and provinces, then this would still not come close to covering 

Yugoslav cinema’s entirety (Munitić, 1985: 22). 

 

Jovanović asserts that “[a]lthough Yugoslavia was irreversibly dismantled in the 1990s, 

Yugoslav cinema should have continued to exist in a way in which, say, Weimar cinema or 

Soviet cinema still exists, that is, to put it somewhat crudely, as a corpus of films, produced 
                                                
10 Goldstein cites the denouncement of Škrabalo’s book alongside similar public condemnations during the 
early 1980s of works in other academic fields which had addressed their subject matter from a Croatian 
perspective as “the ambition to achieve direct party supervision over historiography” (Goldstein, 2008: 614). 
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in a specific state, within a particular historical, social, and political constellation” 

(Jovanović (b), 2012: 149). With the loss of the Yugoslav state, however, scholars have 

adhered closely to new national norms and written Yugoslav national cinema out of history. 

Those English language works lacking an investment in any of Yugoslavia’s successor 

states have been less hasty, using the former country as the basis for film histories, most 

notably in Goulding’s Liberated Cinema (Goulding, 2002: 94) and Levi’s Disintegration in 

Frames (Levi, 2007: 327). Nevertheless, Pogačar observes how Yugoslavia is preserved in 

its films which were made between 1945 and 1991 and, when coupled with a renewed 

public interest, especially amongst younger viewers, in Yugoslavia’s cinematic heritage, 

“[c]inematically speaking, Yugoslavia lives on” (Pogačar, 2010: 202). 

 

An alternative Yugoslav cinema identity is that of a supranational composite vested in 

aspects common to the various national identities within the former Yugoslavia. This is in 

keeping with Judah’s theory of the Yugosphere which posits that for those living in 

Yugoslavia’s successor states, even those who are too young to remember life in socialist 

Yugoslavia, these countries are not entirely foreign to each other in the same way as 

bordering non-Yugoslav countries like Romania, Austria and Italy (Judah, 2009: 3). This 

creates transnational semi-others or inside outsiders. Although Croats such as Lučić have 

accused Judah of actively attempting to reconstitute Yugoslavia (Lučić, 2010: 71), this 

evinces a misunderstanding of the theory. Judah stresses that the Yugosphere is not an 

orchestrated project and attributes belligerence towards it, particularly on the part of Croats, 

to a wish for it not to exist rather than it actually not existing (Judah, 2009: 19). Whilst 

many consequences of this conception can be viewed positively, rebuilding bridges which 

were broken during the 1990s, the Yugosphere is itself a neutral and unavoidable 

consequence of the cultural, historical and linguistic bonds which exist between those who 

fall within its scope. Indeed, the Yugosphere often has undesirable consequences, Judah 

noting how everyday drug and human trafficking in the region can only take place if 

Albanians, Bosnians, Croats and Serbs all work together in harmony (Judah, 2009: 10-11).  

 

The distinctiveness which can be appreciated in film cultures in Croatia and Yugoslavia’s 

other successor states occurs within a mutual Yugosphere horizon, from the ease with which 

actors can appear in films throughout the region to the subsequent consumption of such 

works. The approach has also been more willingly embraced by English-language scholars, 

Pavičić recognising that “[c]ompared with the local, this ‘global’ critical literature is not a 

slave to the parcelisation of local cultures and national borders” (Pavičić, 2011: 27). 

Nevertheless, it falls victim to two broad problems. Firstly, there is a tendency amongst 
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scholars using this model to focus upon enticing trends which are more prevalent in one 

particular republican centre and to therein neglect the broader Yugoslav dimension. An 

example of this is how studies on Yugoslav cinema during the 1990s focused on the works 

of successful Serbian directors Emir Kusturica and Srđan Dragojević, erroneously implying 

that Croatian cinema was at the same time in a form of suspended animation. Despite film 

scholars marginalising Croatian films during this decade, they have evolved a predictable 

habit of nevertheless citing prominent feminist Croatian writers Slavenka Drakulić 

(Evangelista, 2011: 331; Iordanova, 2001: 332) and Dubravka Ugrešić (Iordanova, 2001: 

139; Levi, 2007: 3-4). Secondly, there is a tendency within this approach to initially 

advocate a Yugoslav identity but subsequently delineate sections so clearly along national 

lines that in essence that which is presented is not a Yugoslav cinema but rather a collection 

of distinct national cinemas. This can be appreciated in the final chapter of Goulding’s 

Liberated Cinema, dealing with the period after the breakup of Yugoslavia (Goulding, 

2002: 186-232). This covers the entire post-Yugoslav space but, segmented into profiles of 

each republic, it presents film cultures which are strangers to each other rather than pieces 

of an overall Yugosphere mosaic. 

 

Within Western film scholarship, the Yugoslav identity has been most prevalently 

manifested as the core part of Balkan Cinema. This is an approach to both making and 

consuming films which sits within Western horizons of expectations for South-East Europe 

as an Other. Writing at a time when the wars of the 1990s brought post-Yugoslav films to 

the attentions of Western audiences, Žižek claims that such works provide “the Western 

liberal gaze [with] precisely what this gaze wants to see in the Balkan war - the spectacle of 

a timeless, incomprehensible, mythical cycle of passions, in contrast to decadent and 

anaemic Western life” (Žižek, 1997: 38). The first English language study to address 

Yugoslav cinema came in 1982 with Stoil’s Balkan Cinema, a work which included case 

studies linked to Croatian film culture but approached them within the guise of a unified 

Yugoslav identity which was part of a coherent Balkan cinema (Stoil, 1982). The scope of 

this categorisation is contested. Iordanova transnationally claims that “‘the Balkans’ is not a 

synonym for the former Yugoslavia [and] include Bulgaria, Macedonia, Serbia and 

Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia, Albania, Greece, Moldova, 

Turkey and, to some extent, even farther lands of Asia Minor, the islands of the east 

Mediterranean and the Black Sea border of the Caucasus” (Iordanova, 1998: 264). 

Elsewhere, however, she presents the Balkans as shrink-wrapped around a limited reading 

of Yugoslavia, bound to a ruralised imagining of Bosnia and Serbia (Iordanova, 2001). In 

either case, the categorisation is laden with prejudices. In January 1996 Serbian author 
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Vidosav Stevanović, co-writer of Zafranović’s Balkan Island: Last Story of the Century 

(Zafranović, 1997) assessed that “[t]oday the Balkans are a field of horror – a peninsular 

which has attempted to break away from the mainland and become an island, a place of 

myths, legends, false histories and desires for death” (Slobodna Dalmacija, 1996a). 

Perceived within a broader anti-Balkan discourse, the Balkan designation has been 

vehemently resisted by many in Croatia and even invoked pejoratively.11 

 

Iordanova has been one of Balkan cinema’s main proponents, reasoning that the region 

contains a justifiable cultural coherence constituting an “underlying motif of pan-Balkan 

mutuality” (Iordanova, 2006: 11). Editing The Cinema of the Balkans, Iordanova divided 

the book into chapters which profile canonical films deemed as both nationally and 

regionally representative (Iordanova, 2006: 6). This was criticised by Pavičić on the basis 

that, in spite of Iordanova’s expressed desire not to focus on directors who had already 

achieved widespread international acclaim, she nevertheless perpetuated an exoticising 

discourse “which in Balkan cinema was formed by Angelopoulos and Kusturica, and which 

today constitutes the Western horizon of expectation when dealing with Balkan cinema” 

(Pavičić, 2007a). Pavičić thus judges that Iordanova “offers a thematic and stylistic photofit: 

the themes of war, assimilation, memory, farce, thematicisation of the Balkan inferiority 

complex, ‘loutish humour’” (Pavičić, 2011: 248). Iordanova has hardly avoided these 

associations, in her essay Conceptualizing the Balkans in Film, the region is wholly 

negative, with her concluding that commonality exists because “[t]he problems seem the 

same: patriarchy, marginality, stubbornness, hostility, narrow-mindedness, ethnic conflicts, 

resistance to authority, and a special ethnic harmony currently endangered by mismanaged 

politics” (Iordanova, 1996: 890). Pavičić is suspicious of Iordanova’s deterministic 

approach which assumes that the component factors, overwhelmingly negative, are self-

explanatory, questioning why one would not be equally justified in locating Balkan cinema 

in alternative coherences such as the social-genre from the 1980s, the legacy of the Partisan 

                                                
11 In February 2014, amidst widespread social unrest in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatian Prime Minister 
Zoran Milanović contributed to destabilisation by visiting Croatian nationalists in Mostar, prompting the 
acclaimed director Jasmila Žbanić to tell him to “Get lost!” (H-Alter, 2014). Whilst Žbanić is a citizen of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and is primarily associated with the Bosnian film industry, she has directed co-
productions with Croatian participation and is a member of HAVC. However, this organisation’s director, 
fellow filmmaker Hrvoje Hribar, came to the Prime Minister’s defence, referring to Žbanić as a “rude Balkan 
woman” (Tretinjak, 2014). Invoked as an insulting label, if Žbanić’s Bosnian identity made her Balkan, and 
thus inferior, the most notable flaw in Hribar’s attack against his colleague is the number successful co-
productions involving Croatian and Bosnian parties. As Gilić reasons, “[w]hen we add to this the two 
countries’ thematic, poetic and human relations, the list of Croatian films which are also Bosnian, and the 
Bosnian films which are also at the same time Croatian, is particularly impressive”, meaning that “[i]f Bosnia 
is Balkan then all of these films through their reputation and success clearly show that Croatia is also Balkan” 
(Gilić, 2014). 
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films or the urban transition of the middle class in the new millennium (Pavičić, 2011: 248-

249). Iordanova’s implication is that the negative aspects of the Balkan identity cause 

nationalism, whereas it is perhaps better to consider the very reverse of this, namely that 

nationalism is the cause of the negative image attached to the Balkan identity and the 

Balkans. 

 

Formative and undeveloped (sub/trans)national cinemas in Croatia 

National cinemas are validated by a proposed coherency derived from the nationhood which 

they represent and, in turn, through their existence they serve to validate this national 

identity as one of its manifestations. A consequence of this focus upon one national identity 

is that others which are doubtlessly present within aspects of the film culture do not develop 

into fully-fledged (sub/trans)national cinemas. The exploration of local identities tied to 

individual towns and cities has been sporadic at best and, more often, entirely absent. For 

every valuable contribution, such as the history of cinema in Čakovec outlined in Stoljeće 

filma u Čakovcu (Bunjac and others, 2015), there are far more locales in Croatia which have 

not been addressed from the perspective of cinema. Such local identities clearly fall victim 

to the overbearing focus placed upon the national, despite the numerous contexts in which 

the local is of far greater pertinence than the national, not least in relating the viewing 

experiences of actual audiences. Similarly, regional identities dilute the national and so have 

been of secondary concern. Croatian culture’s belonging to a Mediterranean cultural sphere 

is recognised domestically as one of the preferential alternatives to a Balkan identity, 

however, unlike other fields of the humanities, such as history, literature and music, it is not 

developed in Film Studies. Similarly, despite the evident historical and cultural credentials 

which place northern Croatia within a Mitteleuropa framework, the ties which bind the 

Yugosphere have meant that Croatian cinema is far more commonly contextualised 

alongside other ex-Yugoslav countries as Balkan. This has been perpetuated by those with a 

vested interest in commodifying Balkan cinema within such an exoticising image. 

Iordanova claims that “[u]nlike Central Eastern Europe, which seemed to gravitate toward 

Europe ‘proper’, the shift in the Balkans seemed to move in the opposite direction” 

(Iordanova, 2001: 9). Under the auspices of an “East Central European culture”, she 

gathered the national cinemas of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia as a 

Cinema of the Other Europe (Iordanova, 2003a: 1). But if only these countries constituted 

ostensibly primary Europe’s Other, and Croatia was not a party to this, then where else did 

this leave the Balkans which it was consigned to than somehow outside of Europe? 
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The non-correspondence of additional national identities present within national film 

cultures means that they too are maligned in the construction of national cinemas. Scholars 

are reticent to analyse individual Serbian elements within the scope of Croatian national 

cinemas, which is not to say that they are not present but rather the limited space available 

means that ostensibly Croatian elements are preferenced. Similarly, it often seems that 

Croatian film scholars are blind to the endeavours of Croatian actors once they venture 

beyond the state’s borders, such as Boris Dvornik in Serbian produced films or Mira Furlan 

in Hollywood. The need for a nation state in order to receive recognition is most apparent in 

the marginalisation of the Romani in national cinemas across the former Yugoslavia. 

Despite featuring on-screen due to the pejorative stereotypical values which they are 

associated with, as Iordanova observes, the limited academic analysis of Romani elements 

within films tends to address how accurately they have been depicted by non-Romani 

filmmakers (Iordanova, 2003b: 348). 

 

Existing recognition of national overlaps 

My research asserts that Croatian and Yugoslav national cinemas are not mutually 

exclusive. They share elements drawn from the same film cultures and their coexistence 

should not be perceived as undermining either one or the other but rather as an inevitable 

trait of overlapping national horizons. Although some recent studies have permitted these 

dual identities, beyond recognising this facet, they have avoided necessary explication. 

From a Croatian perspective, Gilić emphasises in Uvod u povijest hrvatskog igranog filma 

that “titles such as ‘Croatian’ and ‘Yugoslav’ do not have a firm meaning” and he is instead 

concerned with “a cultural tradition anchored in the territory of Croatia and particularly by 

the reach of its cultural orbit” (Gilić, 2011: 13). He acknowledges that whilst his work is 

concerned with the history of Croatian films, many of these may, on account of the 

circumstances of their production, have multiple national identities (Gilić, 2011: 13). 

Looking from the other side, in Post-Yugoslav Literature and Film, Crnković stresses that 

her work “do[es] not propose that national denominations are unimportant, or that works 

discussed […] are more ‘post-Yugoslav’ than they are Bosnian, Slovenian, Macedonian, 

and so on”, but rather “[t]hey are both, and in many cases they have a number of other 

denominations as well” (Crnković, 2012: 6). Both Gilić and Crnković pay dues to double-

occupancy, however they thereafter avoided further interrogation of this complicating 

factor. 

 

Embracing all of Yugoslavia’s successor states, Pavičić recognises both regional 

commonality and national specificity in Postjugoslavenski film: Stil i ideologija by positing 
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three filmic discourses: self-victimisation, self-Balkanisation and normalisation (Pavičić, 

2011: 21-22). Although this is appealing in how it fits to the most well-known filmic trends 

and individual works to have emerged since the demise of the common Yugoslav state, in 

condensing such a sizeable corpus of films into just three approaches it generalises. 

Conceding that these three groupings “are not, of course, all inclusive” and that “[t]here are 

a series of significant films which cannot be classified whatsoever in one of these stylistic 

trays”, Pavičić adds that “[t]his is the case for all post-Yugoslav cinemas but can above all 

be said for Croatian” (Pavičić, 2011: 22-23). In this respect, Pavičić’s contribution 

approaches the problem of national exclusivity from the wrong angle. Individual Croatian or 

Yugoslav national cinemas unduly limit their own scope at the borders of the national 

imagination, when often the elements which are being interrogated supersede these borders. 

Simultaneous recognition of national and transnational identities permits greater detail 

rather than, as in Pavičić’s study, enforced homogenisation. 

 

Social identity 

In this section I explain why the national labels currently employed in most national 

cinemas are of limited use. As a remedy, I introduce a solution based in social identity 

theory. Mentioning the conflicts of Yugoslavia amongst others which have been ostensibly 

fought around the issue of identity, Martin observes that identity “seems to have a very 

simple explaining virtue[,] it does not help understand why actors are making certain 

utterances or why certain events are happening” (Martin, 1995: 5). This has been a major 

limitation of existing material presenting Croatian and Yugoslav national cinemas. Beyond 

demarcating the boundaries of different national corpuses and establishing their basic 

characteristics, these identities are largely taken for granted. Under which authority do such 

identities exist and what does their recognition mean? When constructing national cinemas, 

scholars group numerous identities from within a broad film culture so as to create a 

coherent narrative which is therein granted a national label. This eventual establishment of a 

specific national cinema is therefore the post hoc imposition of a homogenising label. This 

belies the diversity of the complementary and conflicting collective identities which are 

manifested by these individual elements. The application of these national appellations 

cannot be the end goal of national cinema studies. As Jenkins observes, “the consequential 

nature of identification must be central to our understanding of it [because] a collectivity or 

an individual can be categorised, and that categorisation produces major consequences for 

them” (Jenkins, 2008: 198-199). 
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I understand the various collective identities which are presented as evolving within the 

temporal parameters of my research through Tajfel’s theory of social identity. Tajfel defines 

social identity as: 
 

that part of the individuals’ self-concept which derives from their knowledge of their 

membership of a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional 

significance attached to that membership [and] the assumption is made that, however 

rich and complex may be the individuals’ view of themselves in relation to the 

surrounding world, social and physical, some aspects of that view are contributed by the 

membership of certain social groups or categories. Some of these memberships are 

more salient that others; and some may vary in salience in time and as a function of a 

variety of social situations (Tajfel, 1981: 674). 

 
These groups are divisible into ingroups, the social identities which an individual identifies 

with, and outgroups, the social identities which an individual does not identify with. Tajfel 

posited that this “most often implies a competitive relation” because in any situation in 

which intergroup categorisation was relevant “we are likely to act in a manner that 

discriminates against the outgroup and favours the ingroup” (Tajfel, 1970: 98-99). Given 

that groups are defined through their interactions with others, “[s]triving for a positive 

social identity, group members are motivated to think and act in ways that achieve or 

maintain a positive distinctiveness between one’s own group and relevant outgroups” 

(Hornsey, 2008: 207). Whilst nationhood is a common node around which social identities 

can be constructed, Risse recognises that ingroups and outgroups “are evoked in a context-

dependent manner in situations in which they become socially salient” (Risse, 2004: 268). 

However, even below nationhood or other commonly evoked categorisations, Tajfel, Billig, 

Bundy and Flament showed that, even in a laboratory situation “devoid of the usual 

trappings of ingroup membership and of all the vagaries of interacting with a outgroup, 

[subjects] still act in terms of their ingroup membership and of an intergroup categorization” 

(Tajfel, Billig, Bundy and Flament: 172). Thus, when subjects were assigned to groups at 

random, they modified their behavior to favour fellow ingroup members and discriminate 

against an outgroup rather than treat everybody equally (Tajfel, 1971: 172). The very 

existence of a group can therefore be a catalyst for initial and subsequent identity generation 

or, in Andersonian terms, imagination.  

 

Within Tajfel’s social identity theory, “[t]he cognitive simplification that is required to 

manage the information overload produced by a complex world generates stereotypes of 

collectivities and their members” (Jenkins, 2008: 113). As Jenkins testifies, stereotypes are 
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employed by “the inhabitants of either side of an identity boundary [to] demarcate its 

contours with a particular, albeit illusory, clarity” (Jenkins, 2008: 152). Stereotypes are part 

of a quest for meaning and “have a social function, in the sense that they help explain the 

social world and to legitimize the past and current actions of the ingroup” (Hornsey, 2008: 

209). Those who subscribe to a particular collective identity can be diverse in other aspects 

of identity but, with regard to the collective identity in question, “[i]t is the nature of 

stereotypes to emphasise a small number of putative similarities between the stereotyped 

rather than their infinite array of particularities and differences” (Jenkins, 2008: 152). 

 

On a formative level, films convey collective identities through their narrative content. 

During the production process, a film is imbued with the collective identities of those who 

create it, including writers, directors and actors. This, however, is not the simple imparting 

of meaning but instead constitutes a two way relationship involving negotiation. A film’s 

collective identities are viewed by various audiences who interpret that which they view 

through the horizons of their own repertoire of identities. This is not the dilution of a set of 

master identities but rather a form of reinvestment in them which generates the film’s 

eventual meaning. 

 

National cinema networks 

As an answer to the failings which I have outlined in existing approaches to national 

cinema, I now introduce national cinema networks as a novel solution. Such a trend already 

exists within wider scholarship on national identity, Brubaker noting “the growing interest 

in network forms, the flourishing of network theory, and the increasing use of network as an 

overall orienting image or metaphor in social theory” (Brubaker, 1996: 13). I perceive 

national cinema networks as the elucidation of the relationships between multiple social 

identities and the elements they encounter on the basis of ingroup-outgroup relations. 

According to Higson, the very expression of a national cinema is a form of cultural 

colonialism in so much as it seeks to create unity out of diverse and contradictory discourses 

(Higson, 1989: 44). This means that most examples of national cinemas enforce strict 

discrimination. This is either the basic distinction of whether or not a film adequately 

evokes the preferenced national identity to warrant inclusion or, even more exclusively, 

whether it deserves a place within a national canon of the best films. Inclusion therefore 

necessitates exclusion, with overlooked films being thereafter lost, devoid of national 

existence. Conceptually, this erroneously conceives of national cinemas as pre-existing 

receptacles, capable of possessing and holding elements. This is misleading in so far as film 

cultures are not self-contained units but instead exist by operating as networks of exchange. 
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Films are produced through the cumulative efforts of multiple participants, they are 

distributed through various channels and are intended to reach as many viewers as possible. 

 

The traditional discriminatory approach to national cinema is questioned by Virilo who 

suggested that national cinemas are not surrounded by boundaries, rather they criss-cross 

them (Hayward, 2000: 94). However, rather than dividing, these internal boundaries can be 

better understood as the linking lines between various contradictory elements and identities 

within a national cinema network. Allen and Gomery’s realist approach to film history can 

be appreciated in the understanding of national cinemas as networks, whereby the object of 

study should not be taken as a single coherent item but rather as a “point of convergence for 

multiple lines of historical force” (Allen and Gomery, 1985: 17). The national cinemas 

constructed in this research are understood as inclusive networks of elements, whereby they 

exist as the links between these contributing elements rather than separately of them. In this 

understanding, the links between the elements are the generative mechanisms which offer 

meaning and afford national cinemas a scholarly purpose beyond being a simple grouping 

tool. Generative mechanisms are identifiable between related elements and the application 

of an overlaid national context to a network is a subsequent act. Rather than having a pre-

determined national cinema which films must be shoe-horned into if they are to be included, 

the mapping of the national cinema’s boundaries is secondary act and is fitted to the shape 

of the material. 

 

National cinemas must move beyond consideration of films alone and this is something 

which national cinema networks make possible. As Allen and Gomery claim, “cinema is 

more than any one thing, certainly more than a collection of individual films; it is a set of 

complex interactive systems of human communication, business practice, social interaction, 

artistic possibilities, and technology” (Allen and Gomery, 1985: 37). Films are produced 

and consumed in historically determined contexts which influence future patterns of 

production and consumption. To understand national cinemas as the films alone needlessly 

decontextualises these works and offers a stunted national cinema. Developing Moores’s 

call for non-mediacentric media studies (Moores, 2012: 108), Biltereyst proposes non-

cinemacentric film studies (Biltereyst, 2013). This would prevent films from existing in 

bubbles or being over-aggrandised and also achieve broader contextualisation. Allen and 

Gomery raise the intertextual contexts of film history, namely the filmic intertext of genre 

and links to other films, the non-filmic intertext of conventions from other arts and the 

extra-filmic intertext which references non-aesthetic elements (Allen and Gomery, 1985: 

85). All three of these intertexts can contribute to more contextualised national cinema 
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networks. Besides a corpus of films, these may also include, filmicly, the trajectories of 

individual directors and actors, audience habits, viewing contexts and pre-existing scholarly 

works, non-filmicly, ties to literature, music and theatre and, extra-filmicly, political events 

and periods and economic and legal factors. In this research, I have particularly emphasised 

my case studies’ extra-filmic contexts since, prone to tumultuous and polarising changes 

during this period of Croatian history, they explain the motivations for on-screen 

representations and the motivations for varying degrees of acceptance or rejection by 

Croatian audiences. 

 

By constructing national cinema networks around the nation rather than the nation state, it is 

necessary to recognise the various social identities which contribute to the filmic nation’s 

multitudinous manifestations. Traditional approaches to national cinema which are invested 

in the state have been too focused upon identifying the elements that constitute the 

dominant discourse and assuming that this alone is the national cinema. In this respect, 

national cinema theory lags behind other fields concerned with nationhood which have 

recognised contested identities. Brubaker points to “a shift from broadly structuralist to a 

variety of more ‘constructivist’ theoretical stances; while the former envisioned groups as 

enduring components of social structure, the latter see groupness as constructed, contingent, 

and fluctuating” (Brubaker, 1996: 13). As Higson postulates, national audiences tend to be 

comprised of other identities relating to gender, class, sexuality, ethnicity and politics and 

these will often be of more relevance when viewing a film than nationality (Higson, 2000: 

66). A national cinema network can therefore be constructed around the interaction between 

these social identities and filmic elements on the basis of ingroup acceptance and outgroup 

rejection with the most relevant elements accumulating a higher frequency of interactions. 

Rather than single, uniform national narratives based upon dominant national identities, the 

national cinemas which can be constructed from such networks will contain multiple 

readings which more closely reflect a fuller array of audience identities contributing to the 

nation. Besides the transnational, the place of which is already accepted in Film Studies, in 

the case studies which follow I show how various non-national identities contribute to the 

national. This, however, is not a standardised response, rather depends in each instance 

upon the specific relationship between filmic criteria, such as a particular work’s narrative 

and broader trends within a film culture, and the responses made by those in possession of 

an identity. The use of these subnational and non-national identities in constructing a 

national cinema constitutes a novel aspect of my research. 
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The scholar, of course, cannot ever present every potential aspect of a national cinema 

network, since this is an infinite task. Instead, relevance is found in which particular 

relationships are made and how they are interpreted. Klinger notes how, on the basis of that 

which Ricoeur refers to as epistemological prudence, an approach which lays claim to 

comprehensiveness should be looked upon with suspicion, at the very least because of the 

interpretative role of the scholar, although exhaustiveness should remain an unachievable 

but necessary goal (Klinger, 1997: 108). Assuming this ultimately unachievable exhaustive 

approach is adopted, however, the scholar’s interpretative role should not be judged as a 

limitation but rather as a defining characteristic of national cinemas since it is this which 

leads to multiple interpretations of the same national identity and therein advances 

discourse. Applicable to national cinema in particular, Klinger notes that film history is both 

terminable and interminable since subsequent revaluation will always be possible however 

the scholar can nevertheless end one particular act of analysis when the best possible 

explanation at that point has been secured (Klinger, 1997: 128). 

 

Reception studies methodology 

In order to access the various identities of a national audience from which a national cinema 

network can be constructed, I propose the use of a reception studies methodology. This 

offers the most direct access to these identities by drawing upon materials created by those 

who possess them. Higson notes that national cinemas have been mostly analysed from 

economic and textual perspectives and that national audiences are often overlooked 

(Higson, 1989: 46). Mentioning Higson’s appeal for greater recognition of national 

audiences in national cinema studies, Selfe nevertheless concedes that “two decades on, a 

radical recentring of the subject around historically, geographically and culturally specific, 

and therefore inherently subnational, audiences is little closer” (Selfe, 2010: 155). In this 

research, however, I eschew simplistic, one-dimensional national audiences in favour of 

such heterogeneous subnational audiences, grouped by social identities, who cumulatively 

amount to a collage of national interpretations. Coherences can be recognised around these 

social identities because although films “may be open to any number of individual 

interpretations in principle, in practice these interpretations will depend on the viewer’s [...] 

membership of specific cultural communities” (Brooker, 2003: 275). 

 

Reception studies considers the process of producing interpretations rather than providing 

them (Staiger, 1992: 9). Instead of positing ostensibly superior interpretations for texts, 

methodologies grounded in reception studies look to explain the reasons why texts have 

been historically interpreted in particular ways. Presenting the broad questions which stand 
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as the basis for my research into Croatian film culture between 1980 and 2009, Staiger 

outlines the field: 

 
[R]eception studies asks, What kinds of meanings does a text have? For whom? In what 

circumstances? With what changes over time? And do these meanings have any 

effects? Cognitive? Emotional? Social? Political? (Staiger, 2005: 2). 

 
This is achieved through analysis of the experiences of those who have viewed films, 

looking at how they have actually understood them rather than a generalised explanation of 

how one might understand them in the form of an ideal reader. Iser provides a metaphor in 

which two individuals observe the night sky and, “looking at the same collection of stars, 

[…] one will see the image of a plough, and the other will make out a dipper” because 

whilst the “‘stars’ in a literary text are fixed; the lines that join them are variable” (Iser, 

1974: 282). 

 

The issue at stake here, however, is at which point does this divergence in meaning occur? 

Traditionally, reception studies has been dominated by text activated and reader activated 

approaches. Text activated approaches imply that meaning is located within the text and is 

there for the reader to uncover. This assumes that if the same reader reads different books, 

reaching different meanings, then it is the text which has changed and thus this determines 

meaning. Reader activated approaches, in contrast, look at how the text is appropriated by 

the psychologies of individual readers. The same text can be read by multiple readers and 

interpreted differently, thus implying that the meaning is in the reader. The third option, 

which Staiger subscribes to, and which I adopt in this research, is a context activated 

approach. This does not dismiss outright the features of the text or reader activated 

approaches but places an emphasis upon the context in which the historical act of 

interpretation occurs (Staiger, 1992: 45). Thus, “contextual factors are social formations and 

constructed identities of the self in relation to historical conditions [which] involve 

intertextual knowledges (including norms of how to interpret sense data from moving 

images and sounds), personal psychologies, and sociological dynamics” (Staiger, 2000: 1). 

 

Staiger stresses how the viewer draws upon interpretative frames and inferences which 

influence and even determine perception (Staiger, 1992: 20). This is in keeping with 

Gadamer’s broader principle on the role of prejudices in hermeneutics, whereby there is no 

objective meaning which must be sought and one’s historicity is not a restriction but rather 

the very principle of understanding (Gadamer, 1975: 678). Thus, a text is not just a 

standalone object for neutral interpretation but rather it carries with it all former 
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interpretations which have been made of it (Staiger, 1992: 46). This is supported by Klinger 

who notes Bennett’s call for literary studies to move beyond the text and also include 

everything which has been written about it and subsequently collated on it (Klinger, 1997: 

107). She ties this to Frow’s idea of the multiple histories of texts, wherein an 

acknowledgement is made of both the synchronic interpretation of a text, made at the time 

of its release, and then subsequent diachronic reinscriptions as the text is reinterpreted and 

therein understood differently (Klinger, 1997: 107). Klinger points out how Bennett’s 

approach eschews a strict focus upon the text in favour of the various intertexts attached to 

it, thus showing the importance of context and how history determines reception. 

 

Staiger describes concrete acts of interpretation as social processes mediated by many 

intersecting factors rather than as a result of a “master narrative” (Staiger, 2000: 1-2). These 

include membership of classes, stratums, or groups, material conditions of livelihood and 

environment, education, age, gender, circulating discursive propositions and ideologies, 

nationality, race, age, sexual preference, life-style and political beliefs (Staiger, 1992: 47). 

Within this research, I take the differing interpretations by these social identities and of 

these social identities as the constituent elements used to construct national cinema’s nation, 

which remains fragmented rather than stable as it is often portrayed. As such, an 

understanding of national cinema derived from reception studies is concerned with how the 

nation views its cinematic mirror. How is it reflected in this mirror, does it accept or reject 

the image, how does it look upon other mirrors and how is its mirror looked upon by others? 

The national cinema mirror does not produce an entirely faithful image, rather it is warped 

and, in its many interpretations, multitudinous, akin to the distorted images in a hall of 

mirrors. 

 

Regarding reader activated approaches to reception studies, Staiger is particularly critical of 

the positing of a hypothetical ideal reader, noting that “the characteristics of an ideal reader 

are not only hypothetical, but they are likely symptomatic of fundamental epistemological 

and ethical assumptions held by the individuals proposing them” (Staiger, 1992: 25). 

Indeed, the ideal reader is, according to Staiger, usually just a reflection of the writer’s 

ideology (Staiger, 1992: 25). The ideal reader, therefore, is a construct of the class, gender, 

ethnicity or sexuality which the critic has reason to favour, usually from a dominant position 

given that it has reached publication (Staiger, 1992: 26). However, the avoidance of ideal 

viewers is not simply a matter of providing multiple interpretations. As Staiger notes, even 

New History, which has a greater awareness of the multitude of mentalities and identities 

which exist in society, risks dividing viewers into smaller, albeit equally idealised, groups 
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with uniform responses in reception studies (Staiger, 1992: 13). The theoretical solution 

which Staiger offers to avoid this is to look to the intersections of multiple identities 

(Staiger, 1992: 48). These need not always be complementary since readers are complex 

historical individuals who do not simply decode hegemonic texts but rather can operate 

within their own contradictions (Staiger, 1992: 48). Despite dividing audiences by collective 

identities, the links which are established between factors in a network-based national 

cinema, the intersections of these identities, prevent them from being understood as 

exclusive of each other. 

 

A reception studies methodology does not come without challenges. Staiger describes the 

particular nature of the context activated approach which she adopts as historical materialist, 

presenting a triumviral interplay between the context, the film and the spectator (Staiger, 

1992: 79). Within this, the spectator’s socially and historically developed mental concepts 

and language may only be partially available to robust self-reflection and are certainly 

heterogeneous, undermining the coherent interpretations which are provided. In addition to 

this, the role of the researcher must also be acknowledged in so much as it has the sense of 

always chasing shadows. Whilst the researcher’s goal is to accurately convey another’s 

viewing experience, degrees of detachment are applied to this. Firstly, the researcher must 

interpret the interpretation, inevitably altering its meaning in the process. Secondly, any 

subsequent text conveying this interpretation is at the mercy of the interpretative horizons of 

potential readers, adding still greater distance from the original act. 

 

The acquisition of evidence upon which judgements can be made is also problematic in an 

historical materialist, context activated approach to reception studies. As Staiger notes, a 

“[l]ack of evidence is usually the case; audiences watched movies and television programs 

but left no material traces of their thoughts and feelings” (Staiger, 2005: 14). In response to 

this, Staiger proposes two potential solutions. The first is the use of current audiences, 

although this suffers from an historical disjunction. The second is an attempt to reconstitute 

the former era through historical research, however evidence of non-dominant readings can 

prove difficult to unearth (Staiger, 1992: 87). I favour this latter option in my research, with 

an emphasis on interpretations made in critical reception by newspapers, magazines and 

online portals. Whilst this may initially appear detached from the experiences of actual 

viewers, the central position afforded to social identities as the basis for audiences within 

this research means that there are a number of reasons to favour this approach to 
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reception.12 Firstly, from a practical perspective, publications are more easily available than 

private sources such as diaries or letters. Secondly, the contents of critical reception 

represent the interpretative experiences of individuals, the journalists. Whilst these are 

structured to provide coherent arguments which might be lacking in less formally 

documented interpretative acts, they are just as real as any other interpretations and the 

journalists’ profession should neither be placed upon a pedestal nor disqualified from 

consideration. Thirdly, publications represent identities which are easily understood by 

those who read them since newspapers and magazines belong to the same collective 

identities’ ingroups as their core readerships.13 For instance, besides other intersecting 

identities, such as overarching discourses on nation and gender, the Croatian newspaper 

Glas Slavonije interprets from a Slavonian regional perspective and this is the collective 

identity defining the ingroup which it addresses. In this respect, Glas Slavonije does not aim 

to appeal to or represent readers from other regions so specifically and other identities 

within the newspaper are conditioned to match the expectations afforded to its 

understanding of a collective Slavonian regional identity. 

 

Fourthly, the press as a whole plays a role in shaping the nation, identified by Anderson, as 

one of the ways in which an imagined community is manifested. A particular nation has 

more members than any single member will ever personally interact with and so the press is 

one of the central ways in which they are able to appreciate the extent of their nation beyond 

their own immediate context (Anderson, 2006: 33-36). Gavranović writes of the influence 

of the Croatian press in serving as a support system for Croatian national identity 

(Gavranović, 2007: 120), noting how during the Croatian national awakening of the 1830s, 

the Illyrian movement’s two newspapers, Ilirske narodne novine and Danica Ilirska, were 

the most valuable focal point for patriotic endeavours (Gavranović, 2007: 121). In 

accordance with how Anderson judges the print press as presenting the full extent of the 

nation to individual members, “the contributors to Danica began to be identified by the 

editors as ‘an Illyrian from Croatia,’ ‘an Illyrian from Styria,’ ‘an Illyrian from Slavonia”, 

until […] the majority of the articles and poems were signed in this manner” (Murray 

                                                
12 Staiger judges that although their implications have been debated, terms such as spectator, reader, viewer 
and audience are often used interchangeably in reception studies (Staiger, 2005: 3). For the sake of clarity, 
within the context of my research’s methodology, I use audience to refer to the collective viewership in 
possession of a particular social identity (e.g. national audience, local audience, female audience, etc.) rather 
than in regard to one particular audience present at a specific screening of a film. 
13 It is of course possible for an individual to read a publication which adheres to a conflicting identity. This, 
however, does not invalidate my methodology, rather it means that, in accordance with Tajfel’s social identity 
theory, aspects which conflict with the reader’s own group identities will be understood as a voice of an 
outgroup. 
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Despalatović, 1975: 79). When writing on national cinema as a discourse or elements that 

contribute to it, the press engenders an awareness of the domestic film culture in its readers 

as something in which they all share as a result of their common nationhood. Fifthly, there 

is the unresolved issue of to what extent the press reflects or shapes the opinions of its 

readers, however this may be less important than might be initially presumed. If the press 

reflects then a reception studies methodology which makes use of it is engaging with 

summary accounts that are in keeping with the views of publications’ readerships and the 

identities of the audiences which they belong to. If, however, it shapes then the use of 

newspapers and magazines means access to the very materials which play a role in defining 

the interpretations of others. Klinger cites Allen and Gomery on the use of review 

journalism in newspapers and magazines, writing that “such criticism helps to establish the 

terms by which films will be discussed and evaluated in public” (Klinger, 1997: 118). 

 

The range of publications which I reference in this research is varied, reflecting both the 

numerous identities which go into constituting the society at any one point and the more 

long term socio-political developments in Croatia during the period covered. From a 

practical perspective, some publications do not span the entire period covered. The selection 

of publications from which texts have been taken has been made so as to reflect the broad 

range of discourses present in society, rather than tracking changes in representation within 

the most mainstream publications alone. For instance, although Slobodni tjednik was only 

published between 1990 and 1993, to ignore it would neglect “the clearest example of 

inflammatory wartime journalism and hate speech in the Croatian media” (Jurešić, 2011: 

35) and offer a false impression of innocuous mainstream consensus during the 1990s. For 

publications which have endured for longer, it is necessary to bear in mind that the 

dominant discourse will have changed over time. For example, Slobodna Dalmacija was 

initially published during the Second World War by the socialist Partisans and by the 1980s 

offered a diverse set of opinions from across the political spectrum, only to eventually fall 

into the hands of those loyal to Tuđman’s nationalist government by means of manipulation 

and legal ruse (Gavranović, 2007: 113). 

 

Research Structure 

The research element of my thesis is divided into three main content chapters corresponding 

to the three decades contained within its temporal parameters. Although history rarely fits 

into the neat delineations of decades, Croatian film history since 1980 is an exception to this 

rule. The period from 1980 to 2009 was especially volatile for Croatia and the beginning of 

each decade witnessed a dramatic shift in socio-political orientation. After the stability 
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achieved under state socialism following the Second World War, there therein followed 

thirty years of transition during the period covered by my research. Given the widespread 

rewriting of Croatian cinema which occurred following Croatian independence, covering 

three decades permits me to contextualise through comparison. Whilst the three decades are 

delineated due to the considerable changes which occurred at points of transition between 

them, they attain meaning when understood in relation to one another rather than as 

standalone studies. 

 

For each of these three research chapters, I have selected two films as central case studies 

representing the main cinematic discourses of the particular decade. Using my preferred 

reception studies methodology, I present how identity-derived aspects of the national film 

culture in these films have been understood by different audiences. The films which I have 

selected are You Only Love Once (Samo jednom se ljubi, Grlić, 1981) and The Man Who 

Loved Funerals (Čovjek koji je volio sprovode, Tadić, 1989) for the 1980s, Madonna 

(Bogorodica, Hitrec, 1999) and How The War Started on My Island (Kako je počeo rat na 

mom otoku, Brešan, 1996) for the1990s and Nice Dead Girls (Fine mrtve djevojke, Matanić, 

2002) and The Border Post (Karaula, Grlić, 2006) for the 2000s. Although I explain my 

reasons for selecting these particular films in each chapter, some general points are 

nevertheless worth stressing. Thompson and Bordwell note that films are included in film 

histories on account of three main criteria, namely excellence, influence and typicality 

(Thompson and Bordwell, 1994: xxxix). I have selected this research’s case studies 

primarily with regard to typicality, favouring those that clearly convey the main attributes of 

the common discourses, the identities which are to be found within them and the receptions 

to them. Nevertheless, where possible, the individual films were also influential and of 

merit since this guaranteed considerable coverage in the press, which, in turn, afforded more 

opportunities to recognise how audiences received them. My choice of case studies was 

initially narrowed down to a short list for each filmic discourse based on a survey of 

existing scholarly works which, cumulatively, indicated which films had achieved a lasting 

impact on Croatian film culture. It was, however, only after collecting and collating press 

materials on all of these films and their periods’ extra-filmic contexts that I settled on the 

use of the six chosen works. Although I use case studies to illustrate particular discourses, 

the network approach to national cinemas which I am proposing means that they should not 

be understood as entirely detached from one another, either within each chapter or across 

the decades. Numerous parallels and points of intersection can be identified between the 

films and their contexts, enforcing the idea of a national coherence existing within the 

diversity. My case studies are supported by historical contextualisation and references to 
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other factors drawn from the national film culture and the broader national culture, 

providing an example of how a national cinema network is constructed. 

 

The first of my research chapters addresses Croatian film culture in 1980s Yugoslavia. 

Despite the death of Josip Broz Tito in 1980, I propose that film reception is indicative of 

the enduring Yugoslav nationhood which persists until the end of the decade. This, 

however, did not equate to stasis and Croatian film culture addressed relevant social 

questions through two distinct discourses, namely Revisitation Cinema and New Genre 

Cinema. 
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CHAPTER II 

1980S 

 

Centred on Zagreb, Croatia’s film industry during the 1980s contributed to a broader 

Yugoslav film culture. It benefitted from the federation’s greater scale in the form of the 

exchange of personnel between republics and a wider exhibition market. Since Croatian 

independence, accounts of this fruitful cooperation have been marginalised. As Milutinović 

recognises, “[m]ost of what has been written during the last two decades about the seventy-

year period of Yugoslavia’s existence has been decisively coloured by the final act of its 

dissolution” (Milutinović, 2013: 75). Although many of Croatian film culture’s individual 

products from the 1980s are held in high esteem, as a coherent period it has been 

diachronically marginalised in domestic discourse as a prelude to the 1990s when hitherto 

suppressed national desires could be freely expressed.  

 

The conventional tying of national cinemas to nation states has rendered the decade’s 

overlapping Croatian and Yugoslav identities academically unenticing. Instead, English-

language scholars have presented Yugoslav commonality whilst their Croatian counterparts 

have favoured absolute national segregation. However, the transience of the 1980s film 

culture should not devalue that which, for a period, undoubtedly existed. The lines of 

demarcation between various collective identities became much clearer during the 1990s, 

but this is not an excuse to marginalise that which preceded it. Rather than overlooking the 

1980s as a muddled incubation period preceding the hatching of a true, pure Croatian 

national cinema, freed from complicating and damaging Yugoslav elements, in this chapter 

I suggest an alternative interpretation. This is that the 1980s were a period of development 

coherent with the Croatian and Yugoslav film cultures which had preceded it. 

Consequently, the change which eventually occurred at the end of the decade was sudden, 

violent and unexpected, linked exclusively to extra-filmic factors. 
 

My chapter’s historical contextualisation disavows the common, determinist assertion that 

“Tito’s death in 1980 meant the beginning of the end of Yugoslavia” (Klemenčič and Žagar, 

2004: 209). A filmic contextualisation follows in which I reassert the vitality of the period’s 

cinema and dispute that Yugoslavia’s demise was predictable, even with hindsight, from the 

period’s film culture. I downplay the notion that Croatian film culture was set apart from the 

rest of Yugoslavia during the 1980s and show that the period’s Yugoslav identity was more 

than just an adjunct to narratives of Croatian national cinema. Subsequently, I present the 

period’s two major discourses through individual case studies. 
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My chapter draws upon a range of publications from the Croatian press during the 1980s. 

As is also the case in other chapters, these cover the breadth of identities found amongst 

Croatian identities. They are not comprehensive, since not every Croatian publication has 

been consulted, however they are representative, covering the range of collective identities 

relevant to my case studies and their audiences. There was greater consensus amongst the 

mainstream domestic press in post-Tito Yugoslavia than would be the case in Tuđman’s 

Croatia. Contrary to the unguarded posturing of divisive identities during the 1990s, film 

journalism and criticism in the 1980s placed more attention upon cinematic and aesthetic 

criteria. This is partially attributable to the socialist political system’s enduring hegemony, 

whereby, as Novak suggests, journalism, the press, radio and television were under close 

supervision during the 1980s due to the presumption of increased activity by enemy 

elements, both domestically and abroad (Novak, 2005: 886). Nevertheless, the absence of 

the emphasised and exaggerated identities which would be found in the 1990s should not 

come as a surprise for the simple reason that the 1980s press should be viewed by the 

criteria of its time rather than by those of the markedly different period which followed. 

Such a recognition is part of the necessary liberation from the premise that the post-Tito 

period was merely an ephemeral stepping stone between the real socialism of Tito’s 

Yugoslavia and the real nationalism of Tuđman’s Croatia. 

 

As Croatia’s newspaper of record during the 1980s, Zagreb-based Vjesnik maintained a 

relatively formal style, orientated towards the chronicling of newsworthy events. Croatia’s 

other newspapers had varying degrees of territorial reach, ranging from major dailies 

covering large swathes of the country to fortnightlies focused upon small towns. With 

shorter, more informal articles on a wide range of subjects, Večernji list was initially a 

Zagreb evening gazette but grew in scope, expanding eastwards into other parts of Croatia 

and Bosnia. The role held by Večernji list in the North was taken by Slobodna Dalmacija in 

the South. Based in Split, the 1980s were the newspaper’s heyday, becoming “more 

informative and broader and a notable polygon of various thoughts” (Novak, 2005: 843). 

Pre-dating the establishment of Communist rule, Rijeka-based Novi list prided itself on its 

editorial independence and focussed upon the whole of the northern Adriatic. Glas Slavonije 

was based in Osijek and was the most introverted of the major dailies, foregrounding local 

issues in rural Slavonia over national and international news. Although local newspapers for 

individual towns only communicated with a limited readership, cumulatively they 

constituted a web of local identities which “carried a large amount of information about 

events in their localities, fostered dialogue and were an important tribune for debating the 
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problems which interested citizens” (Novak, 2005: 806). These are exemplified within this 

chapter by Samobor’s weekly Samoborske novine and the fortnightly Labinska komuna 

from Labin.  

 

Croatia’s media landscape during the 1980s was also shaped by influential political and 

cultural weeklies. Danas was a news weekly and one of the first publications to warn 

against the rise of nationalism in Yugoslavia. Start, a magazine with a Yugoslav outlook, 

blended scholarly commentary on culture, society, global affairs and politics with a 

generous portion of foregrounded erotic material. Arena was established as a weekly film 

and television review, however it soon sought a broader readership and evolved to address a 

wider spectrum of subjects. Studio was a weekly magazine focussing upon the entertainment 

industry and cultural manifestations. Belied by its attachment to the League of Croatian 

Socialist Youth, weekly student publication Polet served as a probing conveyor of youth 

identities, with an emphasis on culture. As the institution behind Croatia’s dominant 

religious identity, the Roman Catholic Church published the conservative weekly 

newspaper Glas Koncila. The diasporic press was divided between dogmatic publications 

denouncing the Yugoslav state and those, such as weekly Zajedničar from the American 

city of Pittsburgh, referenced in this chapter, which focussed upon folklore, community 

events and promoting the interests of Croats in the host country.14 

 

Historical context: current and future manipulators 

Due to post-Yugoslav myth-making by Croatian nationalists, it is just as pertinent to stress 

that which did not occur as that which did when presenting the historical context of 1980s 

Croatia. As the fledgling Croatian state looked to affirm itself during the early 1990s, and 

give added legitimacy to its military endeavours both within and beyond the republic’s 

borders, it presented itself as an oppressed people whose democratic credentials had been 

trodden upon for decades by a Serbian dominated Yugoslav dictatorship. However, prior to 

this diachronic reassessment, 1980s Croatia was synchronically understood as a far less 

dramatic or menacing environment.15 In spite of economic and socio-political challenges, 

                                                
14 All publications referenced within this chapter predated and survived the decade, with the exception of 
Danas which was established in February 1982. 
15 Croatia’s post-independence reassessment of the former period which denigrates the previous regime as 
unmitigatingly malevolent for the benefit of subsequent dominant ideology, and which becomes clear through 
a reception studies orientated approach that actually engages with the earlier period, is not unique. Hake, for 
instance, recognises how in post-reunification Germany “[s]tudies on film reception in [East Germany] have 
challenged simplistic notions of mass manipulation” (Hake, 2008: 128). 
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the decade’s press gave readers scant indication of the traumas which were to follow.16 

Gagnon identifies how, in Croatia, “survey data from the late 1980s shows very high levels 

of positive [national] coexistence, little evidence of resentments or suppressed violence” 

and “very little evidence from the ethnically diverse communities [...] that would indicate 

that within the next few years massive violence undertaken in the name of Serbs or Croats 

would wrack the region and tear apart the most ethnically heterogeneous communities” 

(Gagnon Jr., 2004: 34). As Milutinović postulates, “quite beyond nostalgia and 

sentimentality, […], the historical account of [Yugoslavia] must be supplemented by views 

which explain how Yugoslavs managed to remain together for as long as they did, and how 

the existence of this state was not entirely detrimental to their national and individual 

interests” (Milutinović, 2013: 75). Whilst multi-ethnic Yugoslavia’s dissolution into 

nationalist successor states was not inevitable and could not have been anticipated during 

the 1980s, it nevertheless occurred. Rather than as predestined fate, this was due to specific 

and ultimately avoidable factors. 

 

Josip Broz Tito had presided over Yugoslavia as a largely benevolent dictator since the end 

of the Second World War. Whilst his authority as a father-figure to Yugoslavs was 

unquestioned, he ensured a dramatic rise in living conditions for the vast majority of the 

country’s residents.17 Historical accounts commonly view the 1980s as a drawn out demise, 

whereby Yugoslavia’s collapse was assured upon Tito’s death in May 1980 and the 

following ten years were an extended “prelude to dissolution” (Klemenčič and Žagar, 2004: 

213). Within the cultural sphere in particular, Pogačar posits that “[t]he times of false 

tranquillity and social deafness seem to have ended with the death of President Tito” 

(Pogačar, 2010: 204), citing the emergence of punk-rock, alternative movements and the 

questioning of the socialist state’s foundations. Pogačar, however, fails to elaborate on why 

precisely the post-war peace should be deemed false, submitting to the flawed mathematics 

which view Yugoslavia as habitually at war and decades of peacetime as an exception. 

Furthermore, he does not account for critical social movements prior to 1980 which did not 

hasten the country’s downfall, such as 1960s Black Wave cinema and the 1968 student 

protests. Although faced with increasingly difficult living standards and political crises, 

Yugoslavia functioned for an entire decade after Tito’s death. Its demise was only assured 

                                                
16 Supporting such an assessment is the decline in the number of individuals designated as Croatian 
nationalists by the Yugoslav secret police across the decade. The number who were closely monitored actually 
fell from 695 in 1980 to less than 300 in 1989 (Radelić, 2006: 576). 
17 There were, however, national-political victims of Tito’s rule, including post-Second World War killings of 
defeated Croatian nationalists, the Goli Otok labour camp for suspected Stalinists, the marginalisation of those 
involved in the Croatian Spring and assassinations of émigré dissidents. 
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once the populace submitted in significant numbers to the will of those, in both Croatia and 

Serbia, in whose interest it was to enter into war at the start of the next decade. 

 

Whilst detracting Croatian nationalist voices are now the loudest in the post-Yugoslav 

period, Lampe recognises that “the public reacted with genuine shock and grief across the 

entire country” to the news of Tito’s death following a protracted illness (Lampe, 2000: 

324).18 Some of the most evocative images chronicling the spontaneous reaction to the 

breaking news came from a football match in Split between Yugoslavia’s two most 

successful clubs at the time, Hajduk Split and Belgrade’s Crvena zvezda. Contrary to the 

narrative of absolute Serbo-Yugoslav oppression against Croats, photographs from the 

match show not only tearful supporters in the stands but also Hajduk coach Tomislav Ivić 

covering his face with his hands and defender Zoran Vujović collapsed inconsolably upon 

the pitch (Garber, 1981). The two teams eventually came together in the centre of the pitch, 

many of the players sobbing, and spectators broke into an impromptu rendition of the 

Partisan song ‘Druže Tito mi ti se kunemo’ en masse (Garber, 1981).19 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“The sporting heart also began to weep”, Hajduk Split coach Tomislav Ivić (left) and player Zoran Vujović (right). 

Slobodna Dalmacija, 04/05/1981, 3. 

 
                                                
18 For example, aiming to belittle Tito's place in Croatian history, Kujundžić and Dizdar dismissively ask 
“[h]ow great an historical figure is Josip Broz Tito when ‘virtually straight after his death’ his main 
endeavours experienced destruction, defeat and disappearance?” (Kujundžić and Dizdar, 2000: 157). By 
contrast, they refer to Franjo Tuđman as “alongside King Tomislav the greatest Croat of all time” (Kujundžić 
and Dizdar, 2000: 5). 
19 The title of this song can be translated as Comrade Tito, we swear to you. 
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“The news of our dearest comrade’s death echoed sadly” Spectators at the match between Hajduk Split and Crvena 
zvezda. Slobodna Dalmacija, 04/05/1981, 3. 
 

Nevertheless, Post-Tito Yugoslavia was not an historical vacuum. In May 1985, Start 

conceded that “[o]n the political scene there have been attempts to reassess some 

personalities and ideas linked to our more recent history” and that “[n]ot even Tito’s 

character has been left untouched by the tendencies to interrogate the very basis of our 

social and political organisation” (Staić, 1985: 19). The magazine, however, rallied, 

declaring that “[f]ive years later, Tito’s world has not fallen apart, as some predicted, either 

from jealousy or from a different ideological conviction” (Staić, 1985: 19). Although Tito 

personally was off limits, various cultural spheres emerged as arenas for questioning Titoist 

doctrine. Pavičić observes how “an interest in the dirty laundry of post-war communism 

was a sort of cultural dominance in Yugoslav current affairs, literature, theatre and, 

somewhat later, cinema” (Pavičić, 2004: 48). 

 

What stimulated this revaluation? Yugoslavia’s prosperity had been funded by foreign loans 

which proved unserviceable, causing mounting foreign debts. This had a knock on effect for 

average Yugoslavs, meaning that “[b]y 1984 one-quarter of all families in Yugoslavia had 

fallen below the poverty line” and “[a]verage income was just 70 percent of the sum 

reckoned necessary for a family of four” (Lampe, 2000: 341). However, the growth of 

nationalism associated with dissatisfaction at this economic decline was neither uniform nor 

immediate. Its starting point was Kosovo, Serbia’s autonomous province which had been 

settled by a majority Albanian population over several centuries of Ottoman rule. At the 

beginning of the 1980s, Croats identified with a Yugoslav national ingroup which, in the 
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June 1981 words of Arena, accused an Albanian outgroup of “[v]ampirised Albanian 

nationalism and irredentism which has so brutally and powerfully attacked the constitutional 

order and territorial integrity of Yugoslavia” (Milošević, 1981). Without providing 

evidence, the magazine claimed that “[t]he responsibility of the People’s Socialist Republic 

of Albania for events in Kosovo has today been irrefutably proven” (Milošević, 1981). It 

was only towards the end of the decade that this dominant matrix of foreign Albanian 

irredentists versus domestic Yugoslavs, was reconceived as Kosovo Albanians versus Serbs. 

In December 1988 Start observed how “a merciless media war has been waged, culminating 

in the recent reports from Kosovo which were so varied that readers asked themselves 

whether they were talking about the same time, same place and same people” (Litvan, 1988: 

45). Divisions between Yugoslavia’s republics emerged, the magazine noting how “the 

image of Kosovo which they gave through their media was too often bounded by a local 

framework: it was possible to see which tribe that warrior belonged to by his colours” 

(Litvan, 1988: 49). 

 

In April 1987, Slobodan Milošević, then the president of the League of Communists of 

Serbia, travelled to Kosovo, tasked with placating the fears of the province’s Serb minority. 

Instead of this, Milošević seized his opportunity and divisively sided with the local Serbs, 

stoking an already riled crowd, as they began to clash with police, by telling them that 

“[n]obody is allowed to beat you!” (TV Beograd, 1987). Regarded as a reliable bureaucrat 

until then, the Kosovo issue was Milošević’s career catapult. In June 1989, at the 

commemoration of the 600th anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo Polje, a focus point of 

Serbian national mythology, Milošević took to the rostrum. Addressing both his Serbian 

ingroup and alternative national outgroups, he ominously warned: 
 

Six centuries later, today, we are again in battles and are facing battles. They are not 

armed battles, although even these cannot yet be excluded (Politika, 1989b: 4).20 

 
Satellite events in other parts of Yugoslavia ran parallel to this main celebration, including 

one in the village of Kosovo, close to Knin, in Croatia’s then majority Serb-populated 

Krajina region. This was marked by unguarded manifestations of Serbian nationalism, 

confounding the unprepared mainstream Croatian press. The initial reaction was to ignore or 

                                                
20 This tapped into a prevalent nationalist current which had already emerged in Serbia. On the morning of the 
Kosovo celebrations, prior to Milošević’s speeches, Politika ran a front page stating that “[t]oday, Prince 
Lazar’s words prior to the Kosovo Battle must be remembered: ‘It is better to die with honour than to live 
dishonourably’” (Politika, 1989a). It noted that “[m]emories of the Kosovo Battle, however, also give us very 
thoughts about the present day”, pointing out that “[o]ur latter history shows that such wars have been our 
fate” (Politika, 1989a). 
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downplay the nationalist excesses and convey the event as an inclusive Yugoslav occasion. 

Večernji list described the “[r]eligious ceremonies and popular joy” in positive terms, 

stressing that “there was not a single incident” and noting that the “celebrations in Knin 

were followed by more than 100 journalists from numerous Yugoslav media outlets from all 

republics and provinces” (Radulić-Toman and Ćuruvija, 1989). Wavering with indecision 

over how to broach the subject of the nationalism, several days would pass before Večernji 

list revised its assessment, describing a “nationalist outburst at the Knin celebration” 

(Večernji list, 1989). Even as criticism of events in the Krajina intensified, it remained 

largely portrayed within the Croatian media as a small Serb nationalist outgroup threatening 

the common Yugoslav ingroup and was not reduced to the simple Serb versus Croat ethnic 

polemic which dominated the following decade. Instead of attacking the Serbs from the 

position of wronged Croats, Slobodna Dalmacija remarked on how “the meaning of the 

Kosovo battle was desecrated” even though every measure had been taken for it “to be a 

dignified event in keeping with the centuries long tradition of Croats and Serbs living in that 

region” (Mlivončić, 1989). 

 

Whilst political reform was overdue in Yugoslavia, individual nationhoods only superseded 

mutual Yugoslavism at the end of the decade. Undermining longstanding proclamations of 

brotherhood and unity between Yugoslavia’s nations and nationalities, this was firstly 

directed at Kosovo’s Albanians. In January 1988 Start asked “[w]hose are our Albanians?”, 

debating whether they were fellow Yugoslav insiders or unwelcome Albanian outsiders 

(Horvat, 1988: 64). Following the galvanising of Serbian nationalism around the Kosovo 

anniversary the debate adopted a sub-Yugoslav ethnic context. Start asked in October 1989 

“[w]hose are the Serbs in Croatia?” (Hudelist, 1989: 20). The magazine attempted to assess 

where the Croatian Serbs’ allegiances lay, ascertaining that the Krajina region stands as: 
 

a metaphor for a fracture in the consciousness of the Serbs (and not just them) in the 

ninth year of post-Tito Yugoslavia – for the transition from a supranational utopia to a 

national one, from a romantic Partisan Yugoslavism to an even more romantic Saint 

Sava Serbianism (Hudelist, 1989: 20). 

 
By the end of the decade voices of caution emerged. In September 1988 Polet warned that 

“instead of the desired Yugoslavisation of Kosovo there is the threat of the Kosovisation of 

Yugoslavia” (Matić, 1989: 62). Danas advocated the importance of adequately addressing 

the position of Croatia’s Serbs “so as to pull the rug out from beneath the feet of current and 

future manipulators” (Jajčinović, 1989). It recognised that “there exists a danger from 

assimilation but also from separation”, the former promoting discrimination and the latter 
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ghettoisation (Jajčinović, 1989). Although the wars of the 1990s still required a great many 

moves to be made by the individual players who favoured such a path, by November 1989 

Start acknowledged that the “Kosovo virus is spreading throughout Yugoslavia” (Šolić, 

1989: 22). 

 

Filmic context: our modern cinema 

Synchronically and diachronically, the 1980s have been understood as a productive period 

heralding significant thematic and aesthetic developments. Synchronic materials from 1980s 

Croatia provide little indication of subsequent national demarcations. Writing within the 

parameters of the Yugoslav state, the vast majority of cinema related material even as late 

as 1989 constructed Yugoslav national cinemas. In August 1987, Vjesnik confidently 

declared that: 
 

[n]ever before this decade (1977-1987) have Yugo feature films had at their disposal so 

many capable directors […] and so many successful films on the repertoire (Munitić, 

1987e). 

 
The newspaper valorised Yugoslav film culture on account of both the topics and aesthetics 

employed, noting how “[n]ever has so much attention been dedicated to so many subjects 

and problems, nor has this ever been managed in so many different directorial ways” 

(Munitić, 1987d). Following Croatian independence, references to Yugoslav identities were 

dropped and the film culture was employed to cultivate a mononational Croatian cultural 

heritage. In 1998, for instance, Škrabalo wrote of how “[t]he Croatian film scene in the 

1980s was particularly rich in valuable works” (Škrabalo, 1998: 447). 

 

Limited English-language synchronic materials situated elements of Croatian film culture 

within a Yugoslav national cinema which was part of larger Eastern European or Balkan 

wholes. These were coloured by a Cold War-period dynamic of talented, dissident artists 

producing critical allegories in opposition to talentless, oppressive states producing Socialist 

Realist propaganda. Locating it within a Balkan cinema, Stoil profiled Yugoslav film 

culture as a political tool which imitated Soviet models and was employed for the 

glorification of the communist authorities (Stoil, 1982). He attributes films to four 

categories, namely historical films, antifascist films, spy, criminal and detective films and 

films about rural development. However, in doing so, Stoil perpetuated the stereotypes 

which he imparts upon his fellow Americans when claiming that “the most important reason 

for the lack of interest in Balkan cinema is that the Balkan countries are communist” (Stoil, 
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1982, 1). Occasional films deemed of interest for an implicitly more enlightened Western 

readership were those which flouted official doctrine. 

 

An unhelpful, Kracauerian narrative of Yugoslav state demise has subsequently maligned 

Croatian and Yugoslav film culture from the 1980s. Framed as “[t]he dying out of the 

state”, Škrabalo begins his analysis of 1980s film culture with the televised announcement 

of Tito’s death (Škrabalo, 1998: 395). He supplements the reasonable assessment that “[a]n 

historical period had clearly come to an end” with the illogical claim that this was “[a]n end 

without a new beginning”, whatever this might mean (Škrabalo, 1998: 395). The 

reattribution of meaning in favour of narratives of state demise is on account of the Croatian 

War of Independence’s dominance as a central reference point in the post-Yugoslav period. 

Pogačar, for instance, claims that Yugoslav cinema “abruptly terminated with the state’s 

infamous demise in 1991” (Pogačar, 2010: 202). Goulding’s assessment is more mediated, 

reasoning that “[w]hile it would be reading history backwards to suggest those cutting-edge 

filmmakers of the period actually anticipated or prophesized Yugoslavia’s violent breakup, 

they nonetheless did penetrate beneath the surface social and cultural contours to glimpse 

the darkening plain beneath” (Goulding, 2002: 145). 

 

In this chapter I avoid bestowing foresight upon films of the 1980s, instead understanding 

Croatian film culture during the decade as possessing its own trends. The particularities of 

the decade did not go unnoticed at the time, Slobodna Dalmacija recognising by July 1987 

that which it termed “[c]inema of the post-Tito period” (Čelan, 1987a). It assessed its main 

characteristics to be the “retreat of war films” and the “strengthening of socially critical and 

genre films” (Čelan, 1987a). Noticing similar traits, in August 1987, Vjesnik identified the 

two trends of “our modern cinema” to be the critical revisiting of historical contexts from 

the 20th century and the addressing of contemporary subjects such as unemployment, 

intellectuals in crisis and the isolation of the little man (Munitić, 1987b). 

 

The most emblematic narrative trend to emerge during the 1980s and characterise the 

period’s relationship with the past and the present was that which I have chosen to refer to 

as Revisitation Cinema. This trend is constituted of commercially and critically successful 

films which revisited Yugoslav socialism’s early years, including the Second World War, 

post-war reconstruction and the country’s split with Cominform. Revisitation Cinema 

offered less lionising interpretations of the period which had acted as the foundation for the 

myths upon which the Yugoslav national identity was constructed. Although films which 

took this approach have been looked at alongside one another since the start of the 1980s 
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due to their thematic similarities, my research is the first example of them being explicitly 

grouped as a coherent trend within Croatian film culture under a title: Revisitation 

Cinema.21 Whilst there was an evolution away from Socialist Realist pedagogy, Antun 

Vrdoljak’s The Pine Tree in the Mountain (U gori raste zelen bor, Vrdoljak, 1971) even 

portraying enemies with whom it was possible to empathise, an unabated stream of films 

propagating the Partisan myth continued throughout the 1960s and 1970s. Blending 

ideology and action, the Partisan genre was renowned for pricy epics such as Veljko 

Bulajić’s Battle on the Neretva and Stipe Delić’s The Battle of Sutjeska (Sutjeska, Delić, 

1973) which, as Boglić forgivingly noted in December 1981 at the point of initial discourse 

transition, “we cannot say […] gave the full historic truth, nor that they reached the full 

artistic truth about that great epoch” (Boglić, 1981: 5). Nevertheless, amongst widespread 

declarations not to stray from Tito’s path following his death, not everybody foresaw an end 

to the mythicised past. A July 1981 roundtable debate at the Pula festival on the subject of 

the “Revolution and the War of National Liberation in Yugoslav cinema” saw Vjesnik quote 

its chair, Cvetan Stanojevski, as stating that “[t]he revolution remains a major inspiration to 

filmic production and the need to address it certainly will not cease” (Urošević, 1981). 

Stanojevski viewed this as an on-going process since “we treat films about [the Second 

World War] as films about contemporariness because we make a commitment to the 

affirmation of the tradition of the Revolution today” (Urošević, 1981). Covering the same 

event, Novi list proclaimed that “[t]here is still room for films about the War of National 

Liberation” (Krulčić, 1981b). And it was indeed true, there would still be room for films 

about the War of National Liberation both in Croatia and across Yugoslavia, however in the 

1980s they would take a markedly different approach. In December 1988, Ilinčić predicted 

that “[e]ven though the tradition of critical films here is longer than the on-going decade, 

the eighties will probably later in domestic cinema receive a designation for the trend of 

more or less freely speaking about the past” (Ilinčić, 1988: 59). Despite offering unflattering 

depictions of the regime’s intrusions into individuals’ lives, Revisitation Cinema was 

neither anti-socialist nor nationalist. Elements from this trend’s approach to the past are 

apparent in many Croatian films during the decade, however its most exemplary titles are 

You Only Love Once, The Fall of Italy (Pad Italije, Zafranović, 1981), An Officer With a 

Rose (Oficir s ružom, Šorak, 1987), My Uncle’s Legacy (Život sa stricem, Papić, 1988) and 

                                                
21 The failure by scholars to incontrovertibly group these films together or afford the trend a broadly accepted 
title can be explained by how they were a feature of 1980s film culture. By the time that scholars were able to 
reflect on them, the socio-political landscape had altered so dramatically following Croatian independence that 
matters of Yugoslav historiography not tied to Croatian victimhood were overlooked, especially since many 
works which belonged to the trend were made by directors from other Yugoslav republics. 
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Sokol Did Not Love Him (Sokol ga nije volio, Schmidt, 1988).22 Across Yugoslavia, the 

trend can also be noted in Balkan Spy (Balkanski špijun, Kovačević and Nikolić, 1984), 

When Father Was Away on Business (Otac na službenom putu, Kusturica, 1985) and Happy 

New Year 1949 (Srećna nova ’49., Popov, 1986). 

 

Where Revisitation Cinema conveyed an evolution in identities through its novel depiction 

of the past, there was also a desire to directly address the social angst which characterised 

society’s present during the 1980s. This was most adroitly achieved within the parameters 

of New Genre Cinema. Led by a cohort of Zagreb-based filmmakers and nurtured by a 

clique of supportive critics, Škrabalo defines New Genre Cinema as: 

 
an orientation based on a new consideration of film aesthetics which attaches a special 

importance rooted in genre determinants, in accordance with the principles and values 

criteria of the Hitchcockites group of critics, which in opposition to ideologised 

conventions (and also the greatly intolerant exclusivity of auteur cinema), reached out 

to traditional genres (Škrabalo, 2008: 148). 

 
This marked focus on genre-orientated cinema was coherent with the shift away from epic 

productions as the centrepieces of the national filmic output and towards intimate narratives, 

a trait shared with Revisitation Cinema. In August 1987 Vjesnik recognised that “almost all 

participants in our young or rather modern cinema do not in fact focus their scope on the 

‘big topics’ of history or the present, rather for the most part they dedicate every film to the 

individual, the human being or various situations and circumstances” (Munitić, 1987e). 

These films introspectively explored the social problems afflicting Yugoslav society during 

the 1980s, Goulding describing how, “[a]s the political crisis worsened in the mid to late 

eighties, several of the most important films tapped into underlying currents of social 

malaise, alienation, anxiety, and a growing sense of aimlessness and drift” (Goulding, 2002: 

145). Although these films did not propose grand solutions for how to progress beyond this 

malaise, neither did they flag the downfall of the state. Far from heralding the end of an age, 

New Genre Cinema can be deemed a movement of renewal and regeneration. Novi list 

observed in July 1987 how “new genres are emerging at a time when we are marking forty 

years of our cinema” (Ćurić, 1987) and, based upon their content and the relatively low 

budgets required to realise them, New Genre Cinema works were a democratisation of the 

national film culture. It became possible to speak cinematically without having to convey a 

                                                
22 You Only Love Once has also received festival, VHS and DVD release under the English-language titles 
The Melody Haunts My Memory and The Melody Haunts My Reverie. 
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grand message or require a big budget to do so. Key films from this discourse include 

Rhythm of a Crime (Ritam zločina, Tadić, 1981) Southbound Train (Vlakom prema jugu, 

Krelja, 1981), A Crime at School (Zločin u školi, Ivanda, 1982), The King’s Finale 

(Kraljeva završnica, Tomić, 1987), The Man Who Loved Funerals and Bloodsuckers 

(Krvopijci, Šorak, 1989). 

 

The greatest contrast to the way in which 1980s Croatian film culture was interpreted 

synchronically compared with diachronic reinterpretations during the 1990s and 2000s is in 

how it was overwhelmingly understood as constructing Yugoslav national cinemas bound to 

the Yugoslav state. Post-independence Croatian cinema has located its formative period in 

the fascist NDH, culminating in Oktavijan Miletić’s Lisinski (Miletić, 1944) as the first 

Croatian feature film with sound, however, during the 1980s, the founding fathers were 

instead adjudged to be Partisan documentary film-crews. Slobodna Dalmacija claimed that 

“the cinema of the new Yugoslavia was constituted, in fact, on 13th December 1944 by the 

Order of the High Command of the National Liberation Army and Partisan Detachments of 

Yugoslavia around the formation of a film unit” (Čelan, 1987b). Irrespective of their 

paymasters’ ideology, those working in the NDH nevertheless produced a feature film prior 

to the socialist bodies. Vjesnik wrote these activities out of history, instead tracing their 

cinematic heritage through how “Yugoslav cinema crosses in 1945 from the Partisan phase 

to the constructive phase of its childhood” (Munitić, 1987a). Indeed, the newspaper went so 

far as to entirely overlook all pre-socialist film endeavours, dating back to the start of the 

20th century, judging that “domestic cinema begins with a delay of fifty years in relation to 

the rest of the world” and “the role of evolution was played by revolution” (Munitić, 

1987a). 

 

Elements of Yugoslav film culture were actively employed to construct Yugoslav national 

cinemas throughout the 1980s. The Pula festival is one of the clearest examples of a 

common Yugoslav film culture prevailing deep into the post-Tito 1980s. More than just an 

annual convening of the country’s composite republican identities, the festival exhibited an 

integral Yugoslav identity. Vjesnik affirmed the festival’s Yugoslav commonality in July 

1988, judging that “[t]here are no film directors in our country for whom the Arena and Pula 

do not constitute the definition of domestic cinema, a cinema which, bearing all of its 

national units in the amphitheatre, becomes a homogeneous example of the cinematic 

phenomenon produced here upon our Balkan meridian” (Boglić, 1988). Pula’s identity 

remained constant, Novi list describing as late as August 1989 how the festival was “a 

symbol of Yugoslav cinema” (Ćurić, 1989) and Danas describing how “everything in 
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Yugoslav cinema is measured from Pula to Pula” (Starčević, 1989b: 35). Imbued with great 

prestige since its establishment in 1954, this standing remained throughout the post-Tito 

decade. Although individual editions of the Pula festival were scorned by the Croatian 

press, for instance Start alleging the 1980 festival “depressed critics to such an extent that 

they began to doubt the ability of our whole cinematic production” (Krulčić, 1981a) and 

Novi list dismissing the 1989 festival as a “[s]iege of catastrophically bad films” (Zubčević, 

1980: 34), this was as a result of the particular selection of films being deemed unbefitting 

of the festival’s esteemed standing. Despite unrest in Kosovo reverberating into the Croatian 

provinces during the 1989 festival, Start judged in September 1989 that “it was as if Pula 

represented an oasis, detached from the unpleasant spaces of inter-ethnic conflicts” 

(Polimac, 1989: 67). Consequently, the “mandatory traditional fireworks” (Večernji list, 

1985) which heralded the festival’s opening ceremony were met with the same renewed 

optimism each year, invariably being front page news in the major dailies, even if the film 

reviews which followed soured the coverage.  

 

Examples of overt ethnic nationalism in Yugoslav film culture were rare, meaning that 

reception was also void of a heightened national component. The only film from the 1980s 

to venture into the inflammatory nationalist discourse which prevailed during the next 

decade was Serbian director Zdravko Šotra’s The Battle of Kosovo (Boj na Kosovu, Šotra, 

1989), produced as part of the commemorations marking the 600th anniversary of the Battle 

of Kosovo Polje. Nevertheless, the most striking aspect of this film’s coverage in the 

Croatian press was how its Serbian nationalism passed broadly uncommented upon. During 

the film’s production process Vjesnik even promoted the forthcoming work as being of 

interest to its readership (Vjesnik, 1989) and afforded Šotra the opportunity to misleadingly 

market it as a pan-Yugoslav project of relevance to “the spirit of all nations as far as the 

Adriatic islands” (Stojanović, 1989: 13). The Battle of Kosovo was initially broadcast on 

television on the occasion of the Kosovo commemorations and was thereafter screened at 

Pula. Novi list described the work as “a film fresco, an historical costume epic” which “is 

close to dryness, as if its goal was a reconstruction for an invisible but powerful arbitration” 

(Paquola, 1989). Its dominant Serbian national identity is alluded to but never explicitly 

confronted, the newspaper observing how “[c]haracters are without true individuality or 

psychologies, they are like a choir performing a harmony of instructiveness and 

patheticness” (Paquola, 1989). Start did not take the film especially seriously, remarking 

that it belonged “to the General History of Kitsch” (Hribar, 1989: 11). It recognised it as a 

“propaganda film for Milošević’s faction”, but failed to credit the nationalism enacted by 

this political enterprise with adequate gravitas, dismissing it as “a film which Slovenes, 
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Albanians and Croats will laugh at, and which Serbs will sleep through” (Hribar, 1989: 11). 

Vjesnik eventually came closest to identifying the nationalist character of The Battle of 

Kosovo, however this was only ever alluded to rather than openly denounced. It stated that 

Šotra’s film is “very ambitiously made, but we ask ourselves which ambitions led the film’s 

producers today, at the end of the 20th century, 600 years after this battle, to make a film in 

the style of a primary school textbook” (Boglić, 1989a). Whilst it stopped short of decrying 

the work’s Serbian nationalism, Vjesnik nevertheless condemned it as “truly a product of 

our current moment [and] an ordered film which did not manage to get away from the 

pejorative sense of being ordered” (Boglić, 1989a).23 

 

Common Yugoslavism did not mean that republican differences went entirely unnoticed by 

the press. In August 1987 Vjesnik noted that the emergence of regional film centres in 

Yugoslavia’s republican capitals during 1950s and 1960s led to the development of separate 

“thematic and iconographic” traits along national lines (Munitić, 1987e). Nevertheless, the 

newspaper tempered these divisions by stating that “however much, on the one hand, this 

simultaneous process of multiple differentiation according to the mentalities and 

sensibilities of various historical-cultural and national structures advanced, to the same 

extent, on the other hand, there developed and endures an essential, common cinematic 

consciousness […] still justifiably viewed as shared and Yugoslav” (Munitić, 1987e). 

Lacking the mythical symbolism of the following decade, national designations were 

instead used as a means of categorisation within the Yugoslav whole. Funding was 

administered on a republican level and, subsequently, Pula entrants were attributed to a 

single republic of origin, irrespective of multiple national contributions to production, 

however there was little sense of competition along republican lines as to which claimed 

more awards. Instead of national labels, a more frequent designator during the 1980s when 

discussing individuals was toponymic identities. These provided a necessary degree of sub-

Yugoslav distinction yet eschewed national oppositions. Thus, personalities from other 

republics regularly featured in the Croatian press during the 1980s, however they were 

defined by their city, such as “Belgrade actor” Miki Manojlević (Badurina, 1982: 47) and 

“Belgrade’s film director” Goran Paskaljević (Pismestrović, 1980), as opposed to “Zagreb 

                                                
23 Ringleaders from the disturbances at the Kosovo commemoration in the Krajina, known as the Sava 
Society, appeared in The Battle of Kosovo as extras, playing Tsar Lazar’s personal guards. Despite espousing 
inflammatory nationalist sentiments, the group is depicted in a Slobodna Dalmacija interview as amateurish, 
noting how they have their “‘Headquarters’ in a cafe” (Ivančić, 1989: 14). Downplaying events, the newspaper 
claimed that “after being extras on the film they took one of the lead roles in Knin” although “you cannot rid 
yourself of a dilemma: are these people doing anything at all or is it all just acting?” (Ivančić, 1989: 15). 
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actress” Mira Furlan (Kesić, 1982: 47) and “Zagreb film director” Rajko Grlić (Muzaferija, 

1989). 

 

The transnational Balkan designator was accepted in film culture and broader social spheres 

during the 1980s. Just as Glas Slavonije celebrated the success of athletes from Osijek at the 

Balkan Games in July 1988 (Glas Slavonije, 1988) and Slobodna Dalmacija covered the 

Balkan Mathematics Olympics held in Split in May 1989 (Slobodna Dalmacija, 1989), the 

decade had begun with Yugoslavia hosting the 4th Balkan Film Festival in the Slovene cities 

of Ljubljana and Celje in April 1980. Unlike the pejorative associations of the 1990s, these 

were an expansive and diverse Balkans from which national ingroups did not seek 

extrication. Boglić noted how the festival revealed “that we know very little about each 

other” but also that “it was shown that the cinemas of Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria, Albania 

and Romania often have very similar problems to our cinema” (Boglić, 1980a: 102). 

Imagining of the Balkans did not seek uniform traits, Ranković observing that “[c]inema in 

the Balkan countries developed in various social-historical circumstances and cultural 

contexts” (Ranković, 1980: 22). He recognised that it was this mosaic which gave the 

region relevance since “the various characteristics do not have to be something which 

separates and distances but rather something which causes interest, which yields a need for 

closening” (Ranković, 1980: 22). 

 

To explore Croatian film culture’s identities during the 1980s, two case studies are herein 

provided. Rajko Grlić’s melodrama You Only Love Once from 1981 illustrates Revisitation 

Cinema, whilst New Genre Cinema is explored through Zoran Tadić’s crime thriller The 

Man Who Loved Funerals from 1989. Described by Gilić as “the two most important 

directors of feature films” during the 1980s (Gilić, 2011: 138), both Grlić and Tadić have 

been understood synchronically and diachronically as leaders within their fields. Start 

offered an accurate prognosis of the pair as early as August 1981, ascertaining that “with 

their films they are the bearers of two tendencies which will, possibly, play key roles in 

domestic cinema over the next decade” (Kesić, 1981: 32). Aside from being representative 

of their discourses, the two films also share interesting points of similarity and 

differentiation. In July 1981, Vjesnik grouped Grlić and Tadić together as “the two Zagreb 

directors” (Boglić, 1981a), a marker of identity which they embraced throughout their 

careers. Whilst they simultaneously rose to prominence at the start of the 1980s, their 

trajectories differed considerably. Tadić made his name as a documentary maker and critic 

amongst the Zagreb Hitchcockites, alongside the likes of Vuković, Krelja and Peterlić. 

Grlić’s FAMU education elevated him to a pan-Yugoslav and European awareness 
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alongside fellow graduates such as Marković, Paskaljević, Zafranović and Kusturica. The 

1980s were by far Tadić’s most prolific period as a feature film director, whilst Grlić rose to 

become one of the biggest names in Yugoslav cinema during the decade before an extended 

hiatus during the nationalist 1990s. Both You Only Love Once and The Man Who Loved 

Funerals are predominantly and visibly set in Samobor but in neither case is the town 

explicitly named. Nevertheless, location is important in both works, each narrative featuring 

a femme fatale from Zagreb who arrives in a small town at the start of the film, facilitates 

the downfall of the male hero, and then leaves at its conclusion. 

 

Revisitation Cinema: a sign of the times 

Goulding identifies how, by the mid 1970s, films from the dominant Partisan genre “had 

already begun to weary domestic viewers with their worn out clichés, xenophobic excesses, 

and repetitive formulas” (Goulding, 2002: 143). In the post-Tito context, this precipitated a 

change and, by December 1988, Ilinčić recognised how “it is well known that a significant 

number of works have appeared in recent years which problematicise the War and the post-

war period, the construction of socialism and taboos which until then entailed affirmative 

action” (Ilinčić, 1988: 59). Upon the release of You Only Love Once in 1981, Prohić 

distanced the work from the Partisan genre’s one-dimensionality, observing that “[w]ith this 

film, Rajko Grlić shows exceptional courage to capture the existential and ethical questions 

of our post-war period in layered vistas” (Prohić, 1981: 77). 

 

You Only Love Once: synopsis 

You Only Love Once is set in a provincial town not far from Zagreb in the initial aftermath 

of the Second World War as the new socialist state’s authorities set about the mass 

rebuilding of the country’s infrastructure. The narrative follows the demise of Tomislav, 

who, having led the town’s liberation, is initially treated as a hero by the townsfolk and 

holds a supervisory role in the local authority, galvanising workers on collective projects. 

Whilst the local people struggle dutifully with the hard labour in the summer heat, Tomislav 

and the other former Partisans officers, Mirko and Vule, slink off to cool down and frolic in 

a nearby river. Despite enjoying such liberties, Tomislav is firmly committed to the 

principles of the Revolution. He is tasked with visiting the town’s theatre to motivate the 

performers who have not fully embraced the socialist rhetoric. One of them is a glamorous 

ballerina, Beba, who was sent to the town as punishment for her bourgeois family’s 

collaboration with the Nazis during the war. Later, Beba visits Tomislav in his office and 

complains about her living conditions in a local dormitory. Due to her refined appearance, 

which is a novelty in the town, and her willingness to openly speak her mind despite her 
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now lowly social standing, Beba leaves an impression on Tomislav. He gives her a key to 

an apartment on the town’s main square which, unbeknown to her, she will have to share 

with him. Despite their initial differences, Tomislav and Beba gradually grow closer, 

although his colleagues point out that it is unbecoming of a revolutionary to be associated 

with such a woman. At this stage in their relationship, Tomislav is dominant, a dynamic 

which peaks as he drunkenly forces her into a late night marriage followed by 

consummation. The balance of this relationship changes hereafter as Tomislav becomes 

increasingly fixated with Beba, particularly her physical form. He begins neglecting his 

political duties, the pair becoming introverted and spending long periods locked away in 

their bedroom. This coincides with the arrival of Beba’s parents who move into the cramped 

apartment and, as bourgeois Catholics, stand for many of the principles which Tomislav 

fought against. Called to a late night political meeting, Tomislav vouches for his long-time 

colleague Mirko, whose expenses have come under suspicion during his business trips 

abroad on behalf of the town’s factory. Mirko proves to be unreliable and Tomislav is 

removed from his position of authority and placed in a sanatorium since he is believed to be 

suffering a psychological breakdown. Once Mirko eventually returns, Tomislav is released 

but discovers that Beba and her parents have moved into one of the spacious villas which 

were left empty since the previous Jewish residents were killed in the Holocaust. 

Tomislav’s behaviour deteriorates, becoming so erratic that he is sidelined by Vule and sent 

to a psychiatric institution. Encountering Mirko who, having suffered a breakdown, is also a 

patient, Tomislav decides to escape. He discovers that Beba has returned to Zagreb where 

she now works as a showgirl in a seedy nightclub. A now mute Tomislav meets Beba at her 

apartment building and then follows her to the nightclub. Left in the dressing room as Beba 

goes on stage, Tomislav commits suicide by firing his gun into his mouth, the nightclub’s 

compère concealing this from everybody else so as not to disrupt the show. 
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Tomislav, You Only Love Once. 

 

Beba, You Only Love Once. 

 

You Only Love Once: release 

Shortly after the Tito’s death, another symbolic passing came in July 1980 with the death of 

Vjekoslav Afrić, director of Slavica, during that year’s Pula festival. In its obituary, Vjesnik 

described Afrić as “our first film director who created our first feature film after the 

country’s liberation” (Boglić, 1980b). The absolute Yugoslav commonality in this eulogy 

understood the national film history as starting exclusively with the socialist Yugoslav 
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state’s cinematic endeavours. This, however, masked how the start of the 1980s marked the 

beginning of a new chapter in Yugoslav cinema’s stance towards the establishment of the 

socialist state during the Second World War. In Slavica, Afrić employed the Partisan myth 

of outnumbered Yugoslav Partisans fighting courageously, and ultimately victoriously, 

against amoral foreign fascists and villainous domestic traitors. This understanding 

dominated Yugoslav film culture’s relationship with the Second World War for over three 

decades. However, on the occasion of the 1981 Pula festival, the event’s director, Martin 

Bizjak, stated that “[w]hat is perhaps brightest at this moment in our cinema is observed in 

the fresher, more contemporary and more complex approach to the elaboration of topics 

about the War of National Liberation and immediately after liberation” (Benović, 1981a: 

14). 

 

The film heralding this change was Rajko Grlić’s You Only Love Once, Pavičić describing it 

as “a title which symbolically separates two decades and two epochs in Croatian cinema” 

(Pavičić, 2004b: 45). By the end of the 1980s, even regime-favouring Vjesnik was able to 

look back on the decade and recognise that “Grlić’s filmic message is permanently and 

fiercely chiselled into domestic film thought, opening with his film You Only Love Once the 

door to those subjects which until then (until that film) were not permissible” (Sömen, 

1989). Standing at the forefront of a trend in 1980s Croatian and Yugoslav film culture, You 

Only Love Once was in fact conceived at the end of the previous decade, prior to Tito’s 

death, heightening the dissidence of its initial conception. Approved for funding in 1979, 

the script was inspired by the diary of Ruža Jurković, a ballerina and later choreographer at 

the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb. By the end of the writing process, however, links 

to the original text were exiguous, Grlić remarking that “[n]othing remained of that in the 

film, except maybe the two most important words: ballerina and policeman” (Aranđelović, 

2011: 170). Filming began in June 1980, just one month after Tito’s death, under the 

enigmatic working title of New York, Paris, London, which was derived from a scene cut 

during post production depicting Tomislav and Beba watching footage of major world cities 

in the town’s cinema (Pavičić, 2004b: 53). 

 

Once filming was completed the finished work almost failed to reach audiences. Conflicting 

with the idea that socialist orthodoxy was buried along with Tito, rumours were abound that 

Grlić had made a politically unsuitable film. Consequently, a private screening was held for 

Party officials and police agents, Grlić recalling that one of those present had remarked that 

“[i]f we’d ordered a film about the Party from Ustasha emigrants themselves then we 

wouldn’t have got something like this”, and the film was seized (Nikčević, 2011). 
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Supplementing the narrative, Pavičić identifies the film’s melodramatic quality as bringing 

it into conflict with the authorities since “[m]elodrama was experienced as something which 

belonged to the foreign, escapist culture of bourgeois society, which blunts the class blade 

and leads the working-class to daydreaming, napping and passivity” (Pavičić, 2004b: 49). 

The negative reaction did not surprise Grlić who, in anticipation, had already sent a second 

copy of the work to his sister in Paris. Having previously competed at the Cannes festival in 

1978 with the socially critical drama Bravo Maestro (Grlić, 1978), Grlić’s name carried 

weight and You Only Love Once was accepted into the festival’s competition. 

 

The invitation to compete at Cannes, amounting to international recognition of a Yugoslav 

work, afforded the film prestige domestically. Večernji list proclaimed that “Rajko Grlić is 

one of the few young filmmakers in the world whose two films, one after the other, are 

shown in this significant event’s official program” (Večernji list, 1981). Grlić later 

described this as “a completely absurd situation: newspapers wrote about the great success 

of a film which practically didn’t exist” (Nikčević, 2011). The authorities were placed in an 

awkward position, whereby “[o]fficial Zagreb now needed to reach a political decision as to 

whether to stand behind the ‘dissident film’ or to cause an international censorship scandal” 

(Pavičić, 2004b: 46). At a second screening, organised by the future Croatian Prime 

Minister Ivica Račan, then president of the Ideological Commission of the Central 

Committee of the League of Communists of Croatia, a compromise was suggested. Grlić’s 

film would only be permitted for domestic screening in smaller theatres, it could appear at 

Pula but would not take the main prize and would go to Cannes as an official Yugoslav 

representative (Pavičić, 2004b: 47). Whilst the domestic press did not cover the eventual 

screening at Cannes, despite doing so for other Yugoslav films, it received favourable 

reviews in the Western media, Le Monde describing it as a pleasant surprise (Siclier, 1981). 

 

However much You Only Love Once questioned aspects of the regime’s past, giving the film 

its blessing benefitted the authorities’ credentials in the present. Rare exceptions afforded 

the impression that political censorship of cinema, at all stages of production, was less 

stringent than was necessarily the case. Viewing Grlić’s film alongside Zafranović’s The 

Fall of Italy, which also depicts a Partisan’s downfall after succumbing to a bourgeois 

woman, Boglić wrote on the occasion of the 1981 Pula festival that “[b]oth of these films, 

especially Grlić’s, correspond to our reality, not just with the stories and fates of their 

heroes, but also through their existing” because “the very fact that they have been filmed, 

although they are maybe controversial, more or less, in its own way, proves the full freedom 

of creation here” (Boglić, 1981b: 28). 
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Predictably, at Pula, there was no official reprieve for You Only Love Once as it was beaten 

to the top award by The Fall of Italy. Nevertheless, this could not mask the positive 

reception which Grlić’s film received, Start describing how “[i]f such a thing as an 

applauseometer existed in the Pula Arena, the loudest and longest applause would have 

been measured this year after Rajko Grlić’s You Only Love Once” (Kesić, 1981: 33). 

Slobodna Dalmacija noted how “a full Arena saw You Only Love Once by Rajko Grlić, a 

work which recently returned from Cannes, from the world’s largest film festival, with 

much praise from critics”, adding that “they were, we are convinced, entirely justified – this 

was, to date, Grlić’s best film and the one with the largest scope amongst this year’s 

productions” (Čelan, 1981). Arena went so far as to suggest that the scene in which 

Tomislav strikes matches to observe Beba’s body in the darkness of his bedroom “is made 

for an Oscar” (Hetrich, 1981: 24). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Made for an Oscar: Tomislav illuminating Beba’s body, Samo jednom se ljubi. 

 

Despite the broadly positive reception, some were less enthused by Grlić’s film. Detractors, 

however, were reluctant to openly base their criticism on the defence of established political 

paradigms, instead only hinting at this through the identification of perceived cinematic 

flaws. Initially uncomfortable with the implications of You Only Love Once and The Fall of 

Italy, Glas Slavonije opaquely decried how “long discussions have occurred about marginal 

things in individual films, rather than discussion about their aesthetic value” (Žipovski, 

1981). Novi list alleged that there was “too much unnecessary acting in the name of a quasi-
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original directorial approach, and not enough sticking to the story” (Staničić, 1981). Studio 

dryly suggested that “[i]t is a work about great emotions, but is filmed without them” 

(Zubčević, 1981: 21). The fiercest criticism was found in Polet, which was already engaged 

in a feud with Grlić.24 Besides personal attacks on the director, criticism of the film was 

again of a cinematic rather than political nature. Describing the film as “one of the most 

tortuous assaults upon viewers’ eyes and brains”, Polet claimed that “not even the most 

basic narrative thread can be recognised, let alone some sort of causality in the development 

and behaviour of characters” (Brstilo, 1981). 

 

You Only Love Once: national and political identity 

Although You Only Love Once diachronically takes a place atop canonical Croatian national 

cinemas as “the best Croatian film of the eighties” (Pavičić, 2012b), there are scant 

examples of a Croatian national identity being flagged within either the film or its 

synchronic reception. Whilst the setting is recognisably a continental Croatian town, rather 

than other traditional locales such as a Mediterranean town or rural Balkan village, and the 

language spoken is a Croatian variant, albeit with the trappings of socialist rhetoric, the 

dominant national identity espoused within the film is Yugoslav. The juxtaposition of 

Tomislav’s Yugoslav identity with the Croatian identity of Beba’s parents is a side note. 

The narrative instead focuses upon conflicting understandings of what it meant to be a 

Yugoslav in the post-war years, in contrast to the previous uniformity imparted upon this 

generation in sanctioned accounts. Traditionally a conveyor of the official voice of 

Yugoslav communism in Croatia, Vjesnik quoted Grlić during the film’s production as 

noting that “[t]his is a story about two morals, the conflict of a person who has come out of 

war with revolutionary morals, but also with the pre-war bourgeoisie morals” (Vjesnik, 

1980). Whilst the socialist Yugoslav identity won the war for the likes of Tomislav, visible 

in film’s grand opening scenes of mass reconstruction which resemble triumphant Socialist 

Realism films, the bourgeoisie Yugoslav identity creeps back into the norms of everyday 

life, located in Ivo Robić’s rendition of the song which gave the film its title in the 

nightclub. Moreover, neither of these alternative Yugoslavisms is depicted, per se, as either 
                                                
24 Smarting from criticism of Bravo Maestro by Zagreb's younger generation of film critics, Grlić is alleged to 
have reacted angrily to a July 1981 article in Polet by an author using the pseudonym Jakov Brstilo which 
claimed he lacked even a “grain of talent” and that his films were “empty and boring” (Brstilo, 1981). Grlić 
noted that he was twice interviewed by Polet regarding his relations to Zagreb’s young critics but that neither 
interview was subsequently published (Kesić 1981, 34). Cvitan, however, refuted that these were writers sent 
by Polet, claiming they were opportunistic freelancers who turned out to be “undistanced journalist-
cheerleaders” for Grlić (Cvitan, 1981b). Grlić denounced the Zagreb critics as “clowns”, noting that “[t]hey 
write about each other, saying that they are fantastic, making themselves into local geniuses for their own 
street or neighbourhood, which makes a provincial climate, which is, after all, one of Zagreb’s longstanding 
ailments” (Kesić, 1981: 34). 
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positive or negative. The division of characters into heroes or villains would now depend 

upon more than just their national affiliation. 

 

Revisitation Cinema called into question the established statutes of Yugoslavism during the 

1980s. Ranković observed in July 1982 how “the time of saturation of a specific type of war 

film has passed and new creative tendencies have emerged in films about the revolution” 

(Ranković, 1982: 35). The construction of national ingroups and outgroups during the 

1980s, particularly in Revisitation Cinema, was considerably more nuanced than in 

preceding and succeeding decades. The shift away from the Partisan Genre invalidated the 

national other of the fascist foe from Tito’s Yugoslavia. Meanwhile, inter-republican 

tensions were a long way off reaching vilifications akin to that of the Serbs in Tuđman’s 

Croatia. Disavowing the previous official narrative of a self-sacrificing popular uprising 

during the war followed by steady socialist progression thereafter, the national other was 

internalised, assessing different adoptions of the Yugoslav identity. The Yugoslav screen 

hero was no longer infallible, Arena asking in December 1981: 
 
Was it not necessary to start to think about the revolution in a more modern, artistic and 

deeper way, was it not necessary to begin to explain the psyche of the fighters, their 

fractures and traumas (and these existed, people were not made of steel, they were not 

without flaws)[?] (Boglić, 1981c). 

 
Opposing the conflicting Yugoslav imaginings, Novi list recognised how You Only Love 

Once is “about the meeting of revolutionary and bourgeois morals and the inability of the 

central hero to move from direct and clear action to the patient construction of a new 

society” (Staničić, 1981). The newspaper did not lament the shift away from the 

revolutionary spirit to a compromised society but rather, with a degree of regret, places 

responsibility with Tomislav for his own downfall. 

 

Boglić described how You Only Love Once represents “the destruction of the myth about the 

wonderful and faultless soldier” (Boglić, 1981b: 33). As the initial work in the new 

discourse, You Only Love Once differed greatly from the understandings of the Revolution 

which had dominated until then, presenting imperfect individuals rather than a glorious 

collective. Nevertheless, it is not just a simple denunciation of those who had lived through 

Yugoslavia’s formative years and is imbued with sympathy. Alleviating absolute 

responsibility from Tomislav for his fate, Grlić stated in a post-Pula interview with Start in 

August 1981 that “the period of transitioning from war to peace was very difficult [because] 

new moral categories were opened up, new possibilities of living which people could not 
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get to grips with using one-dimensional solutions” (Kesić, 1981: 35). The film is not a 

simple discrediting of the Yugoslav regime through negative depictions and the Partisan’s 

death is not a revenge to be celebrated, rather it is tragic and futile. This was reflected by 

Start which recognised a simultaneous criticism and sympathy for Tomislav’s idealism, 

describing the film as “both a dedication and a parting from the people and the 

understanding which overran our initial post-war years, an exceptionally well balanced film 

about a man who only suits a perfect world and who does not complain about that to 

anybody” (Starčević, 1981). 

 

Communicating national narratives through flawed individuals rather than idealised 

collectives permitted national representatives with greater depth of character. Even when 

flawed, the individual invited sympathy and empathy when faced with the political 

machine’s corrupted collective. Some publications, however, mitigated institutional liability 

by placing greater responsibility with Tomislav for his downfall. In a review unwilling to 

engage with that which it described as an “unbelievable and empty” film containing “too 

many staged situations which are meant to symbolise something”, Novi list reasoned that 

Tomislav “meets his end because he lost his identity in the conflict between private life and 

his function” (Staničić, 1981). This negative review may be partially explicable by the 

film’s Pula screening coinciding with the multi-day editions covering the Day of the 

Uprising public holiday. Whilst Novi list was usually free from overt rhetoric, this edition 

was festooned with socialist propaganda. Thus, whilst the front page bore a headline 

proclaiming that “[t]he fighters are not tired” (Novi list, 1981), Grlić’s film depicted a 

fighter who, sat in the tacky nightclub and raising a gun to his own mouth, was most 

certainly tired of the Revolution.  
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Overtly ideological content on account of Day of the Uprising. Novi list, 25-27/07/1981, 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Advertisements celebrating Day of the Uprising by businesses, addressing their employees and customers. Novi list, 

25-27/07/1981, 20-21. 
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Vjesnik recognised that the narrative “is as much political, or maybe even more so, as it is 

romantic” given that it is “a film which, speaking about love, in fact speaks about ideology 

and politics and the human consciousness which gradually and with more difficulty changes 

due to social relations” (Boglić, 1981a). Nevertheless, it offset the implications of this by 

undermining the universality of the film’s depiction of Yugoslav identity. Conceding that 

“[t]he audience in the Arena could stand on the side of this unfortunate man, it could pity 

and understand him”, the newspaper mitigated this by suggesting that it “nevertheless at the 

end had to recognise all coincidences which lead to his suicide” (Boglić, 1981a). This 

deflected responsibility from the regime’s failed relations towards the individual and instead 

portrayed it as a regretful case of anomalies and misfortune. The ineffectiveness, however, 

of interpreting You Only Love Once as an isolated narrative became apparent within the 

work’s filmic intertext as other directors created works with similar implications during the 

1980s. In each instance, when viewed individually, protagonists’ fates could indeed be 

ascribed to chance or the ill deeds of their personal foes. However, when viewed 

collectively, a new discourse was established which levelled responsibility at the state’s 

shortcomings. 

 

You Only Love Once: gender identity 

Whilst the 1980s Yugoslav media was liberal enough to frequently portray erotic nudity and 

avoid excessive censorship, it remained conservative in so much as this was constructed for 

an exclusively heterosexual, male eye. Erotic female nudity was commonly smuggled into 

publications, the most consistent vehicle for this being reporting on the tourist season which 

frequently contained implicit voyeurism. Novi list, for example, offered a May 1989 front 

page image of unaware topless sunbathers, shot from behind long grass, accompanied by a 

caption claiming that “[t]hey are clearly enjoying themselves, and enjoyment was not 

lacking for passers-by, whether by chance or intentionally” (Morić, 1989). Male nudity, by 

contrast, was taboo. Polet published a March 1980 interview with footballer Milan Šarović 

accompanied by a nude photograph (Pajalić, 1980). In the next issue, Slavenka Drakulić 

discussed the ensuing controversy surrounding the image, recognising that Šarović “is 

looking directly into the camera, i.e. he is posing” and claiming that from his “appearance 

emerges the self-awareness of a man” who “moreover represents through his appearance 

that which can be called the stereotypical man: he is a sportsman, well-built, handsome, 

resolute, firm, even conceited – a real bloke” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 13). Drakulić asks “how 

is it that a photograph of a naked man threatens public morals, but photographs of naked 

women do not”, before answering that the overwhelming sentiment is that “nudity is not 

nudity if it is female” rather “[i]t is an aesthetic decoration” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 13). 
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“The caress of the May sunshine”: voyeuristic female nudity. Novi list, 28/05/1989, 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Milan Šarović, a real bloke. Polet, 26/03/1980, 13. 
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Grlić outlined the context in which You Only Love Once was produced when recognising 

that “[s]ocialism did not have that puritanical outlook on the intimate” and that “in the 

million and one objections made to the film, not a single word was mentioned about sex, 

nudity or erotica” (Aranđelović, 2011). More broadly, Studio asked director and critic Fadil 

Hadžić in August 1981 to provide his opinions on sexual content in Yugoslav films, to 

which he replied that “increasingly more young people are working in our cinema who 

think that a film is not complete without at least one nude actress” (Šošić, 1981). This 

evinces how it was taken for granted that filmic nudity was inevitably on the part of a 

female actress rather than a male actor. Some actresses were consigned to their physical 

commodification, Biserka Ipša stating that “today there isn’t a real actress who wouldn’t 

undress if it’s necessary” because “[t]hose fifty kilograms of flesh and blood are, after all, 

their main capital” (Vukov-Colić, 1984: 60). Others embraced nudity as a means to market 

themselves at the outset of their careers, for instance Yugoslav stars Mirjana Karanović and 

Sonja Savić both gave standard interviews to Start regarding their acting which were 

accompanied by topless photo-shoots (Cvitan, 1981a; Marić, 1984). This use of exposure to 

gain exposure was encouraged, Start following the recommendation of one reader and 

inviting female readers to submit their own nude photographs to the magazine since “it 

would help them to find jobs as actresses and models and even film actresses” (Start, 1980). 

Not only was nudity common in films but also in the coverage which they were afforded in 

the press. Reviews of films made disproportionate use of images of sex scenes, You Only 

Love Once being no exception (Kesić, 1981; Boglić, 1981). A similar stance to female 

performers prevailed in other spheres of culture, for instance Josipa Lisac, one of the 

biggest names on the domestic music scene, deplored how female singers “get looked at 

through dresses, literally through the dresses” (Kustić, 1987: 46). 

 

Depictions of gender identities within You Only Love Once were tools by which the film 

undermined Yugoslav society’s prevailing political identities. The established patriarchal 

norms of Partisan films depicted a war which was fought by a male collective, 

supplemented by occasional female colleagues who temporarily suppressed their femininity, 

whilst most women dutifully served as nurses or worried as mothers and wives. This 

dynamic was reconceived in Revisitation Cinema. Instead of imitating or being subservient 

to male political identities, femininity became an alluring, antagonistic foil to the authority 

of the still dominant male identities. Where precisely the balance of power lies between 

these two forces is a matter of interpretation. Grlić remarked that the film’s narrative 

“attempts to say that the bed and the meeting of skin are stronger than all politics and all 

dogma and prejudices, and the bed wipes all of that away” (Aranđelović, 2011). Jergović, 
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by contrast, argued that the film presents politics as the more powerful force, observing a 

symbolism in Tomislav’s suicide when claiming that “at the end, he does not shoot himself 

in the heart, but rather through his mouth, into his head”, meaning that “[t]he story is about 

the fate of a revolutionary, and not about the fate of a fucker” (Jergović, 2010). 

 

Although You Only Love Once employs gender as a tool which undermines Yugoslavia’s 

patriarchal establishment, the depiction of Beba’s character nevertheless conforms closely 

to Mulvey’s division of the male gaze into two looks: 
 
that of the spectator in direct scopophilic contact with the female form displayed for his 

enjoyment […] and that of the spectator fascinated with the image of his like set in an 

illusion of natural space, and through him gaining control and possession of the woman 

within the diegesis (Mulvey, 1975: 16). 

 
This is particularly apparent in the scene in which Tomislav strikes matches to illuminate 

lingering shots of Beba’s exposed breasts in the otherwise dark bedroom, the viewer 

likewise indulging in her body’s contours until each one burns out. In May 1980, Start 

contained an article by Slavenka Drakulić exploring the depiction of women in popular 

fiction aimed at a female audience, albeit recognising “a similar situation in cinema and in 

the lyrics of popular music” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 21). She noted that whilst the sexual 

revolution brought openness about sexuality in Yugoslavia, the opportunities for female 

characters were still grossly limited, amounting to either the romantic path of the virgin or 

the mother or the erotic path in which she is “stripped of the traditional attributes of a virgin 

or a mother[,] stripped to her bare skin and exhibited to viewing so that nothing else is 

important except for precisely that naked skin” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 21). Moreover, the 

liberation from the expectations of virginal purity which the erotic route offered female 

characters was nevertheless limited. Drakulić continued to reason that although within the 

erotic paradigm “the woman is thus afforded the long submerged right to lust”, it is not an 

absolute liberation since “she is still passive, she bestows herself and offers herself forth – 

naked but still within the framework of tradition” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 22). Dancing 

lustfully for Marko and the male viewer, this is Beba’s function in You Only Love Once, a 

role shared with similar female characters across Revisitation Cinema. 

 

Unlike diachronic reinterpretations of You Only Love Once, such as Goulding ascertaining 

that although “Tomislav awkwardly introduces the shy and reluctant bride to a less than 

joyful initial coupling […], Beba becomes increasingly liberated and inventive” (Goulding, 

2002: 157), synchronic reception did not generally spotlight either gender or sexual 
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identities. In most instances recognition of gender identity was implicit rather than explicit. 

Start observed how the film begins with “three young friends, until now Partisans, who in 

the small town are the embodiment of authority (the police, the army, the economy)” 

(Starčević, 1981), without stressing how this meant that all forms of institutional power 

rested with men. Male authority did not halt at the boundaries of public life and Tomislav 

employs it within the domain of the private so as to force Beba to marry him without her 

consent. Male power literally controls female powerlessness as he drags her to the 

ceremony where her protestations are ignored by the otherwise exclusively male gathering.  

 

Gradually, however, male dominance in the public sphere is undermined by Beba’s female 

identity in private. The characters’ destinies are reflected in their movements. Compared 

with the feminine suppleness of the ballerina, Tomislav’s male rigidity means that he is 

unable to adapt, Start locating his downfall in how “[h]e, the poor in love wretch, stayed the 

same whilst everything around him changed” (Starčević, 1981). The film’s female identity 

thus becomes a deviance, a temptation and a trap, which the male archetype, Tomislav, is 

powerless to resist. The Partisan hero who played his part in the defeat of fascism, 

institutional Yugoslavia’s ultimate manifestation of evil, is undone by a mere ballerina, a 

woman. Slobodna Dalmacija described how “[t]he result of this is the tragedy of a warrior, 

morally irreproachably pure, […] which questions that key moment when he began to 

realise that it was easier to fight for the Revolution rather than remain faithful to it” (Čelan, 

1981). Using Tomislav’s fate to demonstrate its power, the irresistible, intimate realm of the 

female identity proves itself to be more than a match for the political of male authority. 

Nevertheless, given the dominance of male identities in the mainstream media, it is 

unsurprising that such an interpretation was not explicitly provided by any of the major 

publications. 

 

Male dominance was so strong that the film’s press coverage sometimes saw female 

individuals deprived of their names, their most personal identities, and instead afforded 

casual gendered labels. In Start, Ruža Jerković’s personal input as the author of the diary 

which inspired the film was glossed over, the magazine mentioning that “a few pages from 

a girl’s diary served as the template for You Only Love Once” (Vince, 1986: 86). However, 

this should come as no surprise given that the product which reached viewers saw an 

absolute gender swap, the lead character no longer the female ballerina but rather the male 

Partisan. In an interview with the Grlić, Vjesnik recognised how “[t]he role of Miki 

Manojlović is very big, he’s in almost every scene”, to which Grlić, offering no mention of 

even cursory female contribution, confirmed that “[t]his role was written for Manojlović 
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and I wrote the last version of the text in consultation with him, so that it would truly 

become part of his behaviour” (Vjesnik, 1980). With regard to the narrative content, Vjesnik 

did not afford Beba an individual identity, merely noting that “Grlić constructed the 

character of the young woman well, like all the other characters who follow or participate in 

the drama of the main hero” (Boglić, 1981: 8). This maligning assessment is accurate since 

Beba’s character is only a garniture to that which is undoubtedly the male hero’s drama. In 

both production and reception, female identities have been squeezed to the peripheries. 

 

You Only Love Once: local identity 

Besides the film’s final sequence in Zagreb, You Only Love Once is set in a nearby 

provincial town which, although not identified as such, can be clearly recognised as 

Samobor from the scenes on the town’s main square. The use of Samobor in a film which 

undermines the Partisan myth was notable in so far as this was the town in which Tito 

founded the Communist Party of Croatia in August 1937. Unlike other films, such as The 

Man Who Loved Funerals and One Song a Day Takes Mischief Away (Tko pjeva zlo ne 

misli, Golik, 1970) which are partially or fully set in Samobor, Grlić’s film is not restricted 

by the town’s actual geography and adds to it, such as with the psychiatric hospital and 

uninhabited villas, creating a locale which feels larger and more expansive. Some 

commentators rejected this setting. Polet was aggrieved by how viewers could not navigate 

around the film’s constructed space, criticising how “[c]hanges in location in the film are 

untenable, so not only is it not known why somebody is somewhere (which is maybe too 

much to expect of Grlić) but it is not clear to us where this place is” (Brstilo, 1981). Grlić’s 

town, however, conveys an anti-identity, less concerned with portraying the identity of 

Samobor and more with differing from Zagreb. Whilst no actual town close to Zagreb 

matched the scope of the one depicted in the post-war period, it serves to affirm the initial 

dichotomy between Tomislav’s newly empowered provincial identity as a Partisan, and 

Beba’s refined urban identity as a disempowered bourgeoisie. 

 

Consequently, recognition of a local Samobor identity was lacking in the film’s reception. 

Although the bulk of filming actually took place in Zagreb, Samobor’s weekly newspaper 

Samoborske novine chose not to afford any coverage whatsoever to either the production or 

release of Grlić’s work, despite the considerable scale and spectacle of transforming the 

town’s main square into a 1940s throwback. The national press also negated the specifics of 

the Samobor setting, Studio, for instance, merely describing the setting as “a small town not 

far from Zagreb” (Zubčević, 1981: 21). This downplaying of local identities was by no 

means standard in Yugoslav film culture. As part of the same coverage of that year’s Pula 
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festival in which Samobor was disregarded, Studio praised Kusturica’s Do You Remember 

Dolly Bell (Sjećaš li se Doli Bel, Kusturica, 1981) precisely on account of how it captured 

the “ambience, people and scents” of Sarajevo (Benović, 1981b). There were even 

occasions when a film’s local identity was the sole aspect garnering coverage. Glas 

Slavonije showed little enthusiasm towards the 1988 Pula festival, limiting coverage to 

snippets borrowed from Yugoslavia’s state news agency Tanjug. The exception to this came 

with the screening of Osijek director Branko Schmidt’s Sokol Did Not Love Him which, set 

in rural Slavonia, received a full and positive review (Špišić, 1988). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tomislav addressing the workers on the town’s main square. You Only Love Once. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Tomislav running through an anonymous Zagreb, You Only Love Once. 
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The Samobor of You Only Love Once lacked specific markers of the town’s local identity, 

so much so that its role is reduced to an anonymous prelude to the bittersweet melancholy 

of Ivo Robić’s Zagreb performance following Tomislav’s suicide. Consequently, press 

coverage which noted a local identity in the film was not centred around the town, the 

setting for the overwhelming majority of the narrative, but rather Zagreb which, although 

conveyed through Beba’s family, only features as a location in the work’s finale and in its 

depiction is limited to anonymous stairwells, dimly lit streets and the nightclub. This is 

explained by the press recognising local identity not in the narrative but rather a filmic 

intertext around Grlić as a “Zagreb director” (Hetrich, 1981: 24).25 Grlić’s toponymic 

identity during the 1980s encouraged the press to interpret his films with reference to the 

city’s identity. Setting other films in Zagreb, Samobor became less conspicuous in evolving 

coverage of You Only Love Once. In January 1986, Start noted how Grlić’s directorial 

repertoire navigated through the “spirit of a young urban generation” in 1974’s Whichever 

Way The Ball Bounces (Kud puklo da puklo, Grlić, 1974) and “the elite areas of Zagreb’s 

Pantovčak neighbourhood” in 1978’s Bravo Maestro to the city’s identity being “most 

presented through Ivo Robić” in You Only Love Once and therein peaking with 1984’s In 

the Jaws of Life (U raljama života, Grlić, 1984), for which “many judged that ‘this is 

exactly Zagreb’” (Vince, 1986: 86).26 

 

New Genre Cinema: currents of social malaise 

Often overshadowed in scholarship by the heightened passions of Revisitation Cinema’s 

past, New Genre Cinema cultivated the most coherent cinematic expression of the post-Tito 

malaise in Croatia’s present. Diachronic materials, particularly in English-language 

scholarship, have exhibited relative indifference to this discourse due to its comparatively 

mundane subject matters, however identities portrayed within New Genre Cinema evince 

the extent to which mainstream Yugoslavia was not marching unstoppably towards an 

inevitable war but was dealing with the challenges of the day. 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals: synopsis 

The Man Who Loved Funerals is set in an unnamed provincial town close to Zagreb during 

the 1980s. The narrative follows the downfall of Filip, a middle-aged librarian and the 

                                                
25 Grlić has subsequently maintained this identity linked to the city above all others. When asked directly to 
declare his nationality by Jutarnji list in August 2015, the director replied “A Zagrebian. It’s impolite to say 
that here but that’s how I feel. I’d even say the strict city centre is my homeland, if you want me to more 
closely define it” (Silobrčić, 2015). 
26 Grlić returned to a Zagreb in 1985 with Three for Happiness (Za sreću je potrebno troje, Grlić, 1985), but 
then took a break from the city until 2010’s Just Between Us (Neka ostane među nama, Grlić, 2010). 
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film’s eponymous antihero. It begins with a murder as an unseen assassin pushes local 

hiker, Jura, to his death from the ruins of the town’s castle. Although the townsfolk do not 

know for certain that foul play was involved, suspicions are nevertheless voiced. At the 

subsequent funeral, viewers are introduced to Filip, who, having moved to the town from 

Zagreb many years earlier, has little to stimulate him beyond the regular funerals which the 

town’s aged population provides. He is brusque with the people he encounters on a day-to-

day basis, even those who show him warmth. Filip is introduced to the library’s new 

director, the attractive Elza, who has just arrived in the town from Zagreb. Elza is in a 

relationship with Hinko, an arrogant, married businessman who begins to elicit jealousy in 

Filip. Another death occurs in the town as local sawyer and drunkard Gabrek, is found to 

have drowned in the river. Whilst there is no evidence of murder, further suspicions are 

raised. Dragec, the innkeeper, informs Filip that Jura and Gabrek were linked by an old 

case, decades earlier, when, along with a young party member, they testified against the 

political reliability of a fellow resident who subsequently committed suicide. Attending 

Gabrek’s funeral, Filip comes to the attention of a police detective who is residing in the 

town whilst investigating a spate of burglaries and had already encountered him at the 

library. Going to meet Hinko in the town’s hotel, Elza discovers that he has been murdered. 

Connections are made between this and the other suspicious deaths, Dragec revealing that 

although he had long since moved to Zagreb, Hinko was originally from the town and was 

the third witness against the man who soon after killed himself. After Hinko’s death, Filip 

and Elza grow closer, engaging in a sexual relationship, however it is clear that Filip is 

more invested in this than Elza. When Elza reveals that she plans to return to Zagreb, Filip’s 

behaviour becomes increasingly menacing. As he clasps his hand around her throat, the 

couple are interrupted by the arrival of the detective who sternly advises Filip to leave. Elza 

quits the town the very next day, returning to Zagreb by train. The detective meets Filip and 

reveals what has transpired. Elza is the daughter of the man who committed suicide and, 

having changed her surname, was exacting revenge on those who she held responsible for 

her father’s death. It was Filip, however, who killed Hinko, inadvertently helping Elza 

complete her mission. Elza will be picked up upon her arrival in Zagreb whilst Filip is led 

away in handcuffs, allowed to attend one last funeral before facing justice. 
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Filip (left) and the detective (right). The Man Who Loved Funerals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Elza (left) and Hinko (right). The Man Who Loved Funerals. 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals: release 

Whereas You Only Love Once was Grlić’s first mainstream hit, The Man Who Loved 

Funerals, introduced by Studio as “a whodunit, a crime film with an enigma which unravels 

at the end” (Zubčević, 1989), came at the end of Tadić’s most prolific decade of feature film 

directing. Despite being the de facto leader of New Genre Cinema, Tadić also cultivated a 

distinct aesthetic and by August 1987 Vjesnik recognised how he “achieves a bizarre and 
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entirely original model of the thriller on the very boundaries of the real and oneiric” 

(Munitić, 1987b). Emblematic of his approach but also prolific in his own right, Gilić 

assesses that “Zoran Tadić is significant for the understanding of relations between auteur 

film and genre in Croatia” (Gilić, 2011: 127). 

 

Rajko Grlić was not the only director whose career path was shaped by future Croatian 

Prime Minister Ivica Račan. Erceg reveals that “[t]hanks to ‘Little Ivica’, Rajko Grlić’s film 

You Only Love Once (which some had declared anti-Communist) received the green light 

for screening, but, in the same way, Zoran Tadić’s first film from 1974 got a red card” 

(Erceg, 2007: 5). Tadić attributes this initial rejection to his participation in the student 

strike of 1971 when he extensively filmed events for a planned documentary (Ivanjek, 

2006). Reflecting on this, Tadić remarked: 
 
I never made my first feature film. When I made Rhythm of a Crime I was aware that 

I’d made my seventh feature film, I just didn’t film the first six (Ivanjek, 2006). 

 
Described by Gilić as “Croatian cinema’s most valuable debut” (Gilić, 2011: 124), Rhythm 

of a Crime appeared alongside You Only Love Once at Pula in 1981. Vjesnik noted that these 

two films “maybe even have something in common, although by their subject they are 

completely different”, suggesting that this might be “the common, dark filmic image which 

continually holds the characters in these works in some sort of uncertainty coloured by 

twilight” (Boglić, 1981: 8). Just as Grlić initiated Revisitation Cinema with You Only Love 

Once, New Genre Cinema began with Tadić’s Rhythm of a Crime, Boglić noting how 

Tadić’s work “opens up one more genre in our cinema: the genre of the crime film, or in 

fact the thriller, based upon the psychological portrait of the main hero” (Boglić, 1981: 26). 

Although Rhythm of a Crime remains Tadić’s most celebrated work, The Man Who Loved 

Funerals occupies a solid place within his oeuvre. A relevance to his career was recognised 

in The Man Who Loved Funerals at the time of its release, Munitić reasoning that the film 

“means a departure for Zoran Tadić from a phase of stagnation (Dreaming the Rose [(San o 

ruži, Tadić, 1986)] and The Convicted [(Osuđeni, Tadić, 1987)]) which threatened that his 

first undertakings in his directorial probing of the thriller (that masterful The Rhythm of a 

Crime and the unusual The Third Key [(Treći ključ, Tadić, 1983)]) constitute an engrossing 

overture to a rapidly weary opus” (Munitić, 1989: 33). 

 

Already an established critic and acclaimed documentary maker during the 1970s, of 

Tadić’s six feature films made during the 1980s, “all but one [was] scripturally grounded in 

cooperation with Pavle Pavličić, the initiator of the revival of the crime genre (seasoned 
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with a little fantasy) in the Croatian novel” (Škrabalo, 2008: 148). Commenting on this 

cooperation in July 1987, Slobodna Dalmacija noted: 

 
crime films here have for the most part never placed an emphasis upon violence and 

action, as dominates in world (American) productions – probably because of a lack of 

the necessary skills of technological manipulation amongst our directors – instead the 

shift into the genre is most often achieved (if it is achieved at all) through a firm social 

grounding or some similar approach (Čelan, 1987c). 

 
The one exception to Tadić’s work with Pavličić was precisely The Man Who Loved 

Funerals, for which Tadić’s co-scenarist was Dubravko Jelačić Bužimski.27 Nevertheless, 

Vjesnik observed in June 1989 that whilst Tadić’s writer may have changed: 
 

[h]e has not departed from his genre, has not left his style or language. In its range, this 

film entirely fits into his opus. So again we have received a crime film, but this time a 

crime film in a small town, in which everybody bares their own secret. (Boglić, 1989b) 

 
Gilić has subsequently asserted that the “film is as equally Tadićesque as the previous ones, 

another combination of social sensitivity with genre forms” (Gilić, 2011: 127). 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals debuted in cinemas in May 1989. At this point it was largely 

overshadowed in the Croatian press by the success of Time of the Gypsies (Dom za vešanje, 

Kusturica, 1989), Emir Kusturica having just been awarded Best Director at the Cannes film 

festival. Evincing the Croatian media’s Yugoslav scope as late as 1989, the director’s 

achievements were still celebrated, Danas describing how it was “a real relief to see the 

name of Emir Kusturica irrevocably in the equal company of the greats of world cinema” 

(Starčević, 1989a). This came despite Kusturica’s admiration for Milošević’s politics 

having been already been noted (Avdić, 1989), evincing how the shift into the 1990s 

nationalist discourse which derided him as a “Chetnik” who “became famous through his 

primitive films” (Topčagić, 1992) came very suddenly. 

 

By the time that The Man Who Loved Funerals appeared at the Pula festival, where it was 

screened on the same evening as The Battle of Kosovo, it was possible to aggregate the 

film’s reception. These ranged from the mediocre, Slobodna Dalmacija judging that 

“everything works, but the film does not sing to us” (Kuštre, 1989), to the dreadful, Danas 

                                                
27 Tadić nevertheless acknowledges his regular partner within the film’s narrative, librarian Filip 
recommending the author’s novels to the detective who is searching for a book to read whilst staying in the 
town. 
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sarcastically remarking that the film had emerged from the “masterful workshop of the 

‘Zagreb Hitchcock’ […] where it stinks of eternal apprenticeship” (Starčević, 1989a). 

Vjesnik assessed that “The Man Who Loved Funerals is not an excellent film, but it is not 

such a failure like his last film The Convicted” (Boglić, 1989b). Recognising that Tadić was 

“one of the rare domestic directors who has the luck to go from film to film”, the newspaper 

noted that “it is precisely because of this fact that our expectations of Tadić are less realistic 

than they should be” (Boglić, 1989b). It reasoned that “if a director keeps working it is 

presumed that he must always progress and make ever better films” but “[t]his, however, is 

not so, and the case of Zoran Tadić confirms this” (Boglić, 1989b). The appeal for 

producers was not just in a film’s cinematic potential but also the ease of realisation offered 

by a reliable director with a proven track record for delivering on undemanding, low-budget 

scripts. Moreover, most of these, including The Man Who Loved Funerals, were made 

outside of the conventional republican funding system and instead relied primarily on 

resources provided by TV Zagreb. 

 

For a director whose endeavours developed the crime genre in Yugoslav film culture, a 

recurring criticism levelled against The Man Who Loved Funerals related to the narrative’s 

suitability for this very genre. Novi list was measured in its praise for the film because “it 

does not have the tension or the true plot or a true representative of negativity which, for 

Hitchcock, is a precondition for a good crime film” (Paquola, 1989). Whilst 

“[c]hrysanthemums, wax and a heavy spirit control the atmosphere in The Man Who Loved 

Funerals”, Novi list asked “[w]hat sort of a crime film is resolved through the monologue of 

an all-knowing, discrete observer (even if he is a policeman)?” (Paquola, 1989). Likewise, 

Vjesnik was critical of how the film’s construction was “clumsily carried out”, whereby 

“[a]bsolutely everything, or almost everything, which occurs is not seen, rather it is 

recounted”, a trait which it describes as “a childhood illness for writers” (Boglić, 1989b). It 

offered the example of scenes featuring Filip and Elza, recounting that “the main heroes, the 

librarian and his director, who in the second part of the film become some sort of lovers, 

stroll around and have short conversations throughout the whole film” and rebuking how 

“[t]here is too much of this strolling around, both during the day and at night, especially 

because it is futile and does not lead the heroes into any sort of action” (Boglić, 1989b). 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals: national identity 

The extent to which the narrative of The Man Who Loved Funerals thematises either the 

nation or nationhood is minimal. Denounced by his colleagues, Elza’s father was a victim of 

the political climate of the early years of socialism. Unlike Grlić’s You Only Love Once and 
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other works of Revisitation Cinema which interrogate the nature of this post-war society, 

The Man Who Loved Funerals merely uses it as a topical device to initiate events set in the 

immediate present. The relative guilt or innocence of the men who Elza has returned to 

target is never established. The film does not pass judgement on the state in the present 

either. Filip exists within the realm of the common man and is respected by his peers, 

however his haughty attitude towards them precludes sympathy for him during his downfall. 

In contrast, the detective, the film’s authority figure and a representative of the Yugoslav 

state, is both affable and professional. Motivated purely by jealousy when killing Hinko, 

Filip is by no means a victim of either the state or the society, as can be argued for Tomislav 

in You Only Love Once. In The Man Who Loved Funerals, Tadić constructs a society which, 

whilst recognisable as a contemporary Yugoslav everyday, is neither explicitly benevolent 

nor malevolent but rather exhausted and wanting. 

 

This atmosphere of malaise meant that instead of describing that which was actually present 

in the film’s society, press coverage instead identified a pervading climate of absence. 

Unlike the collective idealism of Tito’s Yugoslavia, Novi list conceded in a July 1987 

interview with Tadić, in an assessment which would prove an apt description of Filip and 

Elza, that “we live in a time abundant with lonely people and individuals who in their own 

way are attempting to change the world” (Jezdić, 1987). However, whilst many reviews 

recognised the lassitude conveyed in The Man Who Loved Funerals, it was commonly 

dismissed as a cinematic flaw on Tadić’s part rather than understanding it as a crafted 

indictment of contemporary society. Vjesnik claimed that “[e]verything in the film takes 

place too slowly, as though it is filmed in slow motion, which naturally it is not, but the 

viewer gains such an impression” (Boglić, 1989b). Studio complained that “Tadić’s 

directing is monotonous and he himself is indifferent towards the characters”, bemoaning 

how they “are all ‘zombies’ and ‘the living dead’, without reason or purpose, who do not 

have the passions either to love or to kill” (Zubčević, 1989). Tadić’s work, however, was 

not an anomaly to the Yugoslav filmic output, Start framing its entire coverage of the 1989 

Pula festival through the film when borrowing its title as a fitting moniker for the national 

filmic output which it titled “[a] festival which loved funerals” (Polimac, 1989: 131). 

 

It might be tempting to equate such an assessment with the post-1990 trend for judging the 

films of the 1980s as forecasting the demise of the Yugoslav state. Nevertheless, this is too 

prescriptive. An irreconcilable paradox exists between how the end of the state is 

retrospectively forecasted in the heavy malaise visible in cinematic works such as The Man 

Who Loved Funerals, whilst more broadly it is explained in terms of a language of conflict 
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and mounting tensions between tribalising factions. Yugoslavia did not simply wither away, 

rather it was dismantled by a small number of individuals with vested interests, and so the 

depiction of society in The Man Who Loved Funerals represented the broad present of the 

1980s rather than an as yet unknown future. The tipping point, however, would not come 

until January 1990 when, along with the Slovenes, Ivica Račan led the Croatian delegation 

out of the 14th Congress of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, prompting multi-party 

elections in April. A change in language became evident with the success of nationalists at 

these elections, the Yugoslav malaise being replaced by a new nationalist lexicon of rebirth, 

reawakening and revitalisation. 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals: local identity 

As with You Only Love Once, the setting of The Man Who Loved Funerals is not explicitly 

named as Samobor, however it is unmistakable. Indeed, Samobor was more recognisable in 

The Man Who Loved Funerals than in Grlić’s film since it was set in the contemporary 

period, adhered to the town’s actual topography and depicted recognisable landmarks such 

as the town’s bridges, its castle and the Samoborček railway service.28 Nevertheless, just as 

it had overlooked You Only Love Once, Samobor’s local weekly, Samoborske novine, again 

failed to make any mention of this major filmic undertaking which was occurring on its 

doorstep. One explanation for this was the imperative for that which the Croatian press 

referred to as authenticity in local identity. Besides personnel and depictions of local 

culture, authenticity was manifested in recognisably local linguistic traits.  

 

Although Samobor was a conspicuous backdrop in The Man Who Loved Funerals, beyond 

the small town setting which it afforded the film, Tadić did not strive for local authenticity. 

The traditional culture which the film conveyed was generally indistinguishable from other 

towns in northern Croatia and local linguistic traits were in short supply. The film’s four 

central characters, Filip, Elza, Hinko and the detective are all arrivals in the town from 

Zagreb and speak a relatively standard form of the Western variant of Serbo-Croatian. 

Townsfolk Gabrek and Marija speak with the local kajkavski dialect, however their roles 

are limited and the identity which they linguistically convey is undermined by their lowly 

social status. 

 

                                                
28 Samobor is particularly noted for the Samoborček narrow-gauge railway connecting it to Zagreb and it 
features in the town’s film heritage thanks to its depiction in Golik’s One Song a Day Takes Mischief Away. 
However, it is an anachronism in The Man Who Loved Funerals since the service ceased in December 1979. 
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Samobor’s identity also went largely unmentioned in national press reception. Instead, it 

tended to be understood generically in terms of that which Večernji list described as “a 

small town in the provinces” (Ilinčić, 1989). It was concurrently close enough to fall within 

the Zagreb sphere but detached enough to permit contrast from its larger neighbour. 

Whereas provincial settings were depicted as bastions of pure, unadulterated imaginings of 

nationhoods during the 1990s, as late as August 1989 Slobodna Dalmacija conveyed an 

entirely different conception of a provincial setting’s meaning. Evoking a perceived 

stereotype in the setting of The Man Who Loved Funerals, the newspaper commented: 
 
Ah, those provinces! That’s the sort of place where the only real events are births and 

deaths, and everything in-between is just passive life which must be endured (Kuštre, 

1989). 

 
The provincial setting is understood as the vehicle for conveying the malaise which exists in 

direct contrast to the nearby urban centre of Zagreb, representing modernity. Similarly, 

Munitić describes the film as “a decelerated, externally braked ‘thriller from the provinces’ 

about a plot radically conditioned by that old-fashioned tarnish and monotony which 

determines all events, even the most dramatic, in small towns perishing on the margins of 

contemporary civilizational trends” (Munitić, 1989: 33). 

 

Imbued with this identity, a provincial setting was an understandable means for 

communicating an atmosphere of social malaise. However, many of the reservations 

expressed about the film were on account of a presumed incompatibility between the genre 

and the purpose of the setting. Start recognised that “Tadić’s film encroaches upon the 

mournfulness of the provinces, seeking there intense human dramas which result in crime” 

but complained that it “is a hybrid in which the criminal element is hampered by the 

provincial drama, as this does not manage to intertwine in layers, constantly searching for 

an alibi for its failings in a genre framework” (Polimac, 1989: 67). As such, the magazine 

denounced Tadić’s trademark use of genre, counselling that: 

 
The Man Who Loved Funerals would be an incomparably better film if there was no 

detecting, police or sluggish toying with suspense in it: a story about a lonely man who 

is in love with a recent arrival from the big city seems sufficient, as he suffers because 

of the fact that she prefers her more secure and charming lover, horrified by the 

provinces (Polimac, 1989: 67-68). 

 
Slobodna Dalmacija similarly perceived a conflict between the local setting and the use of 

genre, albeit, in contrast to Start, affording precedence to genre. It posited that “many would 
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say that it does not sing to us because there is no pulsating rhythm, syncope or irregularity 

out of which comes the unexpected and skipped heart beats and the loss of breath” (Kuštre, 

1989). The newspaper suggested that “[m]aybe the provincial atmosphere in which events 

take place is to blame for this”, referring to the atmosphere which Tadić derived from his 

chosen setting when reasoning that “[i]n the provinces it is difficult to breath, and so the 

film also finds it difficult to take a full breath of air, everything is muffled and in brackets so 

that only at the end would it be cleaned out and explained” (Kuštre, 1989). 

 

Given the obstacles to affording The Man Who Loved Funerals an identity specific to 

Samobor, synchronic reception instead understood it mostly through the Zagreb identity 

which had long been cultivated around Tadić. The film’s review in Studio shows how the 

Samobor identity was subsumed by the more dominant Zagreb identity. Samobor is 

deprived of an identity and remains anonymous, whereby “[t]he setting is a small provincial 

town” (Zubčević, 1989). In contrast, the characters, all of whom are only ever encountered 

in the film’s nameless town, are introduced with regard to their links to Zagreb, a city which 

never appears on screen. In the case of Filip and Elza, “[t]he main character is a librarian 

who, forced by circumstances, left Zagreb” and “falls in love with the newly appointed 

director of the library, who has also come from Zagreb”, whilst Hinko is “somebody 

socially and politically more successful [who] lives with his wife and child in Zagreb” 

(Zubčević, 1989). Even Filip’s neighbour, Jelica, is introduced with regard to the city, 

despite this amounting to a description of that which she is not rather than that which she is, 

calling her “a young wretch who is not destined to study acting in Zagreb” (Zubčević, 

1989). 

 

Of all the film’s reviews, the most acerbic criticism came from Danas, the Zagreb weekly 

basing its attack precisely upon the local Zagreb identity which it claimed was unjustifiably 

afforded to Tadić. Dismissing location alone as a conveyor of local identity, Danas 

provided that which amounted to an assault on the director’s entire career, stating: 

 
[t]he latest film by Zagreb director Zoran Tadić is playing in Zagreb’s Jadran cinema 

[…]. The location of the cinema was usually the most Zagrebian thing that could 

always be said about the Zagreb films of this Zagreb director. This is because the 

residents of Zagreb did not experience them in such a way. The pitiful response by 

audiences to Tadić’s films thus far is in huge disproportion to the grandiose conviction 

that it is sufficient for a film to take place in Zagreb for this to stop the Earth from 

turning for at least three hundred thousand viewers (Starčević, 1989a). 
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The review invoked linguistic authenticity within a filmic intertext as the measure of local 

identity, asking “[i]s all of the attractiveness of Golik’s One Song a Day Takes Mischief 

Away and other works not for the most part in how they speak kajkavski?” (Starčević, 

1989a). Resorting thereafter to sarcasm, Danas interrogated the film’s setting, remarking 

that “[t]he greatest quality of Tadić’s latest film is that it does not take place in Zagreb” and 

that “[e]verything else is here like in his previous films, but enough culture has been 

mustered for it not to be declared a Zagreb film” (Starčević, 1989a). Danas was the sole 

publication to afford recognition to the work’s recognisable location, albeit employing this 

as part of its defamation of Tadić. Again resorting to barbed sarcasm, the newspaper 

remarked that The Man Who Loved Funerals was “filmed predominantly in Samobor, but, 

and this is where I really take my hat off to them, even Samobor is not mentioned 

anywhere” since “Samobor is a pretty little town, but, like Zagreb too, is not responsible 

whatsoever for somebody’s lack of filmic talent” (Starčević, 1989a). 

 

The Man Who Loved Funerals: gender identity 

Constructed around Filip, the state of normality from which The Man Who Loved Funerals 

departs is that of the male protagonist’s stable everyday life. This is upset by the arrival of 

Elza, a character whose femininity is frequently emphasised. Despite being Filip’s superior 

at work and responsible for the suspicious deaths, her character is objectified on the basis of 

gender, men squabbling to claim her as a trophy. Nevertheless, it may be tempting to 

propose that whilst she was ultimately outwitted, by exploiting her femininity Elza 

succeeded at exacting revenge against those whom she held responsible for her father’s 

death. In September 1980 in Start, Drakulić examined the trend for the female form to be 

depicted in the arts through “tempting bums, buxom breasts, juicy lips and spellbinding 

looks”, rhetorically asking, “as women take off more and display more than ever before, 

does it contribute to women’s liberation [?]” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 18). In a description 

which would prove apt for Elza, she countered this, however, by recognising how women 

were grouped as passive bodies, void of agency, since “[i]f today, compared with yesterday, 

the dominating image is of a desirable lover rather than the image of a contrite wife or 

mother, it in fact makes no difference because they still cannot be understood outside of the 

millennial-old roles of women” (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 20). Whilst Elza is the cause of all 

three murders, either as the perpetrator or the presumed reward, Tadić did not hide this from 

viewers by means of a plot twist but by reducing her character to a passive object and 

entrusting the film’s central role to a male protagonist. Vjesnik noticed this imbalance, 

claiming: 
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[i]n terms of acting, Gordana Gadžić is best here, who, even though the filmmakers do 

not give any indication of this, carries a very large secret with her… Because, again 

through conversation, only at the end of the film do we discover that she is the main 

killer and what her motives were” (Boglić, 1989b). 

 
Throughout The Man Who Loved Funerals, a divide exists between active male roles which 

advance the narrative and passive female roles which are merely encountered. Furthermore, 

these depictions went unchallenged in the press, for instance, whilst Danas reported male 

characters neutrally as “the sawyer and the innkeeper”, it resorted to unedifying terminology 

when describing the affable laundress as a “blabbering old woman” (Starčević, 1989a). 

Tadić’s film thus conveys a faithful depiction of the position of women in 1980s 

Yugoslavia. Women are secondary to the dominant positions of men and unable to better 

themselves. Reviews gave no recognition to the difficulties faced by women within a male 

dominated society and so the film acted as a vehicle for perpetuating gender stereotypes. In 

introducing Hinko, for instance, Studio recognised that, parallel to his life with his wife and 

child, “the library director is his mistress” (Zubčević, 1989). Rather than relationships of 

equals, either as spouses or lovers, this presented Hinko as a male master to the two roles 

which were available to generic and passive women at this time, as either mothers or 

mistresses. The quest, therefore, for that which Drakulić described as “a portrait of a female 

character, in which the artist will not fashion it out of the universal and abstract features of 

all women but rather from her personal features, from her alone” would not end with The 

Man Who Loved Funerals, indeed it would take until the 2000s before this would even 

begin to emerge in Croatian film culture (Drakulić-Ilić, 1980: 20). 

 

Unseen identities of the 1980s: local, diasporic, religious and sexual 

Not all identities were to be seen in films, either because they simply were not present or 

because viewers’ own identities rendered them blind to them. In this section I provide an 

overview of some of these prominent missing identities and explain their absence. Products 

of Revisitation Cinema, like You Only Love Once, were about taking an existing portrait of 

an era which had been painted with a limited pallet and going back into it so as to apply 

details and nuances which were thus far lacking. However, given that Revisitation Cinema 

was a revolutionary approach, the largely homogenous press did not always keep pace. This 

was less the case with The Man Who Loved Funerals and other works of New Genre 

Cinema. In this instance the scope of genre-reliant cinema, compared with an auteur 

approach, curtailed the depiction of many identities, encouraging analysis which was more 

focussed upon films’ cinematic qualities rather than their social impact. 
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In the case of local identities, the most valued conveyor in 1980s Yugoslav film culture was 

films’ perceived authenticity of local speech. Although the reception of local identities was 

limited in both You Only Love Once and The Man Who Loved Funerals, there were cases 

when filmmakers deliberately courted locally derived ingroups. The clearest example of this 

was in the reception of Miroslav Mikuljan’s The Red and the Black (Crveni i crni, Mikuljan, 

1985) about the 1921 miners’ uprising against Italian fascists in the Istrian town of Labin. 

The challenge was to communicate a narrative set in a specific locale in the 1920s to a pan-

Yugoslav audience in the present of the 1980s without sacrificing local identity. One of the 

film’s writers, Maria Peakić, explained that Labin’s townsfolk would use the Čakavski 

dialect “but to an extent that it will not prevent communication with viewers, rather our task 

with the Čakavisation of language was to approach the atmosphere and mentality of 

Istrians” (Vale, 1985). In turn, she said that characters from other countries, such as 

Austrians, Czechs and Italians, “will speak correct literary Štokavski, but with carefully 

selected examples from their mother tongues” (Vale, 1985). 

 

Local newspaper Labinska komuna had closely supported the project from its inception and 

was initially understanding of the film’s linguistic solution. It stressed that “[w]e cannot 

lose sight, in striving to recognise the people of that time, perhaps our grandfathers and 

uncles, the authentic speech and the ambience, that the film is not, and nor should it be, 

made only for the people of Labin” (Vale, 1985). However, after the work’s premiere in the 

town, the mood changed, Labinska komuna judging that, “[a]fter one year of anticipation 

and interest for everything linked to the film about the Labin Republic”, the atmosphere 

now “can be summarised in one short phrase – a shame, an irreversible shame” (Fable, 

1985). It claimed that “[t]hat which is especially painful to the ears in this film is the 

language which is neither Italianised nor Dalmatian and least of all from Labin” and that 

“[a]n entirely new Čakavski has been invented, foreign to everybody, without any good 

reason” (Fable, 1985). By contrast, the national press based its criticisms of The Red and the 

Black on the film’s outmoded didactic content, Novi list describing it as “a mixture of 

romanticism, socialist realism and superficial caricatures” (Staničić, 1985). Intermittent 

praise which was offered by the major publications, however, came precisely on account of 

the film’s perceived local linguistic authenticity, Večernji list observing that “[n]ot only are 

events authentic but also the protagonists of this drama, who have kept their real names, and 

the authenticity of the film has been greatly added to by the ambience, costume, the sounds 

of the sopile and the kanti, and even the language of the area in which people of various 

nationalities found themselves” (Modrinić, 1985). 
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Diasporic identities remained mostly unaddressed by the Croatian press, both in 

presentation and reception. In November 1981 a selection of films from that year’s Pula 

festival were screened in Frankfurt and Stuttgart, including Tadić’s Rhythm of a Crime but 

excluding Rajko Grlić’s more problematic You Only Love Once. Although these were aimed 

at diasporic audiences, thus those claimed as part of the national self rather than the German 

national other, the presumed prestige of appearing in a Western setting meant that 

disproportionate attention was afforded to the event. Arena described the Yugoslav diaspora 

in Germany as hungry for reconnection with Yugoslavia, claiming that, beside film 

screenings, the event was “more a chance to express their brotherhood and unity and our 

citizens’ dedication to Yugoslavia” (Maščić, 1981: 18). Whilst a Yugoslav rhetoric was 

visible in this interpretation of the event, Arena correctly noted that in its content “Yugoslav 

cinema has still not seriously penetrated the so-called ‘Gastarbeiter’ problematic” (Maščić, 

1981: 19). Little would change over the course of the decade and in June 1989 Vjesnik 

observed that “the subject of the life of our workers on temporary employment abroad is 

rarely used in our cinemas” (Gregorić, 1989: 8). 

 

Regarding the depiction of Yugoslav diasporas in host societies, Start recognised in 

September 1984 how “[t]he image of Yugoslavs currently being created by American 

cinema is particularly unified” (Cvitan, 1984: 9). Through a series of Hollywood 

productions set amongst Croat and Yugoslav diasporic communities it surmised: 
 

[M]en are rough and pathetic, they maintain the norms of patriarchal morals, speak 

little, and for the most part […] are worried that their lineage continues. Women, 

however, have wide faces and protruding cheekbones, they suffer, wear black, pull up 

the weeds from their ancestors’ graves and sing songs from the old country. But behind 

these masks fierce and devoted people, in fact, hide there, they are persistent, 

something they have been taught by their tough lives (Cvitan, 1984: 9). 

 
Start observed that these representations barely differed from films looking at Russian 

communities (Cvitan, 1984: 9). This can be appreciated in Andrey Konchalovskiy’s Maria’s 

Lovers (Konchalovskiy, 1984) in which elements of Croatian and Serbian national cultures 

are arbitrarily blended. For American hosts, the specifics of a diaspora’s culture were less 

important than the opportunities which it offered for exploiting stereotypes, in this instance 

a generic Eastern European identity. The irony here, of course, was that most American 

viewers had their own immigrant pasts. 
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The Croatian diasporic press was muted in its reception of films ostensibly portraying the 

self. In January 1985, prior to the cinema release of Maria’s Lovers, Zajedničar carried an 

article concerning the involvement of Pennsylvania-based members of the Croatian 

Fraternal Union (CFU) as extras. At this stage, literally recognising the self in those who 

participated, the newspaper described “the excitement generated by their many friends in 

the local community”, specifying how there is “a dance scene […] in which our CFU 

members smile, sing and dance for us from the big screen” (Matko, 1985). Zajedničar 

presumed that the Croatian diaspora’s participation was sufficient guarantee of the film’s 

coherence with its imagining of the national self, claiming that:  
 

[w]hile it remains to be seen what the movie is really about, all we can say is if the 

strains of tamburitza music are pleasurable to you and if a few faces in the movie seem 

a little more than familiar to you, you will be pleased to know that some of your fellow 

CFU members took part in “Maria’s Lovers” to give it an authentic ethnic flavor, 

reminiscent of by-gone days! (Matko, 1985) 

 

When Maria’s Lovers came to screen, however, the finished product lacked an identity 

coherent with the Croatian diaspora. Unable to collectively recognise itself, Zajedničar 

made no further mention of the film. 

 

In June 1981, the month following the Cannes screening of You Only Love Once, a group of 

Catholic children claimed to have witnessed the Virgin Mary on a hillside above the village 

of Međugorje in Herzegovina. The Yugoslav authorities did their best to suppress the story, 

imprisoning the local priest, Jozo Zovko, who supported the children’s story, for one and a 

half years on the grounds of clero-nationalism. This, however, was one of the main 

formative events in the revival of ethno-nationalism amongst Croats in the 1980s. 

Revisitation Cinema’s disinterest towards religion is further evidence of how the discourse 

was not part of an anti-Yugoslav movement intent on toppling the regime. Rather than 

questioning aspects of religious identity or promoting issues relevant to believers, 

depictions of religion serve as easily recognisable, value-laden markers in the polemical 

understandings of alternative Yugoslav identities. In You Only Love Once, Communist 

Tomislav staunchly rejects religious institutions as unwelcome legacies from the past 

whereas the Beba’s bourgeois parents support them as an aspect of their cultural tradition. 

New Genre Cinema did not offer explore religious identities either since such issues were 

too divisive and would invite debate beyond the approach’s scope. Religious settings and 

sacraments featured within films, however these were part of an everyday backdrop, 

presenting the norms of society rather than a structured thematisation. In The Man Who 
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Loved Funerals, for instance, Filip attends a series of Roman Catholic funerals, however the 

tolling bells and slow processions represent provincial languor rather than Christian faith. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tomislav alarms a religious procession by firing his gun into the air. You Only Love Once. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first of several funerals, The Man Who Loved Funerals. 

 

Neither You Only Love Once nor The Man Who Loved Funerals received reviews within 

Catholic weekly Glas Koncila. During the first half of the 1980s, the newspaper limited its 

film reviews to works which explicitly thematised religion and, as such, Grlić’s film was 

not in contention. Amongst those which were reviewed, including The Fall of Italy (Glas 

Koncila, 1981), a film’s perceived merit at this stage was in direct proportion to how 
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positively or negatively it depicted the Church. Later in the decade, Glas Koncila showed 

greater willingness to address a wider range of films and apply Catholic readings to them. In 

reviews, such as that of An Officer With a Rose (Glas Koncila, 1987), aspects which clashed 

with Catholic doctrine were either glossed over or misappropriated for the benefit of the 

publication’s individual causes. 

 

The Croatian press presented homosexuality as foreign to Yugoslav society, more at home 

in a decadent West.29 Heterosexuality was the norm and deviations remained closeted 

within 1980s Croatian film culture. An example of this can be appreciated in the lack of 

synchronic attention paid to the bathing scene in You Only Love Once. Away from female 

company, Tomislav, Mirko and Vule lounge in each other’s company, imitate birdcalls and 

drink wine. Pavičić judges that the “scene of the three naked comrades is full of implicit 

eroticism and even ends with the ambiguous image of wrestling in the water” (Pavičić, 

2004b). Polet was one of the few publications to even raise the matter but dismissed it, 

claiming “everything begins and ends with a single friendly bathing at the waterfall” 

(Cvitan, 1981b). Not critical of homosexual identities, the review instead rejected the 

suggestion as part of its undermining of Grlić, claiming that applying a homosexual reading 

“in a dramaturgical sense needlessly complicates and encumbers” (Cvitan, 1981b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Friendly bathing at the waterfall. You Only Love Once. 

                                                
29 Even in diachronic reception, recognition of homosexual identities in Yugoslav-era films has rarely 
amounted to anything more meaningful than that which Jovanović terms “homo-spotting” (Jovanović (b), 
2012), the outing of on-screen characters as homosexuals. 
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The ambiguous image. You Only Love Once. 
 

Conclusion 

Although my chapter advocates against understanding Croatian film culture’s Yugoslav 

years of 1980s as a gestation period for a liberated, purer Croatian national cinema of the 

1990s, hindsight means that comparisons between the two decades are unavoidable. 

Nevertheless, this need not necessarily be unproductive, so long as the 1980s film culture 

does not fall victim to appropriation by the following decade’s dominant identities. Just 

because Yugoslav identities are less visible now, it does not mean that they were never 

present. The coalescence of complementary national, political, religious, gender and sexual 

identities into the dominant patriarchal Croatian ingroup of the 1990s, and concurrent 

peripheralising of the Yugoslav identity as one of its many disparate and disenfranchised 

outgroup identities, has overshadowed this. The reception studies methodology, utilising 

synchronic press material, which I employ in this chapter has shown that a Yugoslav 

national identity was prevalent until the very end of the 1980s. 

 

Whilst the Croatian media of the 1990s would be characterised by collective identities 

which either supported or opposed the regime and its treatment of film, my two case studies 

in this chapter have shown how this was much less the case during the 1980s. This was due 

to a consensus which prevailed throughout the majority of the decade. The extent to which 

this is attributable to the socialist authorities’ control over the media and broader society 

does not make it synthetic or false since the consequences were the same. Furthermore, the 

extent to which the Party exerted a heavy rule over writers of film reviews, curtailing their 
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freedom of expression on a variety of often non-political identities, must be deemed 

contentious. It is a rather tired discourse which claims that journalists robotically pedalled 

the regime’s doctrine under socialism. For all of the indignation shown by the authorities 

upon first encountering You Only Love Once, the press reception, even in negative reviews, 

was always markedly more open-minded. Likewise, reception of The Man Who Loved 

Funerals was frank and does not indicate self-censorship given that by the film’s release at 

the end of the decade the media willingly pointed out the challenges facing Yugoslav 

society. A paradox can therefore be appreciated in how the pluralities of Croatia’s 

heterogeneous Yugoslav society from the 1980s, home to Croats, Serbs and Yugoslavs and 

in close contact with cultural products from other republics, in fact exhibited far greater 

cohesion than its ostensibly more homogenous counterpart in the mononational Croatia of 

the 1990s which was fraught with irreconcilable differences across numerous identities. 

 

Nationalisms emerged during the 1980s but were not at this time a dominant force upon the 

lives of most of Croatia’s residents. The sustained academic interest devoted to the nascent 

nationalisms of the 1980s is due to the imperative to trace the origins of the wars which 

followed in the 1990s. However, had these wars been avoided, which could so easily have 

been the case, then the dominant narrative of the 1980s would differ considerably. Stripped 

of this retrospectively applied narrative, this chapter’s reception studies methodology shows 

that, synchronically, whilst publications often differed on a particular film’s relative merit, 

such decisions were usually made on account of perceived cinematic criteria rather than 

simply adhering to pre-defined identities held by the newspaper or magazine in question.  

 

The current dominant discourse on Croatian film history has overwhelmingly aimed at 

constructing an unproblematic Croatian national cinema. Since Croatian independence, both 

You Only Love Once and The Man Who Loved Funerals have anachronistically been 

included within exclusively Croatian national cinemas which neglect the Yugoslav context 

in which they were produced and initially consumed.30 As I have shown in this chapter, a 

Croatian identity was by no means dominant above all others and, in many instances, was 

largely absent, trumped either by a Yugoslav national identity or various non-national 

identities. To what extent, for instance, can a mononational Croatian identity which 

dismisses the Yugoslav identity as a malignant, enemy force, hope to illuminate the 
                                                
30 Filmski leksikon, produced by the state-run Miroslav Krleža Institute of Lexicography in 2003, deprives You 
Only Love Once of any mention of Yugoslavia whatsoever. Listing its country of origin as “Croatia”, it claims 
it is set “in a small Croatian town” and that the work is part of a “post-ideologised phase in Croatian cinema, 
in which liberal subjects could be cultivated in a critical way since the start of the 1980s” (Kragić and Gilić, 
2003: 599-600). 
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reception of You Only Love Once given that it is precisely the Yugoslav identity which the 

film thematises? 

 

I have afforded a name, Revisitation Cinema, to the filmic discourse which, in the social 

climate after Tito’s death, returned to the past to interrogate the state’s formative period. 

There have been post-Yugoslav moves to attribute these works, including You Only Love 

Once, to a broad anti-Yugoslav discourse, implying that they were part of a larger, coherent 

social movement. This is part of the ahistorical tendency to construct a narrative in which 

Croatian independence was the goal of an unspoken master plan which everybody who was 

in the least bit dissatisfied with the Yugoslav present was working towards. Revisitation 

Cinema, however, was not anti-state, it was just anti-status quo. It looked back to the 1940s 

and 1950s so as to better understand the evolution of the Yugoslav ingroup in the 1980s. In 

the period after Tito’s passing, Yugoslavs were in a position to interrogate the myths which 

had dominated their collective memory since the end of the Second World War, although 

not to demolish them for the benefit of nationalist outgroups which, at this stage, largely 

belonged to a future which they knew nothing of. As Huszka notes, “Croatia was the ‘silent 

republic’ until 1989: demands for greater Croatian sovereignty only appeared in public 

debate after preparation for the first multiparty elections had begun” (Huszka: 65).31 Works 

such as You Only Love Once did not celebrate the heritage from which the 1980s Yugoslav 

authorities derived their mandate but neither did they suggest the imposition of alternative 

national identities. 

 

Whilst Revisitation Cinema looked backwards, New Genre Cinema was grounded in the 

present. 1980s Croatian film culture shows how, for the vast majority of Croatian society, 

everyday normality prevailed on a day-to-day basis during this decade even if political 

machinations occurred behind the scenes. This, however, is not to idealise this society and, 

with some exceptions in its cultural sphere, Yugoslavia’s golden age had certainly already 

ended. In works like The Man Who Loved Funerals, New Genre Cinema portrayed a society 

stifled by a heavy malaise. Whilst the motives behind Revisitation Cinema films are 

relatively apparent, the intentionality of New Genre Cinema in depicting such a social 

climate is less clear and warrants further research. Set mostly in the Yugoslav present, the 

                                                
31 Post-independence Croatia has established a narrative within which the role of Franjo Tuđman and his HDZ 
party is seen as central and indispensable in a prolonged quest for independence. Nevertheless, in February 
1989 Danas observed that the HDZ “exists for now only on paper” (Babić, 1989: 15) and, with the 
announcement that the first multi-party elections are scheduled in April 1990, as late as December 1989 
surveys downplayed the HDZ to readers, estimating it only 8.37% of the vote in Croatia, behind not just the 
Communist party but also other Croatian nationalists (Butković and Grakalić, 1989: 41). 
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guiding dogma of the Hitchcockites was to embrace the conventions of traditional genres 

over auteur cinema. Although Tadić evidently crafted a funereal motif within The Man Who 

Loved Funerals, the extent to which this was an intentional aesthetic tactic across the 

discourse or an unintentional reflection of an overarching social downturn which found an 

outlet in New Genre Cinema’s unostentatious approach remains unanswered. In either case, 

the Croatian press showed widespread unwillingness to embrace such depictions and 

regularly chastised directors for unbefitting representations of banality. 

 

In the next chapter I look at the sudden shift which occurred in Croatian film culture with 

the election of Franjo Tuđman to power in Croatia in 1990. This entailed an absolute break 

with the discourses which had shaped 1980s film culture rather than a gradual evolution. 

The result was the institutional ensconcement of State-Building Cinema, a nationalist 

discourse aimed at supporting the new state’s authorities, and a response to this with the 

emergence of Young Croatian Cinema, films made by a new generation of directors who 

questioned society’s dominant values. 
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CHAPTER III 

1990S 

 

Domestically, during the 1990s, Croatian film culture underwent a concerted nationalisation 

as conceptual barriers were established giving the impression of a delineation from 

neighbouring national cinemas within the Yugosphere. The previously unproblematic 

membership of elements such as films, actors and directors to a broad Yugoslav national 

cinema was now interrogated on a piecemeal basis with valued items claimed exclusively 

for Croatian national cinema and undesirable factors rejected as foreign and enemy. 

Concurrently, the opposite was occurring in English language scholarship. Heightened 

coverage of the region in the media due to political events contributed to increased interest 

in cinematic products as, on the face of it, easily accessible insights into the native culture. 

Yugoslav cinema’s geographic generalisations were thus reinforced within the ideologically 

burdened discourse of Balkan cinema, creating an unflattering caricature. 

 

In contrast to these discourses which were dictated by overtly ideological imperatives, I 

offer a more nuanced understanding of Croatia’s film culture during the 1990s in this 

chapter which shuns the establishment of a single, master narrative. Through an historical 

contextualisation, I recognise the role of political authoritarianism in establishing social and 

historical narratives which filtered down into the film culture, both in how they were 

adopted and also in how they were actively resisted. In a cinema-specific contextualisation 

of the period I outline the main aspects of the shift from Yugoslav to Croatian identities. 

Employing the same reception studies methodology, I then examine the period’s two major 

filmic discourses through case studies. 

 

At the start of the 1990s there was, as Vilović observes, a “process of tabloidization” 

whereby there were “changes in newspapers which followed changes in social arrangement 

after 1990” (Vilović, 2003: 960). She describes this as a trend was for “more illustrations 

and larger photographs, with shorter texts, less of which were longer or analytical”, 

“standards of professional journalism were not respected” and “[n]ewspapers turned to the 

widest audience and their desire for the easiest and quickest consumption” (Vilović, 2003: 

961). The mainstream press was characterised by an overall centre-right leaning, such as in 

tabloid-inclined political weeklies Globus and Nacional. The privatisation of the media was 

exploited for political ends, the “ruling party […] soon placing the majority of newspapers 

under its supervision” (Gavranović, 2007: 131), most notably the biggest selling daily, 

Večernji list, and Croatia’s newspaper of record, Vjesnik. The 1990s press, however, was 
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less homogenous than that of the 1980s, exhibiting greater extremes in identities and a 

wider variety of contradictory voices. The most liberal, offering criticism of government 

dogma, were to be found in the satirical weekly Feral Tribune and the nationally 

distributed, Rijeka-based daily Novi list which prided itself on its political independence. 

These were joined, to a lesser extent, in the second half of the decade by national daily 

Jutarnji list. By contrast, unguarded nationalist views, through “unbelievable manipulations, 

untruths, photomontages and absurdities” (Vilović, 2003: 958) were expressed in the tabloid 

Slobodni tjednik. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Unbelievable manipulations, untruths, photomontages and absurdities: a typical edition of Slobodni tjednik. 

15/04/1992, 1. 

 

Slobodna Dalmacija illustrates regional identities since, although based in Split and sold 

nationally, its heartland was the broad swathe of land that constituted Croatia’s 

Mediterranean territories, including the northern Adriatic, Dalmatia and Herzegovina. It too 
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fell under government control, “seized from journalists through manipulations and legal 

shenanigans and sold, practically given away to tycoons” (Gavranović, 2007: 131). 

Similarly “taken over by force” by the government (Gavranović, 2007: 131), Glas 

Slavonije, from Osijek, covered all of Slavonia and Baranja. More localised, the smaller-

scale Šibenski list had a stricter focus on just the city of Šibenik and its environs. Other 

publications never sought absolute readership within their geographic realms but were 

instead marketed at particular collective identities, such as the Roman Catholic Church’s 

weekly Glas Koncila, women’s weekly Gloria and Matica hrvatska’s fortnightly cultural 

newspaper Vijenac. I convey diasporic reception through Hrvatski vjesnik, a weekly 

nationalist newspaper published in Melbourne.32 

 

Historical context: Tuđman’s decade 

Coming to power following Croatia’s first post-Second World War multi-party elections in 

April and May 1990 and then remaining president until his death in December 1999, Franjo 

Tuđman defined Croatia’s 1990s. Praised by his supporters as the “Father of the Homeland” 

(Božić, 1990), even those who had vehemently opposed him conceded that by the time of 

his passing this had been “Tuđman’s decade” (Lucić, 1999: 5). As Jović and Lamont 

outline: 
 

Tuđman’s Croatia was formally semi-presidential, but in practice super-presidential. 

Not only did Franjo Tuđman effectively control all state institutions and 

organisations, but he intervened in civil society, kept the media under firm control, 

and even shaped popular culture (Jović and Lamont, 2010: 1609). 

 
Whether supportive or critical, discourses within Croatian film culture during the 1990s 

were defined more than anything else by Tuđmanist ideology. Not since Socialist Realism 

in the late 1940s had the development of domestic films in Croatia been so directly 

conditioned by politics. 

 

Tuđman’s rule can be divided into two periods. Following the election of his Croatian 

Democratic Union (HDZ) to government in 1990, during the first half of the decade 

Tuđman was overwhelmingly backed by Croats amid a climate of mass nationalism as 

Croatia fought a war of independence (March 1991 - November 1995) against the Serb 

                                                
32 Publications referenced within this chapter predated and survived the decade with the following exceptions: 
Globus (established December 1990), Nacional (established November 1995), Jutarnji list (established April 
1998), Slobodni tjednik (established January 1990, concluded October 1993), Vijenac (established December 
1993). 
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dominated Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA), Serbian paramilitaries and domestic Serb 

militias. Concurrent to this, Croatia was involved in the Bosnian War (April 1992 – 

December 1995) as part of a scramble for territorial control. After the small-scale conflict of 

Slovenia’s Ten-Day War in June and July 1991, the JNA had consolidated its resources in 

Croatia around territories in which ethnic-Serbs had declared autonomy. As part of a so-

called Log Revolution, Serbs set up barricades, partitioning parts of the republic, and took 

control of territory in the Krajina and Slavonia. Immediately prior to the start of widespread 

conflict, the fledgling Croatian security forces had besieged JNA barracks across Croatia, 

partly to guarantee the release of Croatian soldiers but also to gain military hardware. 

During the initial phase of fighting in 1991 and 1992, Serb forces consolidated the territory 

which they controlled into the Republic of Srpska Krajina, a criminal state which occupied 

over one quarter of Croatia’s territory but relied on Belgrade to survive. This period was 

followed by a stalemate during which time attention turned to Bosnia and Herzegovina 

where Croats fought against Serbs and Bosniacs before forming a tentative alliance with the 

Bosniacs in March 1994. Eventually Croat forces gained momentum and in 1995 were 

given the green light by the Western powers to overrun the Serb occupied territories in 

Croatia during May’s Operation Flash and August’s Operation Storm, amounting to a 

conclusive Croatian military victory, accompanied by an exodus of domestic Serbs. 

 

During the second half of the decade, Tuđman’s authoritarianism, which had been accepted 

during the war as a sign of strong leadership, was increasingly resented. The patriotism 

which had sufficed to homogenise identities within the nation whilst under attack was 

unable to mask the cracks in society which were increasingly visible during peacetime. 

Although his authority as ruler never came under serious threat, Tuđman was questioned 

from across the social spectrum. After a series of scandals, including Tuđman’s repeated 

refusal from October 1995 to April 1997 to sanction the opposition’s choices for Zagreb 

mayor, the changing of the football club Dinamo Zagreb’s name to Croatia Zagreb as part 

of a national project and the refusal to issue Zagreb’s dissenting Radio 101 with a 

broadcasting licence, around 120,000 protesters convened on Zagreb’s central Ban Jelačić 

Square in November 1996. Croatia nevertheless remained markedly nationalist and 

ideologically ostracised from the other countries, especially as accusations of institutional 

wartime criminality were raised against the state. Testament to this was how only one head 

of state, Turkey’s Süleyman Demirel, attended Tuđman’s funeral, the rest of the 

international community boycotting the event, “by which they advised Croatia that it must 

abandon Tuđman’s politics” (Karli, 1999: 2-3). 
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One of the main ideological vehicles through which Tuđman’s model of Croatian 

nationalism operated during the 1990s was the “historical statehood narrative” (Bellamy, 

2003: 32). An historic line was traced back to Croatia’s medieval kingdom, particularly 

through the institution of the Croatian parliament, the Sabor, making the newly independent 

state the realisation of that which Tuđman regularly referred to as the millennial dream of 

Croatian statehood. This relegated Yugoslavia to a painful but ultimately transient 

timeframe rather than an alternative national identity. The most controversial aspect of this 

discourse was the rehabilitation of the Nazi aligned Ustaša movement and its NDH, a 

Second World War puppet state responsible for the deaths of thousands of Serbs, Jews, 

Romani and others who were deemed ideological enemies. The NDH was imagined as a 

legitimate part of “the historical tradition of Croatian statehood” (Bellamy, 2003: 71) and, 

attempting to facilitate a Croatian nation state in the present, aspects of NDH-era symbolism 

were reconstituted, such as black uniforms for security forces and the Kuna as the currency. 

This was coupled with discrimination, such as linguistic purism, the suppression of the 

Cyrillic alphabet and Serbian workplace redundancies. 

 

The NDH’s rehabilitation was part of a broader discourse of rewriting history along national 

lines. This was not a primordial Croatian identity which had been awoken from its Yugoslav 

slumber but rather a brand new configuration which was politically crafted by Tuđman’s 

HDZ. It harked back to the past so as to achieve legitimacy, employing “epic, iconographic 

and political clichés which overnight became a part of the national folklore and everyday 

rhetoric” (Nenadić, 1999: 83). To transmit this, for instance, new school textbooks for 

history conveyed a national history which “was presented through the history of the 

Croatian state, its territory and the Croatian people [,] focused on the ‘national suffering’ of 

the Croats” and “on many occasions references to Serbs were preceded with adjectives such 

as ‘barbarous’, ‘uncivilised’ and ‘brutal’” (Bellamy, 2003: 150).33 Besides reinterpretation, 

the rewriting of history was also a very literal process. Nationalist linguists promoted 

linguistic purism which aimed to rapidly purge the Croatian language of elements deemed 

too Serbian and replace them with antiquated, anachronistic or uncommon terms drawn 

from distinctly Croatian linguistic constructs. The Croatian language was adjudged to have 

been Serbianised in Yugoslavia and linguistic differences from Serbian were deemed 

derivatives of greater civilisational differences between the East and the West (Kordić, 

2010: 9). Similarly, books which were considered to be of unsound nationhood, whether by 
                                                
33 Tuđman’s successor as president, Stjepan Mesić, would later reason that “[t]hose who on the squares and 
streets speak with nostalgia about the NDH and shamelessly exalt that quisling creation are not guilty because 
they just read textbooks which are falsifications and lies” (Novosti, 2003). 
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Serbian authors, printed in Cyrillic or published in Serbia, were often removed from public 

institutions like libraries and schools and destroyed (Lešaja, 2012: 14). 

 

Official Croatian politics attempted to place an insurmountable civilisation gap between 

Croatia and Serbian dominated Yugoslavia, whereby Croatia would be relocated out of the 

Balkans and into both the Mediterranean and Central European regions. On the occasion of 

Croatia’s accession to the Council of Europe, Tuđman gave a speech declaring that his 

country was “decidedly against all basis which would force regional Balkan or South-East 

European integration [because] Croatia belongs to the central European and Mediterranean 

cultural-civilisational spheres”, describing the “political links with the Balkans as a short 

historical episode” (Novi list, 1996). 

 

Despite the imposition of Tuđmanism’s overbearing nationalism as the trump identity, 

society always remained far more pluralistic, both in terms of alternative national and non-

national identities. In comparison, however, to the unity of Tuđmanist identities, these were 

fragmented and unable to offer a coherent alternative. Beside the main domestic other of 

Croatia’s Serbs, at the turn of the decade the state also played host to prominent Yugoslav, 

Bosniac, Italian, Hungarian and Romani minorities. Likewise, the Croatian nation in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, with its powerful Zagreb lobby, was interwoven with neighbouring 

Bosniac and Serb communities. Subnationally, Tuđmanism undermined long established 

regional identities which were deemed to fragment the nation. This resulted in those who 

advocated such identities being untrusted and even aligned with national outgroups, such as 

Istrians being derided as “Serbophiles and Commies” (Dračar, 1991). Alternate voices 

which conceived of identity primarily through non-national criteria were targeted by 

Tuđman’s acolytes. Feminist intellectuals, for instance, were labelled as “witches” and, 

without any sensitivity to wartime gender concerns, were adjudged to “rape Croatia” 

(Globus, 1992a: 41).34 

 

Filmic context: zombie of national culture 

Whilst political influence was exerted upon Croatia’s film culture, the regime “expressed an 

astonishing disregard for film production” (Gilić, 2011: 142). Both at the time and 

retrospectively, Croatian cinema from the 1990s has been described in overwhelmingly 

                                                
34 Ironically, this notorious text appeared in the same edition of Globus which contained an article decrying 
wartime rapes as “the most terrible sexual violence” (Babić, 1992: 7). This violence, however, was shorn of its 
gender and instead afforded a primarily national context when described as “Serbian rapes” and “Serbian sex 
crimes” (Babić, 1992: 7). 
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negative terms. In the midst of the decade, Slobodna Dalmacija claimed in August 1996 

that “Croatian cinema is an ugly duckling which will never become a swan” (Slobodna 

Dalmacija, 1996b) whilst Feral Tribune described it as the “zombie of national culture” 

(Jurak, 1996). In Summing up the state of affairs from the previous ten years, in December 

1999 Nacional proclaimed that “[n]ever has Croatian film production had a more depressing 

decade” (Polimac, 1999a: 34-35). 

 

Such assessments, although testaments to anger at institutional mismanagement and neglect 

during the 1990s, are misleading in so much as they imply a single, coherent national 

cinema which can be attributed an indisputable, negative value. This negativity is directed at 

the decade’s dominant nationalist discourse, State-Building Cinema, which reflected 

Tuđmanist politics and was “marred by favouritism and ideological infiltration” (Vidan, 

2011: 177) that permitted “antitalents like Jakov Sedlar, [Željko] Senečić and Branko 

Schmidt to keep making films” (Jergović, 2000a: 49) despite their consistent rejection by 

domestic audiences and critics. The idea that this discourse builds the state is in reference to 

the participatory role of its elements in contributing to a grand project of affording the 

trappings of statehood to the fledgling and threatened Republic of Croatia following its 

independence. This relied upon instilling absolute moral values “through the sharp 

polarisation of characters into good guys (ours, i.e. Croats) and bad guys (theirs, i.e. Serbs)” 

(Škrabalo, 2008: 185). The purpose of this was for films to engage in a wider enterprise that 

was prevalent within Croatian public life aimed at justifying and consolidating the Croatian 

state’s independence on the basis of a collective national victimhood. MacDonald observes 

how “[t]he belief, however false, that proving victimhood legitimated past or could 

legitimate future nation-building activities was crucial” and so “it became largely irrelevant 

whether or not this perception is true, because it was often believed to be true” (MacDonald, 

2002: 57-58). This was enacted to such an unequivocal extent in State-Building Cinema 

that, in their pursuit of national victimhood, these films constituted a “national necrophilia” 

(Levi, 2007: 128) as each director seemed to outdo his/her predecessor in inflicting 

suffering upon Croatian characters.35 

                                                
35 Pavičić has alternatively described this approach as films of self-victimisation. The Serbian minority’s 
Novosti questioned Pavičić on this labelling, asking why, given the film’s “demonisation of the Serbs and 
legitimisation of hatred”, does his term place “greater focus on Croatian suffering than the clear fascist 
tendencies of the same national narrative?” (Jurak, 2011). Pavičić reasoned that some films which nevertheless 
conform to this discourse minimise the role of the national other and that self-victimisation was found 
throughout various strands of Croatian society (Jurak, 2011). Evincing why I favour State-Building over Self-
Victimisation as a description of Croatian nationalism’s character during the 1990s, he also notes that “a part 
of the hard-line nationalism emerged as an implicit criticism of the self-victimisation discourse”, citing lyrics 
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These works’ victimhood belongs to an overarching discourse which extolled the 

importance of conveying that which was deemed the “Croatian reality” (Berković, 1993a) 

and the “truth about Croatia” (Škrabalo, 1998: 481). This was a pedagogic imperative 

intended to educate audiences about a Croatian viewpoint and national interests. The 

absolute polarisation of national identities into positive Croats martyred by negative Serbs 

in State-Building Cinema meant that the depiction of this Croatian reality was markedly 

detached from experienced reality. The main theme within this discourse was the conflict of 

the 1990s, located within a cyclical understanding of history, whereby the Croatian War of 

Independence was the Croat’s latest suffering at the hands of the Serbs.36 This, however, 

was met with a sense of exhaustion since “it is often said that [Croatia] does not have luck 

in its cinema with films about the Homeland War” (Ilinčić, 1999) and “the overall reaction 

shows that there were few which were successful, and even fewer which played their 

intended propagandistic role” (Nenadić, 1999: 84). Highlighting how characters’ morals 

were defined in accordance with their national identity in State-Building Cinema, domestic 

scholarship often viewed its products as “replicas of the former Partisan films” (Škrabalo, 

1999: 21). This, however, failed to acknowledge that whereas Partisan films promoted 

inclusivity by maligning the actual wartime differences between Yugoslavia’s factions, 

State-Building Cinema established the assumed exclusivity of the Croatian national 

experience. Although characteristics of this discourse can be found in many Croatian films 

from across the decade, its most exemplary titles, besides Hitrec’s Madonna, are A Time 

For… (Vrijeme za…, Kodar, 1993), The Price of Life (Cijena života, Žižić, 1994), Vukovar: 

The Way Home (Vukovar se vraća kući, Schmidt, 1994), Christmas in Vienna (Božić u 

Beču, Schmidt, 1994), Our Lady (Gospa, Sedlar, 1995), My Dear Angel (Anđele moj dragi, 

Radić, 1996), The Canyon of Dangerous Games (Kanjon opasnih igara, Tadej, 1998) and 

Four By Four (Četverored, Sedlar, 1999). 

 

Nevertheless, there was an alternative discourse which opposed the way in which identities 

were presented in State-Building Cinema, “a new wave of Croatian cinema comprised of 

the young who are vigorously up and coming” (Sömen, 1996a). This emerged during the 

                                                                                                                                                
from Thompson’s ‘Bojna Čavoglave’ which foresee the Croatian forces entering Serbia as contradicting the 
depiction elsewhere of the national self as a solely a victim (Jurak, 2011). 
36 Exemplifying this discourse, Rendić-Miočević traces the “[c]enturies-long suffering of the Croats” to the 
Serbs, even blaming the Serbs for all crimes committed by all sides in Yugoslavia during the Second World 
War on the basis that they were “the result of Greater Serbian politics which stimulated […] paranoia in its 
own nation, but also in members of the nations which that politics physically threatened” (Rendić-Miočević, 
1998: 144). 
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first half of the decade and came to be known alternatively as either Young or New Croatian 

Cinema. Within this text, I refer to it as Young Croatian Cinema during the 1990s, when it 

was largely the preserve of recent graduates from Zagreb’s Academy of Dramatic Art, and 

subsequently New Croatian Cinema in the 2000s when it becomes the dominant discourse 

with a broader affiliation. Young Croatian Cinema differs from State-Building Cinema in so 

much as it did not have a single common aesthetic or ideology but recognised a broader 

variety of (dis)empowered identities and ostensibly undermined nationalism’s rawest 

manifestations. Škrabalo dates the start of Young Croatian Cinema to 1991 with Goran 

Dukić’s Mirta Learns Statistics (Mirta uči statistiku, Dukić, 1991) in which “those who 

were interested did not only observe a new sensibility and sense of irony which deviated 

from the conventional view of everyday relations between generations, but they also saw 

some fresh new acting faces” (Škrabalo, 1999: 21). Pavičić outlines the composition of 

Young Croatian Cinema, claiming that it “was comprised of two aesthetically unrelated 

generations: one, born around 1963, was formed on the aesthetics of 1980s, irony and 

stylization”, whilst “[t]he other, the so-called war generation, was comprised of directors 

born between 1967 and 1970 […] and was marked by realism and a choice of oppressive, 

war and generational themes” (Pavičić, 2008: 648). Pavičić identifies how the directors 

from the elder generation went on to “make up mainstream Croatian production – Vinko 

Brešan, Hrvoje Hribar, Neven Hitrec and Lukas Nola”, whilst the younger group, comprised 

of Jelena Rajković, Ivan Salaj, Zvonimir Jurić and Vlatka Vorkapić, would “become 

Croatian cinema’s missing link”, largely having left the industry by the end of the decade 

(Pavičić, 2008: 648). Compared with the strict use of pathetic melodrama in State-Building 

Cinema, Young Croatian Cinema offered a broader selection of genres, including comedy, 

crime and thriller. As unestablished names, directors from this discourse circumvented their 

inability to rely upon significant institutional support by making less expensive films 

initially intended for television. This guaranteed significantly higher audiences than for 

cinema release alone and still allowed them to be converted to 35mm format if the 

opportunity to be screened at the Pula festival arose. Along with Brešan’s How The War 

Started on My Island, key works belonging to this diverse discourse include See You 

(Vidimo se, Salaj, 1995), Washed Out (Isprani, Ogresta, 1995), Mondo Bobo (Rušinović, 

1997), Russian Meat (Rusko Meso, Nola, 1997), Wish I Were a Shark (Da mi je biti morski 

pas, Sviličić, 1999), Red Dust (Crvena prašina, Ogresta, 1999) and Marshall (Maršal, 

Brešan, 1999). 

 

During the 1990s, diachronic interpretation of Croatian film culture’s Yugoslav heritage fell 

within the broader trend for rewriting history along national lines. The Yugoslav state and a 
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common Yugoslav culture within which the film industry had operated were disavowed and 

equated with Serbian hegemony. As part of a wider trend which portrayed Yugoslavia as a 

prison for Croats, cinema in Yugoslavia was depicted as having suffered during a 

“Bolshevik period” (Polimac, 1991b: 36). In Croatia, just as in the Yugoslavia’s other 

successor states, there was a scramble to claim exclusive national ownership of favoured 

elements and remove every trace of now undesirable features. As Pavičić reasons, this was 

problematic for two main reasons, namely that “all films made before 1990 do not thus 

cease to also be Yugoslav” and “there exist films which cannot be ‘ironed out’ and forced 

into a particular tradition” (Jurak, 2011). One aspect of this, known as bunkering, was the 

systematic removal from television screens of Yugoslav-era films and television series 

which were deemed to contain unsuitable elements. This usually meant Serbian and 

Yugoslav actors but also included works either starring or directed by individuals who had 

failed to adequately demonstrate their loyalty to the Croatian nation state. 

 

The most concerted attacks were carried out against Rade Šerbedžija and Mira Furlan. 

Previously considered “the most popular actor from Vadar all the way to Triglav” 

(Berković, 1993b), a prolonged debate was played out within the Croatian media across the 

decade as to “[w]here is Rade Šerbedžija’s homeland?” (Homovec, 1992: 30-31) after the 

actor, an ethnic Serb from Croatia, was lambasted for “his pity for Yugoslavia and refusal to 

identify with any one nation” (Bašić, 1992: 32). Despite receiving Croatian citizenship, 

Šerbedžija was ostensibly stripped of this in public discourse. Spoken of in Globus in March 

1993 as “our former Šerbedžija” (Stojsavljević, 1993b), he lost his membership of the 

Association of Dramatic Artists of Croatia and, after going into a self-imposed exile, was 

deemed in Vjesnik in November 1996 as “just like the other lily-livered Serbs who fled from 

Croatia” (Vričko, 1996). By the end of the decade, having achieved “the status of a 

Hollywood star” (Dragojević, 1999), attitudes changed as Šerbedžija was once again a 

valued commodity worthy of being claimed on behalf of the nation. Consequently, his 

nationhood was restored in public discourse, Globus referring to him in August 1999 as “the 

most well known, and some would claim the best, Croatian actor of the last fifty years” 

(Alborghetti, 1999: 67). 

 

The removal of Mira Furlan from screens in Croatia followed a similar trajectory after the 

actress, positively depicted by the press during the 1980s, was denounced for appearing on 

stage in Belgrade during the war. Whilst Furlan’s national identity was also rescinded, 

Globus describing her in September 1993 as “the former Croatian film and theatre star” 

(Gobac, 1993), additional allusions, and often open assertions, attacked her gender identity. 
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Globus led this denouncement, referring to her as an “easy woman” (Globus, 1992b), with 

objectifying references to her “buxom anatomy” (Ivančić I., 1996: 28), frequently illustrated 

by a bare-breasted image of her bathing from the 1985 film Horvat’s Choice (Horvatov 

izbor, Galić, 1985). It was even claimed that a role as a prostitute in a school play “left a 

mark” on her (Globus, 1992b). As with Šerbedžija, by the end of the decade, Furlan was 

somewhat rehabilitated thanks to her own success on the other side of the Atlantic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“One of the roles with which Mira Furlan has shocked the public”. Globus, 31/01/1992, 29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Although critical of bunkering, this article, which mentions many films and individuals, is nevertheless illustrated 

by the gratuitous image of Furlan. Globus, 19/03/1999, 88. 
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Bunkering was not a transparent process of holding films up to public interrogation, rather 

undesirable works simply never reached screens, despite numbering some of the most 

noteworthy productions from Croatia’s filmic canon. In his role as editor of films for HTV, 

film critic Tomislav Kurelec offered an equivocating explanation: 
 

No, there’s no censorship of films. It’s problematic, however, to show some Croatian 

films, for instance The Birch Tree [(Breza, Babaja, 1967)], in which the main role is 

played by Bata Živojinović (Živković, 1994).37 

 
This was despite The Birch Tree, directed by Croat Ante Babaja and produced by the 

republic’s Jadran film, depicting a kajkavski speaking community in Zagorje which is so 

localised that it lacks any discernable identities from broader Croatia, let alone Serbia. In 

the second half of the decade, bunkering was more roundly criticised, to the point at which 

it became unsustainable. In March 1999 Jutarnji list pondered with frustration “[w]hether 

the responsible people at Croatian Television fear that by showing [Miljenko] Smoje’s 

masterpiece Velo misto [(RTV Zagreb, 1980)] a red bogeyman will again awake within the 

domestic flock, or that viewers will smash their televisions and stop paying the license if 

they catch sight of Rade Šerbedžija on the screen” (Jakovčev, 1999: 20). 

 

Supplementary to bunkering was the understanding of Croatia’s national film heritage 

through the totalitarian paradigm, whereby Croatian films were framed in terms of having 

endured national victimhood within, as Slobodni tjednik termed it in March 1990, a “bloody 

fever of the YU cinema” (Husić, 1990: 6). Jovanović notes how “national cinema histories 

in the post-Yugoslav context also function as ‘black books’ of Yugo-socialist cinema” and 

“for the most part focus on film censorship in socialism” (Jovanović (b), 2011: 303). 

Disproportionate aggrandisement has thus been afforded to works which were suppressed in 

Yugoslavia, establishing an unrepresentative history of forbidden films. Whilst directors 

practised degrees of self-censorship and government bodies prevented some projects from 

ever reaching the production stage, only one Croatian feature film produced in Tito’s 

Yugoslavia was outright banned: Branko Marinković’s Ciguli miguli (Marinković, 1952). In 

June 1952, the film was suppressed on the basis that, as Vjesnik outlined in its detailed 

denouncement, it “freely mocks socialism” and portrays a character who “in the name of the 

                                                
37 Velimir Bata Živojinović was a star of Yugoslav cinema since the 1960s, especially within the Partisan 
genre. In 1990 he joined Milošević’s SPS, leading to a falling out with his then close friend, Croatian actor 
Boris Dvornik, played out through a series of letters in the press. In one such text, published in Vjesnik in July 
1991, Dvornik, who would later become affiliated with Tuđman’s HDZ, wrote “[y]ou shout that all Croats 
should be shot! […] I would love, Bato, for you to come to your senses and realise that this is no longer a film, 
it is real life in which, unfortunately, live ammunition is being fired” (Dvornik, 1991). 
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authorities, ‘socialism’ and the ‘War of National Liberation’ (and even Marxism-Leninism) 

attempts to destroy all individual work and advancement in the field of culture” (Baltić, 

1952: 5). Following independence Ciguli miguli has become “one of the Croatian films 

which has been written about most in Croatia” (Globus, 1998). Although it had been a clash 

of political identities which had condemned the film, empowered socialist versus 

disempowered bourgeoise, its subsequent elevation since the 1990s was of a national 

character, due to the role imparted upon it anachronistically as a Croatian national martyr. 

 

In keeping with the broader national discourse rehabilitating the Ustaša and NDH, whilst 

Yugoslav-era films were bunkered, numerous texts were dedicated to celebrating NDH 

propaganda films, such as the soft nationalism of Oktavijan Miletić’s The Baroque in 

Croatia (Barok u Hrvatskoj, Miletić, 1942) and Lisinski (Miletić, 1944) or the hard 

nationalism of documentaries like From the Grand and Historical Speech by Poglavnik Dr 

Ante Pavelić at Stjepan Radić Square in Zagreb, 21st May 1941 (Iz velikog povijesnog 

govora Poglavnika dra. Ante Pavelića na trgu Stjepana Radića u Zagrebu 21. svibnja 1941, 

unknown director, 1941) and Branko Marjanović’s Patrol on the Drina (Straža na Drini, 

Marjanović, 1942). The irony in the promotion of these films is that despite the privileged 

status which they were afforded, their position within the national film culture was 

markedly less important because a whole generation had grown up without seeing them on 

screens. By comparison, bunkered Yugoslav-era productions could not be erased from the 

collective memory just by removing them from screens. 

 

Besides the overall continued preference for Hollywood productions, a notable aspect of 

viewing habits is that despite the widespread negative valuation of Serbian identities in 

Croatian society, “controversial and much talked about Serbian films” (Nenadić, 1999: 83) 

remained popular in Croatia throughout the decade. This unabated Yugospheric 

transnationalism is testament to the leaky borders of viewing habits, particularly when it is 

taken into account that Serbian films were not legally distributed in Croatian cinemas until 

1999. Despite admonishment in Večernji list in November 1996 that “there is no valid 

reason for Croatian newspapers to write about new Serbian film productions any more than, 

for instance, Slovene, Austrian, Hungarian or Italian” (Večernji list, 1996), Serbian films 

were fetishised, being simultaneously scandalised yet eagerly consumed. Even at the height 

of animosities, Croats acquired Serbian films through “pirated channels and watched them 

within their four walls like a cultural forbidden fruit” (Pavičić, 2007b) before later turning 

to import routes via Slovenia (Jović, 1999). There was recognition during the 1990s of how 

“domestic audiences fell for the astoundingly staged and stylised pro-Serbian propaganda of 
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the film Pretty Village, Pretty Flame [(Lepa sela lepo gore, Srđan Dragojević, 1996)]” even 

though it was not legally distributed, over Croatian war films which evoked “the impression 

of a distressing déjà vu” (Nenadić, 1999: 83). 

 

The first post-war Serbian film to be legally distributed in Croatian cinemas was 

Dragojević’s 1998 work Wounds (Rane, Dragojević, 1998), appearing in 1999. This 

occurred amid controversy as Croatian viewers found themselves in the “absurd situation 

that they have to read a language they already understand” (Globus, 1999) as Croatian 

language subtitles were needlessly added. Although according to the distributor, this was 

because “we are dealing with two different states which have two different languages” 

(Jelić, 1999), Slobodna Dalmacija noted in March 1999 that it was clear that “the subtitling 

of Wounds is a political, ingratiating gesture aimed at amortising […] the anger of those 

who could be bothered by a Yugo-film in cinemas” (Pavičić, 1999). 

 

To explore the evolution of identities within the Croatian film culture’s two main discourses 

during the 1990s, State-Building Cinema and Young Croatian Cinema, I provide two case 

studies. I present State-Building Cinema through the example of Neven Hitrec’s 1999 film 

Madonna, whilst How The War Started on My Island by Vinko Brešan from 1996 is used to 

illustrate Young Croatian Cinema. These two films provide interesting junctures between 

points of similarity and difference, both in modes of production and narrative content, to the 

extent that a comparison of the two works in Nacional referred to Madonna as “How The 

War Started in My Village” (Polimac, 1999b). Superficially, both films were written by 

fathers who were already well established in Croatia’s cultural sphere and directed by their 

sons who, although recognised documentary makers, were making their feature film 

debuts.38 Irrespective of this parallel, the budget and resources at Hitrec’s disposal for 

Madonna dwarfed those available to Brešan for How The War Started on My Island. 

Despite the ideological conflict between the two films in terms of how nationhood was 

understood, this did not prevent seven actors appearing in markedly oppositional roles 

across the two works. Although both films are set in small settlements and show how the 

first shots came to be fired in the Croatian War of Independence, melodrama Madonna in 

situated in continental Slavonia whereas comedy How The War Started on My Island is 

located on an Adriatic island. Treatment of the two films differed upon their completion. 

Both reserved the grand Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall for their premiers and whilst 

Madonna was attended by high-ranking HDZ emissaries, How The War Started on My 
                                                
38 Incidentally, Neven Hitrec also worked as an assistant director on Tadić’s The Man Who Loved Funerals. 
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Island was relegated to the more commonplace Kino Europa cinema (Polimac, 1999b).39 

Nevertheless, the most telling difference between the two films is in the number of viewers 

they attracted. How The War Started on My Island became the most seen post-independence 

feature film with 342,000 viewers in Croatian cinemas (Njegić, 2011), supplemented by 

international festival recognition and distribution on regional and international television 

channels. Despite a sizeable marketing campaign, which even involved releasing the film’s 

soundtrack, a rarity for domestic productions, Madonna enticed less than 20,000 viewers 

into Croatian cinemas (Filmski programi, 2005). 

 

State-Building Cinema: black and white 

Whilst far more critical acclaim has subsequently been afforded to How The War Started on 

My Island in scholarly texts on Croatian and Yugoslav cinema, Madonna presents the 

identities which were most conspicuous in 1990s Croatian society. The most dominant 

characteristic of this was the prevalence of national identity as a discriminatory conditioning 

factor upon all other identities. Not only did the individual become primarily an agent of the 

nation within State-Building Cinema, with relative values defined in accordance with this, 

but other identities passed through a national filter. This meant, for instance, that a woman 

was no longer a woman defined by a gender identity but instead either a positive Croatian 

woman or a negative Serbian woman. 

 

Madonna: synopsis 

Madonna is set in the fictional Slavonian village of Lovrenci at the outbreak of the war. 

After working as a Gastarbeiter in Germany, middle-aged carpenter and amateur sculptor 

Kuzma has recently returned to live with his elderly mother. Hunting by the Danube, he 

encounters the young and attractive Ana who, fearing for her safety, has fled from her 

aggressive fiancée Đuka. A romance develops between Kuzma and Ana and eventually she 

leaves Đuka who vows revenge. Concurrent to Croatian independence, Kuzma’s life 

flourishes as he marries Ana, who bears him a son, and sees his carpentry business prosper 

with co-owner Rade. At this time, the local priest commissions Kuzma to make a new 

sculpture of the Virgin Mary for the village church’s altar. He uses Ana as his model, the 

                                                
39 Kino Europa is one of the many examples Croatia’s enforced ideological relocation which entered into 
citizens’ everyday lives, having been named Kino Balkan prior to Croatian independence. Writing about this 
cinema in particular and the phenomenon for such establishments more broadly in post-socialist Europe, 
Drakulić deems it symptomatic for how the Balkans have been excluded from Europe’s conceptual borders. 
She judges that “‘Europa’ encapsulates what the people aspire to, not what they really are”, because “[i]n 
using such a name as Europa, there is an assumption that everyone knows what we mean by Europe” 
(Drakulić, 1996: 11). 
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sculpture visibly resembling her. This idyll, however, is short lived as national tensions rise 

amongst discontented local Serbs. Accused unfairly of improper conduct towards Serbian 

children, the village’s schoolteacher, a friend of Kuzma, is assassinated.40 Depicting the Log 

Revolution, the village’s Serbs, including Rade, leave and set up camp at his house in the 

woods. Kuzma is part of a group sent to mediate with them but they are attacked and he 

discovers that his former friend Rade is one of the ringleaders. The Serbs execute a group of 

Croatian police before joining the JNA in an attack on Lovrenci. Whilst the Croats, 

including a rehabilitated Đuka, bravely defend the village, Kuzma escapes his captors and 

hurries to save Ana and his son. He is too late, however, since Rade has raped Ana and tied 

her and the child to the church’s altar as part of a booby-trap which explodes when Kuzma 

tries to free them. After the war, Kuzma travels across the Danube to Serbia where he tracks 

down Rade who now enjoys the same family-life which he stole from Kuzma. Attacking 

him, Kuzma ties Rade up in a booby-trap which is primed to explode as soon as his family 

come to rescue him but, consequently, will also kill Kuzma. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kuzma (left) and Rade (right). Madonna. 

 

 
                                                
40 This was inspired by alarmist reports in Belgrade’s nationalist daily Večernje novosti in February 1991 
about the dangers allegedly faced by Virovitica’s Serbs which were subsequently denounced in the Croatian 
media. One Serbian resident was quoted as fearing for his children since “[w]hat they are now preparing for us 
here is, at the very least, five times worse than the Ustasha crimes of the Second World War” (Vojnović and 
Krasić, 1991: 3). The newspaper claimed that Serbian children had been sent to new schools in Serbia and “[i]t 
is not known whether there are places for them here, but in Croatia there certainly are not” (Vojnović and 
Krasić, 1991: 3). 
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Đuka (left) and Ana (right). Madonna. 

 

Madonna: release 

Although released in 1999, Madonna was a project which had been developed since the first 

half of the decade and therefore serves as a better example of State-Building Cinema than 

those few films which were made whilst the outcome of the war was still undecided, such as 

A Time For… and The Price of Life. In 1992, an ostensibly anonymous competition was 

held by Jadran film for screenplays “with the theme of the Homeland War” under the 

auspices of “a desire to encourage Croatian filmmakers, and especially the writers of 

screenplays, to dedicate a part of their opus to the aggression on Croatia” (Slobodni tjednik, 

1993). Judged by Ivo Škrabalo, Krešo Golik and Georgij Paro, from the 130 entrants which 

came “from all parts of our country”, the winning text was Croatian Madonna by Hrvoje 

Hitrec (Slobodni tjednik, 1993). With the contest seeking national narratives, the title shows 

how, in keeping with Hjort’s theory, Hitrec was “flagging” the national, constituting a 

“theme of the nation” for audiences (Hjort, 2000: 103). The announcement also noted that 

Jadran film purchased the rights to a selection of other screenplays which were submitted 

within the parameters of the competition. All of these reveal an overtly nationalist 

discourse, for instance The Sun is Born in The West relocates Croatia out of the conceptual 

Balkans, A Chetnik is My Truth understands an individual solely through a collective 

identity, Judita – Croatian Whore links sexual morals with national fidelity and The Way to 

Kijevo references a mythicised site of Croatian national victimhood (Slobodni tjednik, 

1993). With the competition encouraging works which thematised a specifically national 

victimhood, this shows how Madonna was conceived within the pedagogic framework of 
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films which espoused the truth about Croatia and Croatian reality. Victimhood, which was 

categorically national, and thus collective, rather than personal, was not a consequential 

aspect of narrative development but rather the key motivating factor in the creation of these 

screenplays. 

 

Prior to Madonna being made, Hrvoje Hitrec expanded his screenplay into a novel, 

publishing The Croatian Madonna (Hrvatska Bogorodica, Hitrec, 1996) in May 1996. 

Although Neven Hitrec would make alterations to the narrative from his father’s text, the 

discourse of nationalist victimhood remains the same. A point of contention was raised by 

satirical weekly Feral Tribune in August 1996 which noted a lack of alignment between the 

perpetuation of national victimhood and reader’s awareness of the ultimate Croatian 

military victory. Describing the work as “[k]itsch horror”, it derided how, by the time of the 

novel’s release, the expectation had been for a “positive and optimistic image of the war”, 

given the favourable outcome for Croatia, but that Hitrec had “only offered an image of a 

defeated, slaughtered, butchered and humiliated Croatia” (Mandić, 1996). Constructing an 

idealised reader of The Croatian Madonna as a member of a one-dimensional national 

ingroup, Feral tribune incredulously asked whether it is expected that “we, as Croatian 

readers [should] enjoy the horror?” (Mandić, 1996). 

 

Whilst the film’s screenplay was being devised subsequent to the novel’s release, Hrvoje 

Hitrec affirmed the film’s use of victimhood from the discourse of Croatian reality. He 

dismissed criticisms on the grounds that the work would not present a “false ‘balance of 

guilt’” (Cigoj, 1998: 72), thereby laying claim to the authenticity of the work in conveying 

Croatian reality when it was in fact part of a reappraisal of events that synthesised a new, 

nationally acceptable history. With the release of the film in 1999, subsequent diachronic 

interpretation of the novel was just as negative but saw beyond merely the Croatian identity 

to base its judgement in an understanding of the flawed interplay between the national self 

and the national other. In March 1999 Nacional judged that “this is not any sort of complex 

war drama but rather a pathetic rhapsody in which the Serbs are maniac slaughterers and 

predators, whilst the Croats are tragic victims” (Polimac, 1999b). 

 

On the occasion of the film’s premiere in March 1999, the glamour of the event impressed 

commentators, eliciting pride in the national identity of the film as a Croatian product. Pro-

governmental Vjesnik observed how the premiere took place “in a teeming Vatroslav 

Lisinski concert hall, in the presence of high-ranking state officials” (Braut, 1999). It 

portrayed the film as superseding its own parameters and representing a national triumph, 
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quoting Neven Hitrec as saying that “this applause is to Croatian cinema” (Braut, 1999). 

Jutarnji list also positively affirmed the product’s national character, quoting the director as 

saying that “[m]y film is a deeply Croatian story” (Radak, 1999a). It then validated the 

intended discourse of primordial Croatian nationalism which permits the civilisational 

divide between Croats and Serbs by positively recognising how the event was accompanied 

by music played on “autochthonous Croatian instruments” (Radak, 1999a). 

 

Upon the release of Madonna, widespread praise was given on account of its high 

production values, so much so that for some audiences this masked its narrative failings. 

Globus remarked that “for its production [Madonna is] a true triumph of Croatian cinema” 

and that it is “entirely understandable why the film is met with praise” (Tomić, 1999). The 

magazine claimed that “[d]espite its flaws, Madonna is to this day the best Croatian film 

about the Homeland War” (Tomić, 1999) and Jutarnji list referred to it as “the best film so 

far on the topic of the Homeland War” (Radak, 1999b). Such assessments presumably 

disregarded the hugely more successful How the War Started on My Island due to its lack of 

action and failure to adhere to State-Building Cinema’s divisive trends.41 

 

Madonna: national identity 

The experience of the self through the reception of national identities “grounded in a series 

of stereotypes about ‘us’ and ‘them’” (Nenadić, 1999: 83) in Madonna was varied. Due to 

the pre-eminence of national identity above all others, publications which supported the 

presentation of collective national identities within the film also positively valued Madonna 

and its overall representation of national victimhood whereas those which rejected it were 

also dismissive of the film. 

 

Vjesnik unquestioningly accepted the film’s simplistic national identity discourse, 

explaining how Madonna portrays “a normal man who in the horror of the wartime tumult 

irrevocably has everything that he loved destroyed” (Braut, 1999). It is telling that Vjesnik 

interprets the character of Kuzma as a normal man, rather than a specific individual, 

implying commonality to his characteristics and experience of victimhood. Within the 

nationalist discourse, the implication is that the normal person with whom viewers should 

identify is a Croatian, Roman Catholic, heterosexual male who is kind, polite, virile and 

handsome, and who stands in opposition to any diversion from these identities. Given the 
                                                
41 Constrained understandings of the war film genre were not universal in Croatia, Feral tribune describing 
How The War Started on My Island as “a comedy which we could call a winning combination not just for 
Croatian war films […] but also of contemporary Croatian cinema in general” (Jurak, 1996). 
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pre-eminence of national identity, the most undesirable abnormality is a national deviation, 

specifically in the form of the Serbian outgroup. Jutarnji list was especially praising of the 

“excellent Croatian war film” (Jutarnji list, 1999a: 26). The daily newspaper, usually one of 

the national press’ more liberal voices, likewise accepted the individual characters as 

representatives of national destinies, describing how Ana’s “death in the church[,] tied up in 

ropes, is a symbolic depiction of Croatia’s wartime suffering in general” (Radak, 1999b). 

The incongruence to this nationalist allegory is that whilst Ana’s death is absolute, implying 

irrevocable national demise, Croatia in fact emerged from the war traumatised but 

victorious. 

 

Other reviews were more measured in their judgement of the film. Večernji list criticised the 

characters’ allegorical identities because “as often occurs in our films, the emotional and 

identifying potential of the main characters is pushed to the side so as to make more room 

for symbols (Kuzma makes a sculpture of the Madonna for the church, Ana is his model) 

and ideas (Croatian suffering under Serbian knives and cannons)” (Ilinčić, 1999). In raising 

this point, Večernji list was identifying the clearest example of how the nationalist 

imperative meant that all other identities were necessarily and detrimentally marginalised. 

Absolving the film’s director, Globus claimed that “Hitrec consistently tries to avoid 

predictable, pathetic situations” but that “[t]he problem, however, is that in such a scenario 

it is impossible to avoid” (Tomić, 1999). However, stressing that “talent does not grant us 

amnesty from responsibility, neither artistic nor moral” (Matan, 1999), Jutarnji list later 

adopted a more stringent critique. Rebutting the argument in Globus, it pointing out that to 

mitigate Hitrec’s role in the film’s content is illogical because “Hitrec Junior was not forced 

to take his father’s screenplay, he freely chose it and cannot flee from that responsibility and 

freedom” given that he “is of age and has given his name to a film which is artistically, 

politically and historically false” (Matan, 1999). 

 

Vijenac was less willing to interpret Kuzma as a condensed representation of the nation, 

affording the work greater nuance by arguing that Madonna “is not just about patriotic film 

platitudes” and that it “avoided the trap of the nation as the main hero and is dedicated to 

individuals” because Kuzma “is not satisfied by the Croatian war victory and the 

achievement of the Croatian state, rather he seeks revenge on his antagonist, an individual” 

(Marković, D., 1999). Aside from justifying vigilante justice, the complaint that must be 

made against such an interpretation, however, is that the individuals are clearly identified 
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solely by nationhood and, beyond this, lack any depth of character.42 The inexplicable shift 

in the character of Rade from amiable colleague to despicable villain can only be explained 

through State-Building Cinema’s prerequisite for Serbian negativity.  

 

Reviews from the liberal and opposition press were damning of Madonna and its depiction 

of national identity. Despite recently carrying cordial interviews with the film’s stars, 

Ljubomir Kerekeš (Uran, 1999b) and Lucija Šerbedžija (Uran, 1999a), which treated them 

as celebrities and allowed them to publicise the work, Novi list’s subsequent review of the 

film was highly critical, describing it as a “neurotic post-communist Croatian Western” 

(Paquola, 1999), thereby referencing the national identity and the climate in which it was 

conceived. Critics were particularly riled by Hitrec’s frequent assertions that Madonna 

avoided “black and white” (Heidl, 1999) presentations of national identities. Nacional 

remarked that “[i]t is not correct that Madonna is the first Croatian war film without black 

and white heroes: Serb characters were more complex even in the desperate A Time For…!” 

(Polimac, 1999b). Novi list refused to acknowledge a distinction between Madonna and 

earlier films from the State-Building discourse, assessing that it is “as if it was copied from 

the earlier war films”, whereby “[f]ilmic conventions about the causes and consequences of 

the Homeland War gouge healthy eyes” (Paquola, 1999). Jutarnji list declared it a 

“contradictory and strange film: not one moment is bad, but the whole of it is terrible” 

(Matan, 1999). It based this judgement on a perceived failure to adequately determine the 

film’s main subject, asking “[i]s the theme ‘the truth about the war’ or a story about a 

particular Slavonian Ana?” (Matan, 1999). Nevertheless, it criticises both of these aspects, 

on the grounds that “[t]he story about Ana is artificially fake because it is paper-thin, 

clichéd” and “[t]he story about the war is historically untrue [because] ‘the truth about the 

war’ is presented as primitive, ideologised propaganda, entirely ahistorical” (Matan, 1999). 

  

                                                
42 The call to arms for vigilante justice had already been made in the press, Slobodni tjednik publishing lists of 
undesirable Serbs and Yugoslavs, including their addresses, telephone numbers and vehicles’ licence plate 
numbers (Dadić, 1991a; Dadić, 1991b; Slobodni tjednik, 1991c). Extra-judicial violence had its most notorious 
manifestation with the Zec family murders, Zagreb Serbs who were killed by Tomislav Merčep’s paramilitary 
in December 1991. The political right’s preference for intimidation of its critics was not limited to the war 
years. In May 2016, U ime obitelji (In the Name of the Family), an influential organisation which, amongst 
other causes, has campaigned against homosexual rights and women’s access to abortions from a nationalist 
platform, released the address and telephone number of actor Rene Bitorjac after he recorded a satirical song 
which blamed Croatian nationalism for numerous social problems in the state (Index.hr, 2016). 
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The warmly lit, wholesome Croatian family. Madonna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Greyish, clammy, alcoholic Serbs. Madonna. 

 

Parallel to the depiction of the national self as the victimised in State-Building Cinema was 

the national other in the role of the victimiser. In the discourse’s earliest films, before a 

solely ethnic dichotomy was established between ingroup Croats and outgroup Serbs, this 

was sometimes held by Yugoslav communists, such as in A Story From Croatia (Priča iz 

Hrvatske, Krsto Papić, 1991) or Our Lady. This attempted to exploit the broader pan-

European discourse of democratic nations freeing themselves from authoritarian regimes 
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that accompanied the fall of the Berlin Wall. The banality of institutional evil depicted in 

these works soon developed into a savage ethnic evil through acts of brutality carried out by 

dehumanised, animalistic Serbs against their well intentioned, naïve Croat neighbours.43 

The presentation of Serbs as a national outgroup in Madonna, primarily through the 

character of Rade, was recognised by Croatian publications, their relative approval 

matching their support for the presentation of the national self. 

 

Jutarnji list initially praised the transformation of Rade, “the opportunistic Serb who goes 

from being a good friend and colleague to a cunning beast of war” (Jutarnji list, 1999a: 26). 

This evinces how normalised such a discourse had become in the nationalised cinema, 

whereby this is the role that a Serbian character must take and it is precisely his Serbian 

nationhood which sets him on this path. Just as the war allows for the cathartic redemption 

of Đuka who returns to fight alongside Kuzma, sacrificing himself for his nation, it likewise 

affords Rade the chance to show his true, negative nature which had until then been 

suppressed. The extra-filmic intertext of this discourse was in how the nationalist press did 

not understand the war as a carefully planned military venture initiated in Belgrade but 

rather as a consequence of Serbs having an inherent propensity for such acts because, as the 

diasporic Hrvatski Vjesnik noted, “[a] wolf can change its coat but not its nature” and “their 

eternal dream for a ‘Greater Serbia’ remains and is still the same” (Kučina, 1999). Articles 

supportive of Madonna accepted this nationally derived motivation unquestioningly. This 

was reinforced by how discussion of Rade was prepositioned by references to his national 

identity, such as “Serb Rade”, “Rade is a Serb” and “the opportunistic Serb” (Jutarnji list, 

1999a: 26), indicating how he and his actions are defined by nationhood alone. 

 

The film’s review in Vijenac provided an expanded explanation for Hitrec’s motivation for 

transforming Rade “from a friend and co-worker into an antagonist and killer” (Marković, 

D., 1999). It alleges that “if the central part of the film is watched carefully, then it is visible 

that the economic and familial improvement of the protagonist appears as an object of envy 

for the person who will become the antagonist” (Marković, D., 1999). As such, the war is 

merely “a good excuse for an anyway bad person to achieve his dishonest and filthy 

intentions” (Marković, D., 1999). Whilst Vijenac was thus willing to search for greater 

explanation within the film, the answer to the problem is identical, namely that Rade, as the 
                                                
43 This development in the portrayal of the national Other was consistent with the content of the Croatian 
press. Initial reports had focussed on the underhand activities of Yugoslav secret agents, regularly speculating 
as to against whom they were “preparing assassinations” (Boljkovac, 1991: 5). Subsequently, however, this 
developed to talk about “bloodthirsty Chetniks” as “monstrous” and “lower human beings” (Marković, M., 
1991: 12). 
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film’s main Serb, is an inherently bad person. Given the nature of Rade’s crime against 

Ana, it would be necessary to consider gender identities, however Vijenac fails to advance 

beyond a strictly national interpretation, meaning that the only reason left for why the film’s 

villain turned out to be Rade, rather than the work’s initial negative character, Đuka, is his 

membership of the national outgroup. 

 

Besides critically recognising the overall crude division of characters, whereby “the Croats 

are all a squad of good guys and girls, whilst the Serbs are potential killers to whom the war 

has simply offered a chance to show off their true nature” (Polimac, 1999b), Nacional 

explained the plot flaws in Madonna directly through the filmmakers’ dogmatic depiction of 

Rade in particular. It argues that the “central dramatic illogicalness” of Madonna is in how 

the first half of the film is a love triangle between Kuzma, Ana and Đuka but that in the 

second half “Đuka completely vanishes from the film and Kuzma’s assistant, the Serb Rade 

[…], gets ever more space, evolving from a likeable troublemaker into a despicable 

criminal” (Polimac, 1999b). The question arising from this, therefore, is “why are Đuka and 

Rade not joined in one character?”, followed by the acerbic answer that “Hitrec Jnr. did not 

think of this because the dramatic logic of events is not the strong point of his directorial 

profile” and “Hitrec Snr. did not consider it because for him it is an unthinkable situation 

that a Serb would court a Croatian woman, he can only rape her.” (Polimac, 1999b). 

 

Novi list, based in Rijeka, a city which had been criticised by Croatian nationalists during 

the early 1990s as a “Serbian city” (Naprta, 1991: 11) due to its more liberal atmosphere, 

showed that not all audiences were willing to accept State-Building Cinema’s basic premise 

of national divisions. Whilst the likes of Vijenac and Nacional had sought more nuanced 

and precise depictions of the Serb-Croat dichotomy, Novi list refuted it outright. The 

character of Rade is recognised as a mere device to further the film’s dominant ideology, 

whereby he “changes his nature, attitudes, moods and orientations automatically like a doll 

with the pressing of a button by the invisible director” (Paquola, 1999). A more convincing 

depiction is not possible because the subject presented in the film is too far removed from 

the actual events which it was based upon, meaning that all that remains is the common 

label and a handful of superficial national flagging markers, such as a Cyrillic newspaper 

and a Crvena zvezda football poster. Whilst Hitrec identifies Rade and his colleagues as 

Serbs to the film’s viewers, Novi list picked up on how he presents them as undergoing an 

impossible transformation, whereby “[o]vernight the Slavonian Serbs begin to speak with 

ekavica pronunciations [and] start to write in Cyrillic” (Paquola, 1999). Contrary to the 

implications made within Madonna, neither ekavica nor ijekavica are markers of ethnicity 
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in Croatia. Likewise, the film’s assertion that the Serbian schoolchild would be unable to 

write in the Latin alphabet is implausible. In the early 1990s, not only did the overwhelming 

majority of Croatian Serbs use the Latin script during their daily lives but some even had 

difficulty when the national imperative compelled them to use the Cyrillic script (Glenny, 

1996: 12). 

 

Feral tribune adopted a derisive sarcasm in its dismissal of Madonna, particularly with 

regard to what it perceived to be a flawed depiction of the national outgroup to national 

ingroup audiences. Employing an exaggerated kajkavski dialect associated with the Zagreb 

bourgeoisie throughout the review, it mocked: 

 
Jesus, Jesus, those Serbs, what sort of people are they?! They find it easier to kill a 

man than a kid does to let out a tiny little fart (Jurak, 1999). 

 
It continues, adding “what can you tell about them when the best of them is prepared to kill 

his best friend’s wife”, especially when “that one really looked like a normal person” 

(Jurak, 1999). The faux, wholehearted assent to the film’s nationalist discourse against the 

Serbs in this review undermines the polemic divide made in the portrayal of heroic, 

victimised Croats and the villainous Serbs. Its derides how the film implies that Serbs are 

entirely foreign and unfamiliar to Croats, when the film itself shows the two nations living 

alongside each other. Above all, it ridicules the film, revealing how for some audiences 

State-Building Cinema did not warrant genuine commentary or consideration. The informal 

characteristics of the local Zagreb speech show that whilst the film conveys a pan-Croatian, 

integral national identity through national victimhood, established in opposition to ethnic 

Serbs, it is in fact a tool in a greater homogenising project aimed at imparting this discourse 

on a diverse and varied nation which experienced the war in different ways, including from 

the relative distance and safety of Zagreb. 

 

Madonna: local identity 

The construction of superficial national identities in Madonna adhered to a common 

national discourse which placed added emphasis on the consequences of the war in 

Croatia’s rural, eastern region of Slavonia. The Danubian city of Vukovar, historically home 

to a mixed Serbian and Croatian population, as well as other smaller minorities, had been a 

site of escalating tensions prior to the formal outbreak of war. In April 1991 Croatian 

Minister of Defence Gojko Šušak personally fired anti-tank missiles at properties in the 

mostly Serbian neighbourhood of Borovo Selo on the periphery of the city, whilst in May 

1991 the Battle of Borovo Selo ended with Serbian paramilitaries killing and mutilating 
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twelve Croatian policeman. The subsequent siege of Vukovar, carried out by the JNA and 

Serb paramilitaries, lasted for eighty-seven days, between August 1991 and November 

1991, as “some 700,000 missiles rained down on the city” (Weinstein and Stover, 2004: 8) 

and, by the time the meagrely equipped defenders eventually succumbed, the city was 

“largely reduced to rubble” (Lampe, 2000: 371). Aside from around 4,000 deaths which 

occurred during the siege (Bradarić, 2011), “at least two hundred sixty-four Croats and 

other non-Serbs”, mostly sheltered in the city’s hospital, were executed (IT-95-13/1-PT, 

2004: 11). Whereas the post-Second World War Yugoslav regime had based its unifying 

efforts around the Partisans’ victory, Croatian national identity was galvanised around 

victimhood. Živić, Špoljar Vržina, Lupis and Cvikić judge that “Croatian citizens 

spontaneously recognised Vukovar ’91 as the paradigm and basis of contemporary Croatian 

national identity” (Živić, Špoljar Vržina, Lupis and Cvikić, 2013: 8). The city’s value in 

Croatian national identity was exalted, particularly in the national press, whereby “Vukovar 

is today the pride of Croatia” precisely because it is “a symbol of Croatia’s war suffering” 

(Rožanković, 1996). This was understood in terms of national martyrdom, the city’s fall 

being described in terms of “its Calvary” (Rožanković, 1996). In Croatian State-Building 

Cinema, the Vukovar discourse is expanded to the whole of Slavonia, meaning that 

although the war affected other parts of the Croatia, and other things occur in Slavonia apart 

from the war, the region is used as a motif for the conflict and an arena for the framing of 

stark divisions of nationhood. 

 

Glas Slavonije, based in Slavonia’s regional centre of Osijek, recognised its local identity in 

Madonna, claiming that the film could be “particularly interesting for residents of Osijek” 

because “events take place in a Slavonian village” (Rešicki, 1999a). Nevertheless, this 

superficial positive identification through geographic commonality relied upon validation 

from a shared understanding of national identities. The newspaper’s coverage of the film 

was extensive in comparison to any other domestic productions. It wholeheartedly 

supported Madonna, stressing how it was met with “really long-lasting applause” by the 

Osijek audience (Rešicki, 1999b). Such a favourable reception was on account of both the 

film’s aesthetic and ideological content. The newspaper’s premiere review, in particular, 

praised the “flawlessly directed film” for its “strong internal dynamics and flawless 

rhythm”, the “exceptional montage”, “inspired filming” and also for how it was “flawlessly 

acted [by] absolutely everybody in this film” (Rešicki, 1999b).  

 

Supporting the ideological stance conveyed by Madonna, Glas Slavonije cited then 

contemporaneous events in Kosovo as evidence, noting that “[w]hoever doubts in the 
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slightest the plausibility of Hitrec’s script concerning events in Slavonia at the start of the 

Homeland War can, unfortunately, easily check today in Kosovo” (Rešicki, 1999b). The 

dehumanising of Croatia’s Serbs within the film’s narrative was supported in Glas 

Slavonije, the review referring to how “pillaging Serbian hordes have not changed one bit” 

(Rešicki, 1999b) and thereby implying that such behaviour is a national characteristic 

endemic to all Serbs. In making such a judgement, ostensibly garnered from direct wartime 

experience, the newspaper actually undermined the veracity of its own local identity by 

subjugating it to the broader generalisations of national identity. Slavonia’s Croats and 

Serbs had lived in harmony for decades, the newspaper’s own reporting prior to the 1990s 

being a clear testament to this given that it was void of an ethnic component. Glas Slavonije 

described Madonna as a film that “you should not miss, whether or not you are familiar 

with the events it speaks about” (Rešicki, 1999b). Familiarity was presumably on account of 

whether or not a viewer was Slavonian, the newspaper’s key identity, however the irony is 

how detached the film is from that which Slavonians experienced. Glas Slavonije was able 

to disclaim the film’s portrayal of national identities due to its own familiarity with the 

work’s local identity but, propagating the discourse of the truth about Croatia, it instead 

became complicit in the deception. 

 

Besides other works of Croatian State-Building Cinema, depictions of the conflict in 

Slavonia also feature in Serbian films. Tell Me Why You Left Me (Kaži zašto me ostavi, 

Novković, 1993) and Vukovar: A Story (Vukovar, jedna priča, Drašković, 1994) were both 

filmed in Vukovar whilst the city was under Serbian occupation, reversing the values 

attached to national collective identities as Serbs were afforded the roles of helpless victims, 

suffering at the hands of Croatian fascists. Irrespective of how Serbian filmmakers used 

Croatian national identity as the basis for a negatively valued outgroup, these films also 

necessitate a peripheral position within Croatian film culture given that this was 

nevertheless filmic activity in Croatia thematising nationhood. 

 

Madonna: transnational/regional identity 

During the 1990s, Croatian transnational identities were employed solely to augment 

national distinctions. Those which benefited the national ingroup were accepted, whilst 

those which were unwelcome were imparted upon national outgroups. Dismissing Croatia’s 

place within the Balkans, Croatian foreign minister Mate Granić stated in November 1996 

that “[a]s far as Croatia is concerned, it views itself as a Central European and 

Mediterranean country” (Duka, 1996: 12). With the end of Yugoslavia, Croatian nationalists 

promoted a discourse of returning to Europe. One cartoon in Slobodni tjednik from January 
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1991, labelled “Europe is not for everybody”, illustrated this (Orešković, 1991). The first of 

three illustrations shows Slovenes, dressed in suits, being led by interior minister Igor 

Bavčar who proclaims: 
 

The sun has started shining on the little Slovene window too! So let’s go, we can’t 

keep Europe waiting! (Orešković, 1991). 

 
The second illustration shows Tuđman doing the same with equally urbane Croats, 

paradoxically declaring “[l]et’s say goodbye to Yugoslavia because today we return to 

Europe, where we have always been” (Orešković, 1991). Some Croats, however, are turning 

around at the back of the group and frowning as a speech bubble enters the image reading 

“Oi! Hold on there!” (Orešković, 1991). In the third illustration Serbs are depicted as club-

wielding cavemen, hunchbacked and stylised as Chetniks, with beards, long hair and 

Šajkača hats, being led by Milošević who aggressively points a finger and demands that 

“[y]ou better explain why we can’t come with you!” (Orešković, 1991).44 Croatia’s national 

borders were therefore portrayed as Europe’s eastern frontier with the Croats as its guards, 

reviving the nation’s medieval role of antemurale christianitatis. 

 

State-Building Cinema conveyed Tuđmanism’s civilisational differences between Central 

European Croats and Balkan Serbs through the most basic physiological and psychological 

differences. In Madonna, Croatian characters are well dressed and smart whereas Serbian 

characters have a dishevelled appearance with clammy, unshaven faces and regularly swig 

from bottles of brandy. Whilst the Croats are shown as the very best of humanity, be that the 

artistry of Kuzma, the affable piety of the Catholic priest or the compassion of Santa 

towards his disabled nephew, Serbs are dehumanised, sadistic in their abuse of their former 

neighbours. This civilisational divide between the Central European, Croatian ingroup and 

the Balkan, Serbian outgroup undermined regional identities, depriving them of genuine 

transnationalism. No transnational exchange across borders could occur because this 

transnationalism was actually only an ampflication of a firmly delineated national divide. 

As a result, reviews of Madonna did not comment specifically upon regional identities 

because the focus which they afforded to Croatian and Serbian national identities already 

encompassed their views on Central European and Balkan identities respectively. 

  

                                                
44 Wartime animosity fixed such identities, for instance Vukovar doctor Zlatko Šimunović, introduced his 
published wartime diary, by outlining a difference between “the Western world, to whose civilisation and cul-
ture we [Croats] also belong” and Serbs who are “[s]emiliterate, drunk, contemporary Barbarians [who] de-
stroy everything that is Croatian” (Šimunović, 1995: 7). 
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Europe is not for everybody. Slobodni tjednik, 23/01/1991, 13  
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Madonna: gender identity 

A strong correlation exists between the extra-filmic intertext of gender identities in wider 

reporting during the 1990s and State-Building Cinema’s filmic depictions. As part of the 

process of establishing ideological independence from the Yugoslav past, “the new Croatian 

state needed to formulate the image of the new Croat man and the new Croat woman – the 

specific Croatian masculinity and femininity” (Simić, M., 2012: 89). The mainstream 

Croatian press propagated gender norms closely correlated with national identities. 

Positively valued Croatian women were depicted as passive and chaste, conceptualised as 

mothers and wives whose role was to loyally support the soldiers. One of the most 

frequently idealised Croatian women during this period was the actress Anja Šovagović-

Despot. Set to the tune of Lili Marleen, Šovagović-Despot headed a group of actresses who, 

in December 1991, released a song dedicated to Croatian soldiers in which she afforded 

herself the role of their collective wife or girlfriend, loyally awaiting their return: 
 

The day is gradually dawning, 

The night is fading, 

From out of my embrace 

You have to go to the front, 

But wherever you are  

Our moon and all the stars are with you, 

And know that I’m waiting for you,  

And know that I’m waiting for you (Schultze and Nola, 1992)45 

 
Šovagović-Despot accepted her role as the darling of the nation, giving interviews in which 

she advocated a nationalist discourse, for instance asserting that she no longer had contact 

with her former friends in Belgrade because “everything is either black or white, there’s no 

grey” (Homovec, 1991b). The intended depiction of Croatian femininity was well illustrated 

in a December 1991 pull-out calendar in Slobodni tjednik for the forthcoming year featuring 

Šovagović-Despot (Slobodni tjednik, 1991b). With understated make-up and wearing 

conservative clothes, she was photographed in soft-focus, looking off into the distance, 

whilst holding a candle which, in the pitch-blackness that surrounded her, had an 

unnaturally bright flame and featured a ribbon in Croatian colours and a Croatian coat of 

arms. 

 

                                                
45 The song’s kitsch aspect did not go unnoticed. Male members of cabaret ensemble Zagreb cabareta ended 
their 1992 performances with a satirised rendition in which they performed naked, hiding their genitalia 
between their legs so as to imitate the female anatomy (Stojsavljević, 1993a). 
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When, however, a national element was absent from commentary, the Croatian press treated 

Croatian women very differently. The female form was objectified during the 1990s, one of 

the most conspicuous ways in which this was manifested being the sexualisation of female 

youth. Often under the auspices of modelling contests, images appeared of girls between the 

ages of fourteen and seventeen in objectifying and often provocative poses, translucent 

clothing often leaving little or nothing to the reader’s imagination. Moreover, their ages 

were not hidden and accompanying blurbs often emphasised how the girls still attended 

school (Globus, 1993a; Globus, 1993b; Zadarski list, 1996a; Cigoj, 1996; Jutarnji list, 

1999b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Anja Šovagović-Despot, Croatian femininity when afforded a national perspective. Slobodni tjednik, 23/12/1991, 16-

17. 
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Men “just gawp at our breasts and long legs”. 15-year old Martina Talić in a translucent wet t-shirt, Croatian 

femininity when void of a national perspective. Globus, 30/08/1996, 29-31. 

 

Serbian women’s objectification was both critical and sexualising. An example of this was 

the Croatian Serb journalist Mila Štula who, as a critic of Tuđman, left Zagreb and moved 

to Belgrade where she worked for RTS as a mouthpiece for the Milošević regime. In this 

respect, any perceived treachery on her part was against Croats and Croatian institutions and 

so criticism should have been formed along national-political lines, yet within the 

nationalist media it was blended with misogyny. Evincing the impurity of the physical form 

which was attributed to women from the national outgroup, in April 1991 Slobodni tjednik 

described Štula as having “a terribly long nose, sickly thin lips, disgusting hair and a witchy 

wart on her left cheek” (Tardelli, 1991) and in August 1991 of looking “[j]ust like a 

transvestite” (Slobodni tjednik, 1991a), despite in both cases carrying flattering photographs 

of the journalist. Exhibiting the characterisations of overt sexualisation as a negative, 

Serbian outgroup quality in contrast to Croatian ingroup purity, Slobodni tjednik asserted 

that “[l]ike any Lili or Frida from the most miserable kind of brothel, Mila Štula 

unfortunately does not know how to rein in her very lowest instincts” (Tardelli, 1991). 
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As with all other collective identities during the 1990s, gender identities were passed 

through a nationalist filter in State-Building Cinema, meaning that traditional patriarchal 

delineations of what constituted male and female roles were complemented by an 

understanding of characters as decisively Croatian or Serbian men and women. Assessing 

gender identities in A Time For…, but equally valid for those found in Madonna, Simić 

describes how Croatian men are “are noble, good-looking, pious, brave, and self-

sacrificing”, compared to Serbs who are “depicted in the worst possible light, physically and 

ethically” (Simić, M., 2012: 90). Likewise, the Croatian woman is “a hardworking, self-

sacrificing, and virginal mother” who “needs to be exposed to the ultimate act of (ethnic) 

violence, rape” (Simić, M., 2012: 91). Through this “she stands not only for all Croatian 

women but even more so for the Croatian land itself, stripped and ravished by the enemy” 

(Simić, M., 2012: 91). Serbian women, by contrast, are “uncomfortably fleshy, vulgar, and 

promiscuous” since “[t]o demonize a woman efficiently is thus to portray her as (over) 

sexualised” (Simić, M., 2012: 91). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The discrediting of Serbian women through depictions of overt sexualisation. Mila Štula is referred to as a “whore” 

and a “huge slut” and awarded the “Order of the Golden Vibrator”.  Slobodni tjednik, 20/04/1991, 7. 
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Whilst male roles in State-Building Cinema require action to be taken, be that in Kuzma 

aggressively claiming Ana on the occasion of their first intercourse, fighting to save her 

during the battle or exacting revenge after her death, female roles were instead characterised 

by passivity. As a mother, wife or girlfriend, women in Croatian State-Building Cinema 

films like Madonna are only afforded an identity through how they relate to a more valued 

male character. At the point when Nina Violić was still scheduled to play Ana, she gave an 

interview in which she announced that she would “play a young, normal, free bride who is 

in love and only loves her husband and her child” (Haznadar, 1998a: 81), thus showing the 

one-dimensionality of the character. The value of Ana is not as a developed character but 

rather as a metaphor standing for the nation. Having posed for Kuzma, the sculpture of the 

Virgin Mary has Ana’s features, meaning that the Croatian mother and the mother of Jesus 

have now become one and are indistinguishable from each other. For the purpose of the 

discourse of victimhood, the character of the mother is ideal for sacrifice since, with the 

rape and then death of a character such as Ana at the hands of a Serb, the whole nation is in 

peril, along the lines of a “biblical parable: the Croatian family as the Holy family” 

(Nenadić, 1999: 84). By contrast, the one Serbian female character featured in the narrative 

is the negative television reporter from Belgrade. Unlike the passive and pure Ana, with her 

strong use of ekavica as a marker, she is brash and forceful, sexualising attention drawn to 

her physical appearance through heavy makeup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Croatian mother. Madonna. 
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The Holy Mother. Madonna. 

 

Motivated by nationalism, ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia had a significant gender 

component, whereby rape and other sex crimes were not just consequences of war but rather 

deliberate tactics (Evangelista, 2011: 80). The 1990s gender-orientated press, however, 

conveyed female identities which were submissive to patriarchal values. At no point did 

Gloria question the depiction of female identities in Madonna or how they related to 

gender-specific victimhood during the war. Instead, the extent of women’s interests in 

Gloria was limited to superficial coverage of celebrity culture, particularly their perpetually 

idealised family lives and fashion and beauty. For instance, in the build up to the release of 

Madonna, Lucija Šerbedžija appeared in a six-page photo-shoot with four other female 

celebrities which failed to give any significant information about her career or the nature of 

her upcoming role, assuming that the readership would be more interested in the actress’s 

opinion of Valentine’s Day (Colnago, 1999: 11). Gloria covered the premiere of Madonna, 

however this was as a notable event rather than with reference to the film. All 

accompanying images are of attending celebrities and analysis is second-hand, noting how 

“[Hitrec,] in many people’s opinions, has succeeded in making the best Croatian war film” 

and that the actors “through their good acting conveyed the value of the war melodrama” 

(Stipetić, 1999). All opinion is given from a distance, showing how it is presumed that the 

gendered readership of Gloria, despite enjoying the celebrity of the occasion, should not 

concern themselves with the actual subject.  
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Given the neglect of developed gender identities in Madonna, it is unsurprising that this was 

rarely an aspect which was commented on in the press. One exception to this is an interview 

with Lucija Šerbedžija in Večernji list. In this instance the newspaper identified gender as 

the primary identity relevant to Šerbedžija’s character, introducing how “in the first days of 

the Homeland War she experiences the most tragic situations which can happen to a 

woman: fleeing from grenades, they rape and kill her” (Oremović, 1999: 24). A universality 

of female experience is likewise assumed by Šerbedžija who claims that “[i]t’s a girl who is 

not too different from me, it’s just I have never found myself in such dramatic situations” 

(Oremović, 1999: 24). Given Ana’s superficiality, there is nevertheless the sense that any 

similarities which one might find are based on the most perfunctory of elements which, in 

any case, adhere to patriarchal expectations, such as heterosexual romance and motherhood. 

 

Young Croatian Cinema: besides, why shouldn’t we make fun of ourselves 

Despite remaining institutionally marginalised by the Tuđmanist regime’s favouritism 

towards State-Building Cinema directors and lacking a coherent discourse beyond 

disobedience towards State-Building Cinema’s conception of collective identities, Young 

Croatian Cinema nevertheless proved highly influential. By providing audiences with a 

broader array of identities compared to the stifling national imperative of State-Building 

Cinema, come the decade’s conclusion, all of the feature films with the highest viewership 

belonged to this discourse and, with socio-political reforms in 2000, it developed into the 

following decade’s dominant approach. 

 

How The War Started on My Island: synopsis 

How The War Started on My Island is set on a fictional Adriatic island immediately prior to 

the start of war. It begins with an elder gentleman, Zagreb art historian Blaž Gajski, 

travelling as the sole passenger by coach and then boat to the island. His son Zoran is 

undertaking military service with the JNA there and Blaž, worried for his safety as tensions 

escalate, plans to take him out of the barracks and back home to Zagreb. Upon arrival, 

however, the town’s streets are deserted. After wandering for some time, he discovers that 

all of the residents are gathered around a makeshift stage in front of the barracks. From 

here, they are using a loudspeaker, to petition the barracks’ long-standing Serbian 

commander, Aleksa, to allow the Croatian recruits stationed there to go free and to 

surrender the barracks to the Croats. Directed by the amateurish Croatian forces, speeches 

are given by Aleksa’s wife and lover, both women from the island, who beseech him to 

leave the barracks, as well as performances by a motley array of local performers such as a 

rock band and Aleksa’s bodybuilding club. The stakes are raised as Aleksa mines the 
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barracks with explosives, threatening to detonate them if the Croats do anything untoward. 

Close to giving up, Blaž reticently agrees to visit a man who has been pestering him to take 

a look at his paintings since discovering that he is an art historian. Unexpectedly, Blaž is 

highly impressed by the works and, over a number of drinks, begins talking to the man. It 

turns out that he is a JNA major who has been marginalised since the Croatian moves 

towards independence. The pair concoct a plan whereby Blaž will borrow his uniform and 

pretend to be a visiting major, thus tricking Aleksa into surrendering the arms stored in the 

barracks and freeing the Croatian troops. Despite initially refusing to sanction the plan, the 

Croatian forces realise that this is their only hope and coach Blaž in the rhetorical language 

he will require. After a shaky performance, Blaž deceives Aleksa and the plan succeeds. 

With the weapons removed from the barracks and Blaž reunited with Zoran, word reaches 

Aleksa of his mistake. Enraged, he commands the remaining recruits to open fire on the 

protesters. Everybody flees to safety apart from the hapless local poet, Dante, who, having 

finally been given the opportunity to perform, delivers a perfect rendition of Matoš’s poem 

1909 whilst dying amidst a flurry of bullets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Blaž. How The War Started on My Island.  
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Aleksa (left) and his wife (right). How The War Started on My Island. 

 

How The War Started on My Island: release 

Upon its release, initially at the August 1996 Pula festival and then in national cinema 

distribution from November 1996, How The War Started on My Island was received 

concurrently as confirmation of Young Croatian Cinema’s establishment and also the first 

major domestic hit in post-independence Croatia. Vjesnik identified 1996 as the year in 

which alternative elements which had emerged at the previous year’s festival were 

confirmed as a trend, whereby “[a]fter last year’s boom with films by Ivan Salaj, Jelena 

Rajković, Zrinko Ogreste and Luka Nola, this year the generational tradition continued with 

Vinko Brešan, was confirmed by Snježana Tribuson and was extolled by Bruno Gamulin” 

(Sömen, 1996a). Despite this being his first feature film, Vijenac was already convinced that 

Brešan was “one of the most notable members of the Young Croatian Cinema movement” 

(Kurelec, 1996). 

 

By the film’s release, with swelling audiences, Globus was in a position to proclaim that it 

was How The War Started on My Island “which, in many people’s opinions, marks the real 

start, D-Day for Young Croatian Cinema” (Tomić V., 1996a). Slobodna Dalmacija 

proclaimed that in How The War Started on My Island, “Croatia has in fact got its first 

domestic hit” and that it is a film “which in Croatia has almost caused hysteria” (Pavičić, 

1996a). It recounted how touts were trading tickets for sold-out screenings in Zagreb for the 

hugely inflated price of 100 Kuna and in Split the window of a cinema’s ticket-booth 

shattered due to the over-crowding (Pavičić, 1996a). Although some of the lustre from the 
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film’s initial release faded, Globus subsequently judging that “[w]e should not expect 

anything in Croatian cinema after Brešan: Croatia is a country with bad directors and one 

swallow does not make a summer” (Tomić V., 1996b), there was nevertheless the view that 

How The War Started on My Island represented, in the words of Slobodna Dalmacija, the 

beginning of Croatian cinema’s “[r]econciliation with viewers” (Pavičić, 1996a). 

 

One of the explanations given for the popular success of How The War Started on My 

Island amongst national audiences has been the synergy of genre and timing. Where 

Madonna was released at a point when nationalist fervour had waned, Nacional recognised 

in March 1999 that “Brešan’s film was made at the right historical moment, after Operations 

Flash and Storm, when Croatia regained the majority of Serb occupied territories, and so the 

public was prepared to laugh at that which a year earlier had not been so entertaining” 

(Polimac, 1999b). In December 1999, the magazine compared the release to that of Brešan’s 

second feature film, Marshall, itself a major domestic hit in 1999. It noted that How The 

War Started on My Island enjoyed “incomparably better timing” and that the anti-

Tuđmanist political allegory of Marshall had missed its optimum release period, by then 

resorting to “dissecting the [HDZ’s] already somewhat stinking corpse” (Polimac, 1999c). 

 

How The War Started on My Island entered cinemas at a time of growing discontent with 

Tuđman’s regime and its excesses of power. With the bonds of wartime nationalism 

dissipating, alternative, non-national identities were more commonly articulated, conveying 

dissent. One such instance was the expression of a local, urban Zagreb identity throughout 

1996. Constituting the primary extra-filmic intertext of How The War Started on My Island, 

in November 1996 this culminated with a large-scale, albeit peaceful, protest on Zagreb’s 

Ban Jelačić Square, demonstrating against the regime’s refusal to issue a broadcasting 

license to the independent radio station Radio 101. With the ousting of the former editor, 

Tuđmanist-loyalist Anđelko Glibo, the station’s new editor Zrinka Vrabec had stressed to 

Nacional in June 1996 that “Radio 101 is an urban fact” and “it could not be run by 

anybody who was not born on the asphalt” (Čadež, 1996: 16). Young Croatian Cinema 

mirrored this standpoint, Škrabalo recognising how it was “permeated by our urban 

sensibilities” (Škrabalo, 1999: 26). 

 

Whilst the fate of Radio 101 galvanised the populous, it “was really the single drop which 

made the glass of stupidity which had been filling up every day overflow” (Vijenac, 1996). 

Zagreb had been without a mayor for a year by this point as Tuđman refused to endorse the 

SDP’s candidates for the role on the grounds that he would not allow the country’s capital 
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city to fall into opposition hands. Amongst this discontent, an unlikely alliance formed 

between the liberal Radio 101 and the conservative Bad Blue Boys, the supporters group of 

Zagreb’s main football club which, in an unpopular move, Tuđman had renamed from 

Dinamo Zagreb to Croatia Zagreb on the basis that a national identity was preferable to one 

with communist connotations. More widely, promised improvements in living standards had 

not been felt and, without the war to serve as an excuse or distraction, it appeared that a new 

authoritarian political elite had opportunistically ensconced themselves in power without 

regard for the electorate.46 Nenadić described the preposterousness of the situation in 

December 1996, noting how “a member of the commission which decided about awarding 

licences can announce that Radio 101 is politicised, speaking from the position of a party 

which has completely politicised our whole lives” (Vijenac, 1996). Unlike states which had 

protested against the political domination of a single Communist party, with the instalment 

of Tuđman’s HDZ, Croats had merely replaced one authoritarian system with a different 

one. As such, these protests constituted the first popular uprising and marked “the real birth 

of post-communism in Croatia”, whereby “November 1996 is, for Croatia, a delayed 

November 1989” (Pavičić, 1996c). Pavičić subsequently expanded upon this to suggest that 

for the remainder of socialist Europe the post-1989 period is an “after history”, a period 

without exceptional or epic events, whereas for Yugoslavia it amounted to “intensified 

history” (Pavičić, 2011: 98). 

 

Brešan attended the protest on Ban Jelačić Square and confessed to being “terribly proud” 

with how his film’s memorable catchphrase had been adopted by protesters who shouted 

“Sapunar, come home, I’ve cooked you pašta-šuta” (Lončar, 1996a: 8-9). The phrase was 

used in opposition to Marko Sapunar, a university professor in journalism who had sat on 

the licensing commission and opposed Radio 101, meaning that, as an academic with links 

to the trade, he was deemed in these circumstances to embody the character of Aleksa, 

misguidedly placing his allegiance with the wrong side. With this outcry, Brešan admitted 

that he “realised that [his] film had definitely entered into common parlance” (Latin, 1996: 

33). 

 

Bergson reasoned that the role of humour is to reprimand since “[l]aughter is, above all, a 

corrective” and “[b]y laughter, society avenges itself for the liberties taken with it” 
                                                
46 This was notable in the privatisation of the socialist economy where Tuđman notoriously favoured the 
creation of a Croatian social elite comprised of two hundred dominant families. These were afforded 
“preferential treatment in privatizing top companies” which “[i]n most cases […] involved very dubious 
transfers of property or majority stakes and included so-called ‘managerial credits’ that were awarded to select 
individuals by state-owned banks and that could be used to buy shares” (Kusovac, 2000). 
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(Bergson, 1911: 92). In How The War Started on My Island this humour was directed 

against the dominant Tuđmanist imagining of society. Without the war to direct focus upon 

strictly national identities demanding absolute loyalty, it became “impossible to trick people 

using national unity any more” (Pavičić, 1996c). A plurality of alternative voices gained the 

confidence to speak out, however, at an institutional level, there was uncertainty as to how 

to treat them. Should they be embraced or censured? In December 1996, Globus suggested 

that “if the television bosses had known precisely what sort of humour was involved, 

Brešan’s film would never have been filmed” (Tomić V., 1996b). Straying from the 

anticipated Tuđmanist interpretation of national identity and the war, How The War Started 

on My Island was initially introduced as a “controversial film” (Oremović, 1996a). Due to 

the film’s comic genre, Brešan was asked at the film’s initial festival screening in Pula 

whether he “fear[ed] that in certain circles the horrors of war which we have experienced 

should not be spoken about in a humorous way?” (Oremović, 1996b). Thereafter, until the 

time of the work’s cinema release, speculation of institutional suppression was abound since 

“[i]t has been written for weeks in newspapers that Antun Vrdoljak will ban the film 

because of the inappropriate way in which it presents the JNA and our people” (Oremović, 

1996a). Nevertheless, Brešan acknowledged the participatory role of the press in generating 

the film’s deviant identity, revealing that “[t]here was various gossiping and nonsense was 

said” but “I only ever read about it in newspapers” (Oremović, 1996a). In spite of such 

disclaimers, a dissident identity has stuck with the film which was thereafter judged 

apocryphally to have “avoided being banned by a hair’s breath” (Starčević, 1997: 74). 

 

The Croatian press was overwhelmingly positive towards How The War Started on My 

Island and even those newspapers which had initially been lukewarm in their 

commendation after its Pula screening were trumpeting its success by the time of its cinema 

distribution, the film often maintaining a presence within publications through regular 

updates on its burgeoning viewing figures. Initially, Večernji list had been measured in its 

praise, describing the film in August 1996 as a “respectable and literate debut work” 

(Ilinčić, 1996a). It had afforded Gamulin’s The Seventh Chronicle (Sedma kronika, 

Gamulin, 1996) the accolade of “the best film of this year’s Festival” on the grounds that it 

is “a story about fleeing from Goli otok, about suffering and sacrifice” (Ilinčić, 1996b) 

therefore conforming to expectations of cinema as a conveyor of national victimhood. 

Nevertheless, by the time of the November cinema release of How The War Started on My 

Island, the same newspaper spoke of it as “indisputably the best new shoot of new Croatian 

cinema” (Oremović, 1996c). 
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Even newspapers which were more closely associated with the regime were willing to 

embrace the work, as an example of a successful national product, rather than rejecting it as 

something which emerged as a challenge to the dominant national narrative. Vjesnik 

commended How The War Started on My Island as an “entertaining, witty comedy” and 

“proof of how you can make much from very little” (Sömen, 1996b). Upon its cinema 

release, the newspaper located the film within a broader context of how “[i]n the not so 

distant war years, domestic cinema did not get to grips especially well by relying upon 

quickly produced, commemorative, pathetic epics and slogan-filled orders without logical 

dramaturgical justification or honesty” and that “[b]ecause of this, we could hardly wait for 

the emergence of a new, fresh style in domestic cinema” (Sömen, 1996c). The newspaper 

was seemingly ignorant to the irony of how it was the regime which Vjesnik had itself 

supported which enforced such social identities both in cinema and broader society.  

 

The most notable anomaly in the reception of How The War Started on My Island within the 

domestic press came from Novi list, a newspaper which had not only opposed Tuđmanism 

but, based in Rijeka, was also located within the Mediterranean sphere shared by Brešan’s 

work. Although initial reviews in August 1996 were expectedly positive, describing it as an 

“excellent film” (Ćurić, 1996) and recognising how “the audience in the Arena and the 

critics in their reviews have received the film well” (Štambuk, 1996), there was a sea-

change upon the work entering cinemas. Whilst even the Tuđmanist press had approved of 

the comedy genre as an alternative to melodrama, Novi list bemoaned how the “[l]aughter in 

the theatre during screenings, which has been the crowning argument of some critics 

regarding the indisputable quality of the film, is a probable expression of frustration, 

misunderstanding and confusion” (Paquola, 1996). It dismissed How The War Started on 

My Island as the “practising of an amateur” and, placing it within a national perspective, 

judged that “Croatian cinema absolutely does not deserve such practising” (Paquola, 1996). 

 

How The War Started on My Island: national identity 

Although How The War Started on My Island sets up a clear division between the film’s 

main Croat and Serb characters, physically dividing them with the gates to the barracks, the 

values attached to these identities are less divisive than in works of State-Building Cinema. 

Just as the Croats are not handsome, noble heroes destined for collective victimhood, Serbs 

are spared of knife-wielding Chetnik stereotypes. Characters in How The War Started on 

My Island were instead recognised as having been granted identities which are not 

determined solely in accordance with national identities, Vijenac noting in July 1996 how 

“everybody on the island wants to achieve their own ambitions and get as good a position as 
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possible” and “[s]o the plumber wants to be a military leader, the bodybuilder an 

intellectual, the shrew a demure wife, the art historian a secret agent [and] the village idiot a 

hero” (Ožegović, 1996). 

 

The majority of that which was been written directly about national identity in How The 

War Started on My Island is orientated around recognition of its heightened nuancing, 

particularly with regard to the character of Aleksa. In August 1999, Branko Bauer criticised 

State-Building Cinema on the grounds that “you can’t make a good film at the moment 

when only black and white dramaturgy exists, until something human exists in the enemy 

too, until you perceive the events from his position and understand his motivations” 

(Sabalić, 1999: 60). Brešan argued in November 1996 that Aleksa “is above all a character” 

and a “film should not be black and white in its depictions of relations” because “[e]ven the 

very worst villains must have a recognisable dimension with which we can identify” 

(Oremović, 1996a). Decrying “[t]he sort of films about ‘How a young hero saves the town 

from Chetniks’”, Brešan proposed that “a film is only as strong as its ‘villain’” and films 

should not be made “so as to satisfy the expectations of this or that person, a film should be 

made for its audience” (Perišić, 1996: 33).  

 

Aleksa, as the national other, avoids being demonised or animalised. Unlike the baseless 

actions of Rade in Madonna, explicable only by an inherent negativity assigned to his 

national identity, Aleksa constitutes a character in the fullest sense and his behaviour is 

guided by clear motivations. Although he is a Serb in the JNA, the film stresses how he is 

not an outsider to the people on the other side of the fence. Rather than demanding that the 

Serb leaves their island, the Croats in fact want him to join them.47 The difference between 

a Yugoslav Serb and the Croats is deemed less important to the protesters than the 

commonality which they all share as fellow residents of the island. Aleksa is shown to be 

intimately connected to them, to the extent that not only is his wife a local woman but so too 

is his lover. Feral tribune, as a publication averse to nationalism, accepted this discourse 

fully, recognising that Aleksa is, “in comparison to various other caricatures thus far, a full-

                                                
47 Calls for exile were not unheard of. Some residents of Silba, the island where Rade Šerbedžija owns a 
property, made it clear that he was no longer welcome. In November 1996 Zadarski list wrote of how “this 
actor wants to once again live on the beautiful Silba, in the peace and quiet of the island idyll, without regard 
for it now being in an independent Croatian state, one which fought with blood for that place under the sun 
against insatiable Serbian monsters, the friends of Rade Šerbedžija” (Zadarski list, 1996b). It quoted the 
president of Zadar’s city council, under whose jurisdiction the island falls, as saying that “just before the start 
of the war the people of Silba sent letters to all the Serbs from Serbia who have holiday homes on Silba that 
they should no longer come to their island, and until now not one of them has broken the decision of Silba’s 
residents” (Zadarski list, 1996b). 
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blooded character” who is “tragically torn between the civilian and the military, in fact 

between life and politics” (Perišić, 1996: 33). Brešan’s construction of the national other as 

a domestic neighbour rather than a domestic outsider or destructive invader, set a 

benchmark, to the extent that in March 1999 Nacional referred back to Aleksa in its 

criticism of Hitrec’s clichéd characterisations in Madonna, describing him favourably as 

“more like a local circus performer rather than a bloodthirsty Serbian criminal” (Polimac, 

1999b). 

 

As a complex character who is eventually defeated, the depiction of Aleksa prevented 

interpretations of national identity in How The War Started on My Island from ever 

submitting to the xenophobia directed at Serbs in parts of the Croatian press, because this 

relied upon Croatian victimhood. Consequently, more liberal publications such as Novi list 

viewed Aleksa as “more comic than malicious” (Ćurić, 1996). Nevertheless, much of the 

mainstream press struggled to fully extricate itself from habits which had been picked up 

during half a decade of exposure to Tuđmanist understandings of national identity. 

Affirming a positive value amongst their Croatian ingroup, some publications emphasised 

Aleksa’s negativity. In a mild instance, Globus judged in August 1997 that the audience’s 

laughter was “at the expense of Aleksa who won’t go home” (Starčević, 1997: 74), thus 

overlooking how the behaviour of Croatian characters also serves as a plentiful source of 

comic devices. Despite deeming How The War Started on My Island to be an “honestly 

cunning and brilliant creation” and “a true masterpiece”, in August 1996 Nacional 

exaggerated the film’s criticism of the Serbian national other, claiming that it “mercilessly 

mocks the JNA and that nation which freely dominated that army after the death of Josip 

Broz Tito” (Gotovac, 1996). Such an assessment is hard to reconcile given that whilst 

Yugoslav political rhetoric is indeed parodied when Blaž is trained to use stock phrases, 

Aleksa’s Serbian ethnicity is not the subject of any comic elements.  

 

Likewise, some reviews rejected the unbecoming, grotesque depiction of the film’s Croats. 

In August 1996, for example, Večernji list was forgiving of its Croatian ingroup’s failings 

within the film, describing these characters as “colourful”, compared with Aleksa, the 

representative of the Serbian outgroup, who is condemned as “frenzied” (Ilinčić, 1996a). 

Criticising how Brešan’s film “has very little humour”, the anomalous negative review in 

Novi list judged that comic elements which were present came “mostly at the expense of 

Croats” (Paquola, 1996). Characters were thus understood solely as national representatives 

rather than individuals for whom nationhood was just one aspect, and the mocking of those 

identified with the national self was deemed impermissible. 
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How The War Started on My Island was a product of its context, however sometimes this 

context weighed too heavily upon it. On the occasion of an August 1999 television 

screening, Slobodna Dalmacija introduced the film by providing an extended historical 

contextualisation which was completely unnecessary. It is unimaginable that domestic 

viewers would not have been aware of how “[a]fter the first free parliamentary elections, the 

Croatian Sabor decided to secede from the Yugoslav federation and establish an 

independent and sovereign Republic of Croatia” (Slobodna Dalmacija, 1999). Through 

affirmation of the historical statehood discourse, this positively supported the Croatian 

ingroup identity. Croatia was given its full name and linked to favourable concepts such as 

freedom, sovereignty and independence, whilst Yugoslavia was spoken of evasively as the 

Yugoslav federation and thus not afforded equal recognition. This was supplemented by the 

description of Aleksa as “almost completely crazy” (Slobodna Dalmacija, 1999) but 

omission of the Croatian characters’ flaws. 

 

How The War Started on My Island: transnational/regional identity 

The main way in which the potential for overtly nationalist readings of How The War 

Started on My Island was diluted came with a widespread awareness of transnational 

identities. Deconstructing the work’s comic components, Feral tribune judged that the film 

contained “Czech-Menzelesque comedy (small-town, good-willed humour), Mediterranean-

Felliniesque (local circus humour) and newly composed Serbian comedy (‘Once upon a 

time there was an Albanian, a Slovene and a Montenegrin…’)” (Jurak, 1996). 

Understanding these elements as broader categories, this amounted to recognition of the 

work’s three transnational identities, namely Central European, Mediterranean and Balkan 

respectively. Nevertheless, acceptance, or even recognition, of these identities, and through 

which characters precisely they were portrayed, differed between publications. 

 

By the 1990s the Balkan identity was overwhelmingly rejected by Croats who transposed it 

upon their national other, the Serbs. In its mildest manifestation, this took the form of Novi 

list recognising the work’s various transnational elements and thus labelling it as “Švejk 

from the Island of Mrduša Donja” in August 1996 (Ćurić, 1996). This assigned clear values 

to the different identities. A common Central European humour through similarities to 

Hašek’s celebrated character and the importance of the film’s Mediterranean location were 

favourably understood. Reference to A Performance of Hamlet in Mrduša Donja (Predstava 

Hamlet u Mrduši Donjoj, Papić, 1973), also written by Ivo Brešan, which grotesquely 

depicted corruption and ignorance amongst those in positions of power in a Yugoslav 
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village attested to a malignant Balkan identity. The newspaper continued to reason that 

“[w]e can bang our heads and say how we are Mediterranean, but at the same time behave 

Balkan” (Ćurić, 1996). It thus recognised a Balkan identity as present within the film, and 

even apportions it to the Croatian national ingroup, but did so as a criticism, as something 

othered which one should aim to liberate oneself from. As such, the Balkans are not a 

synthesis of all elements found within them, rather they are preordained as a negative 

alternative to noble Mediterranean and Central European identities. This represents a freeze-

frame of Bakić-Hayden’s “nesting orientalisms”, whereby a gradation of negative Orients 

exist, contracting inwards every time the dichotomy of the self versus the other is 

reproduced (Bakić-Hayden, 1995: 918). 

 

Vijenac also recognised all three transnational identities as present within How The War 

Started on My Island but was more divisive as to which characters portrayed which identity. 

It described the work as “an important joining of the Mediterranean and Central European 

traditions”, manifested through “the main character of an art historian who comes from the 

continent” and the depiction of “the conflict between a Mediterranean civilisation and a 

repressive machinery” (Kurelec, 1996). With Blaž assigned the Central European identity 

and the amassed townsfolk embodying the Mediterranean civilisation, all that remains is for 

this repressive machinery, embodied by Aleksa and the soldiers, to be assigned the othered 

Balkan identity. Such a reading of the film’s transnational identities is problematic, 

however, since the protesters and Aleksa are not in conflict but instead endure a blend of 

negotiations, petitioning and prolonged stalemate. Vijenac assumes that the Balkan identity 

is in opposition to the other two identities, which fails to recognise that Aleksa is not an 

outsider to those stood across the wasteland but rather, as a fellow islander, one of them. If 

Aleksa is to be afforded the Balkan identity then it is not as an outsider but as a component 

within an inclusive mosaic. This, however, conflicts with the film’s extra-filmic Tuđmanist 

intertext which asserted that Mediterranean and Central European Croatia would not permit 

links to the Balkans.48 

 

Other parts of the media viewed How The War Started on My Island as free from Balkan 

elements and consequently judged it positively. Večernji list prioritised the film’s 

Mediterranean identity, describing Brešan’s work as “a series of small, portrait situations 

with a recognisable Italian/Mediterranean influence in a story about the bitter-sweet 

                                                
48 Tuđman’s aforementioned speech to these ends, on the occasion of Croatia’s accession to the European 
Council (see page 114), was made the day before this article in Vijenac was published. 
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practising of life” (Ilinčić, 1996a). The newspaper went on to praise the work, comparing it 

favourably to that which it perceived to be unwarranted institutional support for Zrinko 

Ogresta’s Washed Out (Ogresta, 1995). This was on the grounds that Washed Out “depicts a 

Croatian solider in some dark Balkan country where a dark war took place” (Ivkošić, 1996), 

therefore constituting an unacceptable, negative valuation of the national ingroup. In 

contrast, How The War Started on My Island was a work “which would show the world that 

Croatia liberated itself not just with blood but also with vivacity and laughter and a natural 

Mediterranean and Central European aversion towards Yugoslavia and its JNA” (Ivkošić, 

1996). This meant that the film was understood as positively affirming the ingroup identity 

in opposition to the Yugoslav outgroup, which by default was left with a Balkan identity. 

 

In only referring to Mediterranean and Central European identities, parts of the media 

disavowed the film’s Balkan identity by not crediting it with recognition. The implication 

was that the Balkans were foreign, imported and non-Croatian. Škrabalo, for instance, 

unequivocally linked the two favoured transnational identities for the purpose of positive 

national ingroup affirmation, claiming that “How The War Started on My Island can be 

experienced as an authentically Croatian film precisely because in its best features it is both 

Mediterranean and Central European” (Škrabalo, 1999: 24). Coverage of the film in Vjesnik 

overtly referred to positively valued Mediterranean and Central European transnational 

identities but only hinted at a Balkan identity. In November 1996, it described how “[t]o 

search for the comic in the tragic, and the sad in the funny – this is the Mediterranean way 

of thinking which indeed functions perfectly in this film”, and likewise recognised how the 

work portrays “the tenderness of Central European relaxedness in ‘our little village’” 

(Sömen, 1996c). The newspaper only alluded to the Balkan identity through repeated 

assertions of how Brešan’s work has similarities to Krsto Papić’s 1971 documentary A 

Small Village Event (Mala seoska priredba, Papić, 1971) (Sömen, 1996b; Sömen, 1996c; 

Sömen, 1996d). Papić’s depiction of a village talent show and beauty contest is not 

dissimilar to the performances staged by Croats in front of Brešan’s barracks and contained 

elements which by the 1990s would be associated with a Balkan Cinema discourse, such as 

the carnivalesque and comic, albeit sympathetic, depictions of provincial communities. 

Nevertheless, Vjesnik did not focus on this because it would entail recognising a positive 

value to Croatia’s Balkan identity, something which the nationalist media disavowed as 

negative and foreign. 
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The local beauty contest takes place on a stage in front of an audience. A Small Village Event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The local bodybuilding club appeals to Aleksa on the stage in front of an audience. How The War Started on My 

Island. 

 

One of the most unexpected aspects of the reception to How The War Started on My Island 

was the failure of Slobodna Dalmacija, with its Dalmatian identity falling within a 

Mediterranean sphere, to fully embrace the work when screened at Pula. The newspaper did 

not review Brešan’s film on the occasion of its initial Pula screening. Initially, it was 

dismissively located within a conceptual “Potemkin village” (Pavičić, 1996b) on account of 

the festival’s six films being mostly either low-budget television productions or having 
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already been released. Little had changed by the event’s conclusion. The newspaper judged 

that from the festival’s repertoire there were “only two and a half films”, with The Seventh 

Chronicle and Nausicaa (Nausikaja, Ruić, 1995) constituting fully fledged films and How 

The War Started on My Island denigrated as the additional half on the grounds that it “is a 

TV film conceived to be both a mini series and distributed in cinemas” (Slobodna 

Dalmacija, 1996b). This lack of coverage before the film’s popularity hyperboled can be 

contrasted against the same publication’s extensive and prolonged coverage throughout 

April 1995 of Jakov Sedlar’s nationalist melodrama Our Lady. Set in Herzegovina, also part 

of the newspaper’s geographic sphere, the political orthodoxy of Seldar’s work, despite its 

infuriation of the Roman Catholic Church in Croatia, meant that the critical and commercial 

failure was flatteringly covered in great detail. One edition, for example, even included an 

Our Lady-themed crossword (Slobodna Dalmacija, 1995). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our Lady-themed crossword. Slobodna Dalmacija, 28/04/1995, 20-21. 
 

How The War Started on My Island: local identity 

In July 1996, Vijenac described how “Brešan’s film talks about the war from a distance and 

with much humour, which shows how the painful subject of the war and everything which 

we have gone through can be shown from a different perspective, and not just emotionally” 

(Ožegović, 1996). Published by an institution which derives its authority from the division 
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of culture into national traditions, this statement presupposed a single collective national 

audience for How The War Started on My Island. Not only did this disregard Croatia’s 

viewers who possess alternative national identities, notably the Croatian Serbs whose local 

belonging is even featured in the film through Aleksa, but also how, even within a single 

national identity, the experience of the war was far from uniform. Whilst Croatia was at war 

during the 1990s, this does not mean that all who lived in Croatia took up arms in the way 

depicted in Madonna. Compared with the full force of war which was directed against 

communities in Slavonia, villages on Adriatic islands like that depicted in How The War 

Started on My Island had an altogether different experience. Whilst Brešan’s island serves 

as a metaphor for the outbreak of the whole conflict, it also presents a specific local 

environment, described by Globus as the “[o]ld stone houses and streets […] of an island’s 

small-town” (Tomić Ž., 1996).49 

 

The island in How The War Started on My Island is fictitious and was in fact filmed on the 

mainland in Šibenik, hometown of both Ivo and Vinko Brešan, around the Šibenik Canal 

and in nearby Primošten. The director, however, was unequivocal about the work’s local 

identity, particularly when speaking to Šibenik’s local newspaper Šibenski list, describing it 

as “a terribly Šibenikian film” (Lončar, 1996a: 8). This local identity was accepted within 

elements of the national press, Globus recognising in an interview with Brešan that the 

director “speak[s] with great love and melancholy about Šibenik” (Latin, 1996: 32). 

 

Šibenski list was highly supportive of How The War Started on My Island, its eventual 

arrival in Šibenik, three weeks after the Zagreb premiere, being front page news heralded by 

the headline that the film was “[f]inally in Šibenik too” (Šibenski list, 1996). The newspaper 

embraced the work as “[t]he most Šibenikian film of all time” (Lončar, 1996b). Afforded a 

premiere screening in the city, the newspaper’s coverage of the event was not dissimilar to 

the way in which Glas Slavonije would mark the release of Madonna, the film’s local 

identity adjudged to be of added relevance to the local readers. Šibenski list stressed how the 

work would be of interest to local audiences, noting that the “people of Šibenik now know 

what the whole of Croatia is laughing about” and that the director of the city’s cinema had 

“promise[d] that the film will play for as long as it takes for every last resident of Šibenik to 

see it” (Lončar, 1996a: 8). In an interview with the newspaper, Brešan made every effort to 

                                                
49 For small-town, Globus wrote “malog mista”. This is in ikavica speech local to Dalmatia, compared with 
the standard language’s ijekavica. The term is synonymous with the culture of everyday life in Adriatic 
settlements, lending itself to the cult television series Naše malo misto (RTV Zagreb, 1970), which first aired 
in 1970 and 1971, followed by Velo misto in 1980 and 1981. 
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draw a link between his product and those who possessed the local identity, stating “I know 

the Šibenikians, they know me” and describing how “as a Šibenikian, it is my life’s wish to 

make a film with Šibenikians and for them” (Lončar, 1996a: 8-9).50 In contrast to the 

national imperative which framed the film as a success story for Croatian national cinema, 

when speaking with Šibenski list, Brešan contracted the film’s dimensions to fit those of his 

childhood town, noting how “[a]ll the elements in that film are Šibenikian” and listing how 

“[t]he writer is from Šibenik, the director, and the editor, the costume designer is a 

Šibenikian lass, the sound editor is from Šibenik, the people of Šibenik act in it, it’s filmed 

in Šibenik and it would have been natural for the first screening to be in Šibenik” (Lončar, 

1996a: 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Local coverage of How The War Started on My Island. Šibenski list, 30/11/1996, 8-9. 

 

 

 
                                                
50 Despite this statement, Brešan’s local affiliation was fluid depending upon circumstances. Less than one 
year earlier, in January 1996, when bestowed with the City of Zagreb Award for his 1993 documentary 
Communal Lunch (Zajednički ručak, Brešan, 1993) about a kitchen for refugees in Zagreb’s Maksimir 
neighbourhood, Brešan afforded himself an identity attached to the Croatian capital. Slobodna Dalmacija 
explained that “he is especially proud of the City of Zagreb Award […] because, as he puts it, he always deals 
with Zagreb in his films, and he is linked to the city by his birth, even though he spent his childhood in 
Šibenik” (Brnić, 1996). 
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Local coverage of Madonna. Glas Slavonije, 01/04/1999, 14. 

 

Affirming the local acceptance of the film, Šibenski list included a selection of comments 

made by members of the public who attended the Šibenik premiere. It chose those who 

either offered simple praise, such as a female economist who said that she “left the cinema 

with a wonderful impression” and “had excellent fun”, or welcomed the depth of identities 

contained within the work, such as a male lawyer who remarked “[b]esides, why shouldn’t 

we make fun of ourselves” (Lončar, 1996: 9). The newspaper does temper attention to the 

film’s local identity by an awareness of its broader national context, recognising how it 

“became a real Croatian blockbuster” which “reconciled audiences with Croatian cinema” 

and quoting Brešan as remarking on his satisfaction at his “contribution to Croatian cinema” 

(Lončar, 1996: 8). Nevertheless, this is done so as to positively affirm the value of the 

Šibenik ingroup’s identity through their collective contribution rather than to dilute it. 
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How The War Started on My Island: gender identity 

Compared with gender identity in State-Building Cinema, in which nationhood was the 

defining factor, in Young Croatian Cinema its depiction was more measured. The only way 

for Serbian Rade to have intimacy with Croatian Ana in Madonna was for him to rape her 

but, in contrast, Brešan’s work depicts Serbian Aleksa as not just being married to a 

Croatian woman but also conducting an affair with another one. Unlike the Virgin Mary-

inspired Croatian women of State-Building Cinema, their compatriots in How The War 

Started on My Island are far less demure, Aleksa’s wife calling the local schoolteacher a 

“huge fucking whore” before the pair wrestle unedifyingly in front of an audience. This was 

a long way removed from the Tuđmanist gender roles which were portrayed in a May 1992 

election poster for the HDZ, depicting a Croatian soldier, bedecked in fatigues which bore 

the Šahovnica and a conspicuous crucifix, and his wife, an image of serenity in light, folk-

inspired clothing, elegant but not lascivious (Globus, 1992c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
HDZ election poster from 1992 presenting national gender expectations. Globus 24/7/1992, 54. 
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Two Croatian women wrestling over the affections of a Serbian man. How The War Started on My Island. 

 

Nevertheless, gender identities still submitted to clearly defined boundaries in Young 

Croatian Cinema, and it would be the following decade before these were meaningfully 

challenged. Male characters dominated Young Croatian Cinema and female characters 

could still only be conceived through their relation to men rather than as developed 

characters in their own right.51 Aleksa’s wife, Lucija, is precisely that, the wife of a man, 

rather than an individual with her own motivations. Similarly, his lover is nothing more than 

a device used to further the narrative by thwarting Lucija’s initial appeal for him to leave 

the barracks. 

 

Besides widespread praise for the “exceptional monologue by Matija Prskalo in the role of 

the Major’s wife” (Oremović, 1996c), for which she received the award for best supporting 

actress at Pula, the mainstream press avoided specific commentary on gender identity in 

How The War Started on My Island. Gloria, aimed at a female audience, did comment on 

the film, however its coverage lacked depth and made no distinction between Brešan’s work 

and those from the State-Building Cinema discourse. A November 1996 interview with 

Prskalo, which adopted a conspicuously familiar tone, described how “Matija, in the role of 

the JNA major’s wife, appearing on the stage as a meek and fragile little wife, softly saying 

‘Aleksa, come home, I’ve cooked you pašta šuta’, in just a few moments turns into a sharp 

                                                
51 There were two partial exceptions to this rule, Russian Meat and The Three Men of Melita Žganjer (Tri 
muškarca Melite Žganjer, Tribuson, 1998). The main characters in both films are women, however both rely 
upon stereotypical gender roles, the former a crime film in which all women are prostitutes, the latter a 
comedy ironising a woman’s desperate search for love to the backdrop of soap operas. 
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woman” (Delovski, 1996: 6). The interview thereafter avoids any focus upon the role which 

brought her to prominence, instead favouring information on her family and personal life. 

As an individual who is approved of, Prskalo’s depiction is very wholesome, referring, for 

instance, to “her mother who always cared for her daughter’s morals” (Delovski, 1996: 9). 

 

A similar approach is likewise present throughout an interview with Jela Brešan one week 

later, whereby she was introduced through preferred gender roles as “wife of author Ivo 

Brešan and mother of the film director Vinko Brešan, whose film How The War Started on 

My Island captured the film-going public” and only subsequently as a “writer and author of 

an autobiographical novel” (Pasini, 1996: 34-35). The interview profiles Brešan’s whole 

family, using her position as a wife and mother as the entry point for this. She is further 

marginalised by how subservience is prized, noting that “she always willingly, because of 

love and her nature, stayed back in her husband’s shadow” (Pasini, 1996: 34). Thus, whilst 

Gloria spoke to women, it did so through a patriarchal voice which did not challenge male 

authority but instead pigeonholed its readership into marginalised positions. The 

publication’s unwillingness to engage with filmic content meant that it was all but irrelevant 

whether it was addressing a work of State-Building Cinema or Young Croatian Cinema 

given that it presented gender identically in both cases. 

 

Unseen identities of the 1990s: religious, urban-rural, diasporic and sexual 

Similar to the previous period, many collective identities which were present in Croatian 

society during the 1990s were overlooked either in films or the press coverage 

accompanying them. Films belonging to the State-Building Cinema discourse had a clear 

task of aggrandising the Croatian state. Identities which did not contribute to this, either in 

the depiction of the national ingroup or national outgroup, were superfluous and therefore 

overlooked on-screen. Works of Young Croatian Cinema were more varied in content, 

meaning that a standard for this approach is harder to define and therefore that which might 

be found in one film would not necessarily be replicated in others. Nevertheless, for both 

approaches, it is possible to recognise supporting material in extra-filmic contexts. 

 

Despite the prevalence of religious motifs in State-Building Cinema, these were Trojan 

horses conveying national identities rather than fully-fledged religious identities. As 

Vesterdal recognises, “one may interpret religiosity as an integral part of the nationalist 

values that challenge the liberal democracy in Croatia, where the group identity of ethnic 

Croats may generate intolerance towards other minority groups within the country” 

(Vesterdal, 2007: 365). The religious symbolism of the title, scenes set in a church and the 
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motif of the Virgin Mary in Madonna betray a void of religious content. The failure, 

however, by the Catholic Church’s weekly newspaper Glas Koncila to comment on 

Madonna was nevertheless surprising given how the publication cultivated a bond between 

religious and national identities, claiming in October 1996 that Croats enjoyed the 

“cherished experience of the strongest connection between patriotism and piety” and that 

“the evangelical spirit is not sacrificed by nationalist interests, rather evangelical 

philanthropy is realised in a national community with all the richness of its heritage” 

(Kustić, 1996). Within a filmic intertext, one possible explanation for ignoring Madonna is 

the negative reaction which the publication gave Jakov Sedlar’s similarly titled Our Lady. 

Attacking Sedlar’s work in June 1995 as “[f]ilmic lies”, Glas Koncila repudiated the 

“[m]isuse of the holy name” given that “despite the title Our Lady, it speaks little about the 

Madonna Mary” and “[t]hat holiest name of the most blessed among women has been taken 

for the promotion of personal and collective worldly interests and plans” (Glas Koncila, 

1995). 

 

On-screen depictions of urban and rural identities largely conformed to expectations and 

therefore failed to generate commentary in reviews saturated by matters of nationhood. One 

noteworthy element to this was the concerted effort within the mainstream Croatian press 

during the war years to afford Croatian soldiers a positive, urban identity compared with 

negative, rural Serbs. Globus framed this in August 1991 as the conflict of “[s]treet heroes 

against ragged monsters” (Bakalović, 1991). The magazine noted how “[y]oung people in 

the Croatian armed forces have formed their own iconography which has its source in action 

films and comics” (Bakalović, 1991: 16). By December 1991 it listed the features of this 

trend as “a black headband around their foreheads, earrings, and rocker or punk hair styles, 

in jeans and trainers, with Rayban sunglasses, a cross on a chain and t-shirts with various 

phrases in English” (Horvat-Pintarić, 1991: 59). Within Madonna, this was manifested in 

the appearance of the returning and rehabilitated Đuka, now serving in the Croatian army, 

and his fellow Croatian reinforcements. Such aesthetics, however, baulked against the more 

frequent trend for simultaneously presenting rural Croats as the valued guardians of an 

authentic, autochthonous Croatian identity. This was particularly the case for the pastoral 

idyl constructed in Madonna, such as when Santa and the priest scoff at how the diocese 

favours a qualified sculptor from urban Zagreb, an outsider, over their local, self-taught 

Kuzma. 
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Đuka (right), extinguishing a cigarette on his tongue, representing the urban aesthetic widely afforded to Croatian 

soldiers. Madonna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kuzma and Ana, under a tree, representing pastoral Croatia. Madonna. 

 

Although diasporic characters were not uncommon in State-Building Cinema, such as the 

recently returned Kuzma in Madonna, depictions still avoided the specifics of the diasporic 

experience. Such characters instead served as positive, patriotic figures who, whilst living 

away from the homeland, were under threat from villainous agents sent by the Yugoslav 

state. Broader coverage of the diaspora during the 1990s was mostly deferential due to their 
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economic superiority. The diasporic press itself was characterised by detachment from the 

everyday reality of life in Croatia and throughout the first decade of Croatian independence 

was dogmatically nationalist. Even after the war, articles in Melbourne’s Hrvatski vjesnik 

regularly asserted the importance of symbolic national markers through hollow rhetoric, for 

instance that “Croats are firm Catholics” (Hrvatski vjesnik, 1999b), “Vukovar saved Croatia 

with its sacrifice” (Rašić, 1999) and that “Croatia does not belong in the Balkans” (Hrvatski 

vjesnik, 1999a). How The War Started on My Island was broadcast on Australia’s SBS in 

July 1999, a television channel aimed at a multicultural audience. Contrary to the 

newspaper’s overt nationalism, which at the same time described Croatian Serbs as “full of 

rage and hatred, they are actively anti-Croatian” (Kučina, 1999), Hrvatski vjesnik benignly 

previewed the film. This avoided nationalist readings of Aleksa’s character and concluded 

that it is “an excellent, quality Croatian film which it is worth everybody watching” 

(Hrvatski vjesnik, 1996). 

 

On-screen depictions of homosexuals were lacking and queer readings of filmic content had 

no viable outlet in 1990s Croatia. Although an established extra-filmic discourse 

understanding male homosexuality in terms of an illness or disorder and female 

homosexuality as erotica for heterosexual male eyes existed across much of the national 

press during the 1990s, this did not translate into filmic expression due to the medium’s 

prevailing national imperative. Whereas other identities were appended with the national 

adjective, homosexuality disqualified an individual from belonging to the Croatian nation. 

The message was that “[i]f you’re a faggot – you’re not a Croat” (Radić and Munižaba, 

1994: 16). Bearing this in mind, it is perhaps surprising, given the variety of tactics 

employed in State-Building Cinema to denigrate the national outgroup, that nationalist 

directors did not impart homosexuality upon Serbian enemies. Mainstream Croatian theatre 

had begun to address homosexuality as early as 1994 (Roksandić, 1994), however cinema’s 

reliance upon institutionally awarded funding at this stage meant that the there was little 

chance of the identity being sympathetically thematised on screen. The one overt cinematic 

depiction was Zvonimir Maycug’s now cult C-movie Calvary (Kalvarija, Maycug, 1996), 

described by the director as “a religious melodrama about queers” (Stjepandić, 1996: 24).52 

Privately funded, this was by no means an enlightened depiction, Maycug expressing his 

views on homosexuality in Nacional in August 1996 when claiming that “[s]ome inherit it, 

                                                
52 Other examples of homosexuality are entirely peripheral during the decade, such as two victimised female 
prostitutes in Russian Meat. 
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whereas other become infected by the homosexual virus in childhood or early youth” 

(Stjepandić, 1996: 24). 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown that contrary to monolithic constructions of Croatia’s 1990s 

film culture as a nationalist failure, the situation was considerably more diverse. Existing 

scholarship on the decade gives the impression of academic fatigue, largely confined to 

declarations of nationalist ineptitude in Croatian national cinema and marginalisation 

behind Serbian products in Yugoslav and Balkan cinemas. The period has been presented 

dourly, amounting to a lost decade due to the proliferation of institutionally-backed films 

like Madonna, which was only peppered with the odd anomalous success story, usually 

referencing How The War Started on My Island as the main example. Such assessments are 

telling since they reveal widespread disdain for the ideologisation enforced during the 

decade. However, it is inadequate to stop at this point since such cumulative summaries fail 

to reveal how films and film cultures were actually received by different audiences. Rather 

than just dismissing the dominant State-Building Cinema as weak or unpopular, my chapter 

has shown why its contributing elements were received in such a way and also why some 

audiences actually welcomed them. Compared to the one-dimensional assertions of 

individual scholars, which construct suspiciously coherent narratives, my approach reveals 

both complementary and contradictory interactions between elements. This does not provide 

a simplistic discourse with tidy edges, however it should nevertheless be welcomed as the 

premise for further academic undertakings. 

 

Above all, my chapter shows how national identity was the most decisive and divisive 

identity during the 1990s. The reception studies approach conveys an image of Croatian 

film culture which closely conforms to Brubaker’s wider assertions concerning the breakups 

of Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union in terms of a “sudden and pervasive ‘nationalization’ of 

public and even private life [which] has involved the nationalization of narrative and 

interpretative frames, of perception and evaluation, of thinking and feeling” (Brubaker, 

1996: 20). The consequence of society’s nationalisation, as also apparent in the case of 

1990s Croatia, has been “the nullification of complex identities by the terrible categorical 

simplicity of ascribed nationality” (Brubaker, 1996: 20). Besides overt thematisations of 

nationhood, both in State-Building Cinema and Young Croatian Cinema, depictions of all 

other identities were conditioned by the influence and expectations of national identity. This 

included both on-screen depictions of identities and, thereafter, their acceptance or rejection 

in reception. Contrary to the common one-dimensional nationhood which serves as the basis 
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for most national cinemas, my reception studies methodology revealed how responses to 

nationally conditioned manifestations of identity were not uniform. The most anticipated 

responses were to the depiction of national identity in State-Building Cinema which 

delivered a predictable spectrum of synchronic reception. This ranged from broad support in 

the Tuđmanist press, through general acceptance albeit with qualifications in the middle-

ground publications, to rejection and even outright mockery in the liberal press. By 

comparison, Young Croatian Cinema, which refuted the simplistic Tuđmanist understanding 

of national identity, received less dissent. Liberals welcomed the humanisation of national 

outgroup characters. The mainstream press broadly praised these works after initial fears 

about the appropriateness of deviation from the melodramatic genre had been allayed. 

Nationalists, often relying upon partial or tendentious readings, embraced the films on the 

grounds that their success should be celebrated as a national achievement. 

 

All other identities were prominently intersected by nationhood in Croatia’s film culture 

during the 1990s. Their filmic use amounted to devices intended to convey nationhood 

within a narrative, either to conform to dominant discourses on national identity or rebel 

against them. In the case of gender, for example, Ana in Madonna fits the nationalist desire 

for a passive national mother who loves the active Croat hero but suffers under the Serb 

villain, whereas in How The War Started on My Island Lucija stands in opposition to this by 

behaving scandalously and being married to a Serb. In both instances, gender as an identity 

is of secondary importance to that which gender offers the narrative’s national identity. 

Likewise, regional identity was also employed as a conveyer of national identity, nationalist 

depictions placing the Croatian identity outside the confines of the Balkans which were now 

reserved for the national enemy, the Serbs. In this case, however, even liberal voices 

favoured the Mediterranean and Central European identities and deemed a continued 

presence in the Balkans as undesirable. 

 

In light of the analysis provided by my chapter, it is possible to locate the film culture of 

Croatia’s 1990s within interwoven Croatian and Yugoslav national cinema networks which 

share elements. Above all, Croatian film culture from the 1990s warrants closer attention 

than it is currently afforded. Whilst State-Building Cinema produced films of negligible 

cinematic value, the reception which met these films is by no means worthless and has a lot 

to say about the way in which different identities react to nationalist film propaganda. Given 

how a reception studies approach to Young Croatian Cinema reveals a broad acceptance of 

the identities which it conveys, albeit in a range of different ways, it is perhaps time for a 
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rethink as to whether institutional backing alone is enough to justify State-Building 

Cinema’s position as the period’s dominant discourse. 

 

Conventional isolationist constructions of Croatian national cinema as detached and 

delineated from its neighbours during the 1990s have been shown within this chapter to be 

unfounded. The acquisition of Serbian films during the decade continued despite the efforts 

of those in power and the state’s exiling of its Yugoslav film heritage was largely 

unwelcome. Moreover, this shows the extent to which Croatian film culture continued to be 

interwoven with those from the rest of (the former) Yugoslavia. Whilst existing models of 

Yugoslav national cinema have favoured films, mostly made by Serbian directors, which 

conform to orientalising and balkanising discourses, a reception studies approach to 

Croatian film culture undermines this. To overlook either State-Building Cinema or Young 

Croatian Cinema constitutes a blind spot in any model of Yugoslav national cinema during 

the 1990s. 

 

In my next chapter I look at the sudden shift which occurred in Croatian film culture 

following the death of Franjo Tuđman. This entailed Young Croatian Cinema evolving into 

the dominant New Croatian Cinema discourse and reconciliation taking place with 

neighbouring states through Yugospheric co-productions and rapprochement with the 

Yugoslav past.  
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CHAPTER IV 

2000s 

 

Both inside and outside of the Yugosphere, dominant understandings of Croatian film 

culture during the 2000s have constituted a clear break from the overwhelmingly negative 

assessments of the previous decade. The ways in which this break was manifested, however, 

generally differed between those writing within the geographic Yugosphere and those 

outside of it. Despite enduring consternation due to institutional shortcomings and lacklustre 

viewing figures, Yugosphere scholarship came to recognise that regionally it was Croatian 

cinema “which is currently recording the most consistent rise, qualitatively and 

quantitatively” (Lončarević, 2008: 171). In this chapter I challenge such simplistic 

assertions of improvement on the basis that the relevance of this period’s films should not 

be located just in their content but rather their broader reception. When this is taken into 

account, a more nuanced image emerges, particularly in how national identity continued to 

greatly condition filmic content’s reception. Beyond the former Yugoslavia, English 

language scholarship on Croatian cinema was characterised by a void of fresh approaches. 

Discussing post-Yugoslav literature and film, Crnković identifies how “[f]or people outside 

of the region, […] it is one of those peripheral places that drift in and out of sight and do not 

have a steady place in the mind” (Crnković, 2012: 7). Without the morbid allure of conflict 

and its victims, transitional Croatia was easy to overlook. Those works which have been 

published since 2000 tend to employ a post-Yugoslav framework, which feeds the 

narratives of Yugoslavia’s inevitable cataclysm. This does not function for two opposing 

reasons. Firstly, whilst the Yugoslav state no longer exists, many aspects of filmmaking 

during the 2000s reverted to Yugoslav-era practises through Yugosphere Cooperation, 

undermining any sense of postness but leaving Yugoslavness; secondly, this Yugosphere 

Cooperation was not widely received in Croatia from a pan-Yugoslav perspective since 

oblique mononational, Croatian interpretations were favoured, undermining any sense of 

Yugoslavness but leaving postness. 

 

The approaches adopted by both domestic and English-language scholarship mean that the 

causes and consequences of Croatian film culture during the 2000s have been neglected. 

What were the generative mechanisms which precipitated the period’s dominant trends and 

how were these received by audiences? My chapter ascertains the scope of Croatian film 

culture during the 2000s by analysing its engagements with the multiple faces of the 

national self and both domestic and foreign national others. Historical contextualisation is 

again provided, in which I propose the establishment of parallel liberal and conservative 
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Croatian societies which influenced the content and coverage of the national film culture 

during the decade. This is followed by a cinema-specific contextualisation, expounding the 

period’s antinomy of improving film reception against the enduring obloquy of 

infrastructure. I then analyse the period’s two most salient trends, again employing two case 

studies. 

 

Compared with the broad spectrum of conflicting identities contained within the Croatian 

press of the 1990s, the 2000s witnessed a return to consensus, albeit this time around a 

centre-right discourse. Whilst such standardisation during the 1980s had been politically 

prescribed, during the 2000s it was instead driven by market forces. As Krušelj recognises, 

“newspapers […] were at their lowest circulation in the past half century” and there was a 

“conscious sacrifice of professional standards for the purpose of profits, sometimes even 

bare media survival” (Krušelj, 2014: 536). Consequently, many publications tailored 

content to appeal to the broadest possible audience. Mainstream identities are conveyed in 

this chapter by the national dailies Jutarnji list and Večernji list, which tussled for the right 

to describe themselves as the country’s leading publication.53 Tabloid 24sata was the most 

prominent addition to Croatia’s press landscape during this decade, however its coverage of 

film culture was minimal and overwhelmingly limited to celebrity scandal. Vjesnik endured 

the greatest decline, being marginalised as a conveyor of current affairs, but remained 

committed to commentary on cinema throughout the decade. Although the evocation of 

regional identities was subdued compared to previous decades, within  

 their territorial spheres Slobodna Dalmacija, Novi list and Glas Slavonije operated with 

parity to the other major national dailies. 

 

A greater variety of identities existed across Croatia’s weeklies. Ostensibly providing 

commentary on politics and current affairs, Globus and Nacional occupied the centre 

ground, albeit venturing into tabloidism. Satirical Feral Tribune continued to propagate a 

liberal, left wing discourse, however, following the death of Tuđman, it was bereft of its 

main target. Fokus claimed to deliver “[t]he social morals of the Church and the protection 

of national interests” (Gugo, 2002), however it regularly espoused extreme intolerance 

against identities contrary to the Croatian patriarchal framework. Other publications 

conveyed content from the perspectives of more specific identities. The Catholic Church’s 

Glas Koncila evolved to deliver a broad range of conservatively framed material deemed 
                                                
53 Whilst Večernji list produced market research in April 2001 which presented it as “the daily paper with the 
largest circulation in Croatia” (Veselica-Majhut, 2006: 4), Jutarnji list cited alternative research in May 2006 
which it claimed proved that it was “the most read daily newspaper in Croatia” (Krasnec, 2006). 
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suitable for the faithful. Croatian women continued to be shown that their concerns should 

lie with celebrities and family-life in the magazine Gloria. Novosti was the weekly 

publication of the Serbian minority in Croatia and, besides its national content, propagated a 

liberal discourse. Cultural affairs from a national perspective were covered in Vijenac.  

 

A major development came with the emergence of online news media during the first half 

of the 2000s.54 This permitted existing publications to publish identical, abridged, 

adulterated or unique content online, and therefore reach a broader audience, as well as the 

emergence of portals with an exclusively online presence. Noting that one third of Croats 

make regular use of such media, by the end of the decade Brautović claimed that “we can 

see how online journalism today represents an equal form of journalism in Croatia” 

(Brautović, 2010: 25). Furthermore, online content also generates dialogue, Bilić noting that 

“because of their networking with other network sites and the possibility to comment on 

articles, they open up horizontal forms of communication” (Bilić, 2012: 835). The online 

portal Index.hr presented a tabloid interest in celebrity scandal but balanced this with a 

markedly liberal approach to social justice within the Croatian state.55 

 

Historical context: Change! 

Having held a monopoly on political power in Croatia for a decade, Franjo Tuđman died in 

December 1999 and his HDZ was defeated at the presidential and parliamentary elections 

which followed in January 2000. More than just defeats, the party was humiliated in both 

votes. For a short period, there was a naïve sense within elements of the press that the 

dawning of a new millennium symbolised a fresh start for Croatia after what had proved to 

be a very difficult decade. 

 

Parliamentary elections were claimed resoundingly by an SDP-HSLS alliance headed by 

Ivica Račan. The initial sense of relief conferred upon this result was apparent in the 

unambiguous headline on the cover of Globus: “Change!” (Globus, 2000b). Nevertheless, 

the general narrative constructed across the press in the aftermath of the vote was less 

concerned with the victors and more with how, as Nacional outlined, “Croatia has revolted 
                                                
54 Brautović regards “[o]ne of the breakthrough moments for Croatian online media” to be when Index.hr 
published images from the Severina Vučković sex tape in May 2004, causing a surge in Internet use in Croatia 
and prompting all of the classic media to cover the story as well (Brautović, 2010: 33). He reasons that 
“[a]lthough after several days Internet consumption fell to a level equal to before the affair, the online media 
had established itself as a relevant source of information” (Brautović, 2010: 33). 
55 All publications reference in this chapter can be assumed to have spanned the whole decade with the 
following exceptions: 24sata (established March 2005), Feral Tribune (concluded June 2008), Fokus 
(concluded April 2009) and Index.hr (established November 2002). 
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against the tyranny of the HDZ, against theft, corruption and the rule of lies” (Pukanić, 

2000). The front page of Jutarnji list led with the “[h]eavy defeat for the HDZ” (Jutarnji 

list, 2000) and subsequent analysis gave clear preference to the “HDZ’s election debacle” 

over the ancillary point of how “Croatia has chosen Račan” (Lakić-Prizimić and Toma, 

2000: 2).56 

 

The presidential election was eventually won by Stjepan Mesić who stood on a HNS ticket, 

although he would resign this affiliation upon taking office. Mesić’s victory came thanks to 

a rapid rise in popularity, Globus describing him as “[t]he man who won over Croatia in a 

month” (Kuljiš, 2000: 12), since he had recently failed in the more straightforward task of 

claiming a parliamentary seat. Across the press, it had been presumed that the election 

would be a two horse race between Račan’s coalition partner Dražen Budiša from the HSLS 

and the HDZ’s Mate Granić, Jutarnji list claiming at the start of campaigning that 

“[a]lthough there are nine official candidates for president, it is clear that the main battle 

will be between Granić and Budiša” (Buljan, 2000: 28). Mesić’s rapid rise “[f]rom outsider 

to president” (Globus, 2000a), can be explained by how he presented himself differently not 

just from his opponents but also from his predecessor. The former president had always 

maintained a stern public persona throughout his rule, whereas, as Grbeša describes, “Mesić 

systematically used […] subtle private cues to communicate his message, most prominently 

conversational and ordinary language to familiarise with voters” (Grbeša, 2005: 70). Whilst 

Globus ingratiatingly dubbed Mesić a “coffee-house charmer” (Malić, 2000) on account of 

these relaxed mannerisms during public engagements, his victory was still not welcomed by 

conservatives. Vjesnik, which had championed Granić, bemoaned what it deemed the 

“banalisation of the Croatian political scene […] in which a joke and a quip can compensate 

for every ounce of serious political strategy” (Ivanković, 2000). 

 

Although Mesić was convincingly re-elected in February 2005, the initial goodwill which 

brought him to power had dissipated and he faced criticism from the political right due to 

cooperation with the Hague. Riddled with divisions, the SDP-HSLS coalition government 

fared even worse and the HDZ returned to power in November 2003, remaining there for 

the rest of the decade.57 Despite this, the elections of January 2000 amounted to a 

                                                
56 There was less decisiveness in the coverage provided by elements of the press which were more closely 
aligned with the former ruling party. Vjesnik, for instance, limited its initial reporting to a breakdown of the 
number of seats claimed by each party (Fjorivoić and Bašić, 2000). 
57 The reconstituted HDZ distanced itself from Tuđmanism, although Søberg notes that “[w]hile the party was 
now promoting a pro-European Union platform and presenting itself as a modern European conservative party, 
HDZ politicians continued to play the nationalist card at the grass roots” (Søberg 2007: 51-52). For example, 
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touchstone for Croatian society during the 2000s. Søberg reasons that “Croatia started a 

second transition with the 2000 elections”, citing how “[n]ot only did the country turn a 

corner by voting for the opposition and its reform agenda, but also […] the HDZ allowed 

for the most open and free elections to date” (Søberg, 2007: 50). 

 

Discussing how Tuđman had maintained a “self-concept as the Father of his country”, 

Ramet judges that “[i]n Tudjman’s mind, it was he himself who could best be trusted to 

know what should be done, what was in Croatia’s interest, and where the rules should be 

bent” (Ramet, 2010: 259). Without a stepfather figure to fill the gap and set his own rules, a 

power vacuum emerged following Tuđman’s death. This was filled by two parallel and 

incompatible imaginings of Croatian national identity, situated at opposite ends of a liberal-

conservative axis. Over the course of the 2000s, these evolved into distinct societies, guided 

by incompatible core values, which engaged in little dialogue. Liberals assumed that post-

millennial, post-Tuđman Croatia warranted a place at the heart of Europe and seemed 

befuddled when domestic development stuttered and foreign enthusiasm for the country was 

in short supply. Conservatives emphasised the sanctity of the blood which had been shed to 

achieve Croatian independence and, with no more military battles left to fight, went in 

search of new ideological foes inside and outside of the state. Both of these imaginings of 

Croatia established structures of power defined by contrasting reference points, institutions 

and figureheads. Mostly limited to their own spheres, fractious engagement only occurred 

over polemicising issues when both sides feared that they would be subjugated to the will of 

the other, for instance at elections and around debates on constitutional issues like European 

integration and homosexual rights. 

 

The liberal shift was rooted in opposition to Tuđmanism, gained momentum from the 

idealism of the January 2000 elections and then fed off disappointment at political agents’ 

failure to affect meaningful change. Grounded in social criticism, it focused upon the 

enduring injustices suffered by various disenfranchised identities against the backdrop of 

Croatian patriarchalism. The most forthright proponents of this imagining of nationhood 

were to be found within the cultural sphere, particularly the emergent strands of post-2000 

cinema, literature and hip-hop. Criticism was formulated within an unequivocally national 

scope, Jutarnji list, for example, describing how the band TBF had diagnosed the “Croatian 

state mind” in holding to account “all varieties of political henchmen and chameleons, the 

                                                                                                                                                
not long after it returned to power, the party’s Sesvete branch released its calendar for 2004 with a prominent 
portrait of Ustasha leader Ante Pavelić (Novosti, 2004). 
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nouveau riche with suspiciously acquired fortunes, corruption, the judiciary, money-hungry 

girls hunting for footballers, Great Croats, or rather all of those who have turned this 

‘country in the mountainous Balkans’ into ‘Our beautiful raped one’” (Dragaš, 2004).58 The 

prominent position afforded to the popular arts in diagnosing Croatian society’s failings was 

due to intellectuals’ passivity in holding those with power to account, Žarko Puhovski 

claiming that “[o]ne of the reasons for the silence of Croatian intellectuals is certainly that 

[…] we have had a terrible degree of emotional nationalist mobilisation, in which every 

different thought was immediately declared treachery” (Pavelić, 2002). 

 

This pressure was applied by the conservative response to this liberal shift. Globus, for 

instance, recognised the establishment of “new folk heroes, who with their appearances and 

messages in recent times cause […] enthusiasm for values which are very different, and 

most often entirely opposite, to those which were inaugurated in Croatia on 3 January 2000” 

(Hudelist, 2002: 42). Profiling the popularity of the public personas conveyed by singer 

Marko Perković Thompson, charismatic priest Zlatko Sudac and national football team 

captain Zvonimir Boban, the magazine continued to stress the degree to which this “‘new 

right-wing revolution’ and a sort of ‘new traditionalism’ [is] rooted above all amongst the 

youth” (Hudelist, 2002: 44). Compared with the pluralities of identities which contributed to 

the liberal shift, this conservative imagining of Croatian nationhood did not permit 

significant deviations from a limited matrix of patriarchal values. Regular pledges of 

allegiance to the nation, however hollow or misplaced, ensured that much of the press 

tolerated public figures who espoused such conservatism, lest they be branded traitors or 

Yugonostalgists. Nevertheless, some liberal publications were less acquiescent, Novi list 

denouncing what it perceived to be a “neo-Ustaša wave” (Pavelić, 2002).59 

 

Although conservative identities would dominate most spheres of Croatian society during 

the 2000s, cinema was an exception. The vast majority of films ascribable to Croatian film 

culture during this decade would petition on behalf of identities aligned with the liberal 

shift. Observing a move away from State-Building Cinema, Nacional emphasised how 

“[t]he change of government awoke hope in the blossoming of Croatian cinema and the 

discarding of its mark of unwatchability” (Polimac, 2003). 

                                                
58 A lyric from the band’s song ‘HEROYIX’ (The Beat Fleet, 2004) and an example of national flagging, 
“[o]ur beautiful raped one” is a play on the title of the Croatian national anthem, Our Beautiful Homeland. 
59 Speaking on behalf of Croatian nationalism’s most vilified national outgroup, the Serbs, Novosti was 
outspoken against how “fascism has become ‘in’” and, commenting on Marko Perković Thompson’s 
popularity in particular, claimed that “the mythicism of blood and hatred have made him into a symbol for the 
frustrated part of the nation which constantly thinks that it is underprivileged in something” (Panić, 2002). 
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Filmic context: the leaden sky has slackened 

The significance of Tuđman’s passing and the subsequent elections in instituting a new 

period in Croatian cinema have been widely recognised in domestic film scholarship. 

Škrabalo refers to these as the “watershed events” preconditioning “changes […] in every 

sphere of social and cultural life” (Škrabalo, 2008: 225). Gilić judges that with the “change 

to the political paradigm[,] Croatian society, from war and then post-war, began to 

transform into a typical (Eastern) European transitional society with a lesser (although still 

present) influence of politics on artistic work” (Gilić, 2011: 163). 

 

Nevertheless, a brightening of cinematic horizons was not immediately visible. Cinema 

featured amongst the election headlines due to the intended premiere of Jakov Sedlar’s Four 

By Four on state television just hours before polls opened on 3 January 2000. The pinnacle 

and culmination of State-Building Cinema’s excesses, Feral Tribune described the work as 

an “unambiguous, revisionist, Neo-Nazi film” (Jergović, 1999: 34).60 Depicting Communist 

reprisals against Croatian nationalists at the end of the Second World War, Nacional judged 

that in supporting the project the HDZ’s intention had been to “warn voters of the danger of 

the red scourge and a return to power of the communists” and “just prior to the election 

leave millions of viewers under the impression that the story from the past was in fact 

speaking about the Croatian present” (Bajruši, 1999: 28). Some commentators were angered 

by the project’s transparency, Slobodna Dalmacija bemoaning “the pitiful realisation that 

the now former regime valued the field so little that it did not even try to find anybody more 

skilful than Sedlar to be its propagandist” and accused the director of having “virtually 

drowned sixty years of development in the Croatian filmic craft, literacy and technological 

standards” (Pavičić, 2000). 

 

The rehabilitation of Croatian fascism in Four By Four was widely recognised as a nadir 

from which the national film culture could only improve, Globus claiming that “with this 

                                                
60 Sedlar did not heed such criticisms regarding his preferred thematics in his future works. In 2015 he teamed 
up with Hrvoje Hitrec and released My Beloved Croatia (Moja voljena Hrvatska, Sedlar, 2015), an apologist 
documentary defending footballer Josip Šimunić who received a lengthy ban after shouting a slogan associated 
with the Ustasha over the public address system following a national team match in November 2013. Deriding 
how the work is “based on the ideal of an omnipotent Croatianness which does not recognise any divisions, a 
Croatianness which is rooted in the home, the nation, the family and religion”, Novosti judged that “[a]ll in all, 
Sedlar’s film is very bad” (Pejković, 2015). In 2016, again in tandem with Hrvoje Hitrec, Sedlar released 
Jasenovac - The Truth (Jasenovac-istina, Sedlar, 2016), an extreme revisionist documentary in which he 
attempts to prove that victims of the Ustasha’s notorious Jasenovac concentration camp actually met their 
deaths at the hands of the Partisans after its liberation. Noting how it entirely fails in its goals, Slobodna 
Dalmacija assessed that “[t]he film lasts one hour, which is about sixty minutes too long” (Matijanić, 2016). 
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film, on a symbolic level, Croatian cinema’s decade long Way of the Cross finally ends” 

(Tomljanović, 2000: 73). The consequences, however, could not be shed so easily, Nacional 

describing domestic cinema in July 2003 as a “poison for audiences” which under Tuđman 

“achieved a mark of unpopularity which it finds hard to shed” (Polimac, 2003). This 

misappropriation of culture was adjudged to have caused a lasting devaluation, Damir 

Karakaš lamenting in July 2008 that in “the whole of Croatia, people have more respect for 

some gangster who turns up in an expensive car or for a war profiteer who got rich by 

selling on cattle […] than for somebody who writes books, plays music or makes films” 

(Jurak, 2008: 36). Whilst cinema remained culturally peripheral throughout the 2000s, this 

was due to its divorce from dominant political agents since the end of Tuđman’s rule and, as 

the decade progressed, there were increasing indications that, in the words of Jutarnji list, 

“Croatian film has repaired itself” and offers a “correct mainstream” (Pavičić, J., 2006c). 

Contextualising this within the Yugosphere, in July 2008, the same publication suggested a 

“theory that Croatia has evolved into the strongest film force in the region” (Polimac, 2008). 

In this light, Pavičić posited that “domestic cinema is experiencing its third golden age” 

(Njegić, 2006: 21). 

 

Croatian film culture’s primary discourse during the 2000s was New Croatian Cinema. 

Crossing into a new decade, Škrabalo reasons that “young Croatian cinema got even 

younger with new names” and these were supplemented by “the contribution of those 

veterans who in the new positive climate enriched their opuses with works in a new spirit” 

(Škrabalo, 2008: 226). Once deviant figures, like Vinko Brešan, rose to central positions 

within national film institutions. The most significant addition to the national filmic 

landscape was an injection of new directors, such as Dalibor Matanić and Antonio Nuić, 

who had recently graduated from Zagreb’s Academy of Dramatic Art and brought with 

them a cohort of fresh actors who dominated their films during the decade. More than a 

simple talent refreshment, New Croatian Cinema also witnessed the return to relevancy of 

older faces such as Branko Schmidt and Tomislav Radić, who abnegated their former 

alignment with State-Building Cinema. New Croatian Cinema lacked a single aesthetic and 

instead its coherence was grounded in social criticism. Consequently, Jutarnji list 

recognised in July 2008 that “[t]hrough new domestic films there looms a very bleak image 

of Croatian society” (Polimac, 2008). Croatian nationhood remained at the heart of these 

films but was now thematised negatively. Cinema spoke out against the failings of a 

political scene galvanised by patriarchal nationalism, focusing on intimate stories from 

society’s fringes. Whereas Young Croatian Cinema had been a daring alternative, 

filmmakers found their teeth with the passing of Tuđmanist authoritarianism, New Croatian 
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Cinema affording a voice to women, minorities, the disenfranchised and the disturbed. 

Along with Matanić’s Nice Dead Girls, examples of these films include A Cashier Wants to 

Go to the Seaside (Blagajnica hoće ići na more, Matanić, 2000), Here (Tu, Ogresta, 2003), 

Sorry for Kung-Fu (Oprosti za kung fu, Sviličić, 2004), One Beautiful Night in Split (Ta 

divna splitska noć, Ostojić, 2004), What Iva Filmed on 21st October 2003 (Što je Iva snimila 

21. listopada 2003., Radić, 2005), What is a Man Without a Moustache? (Što je muškarac 

bez brkova?, Hribar, 2006), Metastasis (Metastaze, Schmidt, 2009) and The Blacks (Crnci, 

Dević and Jurić, 2009). 

 

Croatian film culture’s other major discourse during this decade was Yugosphere 

Cooperation, an ancillary part of New Croatian Cinema. Škrabalo notes that “there is rarely 

a more important film in the region made without some form of co-production with one or 

more foreign partners, most often from neighbouring countries” (Škrabalo, 2008: 236). The 

primary motivations for such reintegration were practical, Goulding speculating that “the 

future viability of domestic film production, distribution, and exhibition in each of the 

successor states may rest, in part, upon reknitting and refashioning the complex web of 

personal and artistic collaborative associations that existed in the film community before 

[Yugoslavia’s] breakup” (Goulding, 2002: 232). This web took several forms. Although 

their countenances had aged in the meantime, familiar faces from other Yugoslav republics 

who had not been seen since the 1980s returned, such as the Serbs Mirjana Karanović in 

Witnesses (Svjedoci, Brešan, 2003) and Miki Manojlević in One Hundred Minutes of Slava 

(Sto minuta Slave, Matanić, 2004). Similarly, new faces emerged for audiences to meet, 

such as Bosnians Armin Omerović in The Mellon Route (Put lubenica, Schmidt, 2006) and 

Jasna Žalica in The Lika Cinema (Kino Lika, Matanić, 2008). Narratives likewise began to 

extend beyond Croatia’s constrictive borders, whether between reconciling national 

identities in post-Yugoslav states, such as in Two Players from the Bench (Dva igrača s 

klupe, Šorak, 2005), or nostalgically returning to the Yugoslav past which no longer seemed 

quite so oppressive, as in God Forbid a Worse Thing Should Happen (Ne dao Bog većeg 

zla, Tribuson, 2002). During the second half of the 2000s, this trend was most effectively 

manifested through a growth in official co-productions between former Yugoslav states, 

such as Croatian-Bosnian The Living and the Dead (Živi i mrtvi, Milić, 2007) and Croatian-

Serbian It’s Not the End (Nije kraj, Brešan, 2008). Croatian filmmakers recognised the need 

for their works to cross Yugosphere borders, for instance One Beautiful Night in Split was 

awarded at the Sarajevo Film Festival and What Iva Filmed on 21st October 2003 took 

honours at the Ljubljana International Film Festival. 
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These discourses contributed to positively conceived Croatian national cinemas early in the 

decade. As early as November 2002, Feral Tribune noted that the preceding twelve months 

constituted “the year of Croatian film’s normalisation […]– when, all of a sudden, Croatian 

culture’s greatest patient stabilised and began to look like a normal cinema” (Jurak, 2002b). 

Novi list claimed in January 2006 that “[a]lready by 2004 the leaden sky of Croatian cinema 

had slackened” (Paquola, 2006: 6). Positive affirmations particularly increased during the 

second half of the decade, Globus, in August 2008, recognising not just higher quality but 

an altered discourse when stating that “a new filmic Croatia has emerged, there is a new 

generation of directors, subjects and the viewing perspective has dramatically changed” 

(Haznadar, 2008: 4). One explanation for the press’s more benevolent stance can be found 

in the international recognition achieved by a string of works during the 2000s. In 

December 2005 Vjesnik noted that “each month we hear that some Croatian film received 

an award at some international film festival” and so “it can be said that the recent successes 

of Croatian film abroad indicate the value of Croatian cinema and its directors much more 

strongly than the interest of audiences or domestic critics” (Vidačković, 2005: 16). 

 

Beyond the film press, however, cinema was now a marginalised sphere, Nacional 

identifying how “Croatian cinema is, unfortunately, paying the debt of the HDZ 90s” 

(Polimac, 2002d: 72). The medium had been devalued, losing its place as a prominent 

cultural product. In some publications, such as Glas Slavonije, there was a reorientation of 

film coverage out of the cultural rubric and into the entertainment pages attached to 

television listings. Other publications fed this banalisation yet further, particularly 24sata 

which ignored films in favour of material scandalising the private lives of actors and 

directors (Štrbac, 2007; Vukadin, 2006; Vukadin, 2007). Even amongst those publications 

which did address film culture, coverage often lagged behind creative trends. An example of 

this was apparent in the focus afforded to Veljko Bulajić’s Libertas (Bulajić, 2006) 

throughout its production and release. Emphasising the work’s grandiose scale, which was 

contrary to the intimate undertakings of New Croatian Cinema, Globus speculated in 

January 2002 as to whether Bulajić “can surpass his greatest project Battle on the Neretva?” 

(Vurušić, 2002: 78). By July 2006, Večernji list was one of many publications to foreground 

Libertas as “[s]urely the most anticipated film at the 53rd Pula film festival” (Jurčić, 2006b). 

Following its screening, Libertas left no significant mark upon the filmic landscape. 

 

When less positive assessments were made of the national film culture, it tended to be on 

account of the enduring consequences of institutional neglect during the 1990s. State 

institutions were often deemed to be failing in the role of precipitating film production. 
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Explaining how “[t]here are films but there’s not cinema”, in July 2000 Lukas Nola offered 

a metaphor: 

 
It’s as if there’s doctors and patients but no hospital or medicines. They’ll help people 

not to die, but each patient will be approached in a different, always new way (Sömen, 

2000). 

 
Tracing these issues to the very foundations of the Croatian film industry, in July 2002 

Rajko Grlić reasoned that “[t]here is no cinema here whilst nobody takes hold of it and 

decides to start with a blank canvass”, reasoning that this would encompass “the system of 

production, the writing of scripts, education, working methods and everything else” 

(Sömen, 2002c). Although significant steps were taken during the 2000s, such as the 

January 2008 establishment of the Croatian Audiovisual Centre, Croatian national cinemas 

defined by industrial criteria remained just as elusive at the decade’s conclusion. In July 

2009, Večernji list pondered whether it is possible “to call Croatian cinema Crollywood” 

but reasoned that “if we bear in mind that every ‘…ollywood’ should mark clearly governed 

relations inside the industry in question, then there is no Crollywood [because] we still 

arrive at films spontaneously, often in a topsy-turvy way and in conditions which no 

producers would deem organised” (Oremović, 2009: 55). 

 

As a state backed, public event devised along national lines, the Pula film festival bore the 

brunt of the press’s frustration with Croatian film culture’s institutional failings. 

Accusations of favouritism or prejudice were levelled at each edition from at least one 

quarter, to the extent that in July 2004 Novi list asked “[i]s scandal the Pula festival’s only 

constant?” (Ćustić Juraga, 2004: 18). These frustrations were often entirely understandable. 

In advance of the 2004 festival, it was heavily rumoured across the press that the main prize 

was reserved for Antun Vrdoljak’s Second World War epic A Long Dark Night (Duga 

mračna noć, Vrdoljak 2004), a work far more in keeping with the previous decade’s State-

Building Cinema, as a reward for the director’s services to the reelected HDZ. With 

Vrdoljak’s film eventually being awarded six prizes, at the expense of highly regarded New 

Croatian Cinema titles One Beautiful Night in Split and Sorry for Kung-Fu, Jutarnji list 

decried this as a “[s]ad return to the nineties” (Pavičić, 2004a). Whilst Pula’s position had 

been previously sustained by the lack of a credible alternative, this changed during the 

2000s. Domestically, the Motovun festival offered a more pleasurable experience, Pavičić 

outlining in July 2006 how “culture in Croatia was stifled, like a rigid responsibility [but] 

Motovun succeeded in reminding people that culture can be pleasant, that it isn’t a trip to 

the dentist but rather joyfulness, hedonism” (Njegić, 2006: 20). Regionally, whilst Pula’s 
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formal Yugoslav character had been discontinued in 1991, a Yugosphere transnationalism 

was rekindled during the 2000s at the Sarajevo film festival in neighbouring Bosnia, 

Vijenac even recognising this legacy in September 2003 by noting how “that which Pula 

once was, Sarajevo has clearly decided to be” (Kukoč, 2003). In this respect, the press 

supported national cinematic reintegration into the Balkans on the grounds that, as Globus 

recognised in August 2006, the “Sarajevo film festival has become a review from which 

Croatian filmmakers can only make use” (Polimac, 2006d: 74). 

 

A notable feature of the liberal shift, in which the press was a participant rather than a 

chronicler, was the reconciliation made with those who had been vilified during the 1990s 

on account of their divergence from the dominant strain of Croatian nationalism. Although 

Rade Šerbedžija’s rehabilitation had begun towards the end of the previous decade, the 

discrimination enacted against him had not been addressed. Following the HDZ’s defeat in 

January 2000, Feral Tribune told Šerbedžija that “[a]fter these changes no prudent person 

will dare to speak of you as anything other than a great Croatian actor, because otherwise 

they would be identified as a servant of the fallen regime” (Jergović, 2000b: 46). In January 

2006, Globus, which had been at the forefront of attacks against the actor, aimed at denying 

him a Croatian identity, included Šerbedžija in its list of “100 most influential Croats in the 

world” (Bolanča and others, 2006: 76).  

 

Another name to appear upon this list was that of Mira Furlan (Bolanča and others, 2006: 

71). Globus had also been the press’s ringleader in attacks against the actress during the 

1990s but, in August 2002, recognised how its texts “caused such a public reaction that 

[her] return to Zagreb became impossible” and stated that “Globus therefore apologises for 

this” (Haznadar, 2002: 72). Furlan was reticent to accept this apology, judging that it again 

made her “a symbol, […] a litmus paper”, but nevertheless did so: 
 

They were a big part of the dark games which stole all of these years from us, which 

killed us, evicted us, destroyed our lives, towns, careers and families. I remember 

everything and have not forgot anything. An apology? Yes, I agree, it is absolutely 

insufficient, unsatisfactory and can even be taken as a new cynical insult. But if we 

tilt the mirror and look at things from a different perspective,[…] it’s still a small 

step (Furlan, 2002: 66). 

 
Feral Tribune recognised that Globus had altered its identity in the intervening years and 

those who had published the initial articles on Furlan had moved on, but nevertheless 
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judged that “in this country nobody apologises even for worse things” and so it provided 

“the strength of a positive precedent” (Čulić, 2002). 

 

Following the popularity of Serbian films in Croatia during the 1990s, this expanded during 

the 2000s to also include works emerging from the reconstituted Bosnian industry which 

had proven especially effective at claiming prestigious international awards. Nevertheless, 

this interest was not without problems. The Serbian minority’s weekly Novosti observed a 

contradiction in how the mainstream Croatian press had derided the subtitling of 

Yugosphere imports like Wounds but nevertheless, when interviewing individuals from 

Bosnia and Serbia, altered their replies so as to fit standard Croatian language (Nedić, 

2002). Recognising that the purpose of translations is to facilitate communication, the 

magazine judged that “this here is not translation, rather the falsification of others’ words” 

(Nedić, 2002). Acute to the dominance of patriarchal Croatian culture, the justification for 

its stance was straightforward, reasoning that “[i]f you are going to publish an interview 

with people who speak Serbian (Montenegrin, Bosnian) or Croatian then let them speak 

their language, readers who are bothered by their speech will not be reading these 

interviews because it is not just the speech which bothers them but also the speakers” 

(Nedić, 2002). 

 

Two case studies are now provided as a means of exploring the evolution of identities 

specifically within the New Croatian Cinema and Yugosphere Cooperation discourses. New 

Croatian Cinema is presented through the example of Dalibor Matanić’s Nice Dead Girls 

from 2002, whilst The Border Post by Rajko Grlić from 2006 is used to illustrate 

Yugosphere Cooperation. Whilst formative works preceded these films, both have been 

recognised by the press as the first major examples of these discourses. Thus, Slobodna 

Dalmacija claimed that “Nice Dead Girls made the most significant shift in Croatian 

cinema since the 90s” (Mustapić, 2004b) and Nacional noted how The Border Post is “the 

first co-production of all former Yugoslav republics” (Radić, 2006: 87). However, whilst 

Nice Dead Girls confirmed Matanić’s position as a mainstream director, Grlić was already a 

well-established name returning to the national fold with The Border Post. Both films 

deliver intimate narratives, making use of erotic scenes, and are marked by tragedy. These 

occur within limited spatial contexts, located on the fringes, whether that be the familiar 

interiors of the crumbling Zagreb house in Nice Dead Girls or the remote military outpost 

on a Macedonian mountain in The Border Post. Although neither film was a box-office 

failure, and have subsequently been judged as important works for the period, both works 
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underwhelmed amongst synchronic audiences, failing to fulfil the commercial expectations 

made of them. 

 

New Croatian Cinema: average, little Croats are lowlifes and bastards 

The political consequences of Tuđman’s death, topically supplemented by the Four By Four 

scandal, abruptly ushered the end of State-Building Cinema.61 The void was filled by the 

evolution of Young Croatian Cinema into New Croatian Cinema. With this switch, the 

dominant filmic discourse no longer advocated on behalf of the dominant patriarchal 

national identity but rather was in opposition to it, holding it to account. Asked by Vjesnik 

in July 2004 to describe Croatian society, director Dalibor Matanić conveyed the sense of 

national disillusionment felt since the end of the war which galvanised works of New 

Croatian Cinema: 
 

You pick an apple. On the first day it shines, but after three days, despite the most 

suitable climate, it will be full of maggots (Mavar, 2004: 7). 

 
Where State-Building Cinema had constructed images of the ideal Croat, New Croatian 

Cinema refocused attention towards those who possessed identities which placed them on 

Croatian society’s fringes. New Croatian Cinema did not posit a single positive or negative 

identity. Instead, it identified the numerous faces of the oppressor and the oppressed. 

 

Nice Dead Girls: synopsis 

Nice Dead Girls is set in Zagreb in the early 2000s. Investigating the disappearance of a 

young boy, a police detective and the child’s mother, Iva, visit an elderly, apparently 

wheelchair-bound lady, Olga, and her husband, Blaž, in a dingy apartment. Olga denies 

having ever seen the boy, provoking a furious reaction from Iva. Back in Iva’s spacious and 

stylish apartment, she recounts her story to the detective. Several years earlier Iva and her 

girlfriend, Marija, began renting an apartment in the building from Olga without revealing 

their sexualities to the landlady. Besides Blaž, Olga also lived with her grown-up son 

Danijel, whom she doted on despite his malicious behaviour. The building’s other residents 

soon emerge as a disturbing array of individuals, including a prostitute, a backstreet 

gynaecologist, a wife-beating war veteran and an elderly gentleman who lives with his 

deceased wife’s putrefying corpse so as to continue claiming her pension. Prying following 

the death of Marija’s father, Olga intends to visit the women but, having sex, they ignore 
                                                
61 Some films were still produced which adhered to this discourse, such as A Long Dark Night and Remember 
Vukovar (Zapamtite Vukovar, Fadil Hadžić, 2008), however these were peripheral exceptions by aged 
directors. 
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her persistent knocking. She lets herself in using a spare key and is shocked by what she 

witnesses but leaves without making her presence known. Disgusted, her previously 

positive attitude towards her tenants changes and they are ordered to leave, although Blaž 

secretly arranges a new apartment for them elsewhere. Danijel, who had become infatuated 

by Iva, especially since learning of her homosexual relationship, develops a scheme to 

seduce her, but when this fails he resorts to violently raping her instead. Olga secretly 

witnesses this attack but does nothing to halt it. Marija returns home to finish packing and 

notices bruising on Iva’s face. She confronts Danijel who in the ensuing fight falls beneath a 

speeding train. Olga gather’s the building’s residents who corner the couple. Whilst Iva 

escapes, Marija dies after suspiciously falling down the stairs. Returning to the present, 

Olga is not in fact wheelchair bound and did take the missing boy, deludedly believing him 

to be Danijel’s child. Finally revolting against her, Blaž bludgeons Olga and returns the 

child to Iva, moments before her husband arrives home from a business trip. Embracing his 

family, Iva’s husband is none the wiser as to events from his wife’s past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Marija (left) and Iva (right), Nice Dead Girls 
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Blaž (left), Danijel (centre) and Olga (right), Nice Dead Girls. 

 

Nice Dead Girls: production and release 

Following the film’s first screening in July 2002, Matanić revealed that “[t]his story was 

realised six years ago as a short film” (Sömen, 2002). The director claims that he initially 

sought support from HRT but was informed by Tomislav Radić, fellow film director and 

then the broadcaster’s head of drama, that “they do not want two lesbos on the screen” 

(Pavičić, 2002c). The consequence of this was that Matanić took the rare approach of 

embarking on a production without assistance from state institutions. This won him praise, 

Nacional stating that “Nice Dead Girls was cheaper than any of the films which were co-

financed by the Ministry of Culture and Croatian Television, and looks incomparably 

better” (Polimac, 2002a). Assessing “the recipe for the best Croatian film this year, Nice 

Dead Girls”, Večernji list reasoned that “‘private’ films […] have not so much delivered a 

quality refreshment as far as they have shown that outside of the Ministry more daring and, 

usually, cheaper films are made” (Jurčić, 2002e). 

 

Nevertheless, Nice Dead Girls, would not be completed entirely without state assistance. So 

as to ensure enough films to stage the forthcoming Pula festival, Croatia’s Minister of 

Culture Ante Vuić granted additional funding from his ministry’s budget to Matanić’s 

project as well as Jakov Sedlar’s Remembering Georgia (Sjećanje na Georgiju, Sedlar 

2002) and the 24 Hours (24 sata, Kulenović and Milić 2002) omnibus by Goran Kulenović 

and Kristijan Milić. Undermining the role of the Committee for Film and Cinema, the body 

responsible for the distribution of funding, this provoked the resignations of several of its 

members, Lukas Nola complaining that “we’ve ended up looking like idiots because we 
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kept saying that there wasn’t any more money” (Jurčić, 2002b). Matanić, however, had been 

unwittingly drawn into the scandal, Vjesnik judging that “the straw which broke the camel’s 

back was Sedlar’s film” (Jovetić, 2002). Remembering Georgia, which unflatteringly 

depicted individual film critics who had previously spoken out against Sedlar, had been 

rejected for funding once before. Moreover, following a series of direly performing films 

during the 1990s, this was the director’s first work since Four By Four, a production which, 

beside its infamous content, had been scandalous due to its corrupt financing.62 Thus, 

Nacional lamented that Sedlar’s “films have been seen in cinemas by an insignificant 

number of viewers” but reasoned that “[n]obody doubts that Dalibor Matanić deserved 

financial assistance from the state”, judging that he was a young director who had 

performed well with his debut film and taken out a loan of €600,000 for this project. 

(Sinovčić, 2002: 73-74). 

 

With the film’s screening at Pula in July 2002, Vuić’s decision ultimately paid off, Jutarnji 

list judging that “[t]he fact that Nice Dead Girls has absolutely saved the Croatian part of 

the festival can serve as satisfaction for the Minister of Culture” (Pavičić, 2002b). The film 

was well received by all publications covering the festival, Novi list judging that “Nice 

Dead Girls is the best creation, finally a film with a head and a tail” (Dragojević, 2002a) 

and Večernji list concurring that “there was no doubt that this was the best film” (Jurčić, 

2002c). After it claimed the prizes for best film, director, supporting actor and supporting 

actress as well as the audience and critics awards, Slobodna Dalmacija accordingly 

described it as “the deserved absolute winner at the [...] 49th Pula Film Festival” (Radak, 

2002a).63 

 

Globus deemed the awards “official confirmation of that which has been known for years in 

film circles about the young director”, namely that “Dalibor Matanić is an undoubtedly 

talented, courageous and provocative director” (Tomljanović, 2002: 87). In an act of 

enthusiastic hyperbole, Vjesnik even ventured so far as to claim that “it can be said with 

certainty that in his twenty-seventh year Dalibor Matanić has already become a great 

director” (Kurelec, 2002). This praise was accentuated by the lack of competition faced by 

                                                
62 Outlining the “[s]candalous role of Franjo Tuđman and the Catholic Church in financing the Ustasha epic”, 
Nacional sourced evidence of how “Tuđman illegally and unlawfully seized Croatian taxpayers’ money for his 
favoured director Jakov Sedlar […] and how the lower levels of government obediently carried out his orders” 
(Godeč 2000: 10). 
63 The best supporting actress award went to Olga Pakalović in the role of Iva. The press seized upon this 
anomaly, Novi list declaring that “[t]he one journalistic question was: who is the main actress in Nice Dead 
Girls if Olga Pakalović is supporting?” (Ćustić Juraga, 2002). 
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Matanić’s film. Jutarnji list was therefore more careful to contextualise the work’s success 

than other publications, observing how, thus far at post-independence editions of Pula, 

“everybody would be pulling their hair out from the Croatian filmic gall, and then one title 

would appear which would give the illusion that we have a cinema after all” and 

recognising that “[t]his time, the role of Baywatch which rescues feature film from the 

water’s murky stranglehold has been taken by Dalibor Matanić’s Nice Dead Girls” (Pavičić, 

2002b).64 

 

Nice Dead Girls entered cinema distribution in October 2002. Although a broadly positive 

sentiment endured, coverage was peppered by less favourable reviews. Globus called it “the 

first normal Croatian film” and “truly excellent” (Globus, 2002), whilst Večernji list posited 

that “[i]f it had been made during the last decade then we could have easily proclaimed it 

the best film of the nineties” but “[a]s it is, we can only hope that Nice Dead Girls will not 

be the best film of the noughties, rather the start of a new period in Croatian cinema” 

(Jurčić, 2002e). Describing the film as “an exception to the otherwise slow, boring and old-

fashioned cinema which is more burdened by vanity and intolerance”, Vjesnik foresaw the 

emergence of New Croatian Cinema in Nice Dead Girls, claiming that Matanić is “currently 

the most successful Croatian film director and, we hope, the leader of a new generation 

which is not immune nor indifferent, nor arrogant or super-intellectual, just ready to picture 

life around themselves precisely as it is” (Sömen, 2002b).  

 

Glas Slavonije, which had merely reprinted coverage taken from Novi list during the Pula 

festival, granted Matanić’s film a dedicated review with its arrival in Osijek. Despite 

recognising that “it is difficult to say that Matanić’s new work is without flaw”, the 

newspaper called it a “quality work” and judged that if similar works can be produced then 

audiences “will soon not have to disappointedly avoid film screenings without subtitles” 

(Đerđ-Dunđerović, 2002). Feral Tribune, which had skipped Pula entirely, reviewed the 

film for the first time, describing it as “an entirely solid option for watching at the cinema” 

(Jurak, 2002a). Nevertheless, it reasoned that “[i]t could be said for Nice Dead Girls, 

without blinking an eye, that it is the best film since Brešan’s How The War Started on My 

                                                
64 Regarding Yugosphere integration, the Croatian press recognised regional commonality when Nice Dead 
Girls was shown at the Sarajevo Film Festival and Belgrade’s Fest. Nacional reported that at Sarajevo “the 
film received an exceptionally long applause” (Polimac, 2002b). Matanić explained this positive reception in 
Vijenac, reasoning that “[w]e have crossed over the hill of mistrust and created a positive climate between 
people from the so-called region, where people from Zagreb, Ljubljana and Sarajevo communicate much 
better between themselves than in their own settings” (Lisjak, 2002). At Fest, Večernji list recounted how it 
was included within the Far Off Over There program, a commonality derived from the directors all coming 
from South-East Europe (Bajt, 2003). 
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Island, but, unfortunately, this says more about Croatian cinema than about Nice Dead 

Girls” (Jurak, 2002a). The most dramatic reassessment came from Novi list which 

dismissed Matanić as “a director without any conviction” and deemed the film “Croatian 

trash” (Paquola, 2002). Where the lack of competition had benefitted Nice Dead Girls at 

Pula, in cinemas it proved its undoing since it was now a lone bearer of the unenviable 

domestic film label, Nacional speculating that “[i]t would be a shame if Nice Dead Girls 

falls short due to the failings of others, because it is a film which is in many ways different 

to everything that domestic cinema has grown us accustomed to” (Polimac, 2002c). 

 

A non-filmic intertext emerged more than a decade after the work’s initial release, when 

Matanić directed a stage adaptation of Nice Dead Girls at the Gavella theatre in Zagreb. 

Reviews of the play were positive, Večernji list claiming that thanks to Matanić’s developed 

maturity it was “incomparably better, more complex and finally more critical of our reality 

than the film version” (Radović, 2013). This, however, was overshadowed by the Catholic 

Church’s protests against the play’s marketing posters which featured two statues of the 

Virgin Mary embracing. Despite Croatia being officially a secular country, the Church’s 

massive influence was clear with Zagreb’s mayor Milan Bandić banning the posters from 

public spaces on the grounds that “[t]he mayor must take care not to offend religious 

feelings” (Jutarnji list, 2013a). The play was staged at the same time as a national 

referendum which sought to constitutionally define marriage as only existing between men 

and women. Receiving the audience’s applause on the penultimate evening prior to the vote, 

Dalibor Matanić “revealed the bust of actress Nela Kocsis […] on which was written in 

large red letters: ‘AGAINST’” (Matijević, 2013). 

 

Nice Dead Girls: national identity 

Croatian society’s conservative agents still held authority in most fields of cultural and 

political life throughout the 2000s. Whilst national identity had been constructed in binary 

opposition to the Serbian outgroup during the 1990s, this conservative imagining of 

Croatianhood expanded this to exclude all national and non-national deviations. New 

Croatian Cinema was one of the rare realms in which pluralistic, liberal imaginings of 

nationhood were dominant, offering a coherent response to this oppression. Films 

undermined the dominant national identity and normalised deviations through sympathetic 

depictions of alternative identities. In Nice Dead Girls the irreconcilable deviation is 

homosexuality, Vjesnik noting how “in their lesbian love [Iva and Marija] are different, they 

are immediately sentenced to revenge and destruction, and this from far worse killers, 
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whores, racists, brutes, hypocrites, perverts, necrophiles… everybody is fine, only they are 

bad” (Sömen, 2002b). 

 

Although the homosexual element was foregrounded, press coverage generally recognised 

that Nice Dead Girls offered broader commentary on national identity. Večernji list stressed 

that “it is clear that Matanić is not so interested in lesbian love as in the reaction of the 

surroundings to it […] and filled it with numerous Croatian anomalies” (Jurčić, 2002e). 

Besides the narrative’s direct depiction of this persecution, Matanić’s film also portrayed a 

national metaphor which most publications acknowledged, Novi list stating that “by all of 

the elements and symbols it can easily be understood that this house is in fact Croatia” 

(Dragojević, 2002b). Slobodna Dalmacija judged that the “house […] has several families 

which in some way give a perspective on the hypocrisy of contemporary Croatian society” 

(Radak, 2002b). Vijenac likewise saw that “[t]he house in which the tenants live is a sort of 

metaphor for the whole of Croatia, in which director Dalibor Matanić pulled no punches 

with anybody” (Vidačković, 2002: 27). The magazine subsequently expanded this 

assessment, recognising that the film is “more precisely a synecdoche” in which the house 

“symbolises the Croatian capital city, and at the same time Croatia as a whole” (Radić, 

2002). Placing the film in the context of Matanić’s emerging repertoire, it reasoned that 

“[w]hilst in Cashier the parental Zagreb inhabitants were represented by likable characters 

who evoked compassion, more so since they were exposed to the rigors of rural Dinarics, 

here those same Purgers or Zagrebians have become equally primitive as their oppressors 

from the last film, but also significantly more aggressive than them” (Radić, 2002).65 

Jutarnji list described Nice Dead Girls as a “report on the state of the nation” containing “a 

catalogue of local pathologies: deranged veterans, homophobia, religious fundamentalism, 

sexism…” (Pavičić, 2002a). The newspaper referenced one of the work’s extra-filmic 

intertexts concerning a high-profile case of HIV-positive toddlers from Međimuje who 

suffered segregation and ostracisation, claiming that “[o]ver the last few months we have all 

learned together that average, little Croats are in fact lowlifes and bastards [and] these 

anonymous lowlifes are the heroes of Matanić’s film” (Pavičić, 2002a).66 

 

                                                
65 Purger is a term used for a resident of Zagreb whose family has lived in the city for at least several 
generations. 
66 The case of the Međimurje toddlers Nina and Ela occurred at the same time as Nice Dead Girls appeared at 
Pula. On the political left, Feral Tribune reflected similar ideas to those in Jutarnji list, claiming that this was 
part of a series of events which heralded “[t]he end of the illusion of Croatia as a ‘society of good people’” 
(Ivančić V., 2002: 36). 
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Nevertheless, some audiences’ identities hindered the effective communication of the film’s 

national metaphor. One reason for this, after the 1990s when the depiction of all identities 

was conditioned by nationhood, was a broad fatigue towards matters of national identity. 

Consequently, the presentation of national identity was often secondary to more eye-

catching, topical lesbian content, and in shorter pieces could be skipped entirely. Affording 

the film considerably less text than the others which it was profiled alongside, in its preview 

of the 2002 Pula festival Novi list described Nice Dead Girls as “another gay story” (Ćurić, 

2002). Jutarnji list also introduced Nice Dead Girls as “an urban drama on the subject of 

homosexuality” (Pavičić, 2002d). Even at the event’s conclusion, Globus claimed Matanić 

had won “the Golden Arena for a film with a lesbian thematic” (Tomljanović, 2002: 87). 

 

In other instances, interpretations of the film’s metaphor were skewed or rejected due to a 

failure to identify either the work’s villains with the national self or its victims with the 

other. Slobodna Dalmacija, for instance, deemed Matanić’s contrast so excessive that it 

could not recognise itself in the constructed Croatia, claiming that “[w]e do not have a 

problem identifying with the main heroines, because they share love, but we have a problem 

recognising the hell on the other side” (Kosanović, 2002). The newspaper explained that 

“[w]e do not see the cardinal problem of the film in how tears are shed for the fate of 

lesbian love” but rather in the polarisation of how “[o]n the one hand you have girls in love, 

whilst on the other are a maniac woman, a rapist, a spineless husband, a whore, an ‘illegal’ 

gynaecologist, pregnant nuns, skinheads [and] a veteran with PTSD” (Kosanović, 2002).67 

The negative review in Novi list similarly described the “distasteful gathering of bizarreness 

crammed into a building next to the railway tracks” as “an excessiveness and forgery of the 

Croatian everyday” (Paquola, 2002). Although now directed at the national self, these 

criticisms in Slobodna Dalmacija and Novi list are ironically reminiscent of those levelled at 

State-Building Cinema during the 1990s when the on-screen Serbian other became so 

monstrous that it could no longer be associated with the actual Serbian other. 

 

Despite recognising that Matanić had constructed a “[g]rotesque of life in the Croatian 

style” (Đerđ-Dunđerović, 2002), Glas Slavonije afforded the valuable commodity of 

victimhood to the national self. Ignoring the plight of Iva and Marija, the newspaper 

reasoned the house’s inhabitants were the film’s victims given that Nice Dead Girls 
                                                
67 The newspaper’s rejection of the film’s national self as excessive was perhaps premature given the violence 
of the first pride march in its own city of Split in June 2011. Referring to it as “Beirut on the streets of Split”, 
Slobodna Dalmacija described how 4,000 protesters attacked the participants hurling a mixture of “[t]he very 
worst curses” and a “cannonade of tomatoes, bottles, […] glasses, flowers with lumps of soil, rocks, cans and 
large plastic items” (Kovačić, 2011). 
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“critically explores the petty bourgeoisie hypocrisy which, encamped in the ruinous 

periphery, symptomatically metastasises towards the urban centre, creating true victims 

from its participants” (Đerđ-Dunđerović, 2002). Fokus avoided entering into conflict with 

the film for petitioning on behalf of a demographic which it elsewhere spoke of as 

“sodomites” and “pederasts” (Žamić, 2002). In an unexpectedly positive review of Nice 

Dead Girls, it listed the unenviable characteristics of each of the house’s residents, referring 

to them as “a series of characters with their roots in the texts and stories of the crime pages” 

(Jurkas, 2002: 15). This disaggregated them as a disunited string of individuals rather than a 

coherent microcosm of Croatian society. Consequently, both Glas Slavonije and Fokus 

accepted Matanić’s work as a positive contribution to Croatian cinema but moulded their 

interpretations to fit their own understandings of national identity. 

 

Nice Dead Girls: sexual identity 

Although homosexuality had not been entirely avoided in Croatian film culture, Nice Dead 

Girls was the first time that it had been foregrounded as a narrative’s galvanising identity.68 

Consequently, the film “did much to increase the visibility of lesbians in Croatia and 

articulate a clear criticism of homophobic Croatian society and its tyranny over sexual 

minorities” (Radat, 2006). Nevertheless, the means employed to deliver this criticism were 

not always welcomed. Decrying how “not only is this not a lesbian film, it is actually a 

sexist and patriarchal product which operates in the same cruel filmic tradition which 

presents lesbians (and women) as victims, and lesbian relations as an impossibility”, Simić 

asked “[w]hy did the first Croatian celluloid lesbians have to die?” (Simić, M., 2006: 64). 

When challenged, Matanić batted away such objections: 

 
Some of the girls wanted Hollywood, a happy ending, an ending in which those two 

end up getting married. I asked them: ‘What country do you live in, do you see that 

anywhere in Croatia?’ (Simić, T., 2008: 125). 

 
Beyond serving as an example of victimhood at the hands of conservative Croatia, 

Matanić’s concern for homosexuals remained tentative, the director claiming that “the film 

could function if it was dealing with two Jews, Serbs or blacks” because “[t]he definition of 

love as lesbianism is not as important as the definition of love as something with causes 

shock in the moralising surroundings” (Jurčić, 2002d). 

 
                                                
68 Previous examples include individual characters in Handcuffs (Lisice, Papić, 1969), Occupation in 26 
Tableaux (Okupacija u 26 slika, Zafranović, 1978), The Honeymoon (Medeni mjesec, Babić, 1983), Calvary, 
Russian Meat and Agony (Agonija, Jakov Sedlar, 1998). 
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So why did Matanić settle upon homosexuals rather than an alternative outgroup? The 

director explained that he “chose lesbians because the relationship of people towards 

homosexuality in Croatia is an interesting indicator of the development of society’s 

consciousness” (Lastić, 2002: 39). This implied a negative image of Croatian society since, 

as liberal Novi list recognised, “[h]omophobia, discrimination, intolerance, prejudice and 

hatred towards homosexual people is culturally acceptable” (Lončarek, 2006: 11).69 Present 

throughout the decade, the debate concerning homosexual rights amounted to a barometer 

between liberal and conservative imaginings of Croatian national identity. Moreover, this 

was elevated beyond the issue itself into a civilizational matter. The liberal minority 

claimed, as Slobodna Dalmacija affirmed, that for Croatia “[t]o join the family of most 

developed nations on the Old Continent[…] the prevention of any sort of discrimination, 

particularly sexual, is sought” (Jadrijević Tomas, 2006: 20). By contrast, the conservative 

majority judged that improved homosexual rights would directly precipitate Croatian 

society’s demise, Fokus alleging that these were “a negation, an abandoning of a universal 

moral legacy and values, rules, principles, normative civilised life, the achievements of 

human culture and civilisation” (Vukasović, 2006: 62).70 

 

Besides its place within this prolonged debate, Matanić stressed how his film “turned into 

something linked to Zagreb and Croatia in 2002” and that he had “decided to make a film 

which was entirely based on that year and that minute” (Sömen, 2002a). Nevertheless, the 

director could not have envisaged just how topical the work would turn out to be at the time 

of its Pula screening, Novi list acknowledging how “[h]omoerotic love as the subject of the 

film managed to fit in with the parade in Zagreb” (Dragojević, 2002a), the first staging of 

such a pride march in Croatia. Most publications were subsequently supportive of the 

Zagreb pride, Nacional reasoning that “taking into account the incidents caused by 

opponents to the parade, it SUCCEEDED JUST BY BEING HELD” (Đilas, 2002: 60). 

Nevertheless, such support was based around a rejection of the physical violence enacted by 

                                                
69 Besides legal inequality and the threat of violence, this discrimination was ingrained in mainstream Croatia, 
even amongst more liberal agents. Whether positively or negatively, for instance, the press externally 
objectified homosexuals as something to be written about, rather than addressing them as an inclusive part of 
their readership. Conservative voices frequently undermined homosexuals by listing them alongside sexual 
and criminal deviances. The lawyer and parliamentarian Pero Kovačević, for example, argued “[r]apists, 
contract killers, paedophiles and former Yugoslav informers are minorities too, do we need to protect them as 
well?” (Crnčec and Ciglenečki, 2006). 
70 Although Fokus, as the most outspoken publication against homosexual rights had a relatively small circu-
lation, evidence for how it represented the views of the majority on this subject can be appreciated in the re-
sults of the December 2013 referendum in which two thirds of voters determined that marriage would be con-
stitutionally enshrined as only occurring between a man and a woman. The conservative campaign was headed 
by U ime obitelji, which campaigned with posters claiming that “Every child needs a mum and dad”, and 
backed by the Croatian Bishops’ Conference which instructed its congregations how to vote. 
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a small number of protesters, thus masking the prejudices which prevailed in broader 

society. In an assessment of the event which closely reflected the contents of Nice Dead 

Girls, Feral Tribune claimed that “Croatian society, outside the space of a collective 

illusion, comes face to face with ever more radical manifestations of selfishness, violence, 

bigotry and all imaginable forms of intolerance towards the handicapped, the threatened, the 

different and – generally – ‘minorities” (Ivančić V., 2002: 37). 

 

Simić stresses how, in Nice Dead Girls, “the dynamic of this lesbian relationship […] fits 

exceptionally well into a heterosexual matrix” (Simić, M., 2006: 66). However, the butch-

femme heteronormalisation of the film’s heroines, with sporty, breadwinning Marija 

protecting vulnerable, petite Iva, was rarely noted in the mainstream press and never 

interrogated. Unwilling to alienate huge swathes of potential readers, publications were 

hampered by awkwardness and inconsistencies when navigating homosexual identities in 

Nice Dead Girls. This was particularly the case in Vjesnik which struggled to define the 

women’s relationship, describing them cumbersomely as “two girls in mutual romantic 

relations” (Kurelec, 2002), a structure which, unsurprisingly, was not repeated for 

heterosexual couples. Elsewhere, the newspaper manifested the broader trend for conceiving 

of homosexuals exclusively through sexual activities, in contrast to heterosexuals who were 

also afforded emotional motivations. Thus, despite the stability of the women’s relationship, 

the newspaper reduced Marija to merely being Iva’s “lover”, but elevated Danijel’s rape by 

claiming that he was motivated by “his love for Iva” (Vjesnik, 2002).71 

  

                                                
71 Despite words’ similarity in English, in Croatian the difference is clearer. The consenting homosexuals are 
deemed ljubavnice, a noun emphasising physical acts of intimacy which take place outside of marriage, 
whereas the heterosexual rape is linked to the verb voljeti, meaning to love in the sense of emotion and affec-
tion. 
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Dominant Marija (right) negotiating on behalf of the couple. Nice Dead Girls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marija (right) protecting Iva (left). Nice Dead Girls. 

 

The press’s awkwardness extended into its dealings with Nina Violić and Olga Pakalović, 

the actresses who played Marija and Iva respectively. Publications consistently blurred the 

boundaries between these actresses and the roles which they played to an extent which was 

not replicated with heterosexual identities. For example, rather than refer to the characters’ 

names, Večernji list informed readers that Nice Dead Girls offered “explicit depictions of 

romantic relations between Olga Pakalović and Nina Violić” (Jurčić, 2002a: 26). 

Consequently, measures were taken to reclaim the actresses for conservative Croatia. Where 
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filmic homosexuality led to death, Globus adulterated the work’s title, describing Nina 

Violić as a “[n]ice, very alive girl” (Haznadar, 2002a: 70). Accompanying the article with a 

nude photograph of Violić, emphasizing her pregnancy, the patriarchal norms were 

reinforced with a caption claiming that “Nina Violić presents herself to us in the most 

serious light – a woman who has chosen to become a mother” (Haznadar, 2002a: 71). Anti-

homosexual discourse frequently cited heterosexual marriage as the only legitimate 

environment for raising children. Accordingly, on the occasion of the film’s premiere, 

Gloria also toyed with its title so as to fit patriarchal gender norms when writing of “[n]ice 

pregnant girls” and describing how “the film event turned into a sort of review of pregnant 

tummies” (Petrinović and Stanković, 2002).  

 

Sometimes, however, the press’s line of questioning was far more puerile and orientated 

towards an indisputably male readership. Interviewing Olga Pakalović, Globus asked 

“[w]hat does it feel like to kiss a girl, Nina Violić, is it different to kissing a male partner?” 

(Stilinović, 2002: 81). Undermining the very nature of her profession, Pakalović gave the 

unusual answer that “it was a challenge to do something which is different from whom I am, 

to make a compromise between who I am and the character I was interpreting” (Stilinović, 

2002: 81). Similarly, the magazine asked Nina Violić “[w]hat does it feel like to act love 

towards the same sex and would you accept such a role if you knew that your opposite 

number was actually a lesbian?” (Arbutina, 2002: 25). Violić replied that “[i]f it was a lesbo 

then I’d find it harder” although “[f]ortunately, Olga Pakalović […] has no such pretensions 

towards me” (Arbutina, 2002: 25). 

 

Whilst the homosexual content in Nice Dead Girls had been foregrounded across much of 

the press, those publications which were most dogmatically opposed to equal rights for 

homosexuals avoided such attention. Fokus recognised that Nice Dead Girls had “garnered 

all possible praise”, however the magazine’s review avoided any reference to 

homosexuality, innocuously calling it “the tragedy of two young female characters” who are 

targeted due to “their deviation” (Jurkas, 2002: 15). Glas Koncila, by contrast, stripped the 

homosexuals of their victimhood entirely, instead deeming them to be just one of the litany 

of social ills present within “the dark side of the Croatian reality” (Anđić, 2002). The 

publication claimed that “[t]he image of that reality is terrible and comprised of lesbianism, 

rape, abortions, incest, child abduction, lies, hiding death, etc.” (Anđić, 2002). 

 

Yugosphere cooperation: whose film is it? 

Following the liberal shift in 2000, Tuđmanist cultural-political imperatives aimed at 
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asserting national uniqueness diminished. Institutionally, this permitted Croatian 

filmmakers to look transnationally for economic and cultural stimuli within the Yugosphere. 

A frequent face in Croatian films throughout the 2000s, Sarajevo actor Emir 

Hadžihafizbegović reasoned: 
 

Co-productions are not just something for poor cinematic countries. Everybody is 

doing co-productions. Namely, within the dotted cinematic lines of the former 

Yugoslavia there remain wonderful people who know how to do their job (Pavičić, 

S., 2006). 

 
This understanding of Yugosphere borders as dotted lines rather than impermeable barriers, 

facilitated a rise in regional cooperation. This was manifested at production, personnel, 

narrative and exhibition levels, although it was not met with universal acceptance within the 

Croatian press. The film which most comprehensively embraced all of these aspects of 

Yugosphere cooperation was Rajko Grlić’s The Border Post in 2006. 

 

The Border Post: synopsis 

The Border Post is set in 1987 on the edges of Lake Ohrid, close to Yugoslavia’s 

Macedonian frontier with Albania. Ostensibly guarding this border, a group of conscripts in 

their early twenties, drawn from across Yugoslavia, waste away their days under the 

supervision of the middle-aged Bosnian lieutenant Safet Pašić. Two of these are the friends 

Siniša, a recently graduated doctor from Split, and Ljuba, a Jack-the-lad from Belgrade who 

takes pleasure in testing Pašić’s authority. One morning, the lieutenant unexpectedly calls 

Siniša into his office and shows the initially stupefied recruit his penis. After a brief 

inspection, Siniša informs him that he has syphilis and requires treatment. Pašić is unwilling 

to visit a doctor, fearing that this information would end up on his army record, and instead 

tells Siniša that he must cure him. This treatment will last three weeks and, not wanting his 

wife to learn of his unfaithfulness, Pašić concocts a story in which nobody may leave the 

outpost due to alleged Albanian troop manoeuvres which are, unsurprisingly, anticipated to 

last three weeks. Special dispensation is granted to Siniša in order that he might collect the 

necessary medical provisions and deliver Pašić’s wages to his wife, Mirjana, who lives in 

nearby Ohrid. The attractive Mirjana is several years younger than Pašić but is weary, 

leading a lonely life without any prospect of bettering herself. Over a series of visits Siniša 

gradually seduces her, despite her warnings for him not to toy with her emotions. Resenting 

Pašić’s authority, Ljuba initiates a plan to undermine him. Feigning friendship for his 

lieutenant, he apologises for his previous indiscretions and tells Pašić that he wishes to 

make a pilgrimage to Tito’s grave in Belgrade. Despite cuckolding him, Siniša nevertheless 
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sympathises with Pašić and warns him that Ljuba is tricking him. Sent to meet the local 

commander, Ljuba pretends to break down in tears, claiming that it was Pašić’s idea for him 

to walk to Belgrade and that the lieutenant has been bullying him. The commander furiously 

calls Pašić, telling him that he will never be promoted and will remain at the desolate 

outpost for the rest of his career. After the military police return Ljuba to the outpost that 

night, Pašić attacks him but in the ensuing fight Ljuba beats his superior to death. Whilst 

this is occurring, Siniša returns to the border post after a day with Mirjana. He is concerned 

because he recognises how the elder woman is much more invested in their affair than he is 

and has made serious plans to leave Pašić. Fearing that her husband knows about her 

unfaithfulness and will kill Siniša, Mirjana hurries to the border post, flagging down a 

military vehicle which is going to bring Pašić to the commander. Paranoid, the conscripts 

mistake this vehicle’s faulty headlights for the start of an Albanian invasion. Opening fire, 

they kill most of the passengers, including Mirjana. Dressed, later, in civilian clothes, Siniša 

returns by train to Split. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Siniša (left) and Mirjana (right). The Border Post. 
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Pašić (left) and Ljuba (right). The Border Post. 

 

The Border Post: production and release 

Croatian press coverage of The Border Post was, compared with other non-Hollywood 

films, high during the work’s production and release. This generally focussed upon three 

distinct aspects: Rajko Grlić’s biography, literary adaptation and Yugosphere cooperation. 

Prior to the outbreak of war in Yugoslavia, Rajko Grlić was recognised as “the most 

prestigious Croatian director on the international film scene” (Polimac, 1991a: 38). 

However, with nationalism rising, Grlić complained that “[i]n Belgrade they call me an 

Ustasha, in Zagreb a Chetnik” (Homovec, 1991a: 36). Avowedly anti-nationalist, the 

director left Croatia and was “for years […] in a sort of intellectual emigration in the United 

States” (Haznadar: 1998b, 68), taking up positions firstly at New York University and then 

Ohio University. The director’s increasingly frequent sojourns in Croatia were noted, 

Nacional recognising in March 2006 that “since the end of the 90s [Grlić] is often in 

Croatia, and his influence on the rebirth of Croatian cinema is undeniable” (Radić, 2006: 

87). Besides co-founding a summer film school in Grožjan, which counts Dalibor Matanić 

as a graduate, he maintained a regular media presence by establishing the Motovun film 

festival in 1999. This was intended as an alternate space to the state-sanctioned event in 

Pula, Grlić explaining: 
 

Motovun did not emerge out of spite, it was just accepted as some sort of 

alternative. The most terrible thing that can happen to a place is that everything you 

see and hear and all information comes from one speaker  

(Mustapić, 2004a: 7). 
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Grlić did not recommence filmmaking in Croatia whilst Tuđman held onto power, although 

his recrudescence would then be immediate, the director explaining that “[w]hen Tuđman 

went into hospital, and we that same day set up cameras in front of it for something which 

would later become A New, New Time [(Novo, novo vrijeme, Grlić and Mirković, 2001)], 

my ‘hunger’ for film returned” (Njegić, 2010).72 Although parts of “the media maliciously 

try to impute ‘Yugonostalgia’” upon the director (Njegić, 2005), an indication of Grlić’s 

readmittance into the post-Tuđman national self can be appreciated in how, by July 2004, 

prior to the release of any new feature films, Slobodna Dalmacija referred to him as “the 

great Croatian director” (Mustapić, 2004a: 6). 

 

Grlić’s directorial role was particularly emphasised in material concerning The Border Post. 

Novi list was one of several publications to stress how “Croatian viewers have not seen one 

of his feature length film productions […] since Charuga [(Čaruga, Grlić, 1991)] which 

was filmed in 1991” (Simičević, 2006). Furthermore, The Border Post was contextualised 

within Grlić’s opus, Vjesnik describing it as “along the lines of You Only Love Once” 

(Vidačković, 2006: 65) and Jutarnji list claiming it is “[i]n the spirit of You Only Love 

Once” (Pavičić, J., 2006b: 40). Besides Grlić’s personal biography, with a Croatian national 

identity now recognised, the director served as the vital link for Croatian publications 

wishing to lay claim to this multinational co-production as a domestic product since, 

amongst the film’s actors, most attention went to non-Croats. Večernji list praised “above 

all Bosnian-Herzegovinan actor Emir Hadžihafizbegović [for] a brilliant performance” 

(Levaj, 2006), Jutarnji list claimed that “the film’s true heroine is the Macedonian actress 

Verica Nedeska […] who is a real discovery” (Pavičić, J., 2006b: 41), whilst for Index.hr 

“[Sergej] Trifunović, currently the strongest Serbian actor, ‘stole the show’ from the young, 

green [Toni] Gojanović” (Alač, 2006). Debutant Gojanović, still a student at Zagreb’s 

Academy of Dramatic Art, in the role of Siniša, lacked a public profile. In the few 

interviews which he gave, Gojanović revealed little about himself, Slobodna Dalmacija 

assessing that he “avoids the media as much as possible, and only agrees to […] giving 

interviews if they are about his work” (Laušić, 2005). As a consequence, the Croatian press 

coverage was instead channelled largely through Rajko Grlić. 

 

                                                
72 A New, New Time covered the ensuing presidential election. As the film’s title suggests, Tuđman had 
marketed Croatian independence as a new period but, one decade later, another new beginning was yet again 
necessary. 
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The genesis of The Border Post was to be found in Ante Tomić’s novel Nothing is Allowed 

to Surprise Us (Ništa nas ne smije iznenaditi, Tomić, A., 2003). Literary adaptations 

constituted a coherent trait within New Croatian Cinema, Globus reasoning in January 2006 

that “Croatian cinema […] relies upon the brand of new Croatian novels and has yielded 

sensational results” (Polimac, 2006c: 50). The magazine outlined the “formula for domestic 

film hits”, judging that “[i]t is best to write a screenplay according to a bestseller by a young 

writer” (Polimac, 2006c: 48). Slobodna Dalmacija pointed out how the most commonly 

adapted novels were by writers who “gathered within the Festival of A Literature”, 

describing them as “a goldmine for digging out hits” (Paleček, 2006: 28).73 Tomić had 

already enjoyed filmic success after his debut novel What is a Man Without a Moustache 

(Što je muškarac bez brkova?, Tomić, A., 2000) was adapted by Hrvoje Hribar and, 

following its release in January 2006, became “the biggest domestic hit of recent years” 

(Pavičić, J., 2006a). Nevertheless, Tomić admitted to preferring his experience with Grlić, 

claiming that “[w]ith Rajko Grlić I worked without any problem whatsoever”, whereas for 

Hribar he said that “the pair of us don’t really function in the same room” (Baretić, 2006).74 

With The Border Post scheduled for release not long after, this created a heightened, and 

ultimately unfulfilled, sense of expectation. Playing upon the title of Tomić’s previous film 

when asking “[w]hat is a hit film without a literary template”, Slobodna Dalmacija was one 

of several publications to suggest that, due to Tomić’s reputation, The Border Post “could 

easily exceed the success of Moustache” (Paleček, 2006: 28). 

 

The most frequently commented aspect of the film’s production within the Croatian media 

was the input of resources from various states. Rather than specifying the particular funds 

and studios which were involved in The Border Post, most coverage supported the 

fetishisation of the nation state by listing national units. The film’s producers came from 

Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, France, Hungary, Kosovo, Macedonia, Serbia 

and Montenegro and Slovenia, whilst financial support was contributed by institutions from 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the Council of Europe, France, Macedonia, Serbia and 

Montenegro and Slovenia. Such a list of countries, however, fails to recognise the precise 

                                                
73 Usually referred to by the acronym FAK, this movement was founded as the Festival of Alternative 
Literature and later adapted into the Festival of A Literature. It shared many similarities with New Croatian 
Cinema in how its key figures, such as Zoran Ferić, Miljenko Jergović, Krešimir Pintarić, Borivoj Radaković 
and Ante Tomić sought to re-popularise their cultural medium. 
74 Nevertheless, his experience with Grlić was not entirely smooth. With The Border Post still in post-
production, Grlić lent an unfinished copy to Tomić, permitting him to show it to a very small group of close 
literary colleagues at the Hvaranin café in Split. This, however, snowballed, attracting an audience which 
included members of the press and even some of the film’s actors, to such an extent that Slobodna Dalmacija 
described it as an “advance premiere of the premiere” (Bibić, 2006), greatly provoking Grlić’s ire. 
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nature of each element and their varying contributions. During the film’s production phase, 

for instance, Serbia and Montenegro existed as a state union but all participation came from 

Serbian rather than Montenegrin bodies.75 Likewise, listing Bosnia and Herzegovina 

overlooks how input did not come from federal sources but rather from those linked to the 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with no participation by those from Republika 

Srpska. 

 

Some publications attempted to list the origin of all contributing bodies, Nacional deeming 

it “the first co-production of all former Yugoslav republics, except Montenegro but with 

Kosovo, and with British, Hungarian and Austrian participation” (Radić, 2006: 87). It was 

far more common, however, to encounter statements which only recognised conglomerated 

Yugosphere nationhoods, Večernji list claiming that “all the countries in the space of the 

former Yugoslavia participated” (Borković, 2006). There was a paradox between how 

positive interest was generated by the Yugosphere commonality and yet this was manifested 

within strictly delineated post-Yugoslav national cultures which based their existence on the 

denial of that commonality. The consequence of this was ahistoricism, as exemplified by 

Slobodna Dalmacija which claimed that The Border Post was “important because it is the 

largest regional co-production since we have had them here” (Kosanović, 2006a: 18). This 

statement discounted epic Yugoslav-era co-productions, like Bulajić’s Battle on the 

Neretva, which could only come to fruition through the combined efforts of national studios 

within Yugoslavia’s republics. 

 

The inescapable associations with Yugoslavia due to production, narrative and exhibition 

raised the potential for ideological acrimony when addressing The Border Post. Those 

involved with the film stressed the economic and filmic motivations for their galvanising of 

resources from across the former state, lest it be interpreted ideologically as latent 

Yugonostalgia, Ante Tomić declaiming that “[w]e have not united Yugoslavia, rather 

talents” (Pavičić, J., 2006b: 41). Grlić was the least willing to venture beyond economic 

explanations for Yugospheric cooperation, stating that “[i]t’s not remotely possible today to 

work seriously if you do not have four or five countries included in a film, because it’s 

simply impossible with the money that you are getting to put together a production” and “it 

means the film will get watched because in those states distribution is guaranteed” (Premec, 

2008: 13). 

                                                
75 In the period between the film’s premieres in March 2006 and its appearance at the Pula festival in July 
2006, Montenegro held a June independence referendum, dissolving the country. 
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Building upon the momentum generated by the film’s novel production circumstances, The 

Border Post received cinema release several months before the Pula festival, meaning that it 

was able to take centre stage rather than share the limelight with other works. 

Simultaneously exemplifying both Yugoslav commonality and national parcelisation, The 

Border Post received a series of premieres in Skopje, Belgrade, Sarajevo, Zagreb and Split 

and Ljubljana. Nevertheless, only a limited number of Croatian publications recognised the 

film’s existence outside of Croatia’s borders. The film’s pre-Zagreb premieres were covered 

to varying extents by Index.hr, Jutarnji list, Slobodna Dalmacija and Večernji list. Not only 

did Slobodna Dalmacija give extensive coverage to the Skopje premiere, it also published a 

succession of interviews with most of the film’s main actors. This was the most attention 

which the newspaper had afforded a film since Sedlar’s nationalist flop Our Lady in 1995 

and evinced the change of identity which the publication had undergone in the intervening 

period. Although the coverage provided by Index.hr was based upon collating press 

materials from other republics, rather than actually attending events, the portal reported on 

how “[a]fter the triumphant premiere to Belgraders, at which at the end of the film the 

performers were met by the ovation of a thousand visitors to the Sava Centre, the film did 

even better before the Sarajevo audience, still enthusiastic for images from the better 

Yugoslav past” (Alač, 2006). Unlimited in the amount of material which it could offer, 

compared to physical newspapers, Index.hr continued to provide updates on the “success of 

Grlić’s The Border Post abroad” (Index.hr, 2006b). Other publications, by contrast, only 

addressed the film once it reached Croatian soil. Croatian filmic elements’ existence, it 

seemed, dissipated as soon as they left the nation state. Publications with more constrictive 

local identities, such as Glas Slavonije, further waited until the film reached their particular 

territorial sphere. 

 

Although generally positive, extremes of opinion were voiced within the mainstream press 

upon the Zagreb premiere of The Border Post. Noting the presence of President Mesić, 

Večernji list described the occasion in terms of a grand event, judging that “not even three 

theatres were enough to hold all of the invitees” and claiming that viewers “had exclusively 

words of praise such as ‘triumph’, ‘sensational’ and the similar” (Levaj, 2006). Vjesnik, by 

contrast, was less enthused at this stage, judging that the film was “received cordially but 

not with ovation” and came “15 years too late” (Pandža, 2006). Becoming increasingly 

critical, the newspaper claimed that “as a whole the story is spineless” and so consequently 

“Grlić’s directing is also left to dangle in a state of weightless: diluted, without firmness or 

weight” (Pandža, 2006). 
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Ultimately, The Border Post stalled in Croatian cinemas, falling considerably short of the 

viewing figures achieved by What is a Man Without a Moustache. To rely upon such figures 

alone, however, does not reveal the full picture. Beyond 43,000 Croatian cinemagoers, The 

Border Post “also attracted significant audiences in the other partner countries, so also 

played an important role in destroying the mistaken but ingrained prejudice that all Croatian 

films are boring, lifeless and uninteresting” (Škrabalo, 2008: 240). Furthermore, pirating 

hampered the film’s box office success but testifies to the film’s ability to galvanise 

viewership. This was exacerbated by interest in the film in Bosnia and Serbia, countries 

which share leaky borders with Croatia and where where pirated DVDs were widely 

available. With interest from beyond just Croatia, one quality recording anywhere in the 

Yugosphere was also enough to satiate all potential online viewers. Vjesnik recounted how 

Grlić bemoaned that, within a week of the film’s premiere, there were “pirated DVDs of a 

good quality which even reached New Zealand, Australia and South America, from where 

he receives emails about how excellent the film is” (Trkulja, 2006: 67).76 

 

The film’s reception when screened at the Pula festival in July 2006 was more muted, 

Slobodna Dalmacija attributing this to how “it seems that the majority of the audience has 

seen the film first time around” (Kosanović, 2006b).77 Given Grlić’s position in charge of 

the Motovun film festival, Globus speculated that his attendance at Pula was not entirely of 

his own volition but that “The Border Post could not bypass the national festival given that 

it received partial support from the Croatian Ministry of Culture” (Polimac, 2006b: 52). 

Nevertheless, as the opening film that year, The Border Post was hardly afforded a fair 

playing field. Describing it in terms of a “[c]atastrophic projection for Grlić’s return to the 

festival after 15 years”, Večernji list recounted how “[t]he sound could virtually not be 

understood, the wind flapped the screen the whole time and the audience hurried in the start 

of the projection with whistling after the ceremonial opening” (Jurčić, 2006a: 38).78 In spite 

of this, the newspaper recognised that “this did not prevent about 5,000 people from 

awarding the film’s team applause afterwards” (Jurčić, 2006a: 38). How precisely this 
                                                
76 This issue affected Zagreb too, for instance, less than one month after the film’s release in the city, arrests 
were made due to individuals selling pirated copies of the film at Trešnjevka’s neighbourhood market 
(Index.hr, 2006a). 
77 Although an agreement had been reached to keep the film out of Istrian cinemas prior to the festival, 
Croatia’s relatively low filmic output and the media attention given to the film mean that it is inevitable that a 
significant proportion of attendees will have already watched it. 
78 The debacle did not end here. The film’s press conference attracted small numbers, publications having 
already covered it earlier in the year. The Tenth Film (Deseti film, Mirković, 2006), a documentary screened 
about the production of The Border Post, was, according to Globus, “only watched by four people, and they 
needed to have good nerves because the image kept freezing” (Polimac 2006b). 
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applause was to be interpreted would depend upon the publication. Globus, for instance, 

judged that in spite of the technical difficulties “[t]he audience, thankfully, was not 

concerned and the final applause was frenetic” (Polimac, 2006b: 52). In Slobodna 

Dalmacija, by contrast, the film’s previous backing had subsided and it was described 

merely as “polite applause” (Kosanović, 2006b). The greatest reversal, however, occurred in 

Vjesnik which dropped its negative stance and now described The Border Post as having 

“yielded the peak of film entertainment which discreetly offers the viewer a richness of 

semantic layers” (Kurelec, 2006). 

 

The Border Post: national identity 

The reception of nationhood within The Border Post by the Croatian press can be divided 

into two aspects. One related to production, attempting to ascertain which nation(s) could 

lay claim to possession of the film. The other dealt with narrative content, discussing a 

perceived national metaphor. Given publications’ tendency to list the multiple national 

elements which participated in the production of The Border Post, Globus posed that which 

might initially seem to be a reasonable question when asking “[w]hose film is it?” (Polimac, 

2006a: 73). However, as the magazine weighed up various contributing factors, its 

reasoning proved unsuitable for the Yugosphere’s overlapping borders: 
 
Does The Border Post belong to the corpus of Croatian cinema? Formally yes, 

because of the director, co-producer Boris T. Matić, co-writer Tomić, lead actor 

Gojanović, executive cameraman Slobodan Trninić and a significant part of the 

filming team. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that Croatian cinema was 

relatively late in joining this project, which had already been guaranteed by 

Macedonian and Slovene cinemas, then the EU film fund Eurimages, and only then 

Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian funds, with the help of Austrians, French and the 

British. Of the total 2.5 million Euros, which was how much the film cost, our 

ministry only set aside one tenth (Polimac, 2006a: 73). 

 
Although it thus recognised that the film was produced as a co-production, this did not 

extend to permit shared cultural ownership in the form of double occupancy. By 

deliberating whether The Border Post warranted a place within a Croatian national cinema 

from a Croatocentric perspective, the reader was encouraged to reach an absolute answer. A 

positive response would eclipse all of the film’s other discernible nationhoods, reducing 

them to a mere garnish within a canonised work of Croatian national cinema. A negative 

response would ignore the film’s Croatian elements and discard it as an irrelevant work 

belonging to a foreign national cinema. 
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Index.hr outlined how The Border Post was “created through a co-production of several 

countries but is most often called Croatian because the director, leading actor and the larger 

part of the crew are from our country” (Index.hr, 2007). Such an explanation was lacking 

from many publications’ commentary on the film, leading to contradictory and partial 

coverage of its national identity. In Fokus the film’s non-Croatian elements were 

downplayed, for instance it claimed that The Border Post “received its premiere screening 

in Zagreb’s Cinestar” (Fokus, 2006), thus denying the film’s prior existence in Skopje, 

Belgrade and Sarajevo. Likewise, Fokus imbued Grlić with a common nationhood, 

describing him as a “Croatian director” (Fokus, 2006), despite the imaginings of Croatian 

nationhood held by the magazine and the director being poles apart. Vjesnik referred to The 

Border Post as “Grlić’s very successful return to Croatian cinema” (Kurelec, 2006), 

however, from the newspaper’s coverage which listed all of the participating countries, it 

was unclear which deciding elements actually made the project Croatian beyond precisely 

Grlić’s participation. 

 

In contrast, by describing The Border Post as a “super production” and “a true, star-filled 

and grand Yugoslav film” (Alač, 2006), Index.hr was the Croatian press’s sole voice to 

locate the work within the Yugoslav filmic tradition. Its claim that the film had “gathered 

the creative and production potential all the way from Vardar, or rather Ohrid, to Triglav” 

(Alač, 2006) was also a clear nod to the Yugoslav national identity.79 Whereas other 

publications described The Border Post in terms of an “ex-Yugoslav co-production” 

(Jurkas, 2008: 45), by referring to the film as “Neo-Yugoslav” (Alač, 2006), Index.hr 

recognised a coherent Yugoslav national identity in the present rather than an accumulation 

of separate successor state identities. The portal reasoned: 
 
It has gone full circle because, after the drought of the nineties, when we’d orgasm 

over silly graduation projects by Serbian students, just because they brought us a 

touch of ekavica and idiotic quotations, and turn away in disgust from unwatchable, 

overacted domestic pieces created by Sedlar and his chums, the time has come for 

us to return to ‘Balkan Brothers Productions’ (Alač, 2006). 

 

                                                
79 “From Vardar all the way to Triglav” are the opening lyrics to the 1977 song ‘Jugoslavijo’, written by 
Milutin Popović Zahar from Krupanj in Serbia and first released by Danilo Živković (Popović Zahar, 1977). 
Extremely well known, the song eulogised Yugoslavia, constituting part of a common culture which has 
survived the country. 
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Whilst the narrative content of The Border Post inevitably encouraged recognition of a 

Yugoslav identity, Index.hr was alone in welcoming this as a positive development. 

 

Much of the Croatian press assumed that The Border Post conveyed assertions about the 

fate socialist Yugoslavia beyond its immediate narrative. Commentary had a habit of 

referencing the state’s subsequent breakup as immediate within the narrative, even though it 

occurred several years later in 1991, Glas Koncila claiming it was set in “Spring 1987[,] the 

final days of the country which was called Yugoslavia” (Pandžić, 2006) and Novi list 

describing it as taking place “in the twilight of the former state” (Zec, 2006). Furthermore, 

there was a widespread tendency to interpret the protagonists’ personal tragedies as, in the 

words of Vjesnik, a “metaphor for the break up of the ‘Balkan federation’” (Pandža, 2006). 

Nacional expounded that “[t]he series of ‘idiocies’ and misunderstandings will eventually 

lead to a bloody finale in which soldiers of the JNA shoot at each other, which is a clear 

metaphor for the Yugoslav end in a ‘fratricidal war’” (Radić, 2006: 88). When interviewed 

about this perceived metaphor by Novi list, Grlić was clear about his intentions, explaining 

that: 
 
[t]he process of creating hatred started somewhere around 1987. Nevertheless, our 

heroes don’t live that political life, they aren’t aware of it. They live their lives and 

worry their worries. With a few details, we just wanted to show what that time was 

like. […] I was interested more in what the emotional, rational system was that 

existed in those people so that the war, hatred and one-dimensional politics later 

turned them so easily into butchers and victims, creating tragedy (Simičević, 2006). 

 
Grlić intended to present transitions in different types of individuals during the 1980s. 

However, conditioned by the prevailing historical narrative in which Yugoslavia is destined 

to fail in order that the higher goal of Croatian independence can be realised, the Croatian 

press understood the film as a more simplistic national metaphor. 

 

Večernji list referred to how “the film and its excellent actors slide inexorably, like the 

country in which it is set, from a nonchalant comedy towards tragedy” (Borković, 2006). 

Expanding upon this, the newspaper’s commentary strayed from The Border Post to 

become a summary of its stance on 1980s Yugoslav history, describing “entertaining, 

apparently harmless lies which assume catastrophic proportions, friendships beneath which 

crouch conflict [and] fake idylls in which the local generals who love flowers will in a year 

or so gain the chance to translate their deeply hidden intolerance into bloodshed” (Borković, 

2006). This tendency to force the film to fit existing national narratives of Yugoslav demise 
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was likewise present in Jutarnji list which reasoned that “Grlić’s comedy on the Yugoslav-

Albanian border ends with mutual slaughter by the JNA soldiers and the start of the ‘years 

of unravelling’” (Jurak, 2006: 45). Evidence for how keen the newspaper, not a proponent 

of right-wing discourses, was to understand the film as representing the wars of the 1990s 

was apparent in its willingness to accommodate awkward contradictions to its hypothesis. It 

conceded that the conflict had not crystalised into Serb versus Croat or Serb versus Muslim 

within the film but rather was “the war of everybody against everybody” which was “[f]or 

now only on the level of the absurd mutual slaughter” (Jurak, 2006: 45). Rather than 

interpret that which the film was actually showing, the newspaper even recommended an 

alternative ending which would better fit the desired metaphor for Yugoslav demise, 

claiming that “[i]f Grlić and Tomić had cut out that tragic ‘third’, if everything had ended 

with nostalgia, as an army comedy, the tragedy of what would follow would still have hung 

above the film” (Jurak, 2006: 45). For most of the Croatian press, thematising a Yugoslav 

identity meant thematising its demise. 

 

The press’s understanding of The Border Post as a metaphor for Yugoslavia placed the film 

in conflict with dominant post-independence narratives of national victimhood at the hands 

of Serbian aggression. With Croatian national representative Siniša emerging unscathed 

from his Yugoslav experience, this opened up Grlić to accusations of Yugonostalgia. 

Nevertheless, most publications mitigated as to why this was not in fact the case by viewing 

Grlić’s image of Yugoslavia as adequately unenticing. Globus noted at the Zagreb premiere 

that “[c]oncern was expressed in the corridors that Grlić’s film presents a polygon for 

reviving Yugonostalgia, but this was entirely without reason: after viewing The Border Post 

you will have had enough of Yugoslavia and everything it stands for” (Polimac, 2006a: 73). 

Similarly, describing the film as a “good melodrama without the slightest Yugonostalgia”, 

Jutarnji list’s critic assessed that “[g]iven that The Border Post is perceived as a sort of 

Yugonostalgic collective Amarcord [(Fellini, 1973)], the fact perhaps sounds surprising that 

since 1990 I cannot remember a film in which the former state is shown to be so dreary and 

miserable” (Pavičić, J., 2006b: 40). He continues to outline how “[t]he Yugoslavia of The 

Border Post is a black wave Yugoslavia of ugly buildings and shabby stairwells, a country 

suffocated by the propaganda of rhetoric, in which people are not masters of their own 

destiny” (Pavičić, J., 2006b: 40).80 Such judgements required blind spots when viewing the 

film, overlooking relics from the common Yugoslav culture which have been nostalgically 
                                                
80 By 2011, Pavičić had revised his opinion, listing the film as one of the Ostalgia works that emerged after 
political changes in 2000, claiming “they appear in Croatian culture as a clear corrective, an endeavour to 
revise the simplistic view on the period of communism dominant in the nineties” (Pavičić 2011: 101). 
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memorialised, such as music by bands like Haustor and Novi fosili and also the broader 

sense of JNA camaraderie, shared not just by the film’s recruits but also by many of its 

viewers. Nevertheless, the right-wing press did turn on the film because of Yugonostalgia, 

Fokus denouncing how “Jutarnji, Večernji, Globus and tutti quanti used up a load of paper 

and ink praising […] ‘idyllic pan-Yugoslav subject matter’ from the JNA” (Rudić, 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
“a black wave Yugoslavia of ugly buildings and shabby stairwells”. The Border Post. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Yugonostalgia through popular music and camaraderie. The Border Post. 
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Unseen identities of the 2000s: local, gender, religious and alternative national 

As in previous periods, some identities were overlooked, either on-screen or in the press. 

During the 1980s and 1990s, this was explicable through the power exerted by dominant 

political agents who curtailed either filmmakers’ ability to depict identities or the press’s 

readiness to acknowledge them. During the 2000s, however, this was less the case since 

since democratic changes in January 2000 indeed served as the catalyst for the rise of New 

Croatian Cinema and its greater breadth of identities. Nevertheless, a decade of Tuđmanism 

had so firmly set nationhood as Croatian film culture’s primary identity that it proved a 

difficult aspect to shed. Whilst filmmakers were now more likely to criticise the state rather 

than praise it, the national continued to dominate. Furthermore, within these national 

parameters, some identities were presented in such a way that they conformed with the 

press’s expectations and therefore did not receive commentary despite being particularly 

telling of the society. 

 

Due to their propensity to fragment the favoured national, local identities were regularly 

maligned during the 2000s. Nice Dead Girls was set in the Zagreb, however this was 

scarcely emphasised within the oppressive confines of the narrative’s dark house. The 

Zagreb of the film was not imbued with local specificity, rather it represented a Croatian 

setting, communicated through the gallery of villains and emphasised by shots of the 

Croatian flag. Most of the Zagreb-based press ignored the city in their reception, and it was 

instead left to Slobodna Dalmacija to recognise how “[i]n Matanić’s film, Zagreb is […] a 

town in which skinheads roam around, beaten up Roma end up on the railway tracks and 

behind the facade of a nice bourgeois family there lurk various types of thieves and brutes” 

(Radak, 2002b). 
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The war veteran unfurling the Croatian flag over the communal house. Nice Dead Girls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

National flagging. Nice Dead Girls. 

 

By contrast, The Border Post did not avoid local identities within the film. Siniša, for 

instance, is repeatedly identified as a native of Split and Dalmatia, rather than as a Croat. 

Besides the character’s ikavica speech, this was clearly flagged when Mirijana jokes with 

him that “[y]ou Dalmatians just swim and sing and couldn’t care less” and affectionately 

refers to him as “Dalmatian”. The identity’s local newspaper, Slobodna Dalmacija, devoted 

considerable coverage to The Border Post but did not draw any attention to the 
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commonality between its own local identity and that of Siniša, instead remaining on the 

national level. Instead, most coverage conformed to that which Nacional described as “the 

key central Yugoslav national triangle of the Croat, Muslim and Serb” (Radić, 2006). 

 

On-screen depictions of gender identities were, above all others, mostly taken for granted 

during the 2000s, rarely standing out from their social backdrop.81 Less than two weeks 

before Nice Dead Girls was premiered at Pula, Mira Furlan decried female identities in 

Croatian film culture, asking “[w]here are the women, interesting, intelligent women who 

we don’t laugh at behind their backs and who we don’t want to secretly rape to show them 

our complete contempt?” (Lasić, 2002: 78). Perhaps, however, the answer to her question is 

that they would be found in the films of Dalibor Matanić, “the director who is probably the 

only one who regularly (and bravely!) places women in the focus of his film narratives” 

(Simić, M., 2012: 94).82 When the this issue was raised with the director by Večernji list, he 

revealed that he favoured female characters as a means of “showing the reaction towards the 

weak, the reaction towards something that is in opposition” (Jurčić, 2002d). In this respect, 

however, the specificity of his female protagonists’ experiences is undermined. Nice Dead 

Girls is less concerned with the problems of women and more with the oppression of 

broader society, women being a medium through which to express this, although ultimately 

interchangeable with another minority.  

 

With regard to male identities, Simić ranks The Border Post as one of a number of films 

during this period which “are so male-centred that one can rightfully wonder if Croatian 

film will soon start reproducing through cell division” (Simić, M., 2012: 97). Mirjana is the 

film’s only significant female role. Her character is objectified both within the narrative and 

through the film’s directing. The affair which she engages in with Siniša is not depicted as a 

mutual venture by two adults seeking intimacy, but rather as Siniša’s successful conquest of 

another man’s initially reluctant wife. This is not to claim that there were not such women 

living unfulfilled lives in provincial Yugoslavia, but rather that in this case the experience 

has been depicted solely to develop the male character, without actual interest in the female 

                                                
81 Although slightly toned down compared with the 1990s, there remained a trend for smuggling erotic images 
of female nudity into journalism across the mainstream press. This was still most frequently the case with 
reports relating to the tourism industry, especially in Slobodna Dalmacija and Večernji list, but was also 
managed more widely with sensationalising images accompanying material on crime (Malić, Bratić and Fazlić 
2006), education (Kvarantan, 2006) and even skin cancer (Luetić, 2006). 
82 Beside Nice Dead Girls, Matanić has placed female characters at the centre of his narratives in A Cashier 
Wants to Go to the Seaside, One Hundred Minutes of Slava, The Lika Cinema, Asphalt Mother (Majka asfalta, 
Matanić, 2010), Daddy (Ćaća, Matanić, 2011), Handymen (Majstori, Matanić, 2013) and The High Sun 
(Zvizdan, Matanić, 2015). 
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experience. Ultimately, Mirjana is brutally sacrificed for no other reason than to teach 

Siniša a lesson. This is complemented by conspicuous directorial choices, such as the point 

of view shot which admires Mirjana’s buttocks as she walks up the stairs and the more 

explicit depictions of her nudity compared with Siniša’s. Despite the press’s frequent praise 

for actress Verica Nedeska, Vjesnik claiming that “all critics emphasise that she achieved a 

wonderful role” (Vukoja, 2006: 32), recognition of her character’s plight was absent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Point of view shot of Mirjana’s buttocks from Siniša’s perspective. The Border Post. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Mirjana’s nudity is more explicitly shown than that of her lover Siniša. The Border Post.  
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Whilst mostly limited to individual segments intended to contribute to an image of 

conservative Croatia’s perceived hypocrisy, the depiction of religious identities in Nice 

Dead Girls went largely unmentioned. This even included the review in the ardently anti-

homosexual Glas Koncila which reasoned that despite “individual shots of the immoral and 

heinous act, it is nevertheless worth reflecting on the film” (Anđić, 2002). Whilst listing the 

various targets of Matanić’s social criticism, the publication does not directly address the 

nuns who are regular visitors to the abortionist, the churchgoing habit of the wife-beating 

veteran or the focus on the cross worn around Danijel’s neck whilst he rapes Iva. Matanić 

elaborated on these depictions in an interview with Vijenac, claiming to “hold a grudge 

against the Church in Croatia, especially during the nineties” because, “[a]t one moment, 

when politics went astray, the Church could have brought people to a positive way of 

thinking and work which would build a strong, moral state, but no, the Church bowed to 

politics” (Lisjak, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The cross hanging around Danijel’s neck, repeatedly knocking into Iva’s face whilst he rapes her. Nice Dead Girls. 
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Nuns, frequent visitors to the abortionist. Nice Dead Girls. 

 

As Croat’s main national outgroup, Croatian Serbs were far less visible on Croatian screens 

during the 2000s than the previous decade and do not feature explicitly in either Nice Dead 

Girls or The Border Post. Whilst Ljuba is a Serb in The Border Post, national delineations 

between the film’s characters are absolute, matching the national parcelisation of its 

financing and production. Commonality between the protagonists is on a mutual Yugoslav 

level rather than through blurred or negotiated nationhoods. As demonised caricatures 

within State-Building Cinema, Serbs’ role changed under New Croatian Cinema into one of 

the various disempowered identities victimised by the dominant conservative strand of 

Croatian society. Building upon Young Croatian Cinema’s foundations, this repositioned 

them from foreign outsiders who were unwelcome in Croatia to fellow insiders who 

belonged in Croatia. The first film to present this dynamic was Vinko Brešan’s Witnesses, 

portraying the murder of a Croatian Serb in his home in Karlovac in 1991 by a rogue group 

of Croatian soldiers who then kidnapped the only witness to this crime, the man’s young 

daughter. 

 

Although generally positive, the Croatian press’s reaction to Witnesses was not 

straightforward praise due to how the film conveyed, as Večernji list termed it, a “sensitive 

subject” (Jurčić, 2003). Vijenac judged that Witnesses was “one of the few quality pinnacles 

in Croatian cinema since independence”. Nevertheless, showing where the the publication’s 

horizons of expectation lay for war thematics, the magazine began by explaining how 

Witnesses is “not a direct examination of the violence of Serbian and ex-Yugoslav forces” 
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(Čegir, 2004). Although the film portrayed quite the opposite of this, Vijenac was reticent to 

implicate its own national ingroup. As such, evasively and offsetingly, it described the 

narrative as “the consequences of the aggression as reflected in all segments of the attacked 

community” (Čegir, 2004). Several publications observed in Witnesses, as Nacional termed 

it, a “direct allusion to the case of the Zec family murders” (Polimac, 2002e: 72). On this 

basis, Nacional subsequently criticised the ending of Witnesses in which the kidnapped 

daughter is saved on the grounds that it served to create a positive ingroup image. Deeming 

this a “a craving for a Croatia which (for the most part) did not exist”, the magazine stressed 

that in reality “[n]obody saved Aleksandra Zec and her family” (Radić, 2004). 

 

For most of the 2000s, Novosti, the publication of Croatia’s Serbian minority, only 

addressed Croatian film culture on the occasion of Serbian films being screened in Croatia. 

The release of Witnesses, however, was an exception given the coalescence between the 

film’s subject matter and the magazine’s sustained interest in the plight of Croatian Serb 

civilians during and after the Croatian War of Independence. The magazine thus 

unequivocally recognised that Witnesses “definitely achieves a new breakthrough in the 

treatment of wartime subjects and the destruction of legends about justification for the 

crimes that Croatian soldiers committed” (Jovanović (a), 2004). 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown that despite a renaissance in Croatian filmmaking during the 

2000s, which domestic scholarship has welcomed, day-to-day engagements with Croatian 

film culture were by no means unproblematic. Whilst films from the period’s dominant 

approaches were generally more favourably received than those of the 1990s, evincing this 

rise in standards, the marginalisation of the national film culture, which began during the 

previous decade, continued. My reception studies methodology has therefore shown 

Croatian films to be doubly detached during this decade. The first detachment came with 

how the identities espoused in films, products of the post-2000 liberal shift, received limited 

and partial reception from the mainstream press. The second detachment was manifested in 

how, thereafter, scholarly works failed to faithfully represent these interpretations. The 

result is a corpus of national film histories and smaller studies which really do not merit the 

national label which they afford themselves because of just how far removed they are from 

the nation. 

 

Given the significance of the January 2000 liberal shift in defining Croatian film culture’s 

direction during the 2000s, and in particular how New Croatian Cinema manifested many of 
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the identities associated with a rejection of Tuđmanism, it is perhaps surprising how 

nationhood remained the key identity in film reception. The demise of State-Building 

Cinema and the realisation of a consensus across much of the press meant that Croatian film 

culture was no longer a battlefield between opposing imaginings of nationhood, however it 

was by no means unproblematic. Indeed, whereas before filmmakers could be relatively 

sure that their messages would be met with support by at least one side of the press 

spectrum, during the 2000s they had difficulty communicating effectively with almost all 

publications. 

 

It is neither an exaggeration nor a contradiction to claim that the greatest obstacle faced by 

Croatian film culture during the 2000s was national identity. Whilst the construction of any 

national cinema ultimately categorises by nationhood, in this chapter I have also revealed 

the insufficiency of national cinemas which rely almost exclusively on a single dominant 

national identity, as was the case in Croatia during the 2000s. The context-activated 

historical materialist approach to reception studies has shown the extent to which Croatian 

national identities were conditioned by their interactions with other national and non-

national identities. These identities were apparent within the narratives of films, as well as 

the circumstances of their production and distribution, however the press was generally 

limited in its recognition of them. 

 

The transition from State-Building Cinema to New Croatian Cinema has been characterised 

by Pavičić as a shift “[f]rom a Cinema of Hatred to a Cinema of Consciousness” (Pavičić, 

2012: 49). However, as my research’s methodology has shown, the production of such films 

is merely the first step in creating a national cinema. Once they reach screens, films can be 

ignored, rejected or interpreted to simultaneously fit oppositional identities’ imperatives. 

New Croatian Cinema depicted deviant identities which fell within the scope of Croatian 

nationhood during the 2000s. The homosexuality presented in Nice Dead Girls, for instance, 

mirrored the wider debate about the position of homosexuals in Croatian society. The 

national imperative to understand such works as specifically Croatian films, however, meant 

that the specifics of these non-national identities remained under explored in a filmic 

context. Whilst the overarching stance which can be derived from works of New Croatian 

Cinema was that those who propagated a patriarchal Croatian nationhood had a great deal to 

answer for, the particular disempowered identity which was sacrificed in each film so as to 

illustrate this point remained an afterthought in film coverage. 
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Elucidating on the title of In Contrast: Croatian Film Today, the first two potential 

meanings which co-editor Aida Vidan provided were that the contemporary national cinema 

was “in contrast to the earlier Yugoslav film production [and] to the regional film industries 

of the post-Yugoslav period” (Vidan, 2012: 14). This conveyed the degree to which post-

independence filmmaking in Croatia is understood as a polar opposite from the Yugoslav 

period’s output. However, as I have shown in this chapter, Croatian film culture is part of a 

Yugospheric filmic web in the present: there really is nothing post-Yugoslav about it. 

Whilst the emergence of Yugosphere Cooperation proved that Croatian filmmakers were 

not fenced in by impermeable national borders, the disproportionate focus upon the national 

self in reception displayed just how ingrained mononational understandings of culture have 

become. Points of relevance more closely linked to other participating national identities 

were afforded less attention than their contribution to a production process or narrative 

warranted since they belonged to national outgroups which could not be permitted to 

devalue the Croatian national ingroup. With each national press focussing so heavily on the 

parts of co-productions which concerned their national self, the broader generative 

mechanisms which contributed to the realisation of Yugosphere Cooperation remain 

inadequately explored. For instance, Emir Hadžihafizbegović’s performances in ostensibly 

Croatian films like The Border Post were recognised in the Croatian press, Globus 

describing him as “the Sarajevan […] who appears so often in Croatian films that we can 

declare him the most employed Croatian actor” (Polimac, 2006c: 51), however his 

concurrent work in Bosnia was overlooked. This meant that he was decontextualised for 

Croatian audiences, stripped of the bulk of his professional biography simply because it fell 

outside of the national press’s national self. It is this which can be recognised as the reason 

for deeming the region post-Yugoslav in English language literature despite Yugosphere 

cooperation being ongoing. The fragmentation of the Yugospheric present into separate 

national pieces meant that they could only be reconstructed in the context of the Yugoslav 

past. 

 

Whilst research into Croatian film culture during the 2000s is at this stage aided by how the 

material lacks historical detachment, this is likewise a complicating factor. With many of 

the characteristics exhibited in films from the 2000s still prevalent, it is unclear whether the 

cinematic period inaugurated by the January 2000 political changes is on-going, completed 

or within a transitional phase.83 Although the meaning of this period is still malleable, not 

                                                
83 The industry has achieved a surer footing in recent years and whilst socially critical titles such as 
Vegetarian Cannibal (Ljudožder vegeterijanac, Schmidt, 2012) and The Priest’s Children (Svećenikova djeca, 
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fixed within a rigid paradigm like those applied to film culture from the 1980s and 1990s, it 

also means that scholars have exhibited a reluctance to be drawn on it specifically. It is 

often linked unnecessarily to the cinema of the 1990s purely on the basis of this being a 

post-independence or post-Yugoslav period, despite the major differences between the 

filmic outputs of these decades. The methodology employed within my research liberates 

the scholar from such anxieties. Whilst an interpretative role remains, it is directed at 

definite material, irrespective of whether or not one agrees with the views which they 

espouse, rather than evolving trends. 

 

The following chapter serves as a conclusion to my research, tying together the findings 

from the analysis which I have made of these three periods of Croatian film culture. This 

has two main aspects; firstly, the conclusions which can be made concerning the use of a 

context-activated, historical materialist approach to reception studies as a methodology for 

constructing national cinemas; secondly, the conclusions which can be drawn about 

Croatian film culture based upon the Croatian national cinema constructed within this 

research. 

  

                                                                                                                                                
Brešan, 2013) remain part of the national output, these seem refocused upon confronting institutions of power 
rather than in petitioning on behalf of disempowered groups. These have also been accompanied by a rise in 
well-received entertainment films, such as Handymen and Sonia and the Bull (Sonja i bik, Vorkapić, 2012). 
Yugosphere Cooperation certainly shows no signs of abating. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

My thesis makes contributions to two main fields of study, namely national cinema theory 

and Croatian film history. Having advocated a new reception studies-based approach to how 

we understand and construct national cinemas, I begin this conclusion by addressing the 

relative successes and deficiencies of this methodology. Given that Croatian film culture 

between 1980 and 2009 has served as the medium through which to test this methodology, I 

thereafter sum up the new insights which my research makes to this period of Croatian film 

history in particular. Finally, I suggest potential directions for future research which would 

build upon my findings. 

 

National cinema theory 

Whilst recognising that the national shows scant sign of being abandoned, Hjort and Petrie 

note that “the recent emergence in film studies of a new critical vocabulary – ‘world 

cinema’, ‘transnational cinema’, ‘regional cinema’” requires that “innovative ways of 

understanding national elements must be part of the critical shift that is currently occurring” 

(Hjort and Petrie, 2007: 1). I have achieved this in this research by trialling the use of an 

historical materialist, context activated approach to reception studies as a methodology with 

which to construct national cinemas. Instead of providing ostensibly superior 

understandings of filmic elements, this preferences analysis of the responses made to filmic 

elements by those in possession of various collective identities within a national sphere. 

Besides alternative national identities, this likewise includes non-national identities such as 

those tied to locality or gender. My goal, therefore, was to show the multitude of voices 

which construct the nation, disaggregating the homogenising tendencies of a singular 

national label which typifies existing works of national cinema. 

 

Methodological successes 

The term national cinema has been blighted by ambiguity due to how it is widely employed 

interchangeably for two distinct phenomena. At the same time, a national cinema has 

referred to (1) the corpus of films which exists within a national sphere, alongside the 

individuals, institutions and processes which produce and sustain them, separately of their 

academic chronicling, but also (2) an individual academic undertaking which endeavours to 

describe films within their national context, either comprehensively or through exemplary 

works. To solve this problem which needlessly complicates the academic field, my thesis 

proposes a clear distinction between these phenomena. The sum of existing filmic elements 
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within a national sphere, irrespective of academic commentary, is referred to as a national 

film culture. Only when this film culture is collated by a scholar, on the basis of national 

coherence, does it constitute a national cinema. It is necessary to stress, however, that no 

national cinema can lay serious claim to definitiveness nor preclude alternative national 

cinemas from being constructed from the same national film culture. In this respect, my 

thesis does not sacrifice either of the ways in which national cinema has thus far been 

understood yet avoids confusion between them. 

 

Existing works of national cinema and film history opaquely employ the national, a concept 

which is deceptively complicated. My thesis has sought to demystify national cinema’s 

nation. Existing research’s national is usually the nation state, however this causes 

inconsistencies when dealing with countries, such as Yugoslavia and Croatia, which have 

interrupted sovereignty and implies that borders can contain films, which simply is not the 

case. Instead, I tie national cinema to the nation, a body of individuals who collectively 

identify with a national identity, on the basis that films are watched by people, not by 

countries. The collective identities which have been referenced as part of the reception 

studies methodology are the same ones which contribute to the national whole, and the 

existence of a nation state is just one of the ways in which the nationhood can be expressed. 

 

In attempting to convey the cinematic national, existing research has a tendency to 

foreground films which apparently exemplify the nation, whether in taste, style or aesthetic. 

Such studies take the national for granted, for instance in the case of Croatian film culture 

they overlook the necessary question of whose Croatia or, better put, whose Croatias should 

be written about? By presenting the many ways in which different collective identities have 

interpreted elements of Croatian film culture, my research shows that each national film 

culture does not have a single, parallel national cinema, waiting for a scholar to adequately 

reveal it. Instead, each national film culture can have multiple national cinemas which can 

be constructed from different imaginings of the nation. Existing within a national sphere, 

non-national collective identities, such as those related to localities and gender, influence 

the way that the national is constructed and I have afforded them a voice within this 

research. These voices, however, cannot merely be idealised readers envisaged by the 

scholar, rather the scholar must step back from films and instead prioritise how others have 

actually interpreted them based upon their identities. Importantly, in conducting my analysis 

of press materials, I have not privileged nationalist voices which cleave to their 

interpretation of a Croatian identity over those which, also part of a Croatian milieu, voiced 

their nationhood more moderately. 
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In this research I have employed the transnational practically rather than symbolically. More 

than just recognition of co-productions, regional blocs or diasporas, this thesis strives to 

show how such factors actually influence filmic reception. National film cultures are 

conceived of as networks of related elements and so transnational cinema is merely the 

overlapping of elements within multiple networks. Transnationalism has been widely 

aggrandised, offered as a potential solution to national cinema’s failings, and yet, within this 

research I do not celebrate it but rather take it as something entirely unsurprising. The 

presence of Serbian actor Miki Manojlević in You Only Love Once, a film directed by Croat 

Rajko Grlić in 1980s Yugoslavia shows how elements associated with one national identity 

can be drawn together. To overstate this as a recurring novelty, however, verges on the 

banal. The pertinence of transnationalism must therefore be sought in how and why the 

interactions between nationally diverse elements were received by various collective 

identities. It is with this in mind that my research shows that Croatian film culture 

simultaneously contributes to non-mutually exclusive Croatian and Yugoslav national 

cinemas, along with, to a lesser extent, other national cinemas. 

 

The frequent use of uncomplicated national labels also conveys chronological coherence, 

implying a steady progression within one tradition from a starting point to an assumed goal. 

However, studies depicting this simple national development tend to soon appear dated 

when the ideology under which they were written, the one to which the national cinema was 

assumed to be progressing towards, changes, therein undermining valid aspects of the work 

in the process. By comparison, my thesis shows how disunified and contradictory Croatian 

film culture actually was between 1980 and 2009, on the basis that dominant imaginings of 

nationhoods differed between periods and, at any point, were supplemented by alternative 

imaginings. Nevertheless, recognition of these fractures in identity does not undermine the 

national cinema which is constructed, rather it produces one which is better equipped to 

stand the test of time. 

 

I have emphasised the significance of context when constructing national cinemas in this 

research. In many national cinemas, references to historical context are treated as a 

necessary evil which is dealt with as concisely as possible before being discarded. Films, 

however, are not standalone creations, rather they are conditioned by the context in which 

they are produced and, more significantly, consumed. To overlook this aspect deprives films 

of an entire element of their existence and, furthermore, audiences of their very being. In 

this research, I begin each chapter with an historical and filmic context for the period which 
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is covered. In foregrounding collective identities, it is essential to recognise that context 

dictates the form which they take and the methodology which is employed in this research 

makes this possible. 

 

It is import to recognise the diachronic nature of receptions. The meanings which are 

attributed to filmic elements are not fixed at any point irrespective of how persuasive or 

impassioned the arguments may be which accompany them. Given the significant shifts 

which have occurred to collective identities in Croatia since 1980, this research has 

resurrected numerous interpretative matrixes which have since been discarded. These range 

from those which were adjudged to be too closely linked to a former dominant political 

ideology, whether that be Yugoslav socialism or Croatian nationalism, to others which were 

peripheral even at the time they were made, coming from identities which dominant 

ingroups looked upon as outgroups. 

 

Methodological deficiencies 

Although my thesis successfully provides new perspectives on Croatian film culture, several 

contentious issues emerged during its production due to both the premises upon which the 

methodology was based and the way in which it was subsequently implemented. It is 

necessary to address these problems both for the integrity of this work and the benefit of 

future research which adopts a similar methodology. 

 

The goal of a reception studies-based methodology is to more accurately reflect the ways in 

which films were experienced by audiences and reduce the impact of the scholar as an 

imparter of meaning. Rather than dictating his or her own individual readings, the scholar is 

tasked with relaying the meanings of others, in this case collective identities linked to the 

nation. To what extent, however, is this just a smokescreen? Whilst I have attempted to 

faithfully reflect the sentiments conveyed in archived materials, I have nevertheless 

prioritised certain factors and minimised others so as to most adroitly convey the narratives 

asserted in each chapter and fit the agendas which they pursue. Therefore, in terms of its 

intended goal of conveying audiences at the expense of the scholar, the research’s 

methodology cannot be said to be entirely successful. Future research might, perhaps, adopt 

more quantitative features to the methodology. This could, for instance, take into account 

publications’ relative readerships when judging their impact and the frequency with which 

filmic elements are referenced rather than treating all texts uniformly. 
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Whilst the role of the scholar in collating materials is an unavoidable incursion into any 

reception studies methodology, in some instances within this thesis it has been further 

exacerbated by the need to disproportionately preference texts which, whilst constituting a 

minority of the media output, were judged to more adequately convey identities. In such 

cases, my intention was not to distort meaning or misrepresent identities but rather to more 

faithfully convey the aggregate findings which were made during the cumulative analysis of 

archival materials. For instance, in Chapter III, disproportionate use is made of material 

taken from Slobodni tjednik given that this newspaper ceased publication prior to the release 

of either of the films used as case studies for the 1990s. However, I deemed articles in 

Slobodni tjednik to clearly and concisely convey the right-wing nationalist discourse which 

was influential within society but was either diluted or disguised in other publications’ 

individual texts. Although this should not undermine the use of press materials as conveyors 

of collective identities, since those texts which deal with the filmic case studies remain the 

focus of my research, future endeavours might enforce stricter parameters on which 

publications are referenced. 

 

Citations within my thesis are introduced by the title of the publication rather than the name 

of the particular author, on the grounds that audiences share their collective identity 

primarily with the newspaper or magazine rather than the individual who contributed the 

text. However, Croatian film journalism has fairly limited horizons, presenting two 

problems for this research’s methodology. Firstly, there is a relatively small number of 

journalists writing regularly on film in Croatia, meaning that the frequency with which the 

likes of Nenad Polimac and Jurica Pavičić are cited becomes conspicuous. To what degree 

does the repetitive reliance on certain names mean that it is the opinions of individuals 

which are being conveyed rather than those attributable to publications? Secondly, and 

building on this first point, progressing through this research, it becomes clear that 

particular individuals have written for more than one publication during their careers. This 

need not undermine the research, given that it is possible that publications’ identities 

developed in unison with those of the authors, requiring them to write for the newspapers or 

magazines which best reflect their identities at a point in time. However, to again refer to 

Polimac and Pavičić, the prevalence with which they wrote for different publications, the 

former cited in this research in Globus, Jutarnji list, Nacional and Start and the latter in 

Jutarnji list, Slobodna Dalmacija and Vijenac, means that this is disputable. Nevertheless, 

the ease with which film journalists can write for more than one publication, especially 

during the 2000s, is perhaps evidence of how the distances between some of the more 

mainstream collective identities gradually decreased. With the general political, economic 
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and cultural gravitation towards Zagreb which has occurred since independence, as well as 

the completion of the Zagreb-Split motorway in 2005 cutting the physical travel time 

between these two cities to less than four hours and online communication making contact 

immediate, it is maybe not such a surprise that a journalist can write for both Split-based 

Slobodna Dalmacija and Zagreb-based Jutarnji list without provoking an identity crisis. 

 

When taking collective identities as the basis for recognising ingroups and outgroups in 

films and press materials, there is a tendency to establish polarising opposites. Croats 

require Serbs, conservatives require liberals and homosexuals require heterosexuals. This is 

too rigid and gives the impression that the one fixed concept of nationhood, which was 

deemed inadequate for constructing national cinemas, has not been truly discarded but 

instead supplemented by a selection of equally formulaic identities. Particularly on a non-

national plane, future research would benefit from greater interrogation of the identities 

standing behind these labels. Indeed, Brubaker has raised such an issue more widely with 

regard to works employing a constructivist approach to questions of national identity, 

observing that “[c]onstructivism coexists uneasily [...] with a decidedly nonconstructivist 

‘groupism’”, noting “the tendency to take internally homogeneous and externally bounded 

groups [...] as basic constituents of social life, chief protagonists of social conflicts, and 

fundamental units of social analysis” (Brubaker, 2006: 7). In this respect, beyond labels, 

what actually are the liberal, conservative, homosexual, heterosexual, Mediterranean, 

Dalmatian, gendered and Catholic identities within a Croatian context which I have used to 

explain the national film culture? Although these identities have been approached at points 

where they intersect within this research, thus avoiding simple oppositions between 

parcelised identities, at its basis, my methodology nevertheless explains films through 

identities and identities through films. To avoid such a closed circle, future research would 

therefore benefit from more detailed exploration of the identities in question, explaining 

what precisely they constitute and including explanations of how they blend in extra-filmic 

contexts, e.g. Serbian women, liberal Dalmatians and gay Catholics. 

 

Croatian film history 

The Croatian national cinema which I have constructed through this research is a collation 

of accumulated interpretations made by collective identities within a Croatian context 

between 1980 and 2009. Although I do not intended for it to be read as a comprehensive 

study of this period’s film culture, my thesis has nevertheless provided a number of new 

perspectives on Croatian film history which have been previously overlooked in existing 

national cinemas. 
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The homogenising and simplistic naming conventions which have thus far characterised 

Croatian national cinemas imply unmerited constancy to the national film history. One such 

example is Škrabalo’s Hrvatska filmska povijest ukratko (1896-2006) which suggests a 

singular, coherent and, most vitally, Croatian national from cinema’s arrival in Croatia until 

the study’s publication. Even when just taking into consideration the period from 1980 until 

2009, thus overlooking over eight decades of filmic and socio-political history, my research 

has revealed that the national film culture was fractured, contradictory and evolving. Rather 

than a single Croatianhood from start to finish, I have noted the existence of alternative 

collective identities, all of which fell within a Croatian national scope. These did not all 

coexist harmoniously but instead have been shown to often elicit conflict, establishing 

themselves as ingroups and recognising outgroups in the others which they encountered. My 

case studies show how ingroups and outgroups were constructed in filmic content. 

Furthermore, and contrary to the simplistic, one-dimensional nationhoods posited in most 

national cinemas, I have shown the extent to which the varied reception to films was 

determined in accordance with collective identities’ need to favour themselves and 

disparage others. I have revealed how, for Croatian film culture between 1980 and 2009, 

national identity was the keystone identity which most determined how others were 

received. The particular ways in which nationhood was manifested, however, evolved and 

varied considerably, fluctuating upon a spectrum ranging from Yugoslav orthodoxy to 

Croatian fascism, always supplemented by the differing receptions afforded by marginalised 

collective identities. 

 

Contrary to the predictable narrative of a withering Yugoslav state during the 1980s out of 

which Croatian filmic identities became emboldened, followed by a decade of nationalist 

failures during the 1990s and then an upturn in quality as new directors turned to socially 

critical subjects, my thesis has constructed a more nuanced, diverse and precise Croatian 

national cinema. This discounts a single narrative of Croatian national cinema and instead, 

with each case study, recognises the multiple tangents which emerge from the engagement 

of various collective identities with filmic elements. Whilst differing, all of these contesting 

identities fell within Croatian horizons and therefore contributed to a capricious national 

film culture which I have synthesised into a Croatian national cinema. 

 

The relevance of extra-filmic ideologies upon Croatian film culture has not gone entirely 

unnoticed in existing research, for instance references to Tuđmanist nationalism are a 

universal tenet of commentary on 1990s State-Building Cinema. My thesis, however, 
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emphasises that not only did Croatian film culture reflect extra-filmic ideologies, but rather 

it was the dramatic shifts which occurred at the heart of Croatian politics and society which 

served as the necessary precursors for changes to the national film culture. These changes 

were not gradual and nor did they require an incubation period, rather they matched, almost 

step for step, the major ideological shifts in Croatia’s political landscape between 1980 and 

2009. Nevertheless, Croatian film culture did not uniformly mirror ideological shifts. Some 

filmic trends mirrored them, such as State-Building Cinema’s evangelism of a Tuđmanist 

imagining of Croatia, whilst in other cases they resisted them, as with the socially critical 

stance against patriarchal conservatism presented in New Croatian Cinema. 

 

More tellingly, however, once the key filmic trends for each period were established, my 

research disaggregates Croatian audiences into their component collective identities. This 

means, for instance, that whilst other studies have implied a universal disdain for products 

of State-Building Cinema, Goulding judging that “[f]ilms that have been structured along 

these simplistic, jingoistic lines[…] have been rejected by Croatian film critics and 

audiences alike” (Goulding, 2002: 210), I have identified a variety of responses, including 

some which even embraced the trend. My approach also explains why collective identities 

interpreted films as they did. Therefore, despite engaging with a relatively homogenous 

society, Croatian film culture is shown within this research to possess, at any moment, a 

multitude of contradictory voices. Given that such diversity exists within the mould of what, 

by 2009, amounted to an ostensibly typical European Small Cinema, this serves as 

compelling evidence for the need for a similar approach in considerably larger film cultures. 

 

Despite pertaining just to Croatian film culture, rather than stretching to meaningfully 

encompass either more or all of the Yugosphere’s filmic horizons, I have shown the extent 

to which Croatian and Yugoslav identities coexist throughout the period which is covered. 

Each chapter has introduced case studies and numerous individual elements which cannot 

be fully understood without recognition of their place within both Croatian and Yugoslav 

traditions. The major ideological shifts which fermented the transition between cinematic 

periods did not determine whether or not Croatian or Yugoslav identities existed, rather they 

influenced the way these national identities were received. Denials of Croatian filmic 

identities prior to 1990 or Yugoslav filmic identities thereafter were not as a result of their 

absence but because of their direct clash with society’s dominant identities. To omit either 

Croatian or Yugoslav identities at any time between 1980 and 2009 is to provide an 

incomplete image of Croatian film culture. Furthermore, Yugoslav national cinemas should 

not be seen as peripheral or secondary to Croatian national cinemas when dealing with 
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Croatian film culture. Despite the congruence between the national adjectives of Croatian 

film culture and Croatian national cinema, the former is equally relevant since Croatian 

identities inescapably fall within the Yugosphere. 

 

As an English language study of Croatian film culture, this thesis fills a major gap in 

existing scholarship which has overwhelmingly focused on works which achieved festival 

success and thus transcended the contexts of their creation. Although most of the case 

studies provided in this research did achieve acclaim outside of Croatia, I have firmly 

tethered them to their reception amongst Croatian audiences. Consequently, the films are 

not floating morsels of Croatian culture, rather they are rooted in contexts which explain the 

motivations which led to their creations and subsequent receptions. I do not wish to imply 

that festival audiences, as fellow viewers, should be disenfranchised of their right to 

generate meaning, but rather that films have complex histories which are simplified, 

commodified and marginalised when the festival setting is the initial point of contact. 

 

Opportunities for future research 

No research is, of course, entirely foolproof and the deficiencies which I have identified do 

not necessitate that this thesis’s novel methodology be discarded but rather adjusted and 

improved. Furthermore, by introducing a new approach to national cinema theory and 

Croatian film history, my research has, quite inevitably, raised more questions than it has 

answered. By conceiving of national cinemas as correlated networks of filmic elements, my 

methodology is well suited to further research. However, instead of presuming the 

superiority of subsequent interpretations, which would replace pre-existing material, this 

methodology seeks to locate existing research within a national film culture’s web of 

elements. National cinemas are not external to national film cultures but rather exist within 

them. 

 

One avenue of future research would be to focus upon one or two particular collective 

identities and the ways in which their members experienced Croatian film culture. This 

would entail a very similar approach to that which has been used in this research but employ 

more filmic case studies for each trend so as to garner broader recognition of the ways in 

which, for instance, liberals and Catholics experienced State-Building Cinema and Young 

Croatian Cinema. Besides providing greater detail and more evidence for assertions, a 

further benefit of such an approach would be that it would dilute individual anomalous 

receptions which unduly influence analysis. Alternatively, it would be possible to reduce the 

number of case studies and instead look at their reception over a wider territory. Gilić notes 
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that “many of the best Croatian directors and film actors (e.g. Boris Dvornik) were pan-

Yugoslav realities, even cultural icons”, just as non-Croats like “Milena Dravić, Pavle 

Vuisić, Bata Živojinović […] and France Štiglić are a part of the history of Croatian film” 

(Gilić, 2011: 15). The fetishisation of the nation state which prevails in Croatian 

scholarship, seeking to strictly delineate national ownership of culture into Croatian and 

non-Croatian elements, neglects these double occupancies. Given that I have presented the 

Yugoslav credentials of ostensibly Croatian films used as case studies in this thesis, any 

research which directly builds upon it would certainly benefit from extending the 

geographical spread of reception into the rest of the Yugosphere, analysing how Bosnian, 

Slovene and Serbian audiences viewed ostensibly Croatian films like You Only Love Once 

and How The War Started on My Island and how each nation viewed its own nationals 

when guesting in the film industries of national others  

 

Moving beyond a strict focus on Croatian film culture, it would be interesting to compare 

results if the same methodology was applied to other film cultures within the Yugosphere. 

Film cultures in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Slovenia are conditioned by broadly 

similar extra-filmic contexts in their passages from Yugoslav republic to nation state and 

share numerous aspects of common culture, however major differences do exist between 

each society. Besides offering the potential for broad comparison between Yugospheric film 

cultures, this would also answer the longstanding question of what precisely constituted a 

common culture within socialist Yugoslavia and how has this altered in the post-Yugoslav 

Yugosphere. Beyond the Yugosphere, this could further lead to a reception studies 

methodology being applied to other film cultures which exist in close proximity, for 

instance the Caucuses and Scandinavia. 

 

Films which hold conspicuously Croatian and Yugoslav identities through the 

circumstances of their production and their content have been employed as case studies 

from which to measure reception in this research. However, Croatian audiences do not only 

watch Croatian films or those originating from other parts of the Yugosphere. In fact, it is 

quite the opposite since Croatian films constitute a small proportion of most audiences’ 

viewing diet, both in cinemas and on television, with the majority of productions arriving 

from Hollywood, an aspect mirrored in press materials. Building specifically on this 

research, when ascertaining the evolution of identities in Croatian film culture, perhaps the 

most important next step would be to ask how Croatian audiences experience the films 

which they actually watch. Truly escaping national pigeonholing, this would require that the 

domestic film production which I have covered in this research be viewed alongside the 
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Hollywood films which have long dominated viewing figures in Croatia. It will only be with 

recognition of how Hollywood products are received by Croatian collective identities that a 

reliable and representative understanding of Croatian film culture can be achieved. 

 

Within this research, I have shown Croatian film culture to be a diverse amalgamation of 

various collective identities. Future research which aims to construct national cinemas must 

strive to convey this to readers rather than taking the path of least resistance which employs 

uncomplicated, one dimensional narratives. Such deficiencies are not unique to scholarship 

on Croatian film culture, however its tumultuous recent history, often bringing conflicting 

collective identities to the fore, has made it an ideal starting point for this new approach to 

national cinema. 
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